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ABSTRACT 

This paper considers certain aspects of a four-year program of research, and addresses the changing cultural require-
ments to support the rise of improvisational working practices within the UK financial services sector. Specifically, it 
reports on some of the outcomes of a study encompassing over 100 hours of interviews, together with a variety of other 
primary and secondary data. The outcomes of the full study are documented elsewhere, and they identify a number of 
key factors that contribute to the successful use and control of improvisational working practices. One of these factors 
is a supportive organizational culture, and this specific area is dealt with in this paper. A particular focus is how the 
sample of organizations has attempted to identify and create supportive cultural conditions for improvisational work to 
take place. In order to bring clarity to the outcomes of this study, a matrix of the case study organizations is also of-
fered, which segregates those organizations according to their cultural support for improvisation and apparent im-
provisation effectiveness. Some comment on the current difficulties in the Financial Services sector has also been in-
cluded, as it could be argued that improvisation may have contributed to shortcomings in control processes by members 
of that sector. 
 
Keywords: Improvisation, Culture, Financial Services 

1. Introduction 

Over the last ten years or so, evidence has emerged sug-
gesting that more progressive organizations are moving 
away from a slavish adherence to agreed processes and 
procedures. Rather, they are exploring different, more 
radical ways of competing, which depend on allowing 
trusted and empowered employees to experiment with 
more creative and less predictable ways of achieving. 
This developing trend has been labeled organizational 
improvisation. The literature on organizational improvi-
sation has matured, building on early philosophical ideals 
from Ryle (1979), and more organizationally-oriented 
work such as Weick's (1979) early insights into sense-
making. A number of later contributions have organized 
the evolving output (notably Cunha et al., 1999), and 
placed it in an appropriate managerial and theoretical 
context. As a result of this activity, organizational im-
provisation has progressed from being seen as a dysfunc-
tion resulting from poor planning (Quinn, 1980), to par-
ticipating in, and becoming more recognized, within the 
lexicon of management theory (Leybourne, 2005). As 
our understanding of the antecedents, influencing factors, 
and outcomes of improvisation becomes more compre-

hensive, it is time to focus on the supporting framework 
that allows successful improvisation to flourish in organiza-
tions. Arguably, one of the more influential of those pre- 
existing conditions for effective organizational improvi-
sation is a supportive organizational culture and climate. 

This raises the question of how culture and climate 
support effective improvisational working practices. This 
paper will therefore examine various dimensions of or-
ganizational improvisation, and the way in which it is 
used within a range of organizations operating within a 
specific business sector, the intention being to isolate and 
analyze identifiable components of organizational culture 
and climate that may encourage or negate effective im-
provisation. 

Although at the superficial level some practitioners 
perceive little difference between culture and climate, the 
academic definitions are quite distinct. Deal and Ken-
nedy (1982) talk of culture in terms of: “the way things 
are done around here”, although a more exact definition 
is “the collection of traditions, values, policies, beliefs, 
and attitudes that constitute a pervasive context for eve-
rything we do and think in an organization” (McLean & 
Marshall, 1993). Organizational climate is a rather more 
ephemeral concept, and one which Mullins (1999: 810) 
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suggests, when applied to organizations “can be said to 
relate to the prevailing atmosphere surrounding the or-
ganization, to the level of morale, and to the strength of 
feeling or belonging, care and goodwill among mem-
bers”. This review will deal with organizational culture 
first, examining it at both the sectoral and organizational 
level, before turning to the notion of climate. 

The concept of culture has “…been borrowed from 
anthropology, where there is no consensus on its mean-
ing” (Smircich, 1983: 339). Jelinek et al. (1983: 331) 
however suggest that culture is “…another word for so-
cial reality”, and that it is “the shaper of human interac-
tion and the outcome of it, continually created and rec-
reated by people’s ongoing interactions” (Jelinek et al., 
1983: 331). Although this description of culture is by no 
means universally adopted, it does suggest that cultural 
norms are constantly changing. We are however inter-
ested in culture from an organizational and also from a 
sectoral viewpoint, and there have been a number of at-
tempts to define culture in these contexts. Corporate or 
organizational culture is defined by Gordon (1991: 397) 
as “…an organization-specific system of widely shared 
assumptions and values that give rise to typical behavior 
patterns.” Whipp et al. (1989: 565) suggested that 
“…the concept of culture, at the level of the firm, refers 
to the collection of beliefs, values and assumptions held 
by the members of an organization.” Schein (1985) went 
further, defining three levels of cultural phenomena in 
organizations: at the surface level, behaviors; at the mid-
dle level, values; and at the deepest level, basic assump-
tions. He considered that the deeper basic assumptions 
were the essence of culture. 

The emergence of organizational culture as an area of 
academic and managerial interest stems from a number 
of historic circumstances, including the changes in the 
nature of work brought about by flexible working and the 
breakdown of the “theory X” approach to management. 
As employees responded to organizational desire for 
“multi-skilled” capability, a desire has emerged to align 
or develop a “sense of belonging” to the organization. 
This has resulted in an increasing focus on organizational 
culture and climate, reflected in sets of differing values, 
norms, and beliefs, embedded in different structures and 
systems (Handy, 1993). It is also evident that different 
sets of these elements emerge at different loci, resulting 
in fragmented cultures. 

The distinction between culture and climate can be a 
fragile one, and is often disputed. It is suggested that 
organizational climate promotes a psychological approa- 
ch (Denison, 1990; Linstead, 2004), whilst neglecting the 
cultural and symbolic forms that inform culture. This 
indicates that climate can be short-lived, in that it reflects 
employees “feelings” towards an organization, which are 
prone to change (Schneider, 1983). Although both cul-
ture and climate are linked to the value system of organ-

izational members (Rollinson & Broadfield, 2002), the 
traditional view is that culture generates the values that 
are a component of how people act within an organization, 
whilst climate reflects the alignment between organiza-
tional and personal values. An alternative view, pro-
pounded by Denison (1996), is that the differences be-
tween culture and climate are minimal, and that the dif-
ferences manifest themselves in terms of measurement. 

Brookes & Dawes (1999) consider the issue of merger 
or consolidation as a trigger for cultural change within 
organizations, suggesting that merger is an ideal oppor-
tunity to “…achieve a cultural change on a broader 
footing, in particular, embedding a much more customer- 
driven philosophy which could generate significant 
competitive advantage” (Brookes & Dawes, 1999: 197). 
They also highlight the fact that they are espousing the 
“…human aspects of organization”, or to apply another 
label, the socio-cultural systems which comprise organi-
zations (Brookes & Dawes, 1999: 195). 

It is apparent that much environmental change has 
taken place in the management of the organization, and 
one of the ways that these adjustments are manifesting 
themselves is in a relaxation of processes and procedures, 
and a move towards allowing trusted and empowered 
employees to experiment with more creative, and less 
controlled, ways of achieving. Organizational improvisa-
tion is an example of one way that such creativity is be-
ing applied, although there are other established debates 
that contribute to the dismantling of organizational bu-
reaucracy and the rise of autonomous working styles. 
Notably, the principles of responsible autonomy (Fried-
man, 1977), professional autonomy (Freidson, 2001; 
Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2008), post-bureaucracy (Heck- 
sher, 1994), and employee empowerment itself have all 
assisted in or argued the benefits of the relaxation of bu-
reaucratic control. 

However, responsible autonomy, where the aim is to 
integrate the workers to the goals of the organization by 
giving them independence and by encouraging them to 
adapt to possible changes at work and in work organiza-
tion, is linked to manipulative aspects of employee “con-
trol” and to career hierarchies and progression, and to job 
security (Sturdy, Knights & Willmott, 1992), whereas 
improvisation is enabled by “consent” to experiment with 
new ways of achieving organizational tasks and activities. 
Functional autonomy, which is defined by Friedson 
(1970: 53) as “the degree to which work can be carried 
out independently of organizational or medical supervi-
sion and can attract its own clientele independently” has 
elements that align usefully with improvisational work, 
but is essentially embedded in medical or professional, or 
client-based practice (Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2008). 
Post-bureaucracy is the antithesis of the principles of 
bureaucratic organization (Hecksher, 1994), involving 
rationality and the allocation of defined and planned 
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work. Although this mirrors the ethos of improvisation, 
the creative and intuitional components of improvisation 
(Moorman & Miner, 1998a) add significantly to its ef-
fectiveness as an enabler of change, and as a lens for the 
analysis of cultural change. 

There have been a number of comprehensive reviews of 
organizational improvisation (Cunha et al., 1999: Ley-
bourne, 2006), much of which has evolved from Weick’s 
(1979) work on sense-making, and Moorman and Miner’s 
(1998a; 1998b) output that assists in identifying the early 
key constructs of creativity, intuition, and bricolage. 
Later work by Miner, Bassoff and Moorman (2001) pos-
ited adaptation, innovation, compression (in the temporal 
sense), and learning as additional constructs of improvi-
sational activity within organizations. The development 
of management practices since the turn of the millennium 
has embraced a number of these constructs as important 
outcomes and antecedents of organizational performance, 
leading to an appreciation of improvisation as a lens for 
the analysis of organizational activity. 

From a philosophical stance improvisation relates to 
how thoughts develop. Ryle (1979: 125) suggests that; 
“the vast majority of things that happen [are] unprece-
dented, unpredictable, and never to be repeated”, and 
that “the things we say and do… cannot be completely 
pre-arranged”. To a partly novel situation the response 
is necessarily partly novel, else it is not a response. His 
assertion is that however much an activity is planned, 
there will always be a novel set of circumstances to deal 
with, and that improvisation requires using resources that 
are to hand to resolve unforeseen circumstances. This 
assertion also resonates with the tenets of autonomous 
working, which is under adoption by modern organiza-
tions, and which is also the essence of bricolage (Lehner, 
2000), which in turn is an essential component of im-
provisation (Moorman & Miner, 1998a). 

From the mid-1990s onwards much of the literature on 
improvisational work practices within organizations took 
this stance and applied it to organizational routines and 
processes. Some of the outcomes from these debates ap-
ply metaphors to explain the way improvisation is used, 
for example adopting and applying ideas from jazz per-
formance (Barrett, 1998a & 1998b; Eisenhardt, 1997; 
Hatch, 1998 & 1999), and from improvisational theatre 
(Crossan, 1997; Kanter, 2002; Yanow, 2001). Later work 
used grounded theory approaches to consider the tempo-
ral aspects of improvisation, and particularly pressure to 
achieve complex tasks to a demanding or compressed 
timetable (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Moorman & 
Miner, 1998a & 1998b). This work is building the foun-
dations to allow empirical research of a more positivist 
nature-for example: Akgun & Lynn’s (2002) work on the 
links between improvised new product development and 
speed-to-market. Latterly, consideration has also been 
given to the interactions between improvisation and 

learning (Chelariu et al., 2002, Miner et al., 2001), im-
provisation and entrepreneurial activity (Baker et al., 
2003; Hmieleski & Corbett, 2003) and the ways in which 
tacit knowledge (upon which intuition, and therefore 
improvisation, may draw) is acquired (Koskinen, Pihla- 
nto & Vanharanta, 2003), and the role of experience in 
the acquisition of tacit knowledge (Cooke-Davis, 2002). 
This is in turn feeding in to improvisation as a tool for 
strategic decision-making within turbulent environments 
(Velez-Castrillon, Vera & Kachra, 2008). 

The outcomes of this emerging literature base include 
an appreciation of the benefits and effectiveness of im-
provisational working practices, both as a tool and an 
appreciated skill for managers, and as a lens for the 
analysis of organizations. This stems from early work by 
Orlikowski and Hofman (1997), who suggest that organ-
izational transformation (which is inherent in all modern 
organizations) is an ongoing improvisation enacted by 
organizational actors trying to make sense of and act co-
herently in the world, offering strong links to Weick’s 
sense-making model. Mendonça, Cunha, Kaivo-oja and 
Ruff (2004: 213) suggest that “a crucial element for im-
provisation to occur is the existence of a ‘safe’ environ-
ment” which sees that the errors are not only inevitable, but 
also potential sources of learning, linking strongly with the 
requirement for a supportive organizational culture. 

2. Samples and Methods 

The study that underpins this research, and provides 
much of the primary data upon which the findings ar-
ticulated in this paper have been based, was located in a 
sub-sector of the U.K. financial services sector. Six retail 
lending institutions, ranging from a major quoted bank, 
through building societies and ex-building societies (U. 
K.-based mutually-owned organizations originally form- 
ed specifically to supply housing finance), to smaller ret- 
ail lending organizations, were used. This sample was 
chosen taking into account the relative populations of 
organizations in each of the sub-sectors, the required 
number of cases required to provide an opportunity to 
develop theory (Eisenhardt, 1989: 537; Stake, 1994: 237), 
and the need to include cases with differing characteris-
tics, or polar types (Pettigrew, 1988). 

The data collection and analysis involved a number of 
visits to each participant organization. The larger or-
ganizations received up to eight visits, with the smaller 
and more compactly organized organizations receiving 
from three to six visits. Over ninety employees and or-
ganizational stakeholders were interviewed, using a 
semi-structured interview framework derived from a rig-
orous operationalisation process, underpinned by the 
literature review. This resulted in the collection of in 
excess of 100 hours of highly relevant and focused inter-
view data. Observational and secondary data, including 
project documentation, was also incorporated into this 
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qualitative study. This data was analyzed, using the 
Huberman and Miles (1998) Interactive Data Analysis 
model as a guiding principle for data relevance, inclusion 
and reduction, and each of the six organizations was 
written up as a case study. Cross-case analysis was then 
undertaken, and themes, trends, and modes of operation 
were identified. 

The use of computer aided qualitative data analysis 
software (CAQDAS) was considered, but was rejected, 
as there is a perceived danger that in adopting CAQDAS 
tools to analyze qualitative data, the researcher is forced 
to adapt to requirements imposed by the software 
(Woolgar, 1991; Lonkila, 1991). Lonkila suggests that 
such software programs “…could also be misused as 
purely rhetorical weapons to convince the readers or 
academic community of the scientific nature of ones re-
search” (Lonkila, 1991: 46), and that it can “…prevent 
an interactive and easy movement between emerging 
conceptual structures and the data” (Lonkila, 1991: 49).  
Agar also sees a potentially destructive step in the proc-
ess of analyzing qualitative data using software, notably, 
that there is a danger that a researcher may “…conduct 
an ethnography to maximize fit between the process and 
the available software” (Agar, 1991: 193). Fielding and 
Lee (1998: 68-84) also synthesise a number of disadvan-
tages of CAQDAS, including accessibility and availabil-
ity (Russell & Gregory, 1993), the exaggeration of possi-
ble benefits (Wietzman & Miles, 1995: 335), lack of 
closeness to the data (Agar, 1991: 185), and unintended 
consequences (Seidel, 1991: 109). 

The study identified a number of processes, mecha-
nisms and routines that the six organizations used (for-
mally and informally) to develop and manage improvisa-
tional working practices. Often this improvisational ac-
tivity is informal and surreptitious, and as such causes 
problems for the organizations, especially as they operate 
in a sector that is traditionally risk-averse (Brooks & 
Dawes, 1999: 197; Trethowen & Scullion, 1997: 62). 
The prime focus of this paper is however the movement 
away from standardized and documented processes and 
mechanisms, towards more improvisational modes of 
working, and how culture and climate within organiza-
tions may assist or hinder this shift. 

3. Case Study Findings 

Inevitably, the six case study organizations displayed 
varying levels of maturity, sophistication, and effective-
ness in their understanding, control and management of 
improvisational working practices, and the culture that 
has emerged or been cultivated to support that activity. 
To some extent, this was linked to confidence in the abil-
ity of employees to improvise effectively, within a given 
framework that limited the extent of improvisational ac-
tivity. The cultural norms and values of the organizations 
also significantly affected the way in which improvisa-

tional working practices were used, or in some cases, 
abused. Each organization that contributed to the study is 
examined separately, the various issues examined, and a 
summarizing analysis made. A comparison across the six 
organizations will then be considered as a part of the 
wider conclusions. 

3.1 BigBank 

At BigBank, a major U.K.-based bank with over 77,000 
employees, there was evidence of improvisational activity 
within a fragmented organizational culture, brought about 
by challenges in managing the merging of disparate acqui-
sitions and merger partners. Notably, the management core 
of BigBank is formed from the senior managers of two 
merged banks with a centralized structure dominating, 
resulting in significant resistance from managers used to 
managing their own organizational domains. 

One senior manager considered that it could possibly 
take a generation to remove the ingrained loyalties to one 
or other component bank, and suggested that “I could 
find you an ‘Attilla the Hun’ culture… and at the other 
end, a ‘Mahatma Gandhi’ culture. There is so much op-
portunity for individuals to build a culture how they want 
it to be in their area…”. The branch network has its own 
cultural problems. Branches often appear to take their 
cultural lead from the branch manager, and two of the 
branches visited had tight-knit, customer-focused teams, 
in each case led by a young manager who had built their 
own supportive branch culture. In direct contradiction to 
this approach, the I.T. and operations areas of the bank 
are traditionally acknowledged to have a more confronta-
tional work environment, with greater personal account-
ability, a feeling that is noticeably less prevalent in other 
divisions of the organization. This may be compounded 
by the fact that, particularly within the systems areas of 
the bank, there is a strong focus and emphasis on deliv-
ery against the project timetable. It was also suggested 
that this delivery focus is present regardless of whether 
the need for the change has been superseded. 

Within the merged bank, the part of the merged or-
ganization where managers were originally employed is 
referred to as “heritage”. This term refers to the con-
stituent part of the merged bank in which a person was 
originally employed, and there is an inference that em-
ployees still have loyalty to managers from their own 
heritage. It is however suggested that 70% of the junior 
staff employed by the merged organization have joined 
since 1995. These junior staff have little loyalty to either 
historic heritage within the enlarged bank. Another issue 
that has affected employees, particularly in the lending 
areas of BigBank, is the centralization of decision-mak- 
ing, and the removal of lending discretion from line 
managers within the branch network. This shift is famil-
iar to employees from one half of the merged entity, but 
alien to employees from the other. Indeed, one Branch 
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Manager in her 30’s, who has been with one of the newly 
merged banks for her entire working life, suggested that 
prior to the 1995 merger, she “used to have an awful lot 
of discretion. It used to be a proper bank”. Amongst 
more established middle managers, attitudes do appear to 
be linked to the working arrangements within the com-
ponent bank where career progression was achieved. 

The indicators are that although BigBank is moving 
forward in its re-focusing of the organization from a prod-
uct to a customer focus, there is much work still to do. The 
change program run by the University of BigBank is how-
ever only experienced by about 200 middle managers each 
year, comprising less than 0.25% of the employee base, 
and the clash of heritage, which closely equates to historic 
culture within BigBank, is still causing concern. 

There is significant support for improvisation within 
BigBank, with many operational areas, all change man-
agement respondents, and all project managers confirm-
ing that much of their work is improvised. The virtual 
university disseminates research from, amongst other 
sources, the Cranfield School of Management on infor-
mal pockets of best practice, which is seen by BigBank as 
closely linked to improvisation. There is evidence that 
although the bank has formal structures and processes, 
another set of activities achieves much of the real pro-
gress. These activities are based on informal networks 
and relationships, and they appear to operate outside of 
the procedures and guidelines documented by the bank. 

There is recognition within BigBank that this can assist 
in managing change. One manager linked this to the or-
ganizational climate of the bank, arguing: 

“I think the climate… is more one of, if you are work-
ing within the broad framework of… management and 
you can find a better way of achieving the goal more 
effectively, then I think you have got the freedom to [do 
that]. Therefore, improvise or innovate” 

This attitude indicates strong support for improvisa-
tional work routines. Also, evidence from within the or-
ganization underpins the fact that at many levels and 
functional specializations, improvisation is supported. 

During the discussions within BigBank many instances 
of these informal routines and improvisational activities 
were identified. A senior manager in the Management 
Development area of the bank suggested that: 

“Actually most of the work that does happen in the 
organization is done through informal structures, loose 
collaborations of people who have similar views or ini-
tiatives… Actually you just get on the phone and make 
something happen informally, which fits with the idea of 
improvisation for me”. 

Improvisation is therefore recognized as a valid, and in 
some areas an essential, component in change. However, 
there is evidence that the opportunity to improvise is be-
ing deliberately removed from branch systems and proc-
esses, which may run counter to BigBank’s intention to 
focus on customers, many of whom use a branch as their 
principal channel to access products offered by the bank. 
Table 1 displays the cultural and improvisational attrib-
utes of BigBank. 

3.2 MutualCo 

MutualCo is one of the few surviving Mutually-owned 
mortgage lending organizations in U.K., with a work-
force of approximately 1300. It devotes significant time 
and energy to the development of its employees, and a 
recent staff satisfaction survey showed that matters were 
improving. Senior managers within the society are taking 
more interest in the skills and development of employees. 
Managers suggest that the focus has moved from deliv-
ery of benefits, to a more behavioral focus, where trai- 
ning and the effect of changes on a developing workforce 
is appreciated.

 
Table 1. Cultural and improvisational attributes of BigBank 

BigBank – Cultural and Improvisational Attributes 

Culture – Positive Attributes Culture - Negative Attributes 

 Strong linkages between projects, H.R., and training  
 Dedicated area change managers monitoring impact of 

change on staff 
 Dedicated department to communicate major change 
 Use of training maps for career development 
 Attempts to measure behavioral change 

 Excessive use of political influence by senior managers 
 Project procedures and methods have little coverage of peo-

ple/cultural issues 
 Many layers of authority/hierarchy 
 Lack of time for self-training 
 Cultural differences between merging banks and between 

operational areas causing entrenched resistance 

Improvisation - Positive Attributes Improvisation - Negative Attributes 

 Support for improvisation implicit within the organization
 Training on aspects of improvisation 
 Informal networks to assist with improvisation 
 Improvisation accepted as contributing to project-managed 

change 

 Rigidity in customer-facing procedures negates improvisation 
 Perception that senior managers are deeply entrenched in 

traditional banking mentality 
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Recently there has been a more focused approach to-
wards culture and employee behaviors. However, the 
Group I.T. Manager attempted to put this into perspec-
tive, suggesting that: 

“the current man [new chief executive] is trying to 
change the culture of MutualCo, and I think he is going 
to have a hard job... the words that come out are, he 
wants us to work, but he wants us to be happy, and he 
wants us to have fun. They are light words, and every-
body wants to be happy and have fun, but it is no good 
when you have an avalanche coming down on top of you 
with work loads all the time, and you work the weekend, 
and you work nights. If they want people to be happy in 
their work, they have got to stop putting people under so 
much pressure, and try to reward them in the best way 
that they can.” 

At a less influential level, a junior Customer Services 
Helpdesk Operator reinforced this view, saying: 

“When I first started with the society, I thought they 
were a very caring society and they were interested in 
your thoughts. We seemed to drift away from that about 2 
years ago, although now we seem to be getting back into 
it. Before, it was very much, you either do these targets, 
or maybe the job that you are doing isn’t suitable for you 
anymore.” 

These comments point to a dual standard in the society, 
with the rhetoric leaning towards a focus on employee 
relations, with activity directed towards improving skills 
and behaviors. However, the reality is that there is still an 
emphasis on progress, delivery, and the achievement of 
targets. 

Communication is also recognized as a problem, espe-
cially in the branch network. One employee pointed out 
“Once you start going outside of Head Office, then I 
think that perhaps the communication is not that strong”. 
There is however evidence that the situation is improving, 
and the society intranet and E-mail is acknowledged to 

be assisting in this area. Under the new senior manage-
ment team, managers particularly talk about leaving the 
blame culture behind, moving away from the risk-averse 
culture of the mid 1990s, and a “work hard-play hard” 
environment. 

One manager recognized that within the projects and 
I.T. area, attempts were being made to address some of 
these cultural issues, saying “they are trying to move 
from a blame culture to one of, OK, you can make a mis-
take, and that is learnful… fault would be apportioned, 
but not in a negative way…”. It is however apparent that 
the culture of MutualCo is fragmented. This is resulting 
in at least one department attempting to address its cul-
tural shortcomings independently. There is also a widely 
held view that the move to a new, modern Head Office 
building will remedy cultural shortcomings within the 
organization, and assist with healing cultural fragmenta-
tion. This is however unlikely to happen without consid-
erable complementary activity. 

The positive and negative cultural attributes of Mutu-
alCo are displayed in Table 2. It is apparent from these 
attributes that much effort is being directed towards the 
development of employees, and the creation of a sympa-
thetic environment to allow them to thrive and produce 
results for the society. However, it appears that at the 
Executive Director level, pressure is still applied to em-
ployees to produce improvements in effort, performance, 
and output, without sufficient attention to the social and 
behavioral issues that impinge upon such improvement 
activity. 

MutualCo has an approach to the creation and plan-
ning of change that is moderately rigid, using tools and 
techniques drawn from methodologies such as PRINCE1. 
There is however recognition at all levels within the 
managerial hierarchy that forms of improvisation are 
used, but the degree is disputed. The Head of I.T. de-
scribes this type of activity in terms of “work-arounds” 

 
Table 2. Cultural and improvisational attributes of MutualCo 

MutualCo –Cultural and Improvisational Attributes 

Culture – Positive Attributes Culture - Negative Attributes 

 New senior management emphasis on people aspects of the 
organization 

 Starting to manage tacit knowledge 
 New emphasis on retraining and stimulating staff 
 Progress on building skill sets and socio-behavioral norms 
 Decision-making devolved to lower levels 

 Geographical scattering of departments hampering communication 
 Major growth has led to focus on product development projects 

rather than Behavioral Projects 
 Head office relocation caused skills losses 
 Project management standards do not include people/cultural issues
 Problems with communication, especially to branch network/staff 

Improvisation - Positive Attributes Improvisation - Negative Attributes 

 Willingness to accept improvisation as an accelerator of 
change 

 Program/project managers admit to the regular use of im-
provisation 

 Conflict with internal audit department 
 Risk aversion negatively influences ability to improvise 
 Pressure to deliver may encourage reckless improvisation 

  
1‘PRINCE’ (Projects IN a Controlled Environment) and PRINCE2’ are project management methodologies widely used in the UK Public Sector. 
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and “management of the issues”. Middle managers ar-
ticulate improvisational processes more strongly, sug-
gesting that “I improvise to get things done”, “I will get 
it done any way I can”, and “you couldn’t get a project 
‘live’ without improvisation”. The group I.T. manager 
reinforced this view, suggesting: 

“If our chief exec wants something done, it is going to 
happen, and if he wants it done in a month, we will say, I 
doubt if we can do it. We will try for it, but one of the 
first things that goes is following all the rules and regu-
lations, crossing the ‘t’s, dotting the ‘i’s, doing the 
documentation, that goes out.” 

It appears that this is accepted within the organization, 
and there is clear evidence of high levels of improvisa-
tional activity within MutualCo. There is however a con-
flict between this attitude and the auditing of processes 
and project plans, and project managers complain of 
pressure to deliver projects quickly, and the lack of in-
volvement of internal auditors in project planning and 
project progress meetings. 

It appears that, notwithstanding a real sense of risk 
aversion within the organization embedded by 150 years 
of tradition, and a stable market for the single loan prod-
uct offered for much of that time, areas of MutualCo are 
changing. As a result of the relative lack of development 
historically, the change that is now being achieved is 
happening in spite of the many problems that exist within 
the organization. Managers using improvisational prac-
tices appear to be the catalyst for such change. The posi-
tive and negative attributes relating to culture and im-
provisation within MutualCo are displayed in Table 2. 

3.3 ExSociety 

ExSociety was a mutually-owned mortgage lending or-
ganization, but is now part of a very large banking and 
finance Plc. As an organization, it appears to have a well 
developed and well communicated vision and values, 
widely adopted and championed across the organization. 
The organizational culture of ExSociety is well developed, 
coherent, and appears to be homogeneous and respected 
across the organization. Cultural norms are reinforced by 
the recognition and provision of single status facilities, 
and are built around two key messages; “doing the right 
thing”, and a continuing focus on customer excellence. 
The adoption of customer satisfaction as a key perform-
ance indicator within ExSociety has had a significant 
effect the evolving culture and on performance since its 
adoption in the late 1990s. 

Initial impressions of ExSociety are favorable, with 
harmonization initiatives and the inclusion of employee 
issues having a positive effect on employee morale, 
commitment, and enthusiasm. There is strong evidence 
of adoption of the vision and values, which include em-
ployee development, at all levels within the organization. 
Indeed, in discussing the values of the organization, one 

manager from the compliance and internal audit area 
who had been employed with ExSociety for about a year 
stated: 

“Something I have not come across before in a com-
pany is, it is almost taken to heart by all the staff, and 
they recognize it, and they understand it, and they effec-
tively live by it. They try to ‘do the right thing’”. 

There have been various descriptions of the culture of 
ExSociety, including entrepreneurial, changing, innova-
tive, people oriented, welcoming, open, and honest, 
friendly, and caring. These all appear to be positive at-
tributes, and the evidence collected within and around 
ExSociety is generally supportive of and consistent with 
these labels, notwithstanding the amount of change that 
has allegedly taken place in the last decade. ExSociety 
also shares knowledge. If “best practice” is identified by 
a work team, forums are used to disseminate such infor-
mation throughout the organization. Identification of and 
exploitation of these pockets of best practice that develop 
within ExSociety is seen as a key activity in the im-
provement of working practices. 

Improvisation is accepted as a desirable skill across 
the whole of ExSociety. One member of the branch staff, 
when asked whether she had the opportunity to impro-
vise, said “ExSociety encourage taking ownership of 
everything. I think that is a good thing really, because it 
gives people confidence to think, ‘well, if there is a prob-
lem, how do I solve it’, rather than passing it on, and 
thinking, ‘well, this is not really to do with me’”. This 
statement links neatly with the concept of “ownership” 
that is enshrined in the corporate values of ExSociety. 
Also, there is a very strong alignment between these val-
ues and the attitudes of employees, and improvisation is 
encouraged if it contributes to the delivery of excellence 
to the customer. 

Discussions with the Strategic Change Manager also 
revealed strong support for improvisational activity, 
which he sees as the way in which most work is man-
aged and achieved. A Compliance Manager did how-
ever point out that, given the volume of regulation 
within the sector, it was important to set boundaries, 
and that those boundaries would have to be “embedded 
in training”. This suggests a dualist view. Improvisa-
tion is used extensively to allow customer service em-
ployees to deliver customer excellence. The evidence 
does however indicate that some areas of change would 
benefit from a less rigorous approach, provided that a 
framework was defined for such improvisation. Within 
ExSociety managers have tended to identify and link 
improvisation with other initiatives such as continuous 
improvement, which provide the framework within 
which employees can be encouraged to improvise in or-
der to enhance the delivery of job outputs. There is also 
an acceptance that the desires of the current parent or-
ganization may inhibit improvisation. 
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Table 3. Cultural and improvisational attributes of ExSociety 

ExSociety – Cultural and Improvisational Attributes 

Culture - Positive Attributes Culture - Negative Attributes 

 Vision and values that are inclusive of employees 
 Open communication at all levels 
 Lack of status badges 
 Investment in employees 
 Relative lack of blame apportionment within the mechanisms 

of change 

 Some evidence of minor political activity linked 
with the parent 

 A perceived need by some managers that more 
emphasis is needed on knowledge and behaviors 

Improvisation – Positive Attributes Improvisation - Negative Attributes 

 Improvisation recognized as contributing towards speed and 
innovation within the organization 

 Senior management support for improvisational activity 
 Audit and Compliance support, within agreed boundaries 

 Perceived rigidity of program management tools 
and techniques 

 Possible difficulties with the volume of regula-
tion within the sector 

 
Table 3 displays the key positive and negative attrib-

utes of ExSociety that impinge upon its culture, and upon 
the ability of the organization to improvise within its 
change initiatives. However, the apparently open and 
innovative culture of this organization should assist in 
setting a framework within which improvisation can be 
used to support such change, and there appears to be a 
keen desire to achieve this within ExSociety. 

3.4 FinanceCo 

This company is a relatively autonomous Finance sub-
sidiary of a major U.K. bank. There is an admission from 
FinanceCo employees at all levels that throughout the 
1990s the overarching focus was on developing and nur-
turing an aggressive sales culture. This is changing with 
integration with the parent, with the Governor of the 
parent bank stating “we reinforce our ability to fulfill the 
professional and personal aspirations of our staff with a 
learning culture which permeates the whole of our busi-
ness. Everyone benefits from the infectious enthusiasm 
this culture breeds…”. However, it is acknowledged that 
much work is needed to meet the expectations of that 
statement, particularly within FinanceCo, where a po-
litically oriented and sales driven culture has prevailed. 

One manager confirmed that training in the behavioral 
aspects of managing is lacking, saying “I don’t think 
anything specific is being done on those kinds of soft 
skills that are required”, even though “they are probably 
the key parts for the manager”. This contrasts with the 
opinion of his manager, who suggested when talking 
about the behavioral aspects of managing teams that 
there will be “tasks that actually make inference to the 
fact that you should be doing that [managing team be-
haviors]”. The importance of addressing such skills has 
already been considered, and evidence reinforces and 
supports those findings. 

The learning culture espoused by the senior executives 
of the parent bank is now beginning to diffuse throughout 
FinanceCo, and a new director, part of whose role is to 

manage this culture change, has been appointed to the 
H.R. area of the newly integrated organization. Initiatives 
are currently being considered to access the considerable 
body of industry-specific knowledge that has built up 
within FinanceCo over many years, and to make it 
available on a wider basis. However, this work is in the 
very early stages of development, and may run counter to 
the sales and performance related historic culture. 

The integration of FinanceCo into the parent bank has 
been rationalized on the basis of “sharing best work 
practices, harmonizing” although one manager suggested 
that “the way it was sold was… that it would be working 
together, very collaborative, and I think initially that did 
not happen. It was very much, ‘we are the parent, you 
are the sibling’… and we are in charge.” It is certainly 
apparent from responses across all parts of the organiza-
tion that the parent bank has taken control, and that it 
was always their intention to limit what they perceived as 
cost and authority excesses within FinanceCo. 

Rather naturally, the culture within the newly organ-
ized set of businesses is fragmented, and appears to be 
moving from a power culture towards a composite of role 
culture and task culture (Handy, 1993: 183-192). Cultur-
ally, FinanceCo is seen as being more sales and cus-
tomer-oriented than the parent bank, and part of the ra-
tionale for the integration of FinanceCo into the parent 
bank is to exercise more control over these management 
shortcomings. The company is evolving from a tradi-
tional hierarchical structure, and has attempted to move 
from this model to a more reactive and flexible way of 
working. In order to achieve this, the organization is at-
tempting to embrace less structured processes and mech- 
anisms within those areas of the business where such 
practices are appropriate. In reality, this desire seems to 
be stimulating more improvisational working within the 
sales-oriented areas, and also in those areas where crea-
tivity and free thinking can contribute to perceived im-
provement. 

It is however apparent that there are areas that are ac-
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tively resisting a move towards more improvisational 
practices. Many areas of FinanceCo are becoming more 
rigid in their working practices as a result of the increas-
ing influence of the parent bank, which is recognized as 
having a long history of cautious growth, and an aversion 
to risk taking. This caution is manifesting itself in the 
imposition of controls on areas of FinanceCo. Specifi-
cally, the I.T. area and the collections and litigation areas 
operate under service level agreements with their internal 
client departments, and these agreements specify proc-
esses and mechanisms that are mandatory. This restrains 
the ability and inclination of employees in those areas to 
improvise, notwithstanding the desire of the parent bank 
to learn from the allegedly more entrepreneural and im-
provisational practices of FinanceCo. 

There is however a feeling within FinanceCo that im-
provisational practices will assist in the future develop-
ment of the organization. Within the lending areas of 
FinanceCo, the management interest is on improvisation 
in order to win business and to meet customer expecta-
tions. The management of risk is equally important, but 
the organizational focus within FinanceCo is on ensuring 
that loans are profitable, and that flexibility exists to sat-
isfy customer demands. One manager within Group Train-
ing and Development suggested that some people felt 
more secure within a comfort zone that acted as a frame-
work for their actions, whereas others were happy with 
improvisational techniques. He was also of the opinion 
that it was up to a manager to manage these preferences 
within his team. However, the data suggests that Fi-
nanceCo respondents have mixed views about improvi-
sational work practices, and evidence indicates that there 
is doubt about their use. Specifically, the PRINCE-based 
routines imposed on the I. T. area of the organization 
impart a rigour that negates improvisation. It is however 
apparent that some managers still improvise to achieve 
tasks, and that there is greater use of improvisation 
within customer service areas. 

The key positive and negative attributes relating to 
cultural aspects, and also to the use of improvisation 

within FinanceCo are detailed in Table 4. It is however 
apparent that improvisation is used extensively across the 
various functional specializations within the organization, 
albeit that more rigidity and structure appears to exist 
within the I.T. development and support areas of the 
business. 

3.5 NewCo 

NewCo is a small lending organization, with a staff of 
around 150, delivering loan products via a call centre, an 
internet accessed applications systems, and a small bro-
ker network. The overarching philosophy within NewCo 
is the importance of the culture of the organization, and 
the emphasis that is placed upon staff development, train- 
ing, and the social and behavioral aspects of working. 
The atmosphere within the offices is one of quiet profes-
sionalism, but with no overbearing sense of authority or 
discipline. Workers are smart, and senior employees are 
mainly dressed in suits, whilst more junior staff tend to 
be dressed more casually. NewCo has a well-defined and 
well-publicized vision and values, which is prominently 
displayed in most open areas and manager’s offices. 

Employees work in teams, and team members are 
paired up with a “buddy”-new staff with an experienced 
one in order to share expertise and learning. This system 
is used across most areas of the organization. The senior 
management is very visible, and informal contact with 
management is a normal occurrence. Directors and man-
agers are addressed and referred to on a first name basis, 
and NewCo organizes regular social events, which senior 
managers attend. 

HR development issues are well defined, with incen-
tives, and mechanisms for assessing performance against 
agreed targets and core skills. This focus on staff devel-
opment is a major influence in shaping the culture of 
NewCo, and it links closely with the aforementioned vi-
sion and values. In addition, the organization works hard 
to build an atmosphere of cooperation and caring amongst 
staff at all levels, using a combination of suggestion 
schemes, staff incentives, targets and rewards, and social 

 
Table 4. Cultural and improvisational attributes of FinanceCo 

FinanceCo – Cultural and Improvisational Attributes 

Culture - Positive Attributes Culture - Negative Attributes 

 Willingness to recognize pockets of internal expertise 
 Curbing of cost excesses 
 Appointment of new senior H.R. executive 
 Parent-imposed move to a learning culture 

 Limited training activity in behavioral aspects of 
managing  

 Evidence of weaknesses in socio-behavioral skills 
training 

Improvisation - Positive Attributes Improvisation - Negative Attributes 

 Allows quick responses to external changes within projects 
 Allows flexibility in structuring lending products 
 Allows employees to meet customer expectations 
 Support from Group Internal Audit 

 Loss of control over processes by senior manage-
ment 

 Not a substitute for poor planning and execution 
 Less accepted within the I.T. area 
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Table 5. Cultural and improvisational attributes of NewCo 

NewCo – Cultural and Improvisational Attributes 

Culture - Positive Attributes Culture - Negative Attributes 

 Strong focus on quality of staff 
 Strong focus on development of staff 
 BQF model used to manage and measure socio-behavioral attributes 
 The scale of the organization allows a homogeneous culture to prevail
 Good communication across the organization 

 Speed of growth may adversely affect current culture
 Effect of new parent company not yet known, lead-

ing to uncertainty 

Improvisation - Positive Attributes Improvisation - Negative Attributes 

 Recognition of improvisation as a positive force for change  
 Strong management support for improvisation 
 Mechanisms for formalizing successful improvised work processes 
 Most respondents admit to the use of improvisation 

 Anticipation that new parent company will require a 
more structured approach 

 
events. Visual evidence of this abounds within NewCo. 
Staff at all levels appreciate this activity, and numerous 
interview respondents suggested that NewCo was not 
only the best organization they had worked for, but also 
that they were well paid, and that good work was encou- 
raged, recognized, and rewarded. Introducers and suppli-
ers have also benefited from this approach, with a New- 
Co “open day” and golf tournament called “One Great 
Day”, indicating the confidence of the organization. 

Currently, NewCo is of a size where employees are 
aware of each other and their different skill sets, although 
as the organization grows, this will cease to be the case. 
Idea generators have differing levels and mixes of skills, 
and utilize varying ways of planning and executing these 
process changes. Communication is also seen as vital 
across NewCo, and there are effective formal and infor-
mal networks of communication in operation within the 
business. The Marketing Director of NewCo stated “com-
munications is something we work very, very hard at…” 
and junior staff admit that the communication at NewCo 
is “much better” than previous employers. This focus on 
communication is assisting in the relatively effective 
management within the organization. 

Within NewCo innovative thinking, rapid decision- 
making, and a speedy transition from idea generation to 
implementation are encouraged, and there was an attempt 
to reflect this in the way in which the organization de-
veloped in its first years of operation. As the organization 
has grown, a degree of formality has been introduced, but 
the senior management encourages innovation by staff, 
together with creativity, which is one of the important 
components of improvisation. This encouragement com- 
es from a willingness to allow staff the freedom to try 
new ways of achieving work tasks, and informal net-
works within the organization act as conduits for the dis-
semination of new working practices. There is also an 
informal forum to discuss these issues, and a mechanism, 
albeit also informal, to feed emerging best practice back 
into new written procedures. 

Improvisational work practices are encouraged by de-

liberately not surrounding employees with documented 
routines and formalized sets of expectations about how 
work is to be carried out. Team members and their man-
agers are allowed to decide on work flows, responsibili-
ties, and job design, and the sharing of pockets of best 
practice that emerge from this loose structure is encour-
aged. A set of limits to the framework within which work 
can be improvised is encapsulated into induction training, 
and is also passed on to new employees via the “buddy-
ing” system, which also provides an element of informal 
control. 

There are many examples of improvisation within the 
data. Most notably, the whole area of user-led change to 
internal processes could be said to involve improvisation, 
as the majority of these initiatives appear to arise as a 
result of team members undertaking tasks or meeting 
customer expectations outside of formal organizational 
procedures. If these initiatives are proven to work, they 
are informally adopted, and disseminated across the or-
ganization using formal and informal employee networks.  
Ultimately, they are formally adopted into organizational 
routines. There is evidence that this improvisational ac-
tivity is seen by NewCo as “a way of staying ahead of 
the competition” by compressing the time needed to re-
act to market signals. 

It can be seen that improvisation is encouraged across 
the organization. However, NewCo is growing quickly, 
and there is evidence that although controls have evolved, 
they are relaxed in favor of a more improvisational style 
of working when problems arise or when systems, proc-
esses, or routines need to be altered quickly. The positive 
and negative attributes relating to culture and to im-
provisational activity within NewCo are noted in Table 5. 
There is however considerable evidence to suggest that 
improvisation has been accepted as an important com-
ponent of work carried out within NewCo, and that senior 
managers within the organization see strong links be-
tween improvisation, innovation, and the ability to meet 
customer requirements. 
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3.6 DivestCo 

This organization is a long-established consumer finance 
and loan company, with an extensive branch network, 
which has gone through much change, and now needs to 
stabilize. One analyst from the strategy team talked of 
“building a robust operational platform from which to 
pursue strategies”, and the Senior Manager-Organizational 
Development, who is responsible for people and excel-
lence issues, talked of the need for “a period of stability 
and consolidation”. However, currently DivestCo, hav-
ing divested of its core business, is attempting to survey 
the opportunities that exist within its chosen sector, in 
order to make choices as to its future direction. Concur-
rently with this activity, work is progressing to develop a 
set of organizational values that will assist in enabling 
the company to achieve its aims within such a future 
strategy. This activity appears somewhat premature, as 
the required values are likely to differ according to the 
chosen direction. There is also evidence of acceptance 
within DivestCo that, regardless of the chosen strategy, 
important issues to address in the future will revolve 
around employee behaviors and the culture of the or-
ganization. 

Notwithstanding this need to address cultural issues, 
DivestCo has already moved some way towards a more 
open and blame free culture. It is also apparent that dif-
ferent cultures prevail in different parts of the organiza-
tion, with a macho, performance and volume-driven cul-
ture within the sales and branch departments, and evi-
dence of a more intimate, almost paternal, yet politicized 
culture within most parts of the head office. The Senior 
Manager-Organizational Development also said “we pride 
ourselves on having a can-do culture”, although there 
are perceived frictions between such a statement and 
freedom from blame within the culture of the organiza-
tion. It appears that there are a number of contradictions 
within the data as it relates to the culture of DivestCo. 
There is no doubt that the culture is not homogeneous, 
and this is demonstrated by the sales-based, perform-
ance-driven culture of the branch employees, contrast 
with cursory attempts to generate a more sympathetic 
and people-centered culture within parts of head office. 
Additionally, this divergence is complicated by an out-
wardly distant team of senior managers, who do not visi-
bly interact with other employees. 

There is a natural tension between the rigidity and ro-
bustness of some processes imposed upon DivestCo by 
its parent, and the desire to improvise in order to shorten 
delivery times for change initiatives. This has resulted in 
a desire to improvise, which is tempered by adopted 
standards and procedures. At various levels within the 
organization, the recognition of improvisation as a posi-
tive factor is accepted, with the Head of H.R. saying “it 
probably doesn’t happen enough…”, and the Strategic 
Change Manager saying “I do it all the time.” It is how-

ever evident that some functional areas are less inclined 
to improvise, as evidenced by the Finance Manager, who 
stated “improvisation sounds a bit scary to me, I have to 
say, from an accountants point of view”. 

Evidence supports the use of improvisation within Di-
vestCo, but it is apparent that there are considerable dif-
ferences of opinion as to use. The rhetoric surrounding 
improvisation relates to flexibility, serving the customer, 
and being innovative in the way lending can be struc-
tured. However, the reality seems to be closer to achiev-
ing the “can do” philosophy by doing whatever is neces-
sary to deliver agreed outputs, regardless of the current 
need for them. Against this background, there is an ap-
preciation within the company of the positive effects of 
improvisation. Notwithstanding this appreciation, with 
the current exercise to develop a new vision and values 
for the organization, together with the cultural changes 
that may be required in their adoption, there is a view 
that improvisational tendencies may need to be sup-
pressed in the short term. It is however recognized that 
controlled improvisation is good for the organization, as 
it contributes to the generation of ideas, to the creation of 
new and innovative products, and to initiatives that will 
ultimately lead to the development and success of Di-
vestCo. 

There is strong evidence of the use of improvisational 
processes within DivestCo, and there is a perception that 
a key element surrounding improvisational processes is 
the control of risk. DivestCo addresses this link between 
risk and control formally, running workshops on balanc-
ing risk with control. One manager suggested that about 
fifty percent of his work was improvised, and a number 
of respondents saw improvisation as an extension of the 
continuous improvement process that is used to manage 
more informal change. Table 6 summarizes the positive 
and negative attributes relating to culture and to impro-
vised routines within DivestCo. 

4. Comparative Findings and Discussions 

The desire to manage organizational culture is at the 
forefront of many managers’ aspirations (Ogbonna & 
Harris, 1998: 273). Organizational culture is also an im-
portant component in the management of strategic 
change. Pant and Lachman (1998: 196) suggest that 
strategies contain implicit values that need to align with 
the values of the organization. ExSociety and NewCo are 
comfortable with the values implicit in their organiza-
tional culture, and attempt to ensure that change initia-
tives are coordinated with those values. Organizational 
culture does however embrace a wider set of components. 
Schein (1985) identified three levels of culture “surface 
manifestations”, which are behavior patterns that can be 
seen and heard; the aforementioned “values”, which are 
located below surface manifestations, and underpin them, 
and “basic assumptions”, those things that individuals 
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hold about the organization and how it functions. These 
assumptions can be difficult to access and identify. He 
suggests that culture consists of basic assumptions, and 
that surface manifestations and values are generated by 
and support such assumptions. Each is however valid in 
considering culture within organizations, and will be 
applied to the cases in turn. 

The surface manifestations of the case study organiza-
tions differ greatly. BigBank has many divisions, and over 
2500 branches and other locations, with limited cultural 
homogeneity across them, notwithstanding an attempt to 
create this. MutualCo attempts to offer a consistent mes-
sage across branch premises, and is hopeful that its new 
Head Office building will allow it to create a homoge-
neous culture. ExSociety also has a positive Head Office 
image, and there is evidence that it also labors to make 
the culture inclusive of the branch network. FinanceCo 
and DivestCo project a fragmented set of surface mani-
festations, with significant structural problems, and NewCo 
has by far the most consistent set of surface manifesta-
tions, being a small organization located in a single 
building. 

Each organization has a documented organizational vi-
sion, and a set of values that underpin the vision. In Ex-
Society and NewCo, employees have adopted the values 
of the organization very positively. DivestCo was devel-
oping a new vision and a new set of organizational val-
ues during the period that data for this study was being 

collected. There was however an assumption within the 
organization that it would “end up with more old Di-
vestCo values”. In BigBank, there is a contradiction be-
tween the vision and values, which articulate matters 
relating to customer relationships and products, and the 
over-riding organizational focus of the bank, which is 
“enhancing shareholder value”. In MutualCo and FinanceCo, 
there appears to be little connection between the attitudes 
of the employees and the organizational vision and val-
ues, other than a commitment to mutuality within Mutu-
alCo. This however appears to be driven by a desire to 
survive as an independent organization, rather than an 
articulation of organizational values to be adop- ted by 
employees. 

The basic assumptions within Schein’s (1985) three 
level schema of organizational culture are more difficult 
to assess, notwithstanding the fact that Schein sees them 
as the essence of organizational culture. Two important 
aspects of such assumptions are an organization’s rela-
tionship with its environment, and the way in which the 
organization perceives itself. These aspects can be con-
sidered in the context of the persona that the organization 
projects to its stakeholders. This can be drawn from a 
synthesis of data contained in organizational mission 
statements and similar artefacts, albeit that this persona 
can fragment across different parts of an organization. A 
summary of the three levels of culture for each case 
study organization is displayed in Table 7. 

 
Table 6. Cultural and improvisational attributes of DivestCo 

DivestCo – Cultural and Improvisational Attributes 

Culture - Positive Attributes Culture - Negative Attributes 

 Activity to change cultural norms 
 Attempts to move away from a “blame” culture  

 Non-visibility of senior managers 
 Lack of effective communication within specific areas 

of the business 

Improvisation - Positive Attributes Improvisation - Negative Attributes 

 Recognition that improvisation is effective in certain 
areas within the organization 

 An admission that many people use improvisation 
 A desire to improve improvisation skills 
 Formalization of some areas relating to improvisation. 
 Workshops to address the link between risk and control 

 Risk aversion within the organization  
 Tensions between improvisation and the need to ad-

dress regulatory constraints 

 
Table 7. Assessment of cultural levels 

Assessment of Cultural Levels 

Organization Surface Manifestations Values Basic Assumptions 

BigBank Fragmented Contradictory Enhancing Shareholder Value 

MutualCo Fragmented but Improving Weak but Focused Customer Value through Mutuality 

ExSociety Homogeneous and Positive Strong Customer Excellence 

FinanceCo Fragmented and Troubled Weak Proactive Product Innovation 

NewCo Homogeneous and Very Positive Strong Employee and Customer Focus 

DivestCo Fragmented and Uncertain Developing Growing Profitable Businesses 
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Many of the practices and mechanisms used to manage 

change in the case study organizations conform to the 
“informally formal” description in Bacon et al. (1996: 
95). A degree of formality is provided by documented 
standards and procedures, and informality is evidenced 
by the relative freedom of managers to interpret the exe-
cution phase of change projects as they wish, including 
the use of improvisation. This seems to point again to the 
need for hybrid managers. Perhaps patterns of practice 
which exhibit an informal formality may provide a key to 
resolving the tension between the need for systematic 
practices and consistency on one hand, and intuitive or-
ganic practices that nurture innovation and flexibility on 
the other. 

It would therefore assist organizations to ensure that 
employees have the skills to work in an informally for-
mal way, and so contribute positively. In order to recruit 
and develop such skills, the case study organizations are 
attempting to develop or acquire employees with suitable 
skill-based and socio-behavioral profiles, and support 
those people to grow with the organization, and to 
change as it changes. ExSociety and NewCo are achiev-
ing the most success in this area, and BigBank and Di-
vestCo are improving. FinanceCo is poor, but could im-
prove as a circumstance of integration into its parent, and 
MutualCo appears to be saddled with a number of 
long-serving middle managers who are holding this 
process back. 

Evidence within this study indicates that ExSociety and 
NewCo, who devote much time and effort to the recruit-
ment and development of employees with flexible skill- 
sets and attitudes, achieve change better. Additionally, 
respondents opinions and secondary data from project 
plans and post implementation reviews strongly suggests 
that these two organizations have enthusiastically adop- 
ted team-based project structures to implement change, 
and devote considerable time and resources to the effec-
tive use of team-based processes and mechanisms. This 
is important, as ideally within change activities, disparate 
groups of third-party and permanent employees are mel- 
ded into effectively functioning project teams, capable of 
delivering the required change. There is a strong trend in 
the data towards a link between socio-behavioral and 
cultural factors, and the satisfactory performance of cha- 
nge initiatives. The superior performance of ExSociety 
and NewCo in this area has already been discussed. The 
relatively poor performance of FinanceCo, and the poor 
but improving performance of MutualCo, tend to rein-
force this linkage, given that FinanceCo is weak in 
socio-behavioral areas, and MutualCo is improving under 
its new, more people-centered developing culture. 

There is however overwhelming evidence of extensive 
use and acceptance of improvisation in the management 
of change within the respondent organizations. Some of 
this activity is conscious, and some emerges because of 

circumstances. Chelariu et al. (2002: 141) suggest that 
this organizational activity is “…a reflection of the pres-
sures of an environment characterized by unprecedented 
fast change.” Stacey (1996) maintains that these envi-
ronmental conditions are uncertainty, complexity (de-
scribed in terms of interdependent environments), and 
dynamism (described in terms of short-lived opportuni-
ties and threats to survival). U.K. retail financial service 
is such an environment. Improvisation assists in dealing 
with this volume of change, and BigBank senior manag-
ers and project managers are keen exponents. MutualCo 
managers suggest that they could not operate without 
improvising. ExSociety have the most rigidly applied 
project standards and procedures, but at senior levels 
there is a belief that there is insufficient improvisation, 
and that this is stifling innovation. Interestingly, there is 
less improvisation by project managers within ExSociety 
than in any other case study organization, with the ex-
ception of FinanceCo, which produced the least evidence 
of improvisation. NewCo uses such techniques across the 
organization, and is also developing effective mecha-
nisms to capture the emerging best practice that accrues.  
Evidence from DivestCo indicates that there is a willing-
ness to improvise, but this is bounded by the memory of 
major failures in the mid 1990s, where an element of 
blame was attached to insufficiently rigid processes. It is 
apparent from the data that there are significant differ-
ences across the organizations, and across levels of sen-
iority within those organizations. Some improvisation is 
also surreptitious, avoiding accountability and the scru-
tiny of senior managers. 

Given such environments, it is understandable that the 
case study organizations may wish to use improvisational 
practices. There are however doubts as to its effective-
ness, and none of the organizations are able to support 
empirically an assertion demonstrating that improvisation 
aids the management of strategic change. BigBank is 
attempting this through benchmarking initiatives. Mutu-
alCo has problems, particularly with the increase in risk 
that has to be managed. ExSociety senior managers cite 
an assumed link between improvisation and innovation, 
and are intentionally allowing employees the organiza-
tional and temporal space to learn from experimentation 
and improvisation. FinanceCo and DivestCo display little 
evidence of effective improvisational activity, and NewCo 
is at the opposite end of the continuum, encouraging im-
provisational activity at all levels within the organization. 
This is an area where the other organizations, with the 
exception of ExSociety, which has a set of forums that 
could assist in this area, tend to be weak. Table 8 maps 
the acceptance, application, and effectiveness of im-
provisation practices across the six organizations. 

Findings from this study indicate that project and 
change managers embrace improvisation almost univer-
ally as a means of achieving change. Many managers, s 
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Table 8. Use of improvisation within the case study organizations 

Use of Improvisation 

 Acceptance Application Effectiveness 

BigBank Strong Widespread Poor 

MutualCo Strong Widespread Poor 

ExSociety Growing Growing Improving 

FinanceCo Weak Limited Poor 

NewCo Strong Widespread Improving/Good 

DivestCo Growing Limited Poor 

 
across all six organizations, have strongly articulated 
opinions about the need to move away from agreed plans 
in order to execute that change. Indeed, managements 
may “…make a conscious decision to improvise as a 
means of creating more flexibility of behavior and more 
spontaneous decision making” (Chelariu et al., 2002: 141). 
Crossan and Sorrenti (1997: 155) see this as “…intuition 
guiding action in a spontaneous way.” This is especially 
true within BigBank and FinanceCo, where improvisa-
tion is also seen as a means of circumventing intra and 
inter-organizational political resistance. It is also appar-
ent that improvisation often takes place without senior 
management knowledge, especially within BigBank and 
FinanceCo. 

Managers are however better able to support improvi-
sation if it is bounded by some kind of limiting frame-
work. This is supported by the literature; Brown & Eis-
enhardt’s (1997: 16) “limited structure”, e Cunha et al’s 
(1999: 318) “minimal structure”, and Weick’s (1998: 
545) “guidelines”. As the Financial Services sector is 
highly regulated, and tends to be risk averse (Brooks & 
Dawes, 1999: 197), such a framework is usually based 
around the management of risk. It is also recognized that 
improvisation is more effective if mechanisms exist to 
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Figure 1. Matrix of the six case study organizations 

share successful improvisational activity (Moorman & 
Miner, 1998b: 713; Chelariu et al., 2002: 142), and to 
communicate lessons learned from it to relevant parts of 
the organization that can benefit from such activity 
(Moorman & Miner, 1998b: 713). This requires the de-
velopment of organizational memory (Moorman & 
Miner, 1998b: 713-714). Respondents within all the case 
study organizations voiced concerns about the ability of 
their organization to capture good improvisational prac-
tice and encapsulate it within such a memory for future 
use. Both ExSociety and NewCo have mechanisms to 
assist with this. In ExSociety improvisational activity is 
an enabler, and the management identifies and imple-
ments new improvisational processes as part of the 
streamlining of work processes. There is however evi-
dence that the I.T.-based change initiatives do not in-
clude as much improvisational activity as initiatives to 
change operational processes. This is because more rig-
orous and defined procedures surround the implementa-
tion and testing of new IT-based systems, which provide 
the core account processing for most financial services 
organizations. NewCo, a significantly smaller and younger 
organization, uses improvisation at all levels, and has 
informal forums to identify and disseminate improvisa-
tional practices that have the potential to become “best 
practice” within the organization. There appears to be 
little evidence of such initiatives in the other four or-
ganizations, notwithstanding the rhetoric surrounding 
this activity in BigBank and MutualCo. 

Within this study, the six case study organizations 
achieved different degrees of competence with their im-
provisational effectiveness, and their cultural support for 
improvisational activity. Figure 1 plots the case study 
organizations on a matrix that uses these two factors as 
the axes, using the evidence within the data as a basis for 
positioning. This distributes the organizations into three 
groups of two. The organizations where the data demon-
strates a lower level of support for improvisation within 
the organizational culture and a low improvisational ef-
fectiveness quotient have been labeled “aspirational im-
provers”, for their desire to improvise, albeit that this 
desire is moderated by lack of tangible support. Fi-
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nanceCo and DivestCo fall into this category. 
Those organizations where the data indicates a lower 

level of support within the organizational culture for im-
provisational activity and a high improvisational effec-
tiveness quotient appear to have token management sup-
port for experimentation and improvisation, but are not 
fully supportive of employees who fail to improvise ef-
fectively. Blame is often attached to failure, and this 
makes employees cautious in exposing their improvisa-
tion to management scrutiny. An element of surrepti-
tiousness therefore also appears within this group of or-
ganizations, which comprises BigBank and MutualCo. 
These companies have been labeled “surreptitious ex-
perimenters”. It is inevitable that an element of surrepti-
tiousness prevails here, as improvisation requires par-
ticipants to step away from the shared responsibility em-
bedded in the “plan, then execute” paradigm, and to em-
brace individual unplanned activity, where failure to im-
provise effectively is very visible. 

The third pair of organizations produced data indicat-
ing that they possess a high level of support for improvi-
sation within their organizational culture and a high im-
provisational effectiveness quotient. Employees are sup-
ported and effective in their improvisational activity, and 
the culture allows learning from mistakes, and the cap-
ture of effective improvisational activity, both formally 
and informally. This group, which comprises ExSociety 
and NewCo, has been labeled “confident achievers”. 
They manage change effectively using innovative proc-
esses, many of which are generated by the use of im-
provisation, and they have mechanisms to capture and 
disseminate such successful innovation to other areas of 
the organization. 

5. Conclusions 

There is very little literature pertaining to the use of im-
provisation within the implementation of project-man- 
aged change. There is compelling evidence that improvi-
sation is used in this area, and project managers in all six 
organizations provide overwhelming support for im-
provisational activities as a means of executing change. 
Given the significant shift away from “command and 
control” based hierarchies, and towards trusted and em-
powered employees seeking opportunities to maximize 
profit, it is inevitable that partial reliance on intuition and 
creativity will encourage improvised solutions and inter-
ventions to assist with organizational transformation and 
change. 

There is however a negative implication to improvis-
ing, particularly when applied to recent growth and fail-
ure within the financial services sector. Albrecht (1979) 
sees five significant areas of change in lifestyle notably: 
a move from rural living to urban living; a move from a 
stationary to a mobile society; a move from self-suffi-

ciency to consumption; a move from isolation to inter-
connectivity; and a move from physically active to sed-
entary. This research centered around factors which cause 
stress in managers, informs the way people live, work, 
and manage their lives, and the way in which producers 
and service industries have to evolve in order to meet the 
needs of consumers. Specifically, sectors have had to 
evolve and change to service altering consumption pat-
terns. 

The social context of the U.K. retail financial services 
sector has been affected by Albrecht’s factors, and thro- 
ugh the 1990s and since the turn of the millennium this 
change has been accelerating, particularly in technologi-
cal terms. It is however the move towards consumption 
driven by increased affluence in the advanced economies 
which has driven much social and cultural change and 
seen the emergence of consumerism, concern for equal 
opportunities, environmentalism, and other social move- 
ments which impinge upon the sector. This social change 
has also been instrumental in the development of new 
cultural norms. 

The culture of an industry or sector is more difficult to 
define, but Gordon (1991: 398) suggests that “…it is 
possible for differences in values, or even assumptions, 
to exist within a company, as long as they do not under-
mine the basic assumptions on which the industry de-
pends.” This suggests that a sector or industry culture 
does exist, and it is considered that industry and sector 
are effectively interchangeable descriptors in this context. 
The basic assumptions upon which an industry or sector 
depends are the embedded core values and implicit rules 
to which component organizations within a given sector 
adhere. An example of a basic assumption that relates to 
U.K. retail financial services is fiscal responsibility. In 
the life insurance sub-sector this could be represented by 
an ability to pay claims when they fall due, and in the 
banking sub-sector it could be represented by an expecta-
tion that deposits could be repaid on demand. Whipp et 
al. (1989: 565) refer to these basic assumptions as logics 
of action. This view of logics of action at the sector level 
can be seen as an extension of the work of Bacharach and 
Lawler (1980), which has been developed and refined in 
Bacharach et al. (1996: 478). They argue that: 

“…in essence, a logic of action may be seen as the im-
plicit relationship between means and ends underlying 
the specific actions, policies and activities of organiza-
tional members.  While the logic of action is for the 
most part taken for granted, it becomes manifest when 
parties try to explain themselves or justify to others the 
selection of specific means, ends, and the linkage be-
tween the two.” 

There is some common ground here with macrocul-
tures (Abrahamson & Fombrun, 1994), which link the 
cultural ambitions and expectations of managers within a 
sector, the existence of which has already been recog-
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nized. From the discussion of culture, there is a logical 
step to the consideration of culture change. 

There are of course reasons why a change in culture 
within a sector may be desirable. Competitive issues have 
been at the forefront of change within many sectors, in-
cluding U.K. retail financial services. Ezzamel et al. 
(1994: 22) document the move by U.K. financial services 
organizations from: 

“…the established, highly bureaucratic administrative 
control that has long characterised the industry, engen-
dering new forms of control based upon the twin ideals 
of empowerment and heightened accountability. Manag-
ers and staff alike are expected to become ‘multiskilled’ 
to facilitate organizational flexibility in the pursuit of 
‘quality’.” 

They suggest that much of this activity, which for pub-
lic consumption is being carried out to improve customer 
service, is actually being carried out in the name of effi-
ciency and cost saving to drive down the cost base. 

However, in the Banking and Finance sector, these 
changes have resulted in evidence that the developing 
culture of personal gain over financial prudence has 
caused the sector to over-reach itself, ignoring the need 
to manage risk, and driving a desire for growth and 
short-term profit. This has been to the detriment of the 
aforementioned fiscal responsibility and financial pru-
dence, and it is reasonable to suggest that the relaxation 
of controls and the reliance on, often misplaced, trust in 
traders and managers within the sector is largely to blame. 
During 2008 and 2009 there has been a degree of attri-
tion, with stronger members of the sector absorbing 
weaker ones, and in U.K., this has been driven by vigor-
ous government intervention. Unfortunately, many of the 
principles that underpin improvisational activity are 
likely to have contributed to the current situation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper examines the key issues on system decoupling in service operations of mass customization by conducting a 
case study in catering services. It firstly justifies the effectiveness of applying concept of mass customization into service 
system decoupling to deal with the operation dilemma and then reveals the nature of decoupling decisions for mass 
customization purpose after discussions on the importance of modularization and the role of technologies including IT 
in the decoupling process. Based on these analyses, a Judgment-Matrix-based model on how to make the decoupling 
decisions in balancing the multiple operation objectives is then proposed and further research directions are finally 
suggested. 
 
Keywords: Mass Customization, System Decoupling, Customer Contact, Modularization 

1. Introduction 

System decoupling is an effective approach to cope with 
the influences caused by customer contact by dividing the 
service system into two components: back-stage and 
front-stage. However the relevant researches often take a 
dichotomous perspective, assuming that the objectives of 
service operations focus on either efficiency (costs and 
related issues) or services (customization and respon-
siveness). Mass customization (MC) has been regarded as 
an innovative way of doing business by putting together 
these seemly contradictory operation objectives and 
hence one of the most advanced operation model in 21st 
century. The paper intends to discuss the system decoup-
ling issue in the context of service mass customization 
which requires a comprehensive consideration of the var- 
ious operation objectives rather than dichotomous think-
ing. This in addition will also lead to an extended appli-
cation of manufactory-originated MC theory into the ser-
vice sector. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
To begin with, we review current literatures addressing 
both service system decoupling and MC, which leads to 
the suggestion of research questions. Then the proposi-
tions of basic consideration on system decoupling for 
mass customization and a relevant model for decoupling 
decision-making are presented. Next, we conduct a case 
study in a restaurant, based on which implications are 

drawn for justification of the previous propositions. Fi-
nally, the paper ends with conclusions and suggestions 
for further research. 

2. Literature Review and Research    
Questions 

2.1 Customer Contact and Service System Design 

One of the most distinct features for services (services in 
this paper refer to general “business services” in “real 
world” rather than the services in virtual world such as 
web or software services) is customer contact, which 
means that customer should be physically present in the 
service delivery system [1]. The customer contact pro-
vides a source of complexity that is not generally found 
in manufacturing operations [2]. Contacts with the cus-
tomers and their involvement in the service delivery 
process affect the effectiveness and efficiency of services 
operations. Customer contact is a double-edge sword to 
the service system, bringing up both risks and opportuni-
ties. It on one hand introduces uncertainties and variation 
in the service delivery system and makes demands on the 
design of facilities, staff and technology in the production 
system [3]. On the other hand, customer contact provides 
valuable opportunities for responding to a customer’s 
needs and cross-selling other products [4] and involving 
customer self-services which would help increasing effi-
ciency for the organization [5]. 
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2.2 Service System Decoupling 

2.2.1 Decoupling for Efficiency 
To deal with the influences caused by customer contact 
some researchers introduced decoupling approach break-
ing the service system into its component back and 
front-office stages. According to the customer contact 
approach proposed by Chase and Tansik [1,6,7], cus-
tomer contact activities should be decoupled from 
non-contact activities to do justice to their different de-
sign requirements and maximize the efficiency of the 
service delivery system. Consequently, service organiza-
tions consist of a front stage and a back stage. In the back 
office customer contact is passive or nonexistent, service 
processes may be designed with manufacturing-like prin-
ciples in mind [6]. The process may take advantage of 
standardization and automation to enhance the efficiency 
and effectiveness of operations. While in the front stage 
customer contact is high and active, it brings about un-
avoidable inefficiencies, and the human relation skills 
become a dominant factor in designing the process [6]. 
Study [8] adds that moving some of the back-stage func-
tions from developed areas (or even countries) to under-
developed regions may increase greatly efficiency be-
cause of the reduction in labor costs and taxation. 

2.2.2 Decoupling for Speed, Quality and Sales    
Opportunities 

However, back-stage tasks need not only be viewed as 
tasks where efficiency is the sole purpose. Research [9] 
and [10] propose using the back office to provide supe-
rior results in non-cost strategies by linking the back of-
fice to the same marketing directives that the front office 
is organized around. This represents a change in focus 
from managing for cost containment and transaction 
management to managing for revenue enhancement and 
customer loyalty by aligning the back office for speed or 
high quality (eg. flexibility, customization and similar 
features of services). 

Chase and Hayes realize the limitation of previous 
study that they overlooked the fact that there are positive 
benefits to both the customer and the organization by 
having the customer contact [4]. Afterwards Chase and 

Aquilano propose a matrix for discovering the tradeoff 
between sales opportunities and efficiency in service 
system design. More back stage decoupled from the front 
stage means more system efficiency but less sales oppor-
tunities [11]. 

Metters and Vargas hold that in several situations cou-
pling front office and back office jobs can be a viable 
strategy and both coupled and decoupled system de-
signs can support efficiency and high-quality service 
strategies [12]. 

2.2.3 Summery on the Decoupling Approach 
Based on the literature reviewed above we could summa-
rize the tradeoffs (or dilemma) involved between contact 
benefits of the front-stage operations and the potential 
efficiency of the limited or no contact back-stage opera-
tions. In another word, the low decoupling (focusing on 
front-stage) or high decoupling (focusing on back-stage) 
in service system brings different advantages for service 
operations as summarized in Table 1. The decoupling 
approach should reduce costs and increase productivity, 
but these advantages may be off-set by losses in the key 
competitive strategies of sales opportunities and service 
quality (delivery speed, flexibility and customization). 
The method of system decoupling is in essence trying to 
alleviate this operational dilemma but can not provide a 
complete solution. 

2.3 Mass Customization and Enablers 

MC refers to the ability of production of customized 
goods and services on a mass basis and has recently 
aroused more and more academic concern. The visionary 
concept of MC was first coined by Stan Davis [13] in 
Future Perfect. And the concept of MC was first fully 
expound by Pine [14] who implied a view of MC as in 
some sense a historically inevitable successor to mass 
production, the principal in which to complete in the fu-
ture.  The MC is essentially an oxymoron since it puts 
together seemingly contradictory notions --- the produc-
tion and the distribution of customized goods and ser-
vices on a mass basis. In anther word, the requirements of 

 
Table 1. Advantages form focusing on front-stage and back-stage 

Advantages form focusing on front-stage 
(lowly decoupled system) 

Advantages from focusing on back-stage 
(Highly decoupled system) 

1. Improving service delivery (including flexibility, cus-
tomization, speed and responsiveness) 

2. Increasing sale opportunities (cross selling) 
3. Improving efficiency by involving customer participa-

tions 

1. Improving efficiency by adopting industrial principles
2. Reducing costs on labor and taxation by favorably 

locating the back-stage  
3. Developing expertise for the staff and thus improving 

service quality and speed  
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MC reside with three aspects: quick responsiveness, cus-
tomization and economy of scale (mass efficiency) [15]. 
To meet these operational objectives simultaneously, 
three major technical challenges in mass customization 
system are identified, namely maximizing reusability, 
fast production responding to customers’ needs and inte-
grated product life-cycle [15]. 

To cope with the operation dilemma and overcome the 
challenges in achieving MC, the following enablers have 
been mentioned in literature: modular design in product 
and process [16]; postponement and supply chain man-
agement [17]; efficient information system [18]. Among 
them the modularization is regarded as the most funda-
mental approach to reach the goal of MC. Both [14] and 
[16] held that modular design in product and process 
could facilitate MC since it helped to achieve both scale 
and scope economy required by MC. 

2.4 Research Questions 

As discussed above the system decoupling has become a 
vital decision in service system design and an important 
approach (strategy) to cope with both the benefits and 
risks caused by customer contact in service delivery. 
However researches in this domain often take a dichoto-
mous perspective, assuming that service organizations 
focus on either efficiency or cross-selling, either low 
costs or high-quality services [19]. This could not meet 
the requirements of MC in which companies perform 
well at multiple operation criteria (eg, cost efficiency and 
good services) simultaneously and provide complete so-
lutions to operation dilemma. Then the questions could 
be raised if we apply the concept of MC into the service 
system decoupling: 
 Is it effective to apply MC concept into service sys-

tem decoupling? 
 What is the nature of system decoupling if the con-

cept of MC is integrated in? 
 How to strike a balance in between the multiple op-

eration objectives required by MC when making a de-
coupling decision for service system? 

3. System Decoupling for Service Mass  
Customization: Conceptual Propositions 

3.1 The Nature of System Decoupling for Mass 
Customization 

System decoupling serves as an important decision in 
service system design to cope with both the benefits and 
uncertainties caused by customer contact and an approach 
to alleviate to some extent the contradiction between ef-
ficiency and service provision (including customization). 
However it could not provide the complete solution to 
this operation dilemma. The concept of MC provides a 
key to solve the problem. Most of the literatures as men-
tioned previously agreed that modularization would be 

the fundamental solution to MC. Therefore system de-
coupling for MC purpose should involve modularization 
in service system and make decoupling decisions based 
on it. Modularization is the use of modules to facilitate 
assembly and configuration of finished products [20]. It 
can be used to develop complex products or services us-
ing similar component which may lead to high efficiency. 
Therefore in the condition of modularization the service 
system decoupling issue is in nature to determine the 
allocation of service modules to back or front stage rather 
than a geographical or physical separation of the system. 

3.2 Decoupling Decisions in Service Mass   
Customization 

As mentioned above the service functions to be provided 
in service MC system should be rationalized into service 
modules. Thus the decoupling decisions in service MC 
system can be converted into the front or back stage deci-
sions for each service module. Here we propose a 
two-step method for these decisions. 

Firstly the decoupling decisions should be made for 
each service module according to the extent of customer 
contact since the latter is the decisive factor for the deci-
sions as discussed previously. The decoupling decisions 
for high contact service modules (modules can not be 
provided without customer contact) are quite simple since 
they “have to” be arranged in front-stage while the mid-
dle and low contact service modules (modules can be 
provided without customer contact) can be located either 
in front or back office. The decoupling decisions there-
fore in essence should only be made for these modules 
with middle and low customer contact. 

Secondly there are also exceptions in high contact 
modules whose degree of customer contact could be 
changed by introducing technologies since the nature of 
customer contact is changing nowadays [21] due to the 
developments in technology including IT. Those modules 
together with the middle and low contact modules are 
here named as “free modules”, meaning that they are 
“non-high-contact” and hence can be allocated to either 
front office or back office. The “free modules” are left for 
a further comprehensive decoupling decision-making as 
discussed in the following section. 

3.3 The Model of Comprehensive Decoupling  
Decision for “Free Modules” 

3.3.1 The Model and Explanation 
Here we propose a basic model demonstrating the com-
prehensive consideration for decoupling decisions of the 
“free modules” and method to conduct these decisions. 
The model is based on the understanding that decoupling 
decisions need comparative evaluation of the benefits 
obtained from allocating service module to front-stage 
and back-stage respectively, which are summarized in 
Table 1. The model is shown as Formula 1 below. 
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In Formula 1, S refers to the final result of the decoup-

ling decision for a “free module”. If it is greater than 1, 
the service module should be allocated to the front stage 
and to the back stage if it is less than 1. 

i iF F  denotes the total benefit (or grade) that can ob-

tain from allocating the module to front stage; denotes 

the benefit (or grade) in each specific aspect that can ob-
tain from allocating the module to front stage, as demon-
strated in Table 2 which is based on the analysis in Table 
1. F1, for example, means the benefit that can get from 
improving service delivery by putting the module in 
front-stage. 

iF

iF  denotes the weights associated with the 

benefit in each specific aspect. 
Similarly, jB B j  denotes the total benefit (or grade) 

that can obtain from allocating the module in back stage; 
 denotes the benefit (or grade) in each specific aspect 

that can obtain from putting the module in front stage, 
also explained in Table 2. 

jB

B j  denotes the weights as-

sociated with the benefit in each specific aspect. 
Managers and experts’ evaluation may help to get the 

values of and . The values can be estimation of the 

direct economic benefits, or subjective grading based on 
their experiences and knowledge. Therefore the key of 
the decoupling decision-making in Formula 1 is the as-
sessment of weight values associated with the benefit in 
each specific aspect, namely the value of 

iF jB

iB and iF . 

We can obtain them by calculating the relative impor-
tance with Judgment Matrix as described in the following 
sections. 

3.3.2 The Judgment Matrix 
We build two Judgment Matrixes respectively by using 
two groups of judgment objects with three each. These 
judgment objects come from the benefit in each specific 
aspect that can obtain from allocating the module to front 
or back stage, namely the F1, F2, F3 and B1, B2, B3 as ex-
plained in Table 2. 

In the judgment matrix F=[fij], fij denotes the relative 
importance for Fi versus Fj ,and i, j=1,2,3. Similarly in 
judgment matrix B=[bij], bij denotes the relative impor-
tance of Bi over Bj, and i, j=1,2,3. The judgment matrix is 
symmetrical and consistent, that is: fik·fkj=fij . 

It is therefore obvious that the greater the value is, the 
more important the factor i is. A judgment scale with five 
properties can be applied: 1 to 5 respectively denotes that 
factor i and j are the same important, more important, 
important, very important and extremely important. We 
also need to do single-sort of hierarchy in the factor val-
ues and consistency test. 

3.3.3 Consistency Test 
The indicators for consistency test is  

max n
C.I.

n 1
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and (F  )i denotes the i  factor of vectorth F


 . 

Then we sort for the corresponding indicator named 
R.I., and calculate the ratio of consistency: 

C.I.
C.R. 0.1

R.I.
  , 

by which to determine whether it is consistent. 

3.3.4 Calculation on the Weights of Factors 
We calculate it by means of the Root Square Method, 
formulas are as follow: 

 
Table 2. Indications of and iF jB  

iF  (Benefits for modules being allocated in front-stage) jB  (Benefits for modules being allocated in back-stage) 

F1 
Improving service delivery (including flexibility, cus-
tomization, speed and responsiveness) 

B1 
Improving efficiency by adopting industrial (rationale) 
principles 

F2 Increasing sale opportunities (cross selling) B2 
Reducing costs on labor and taxation by favorably locat-
ing the back-stage 

F3 
Improving efficiency by involving customer participa-
tions  

B3 
Developing expertise for the staff by decoupling and thus 
improve service quality and speed  
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The relative weight 0
i( ) is just the percentage of 

weighted average, namely the Fi  or Bi  we want to 

obtain. Then with the values of  and  we can cal-

culate the final value of S in Formula 1, thus completing 
the decision-making of front or back stage for the module. 

iF jB

4. The Case and the Problem Analysis 

4.1 The Sample Organization and Problems 

The research sample was a private à la càrt restaurant 
located in eastern China. It had 800 dinning capacity and 
could provide around 300 dish items according to its 
menu. However the restaurants had been suffering reve-
nue decline since the enlargement of its operation scale 
and received plenty of complaints showing customers’ 
dissatisfactions. As the members of Consultancy Services 
we were invited to diagnose the problems and propose 
possible improvement measures. Based on a statistic 
analysis we found that the major problems should be put 

priority on the low speed and inefficiency and inade-
quacy of service delivery such as too long and unfair 
waiting time, service staffs “absence” from customers, 
slow response to customer’s additional order or special 
requirements, etc. In addition, the complaints come 
mostly from the “walk in” customers who had experi-
enced the à la cart services. 

4.2 Identification of Process Type and Service 
Process Mapping 

We began with the identification of the operation type of 
the restaurant based on volume-variety analysis, giving 
us a general understanding of the nature of the business. 
There existed obvious differences in between the sample 
restaurant and traditional à la càrt restaurants and fast 
food restaurants. The traditional à la càrt restaurant pro-
vided wide rang of customized food and services but in 
very small volume while the fast food restaurant pro-
duced a large volume of dishes within very limited vari-
ety. Whereas the sample restaurant could provide wide 
variety of food and services on a relatively mass basis, it 
therefore should be positioned in the mass customization 
area in the volume-variety matrix as shown in Figure 1. 

The à la cart service process of the restaurant with a 
clear decoupling of the front-stage and back-stage could 
be described in Figure 2. The à la cart services were pro-
vided through a paper-based information flow. There 
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were two sorts of order sheets for waitresses to keep 
down customers’ orders. One was the order sheet for 
dishes, the other was for drinks. After having taken cus-
tomers’ orders, the waitresses would send 3 copies of the 
order sheets for dishes respectively to kitchen staffs and 
bus controller and cashiers, and send 2 copies of the sheet 
for drinks to bartenders and cashiers. Receiving the order 
sheet for dishes, the kitchen staff would cook to orders 
and then send the cooked dishes to the bus controllers. 
The latter would check the dishes with the order sheets 
and then tell busboys to carry them to the corresponding 
tables with helps from the waitresses. For the drinks ser-
vices, the bartenders would prepare drinks according to 
the order sheets and the waitresses would then fetch and 
take the drinks to the corresponding customers. After 
meal the customers would go to the check-out counter 
and pay the bill through the cashiers’ services. In Figure 
1, the dotted line arrows refer to information flows, the 
line arrows refer to materials flows and monetary flows. 

4.3 Identification of the Fail Points in the Service 
System 

4.3.1 The Information Flows and the Service Delivery 
The information system in the restaurant remained as the 
same as they had been when the operation scale had been 
very small. It was a paper-based system and unable to 
deal with the greatly enlarged business. Firstly the wait-
resses had to spend 3-5minutes to deliver 3 copies of dish 
order sheets and 2 drinks order sheets to 4 partners: 
kitchen staffs, bus controller, bartenders and cashiers. 
This meant that the dish-cooking process and drinks 
preparation had to be postponed at least 3-5minutes, 
which seemed not a short period of time to a waiting 
customer. Secondly, the paper-based information system 
affected negatively the dish production in back-stage --- 
the kitchen. The kitchen staffs should determine the pri-
ority of cooking as doing “scheduling” in the manufac-
turing. Otherwise unscheduled production would lead to 
not only low efficiency but also unfairness to customers. 
However the kitchen staffs who were in charge of the 
final scheduling always got “lost” in work because the 
paper-based information was not reliable and clear 
enough for them to arrange the scheduling when dealing 
with so many orders. Thirdly the cashiers had to collect a 
lot of copies of the order sheets for each table (customer) 
and be prone to make mistakes if too many customers 
check out at the same time (unfortunately it is common in 
catering services). We could also find similar problem 
among bartenders and bus controllers. 

4.3.2 The Fail Points Related to System Decoupling 
Many decoupling-related fail points could be also found 
in both the front-stage and back-stage. Full service cater-
ing meant longer dinning time and hence many customers 
would always require re-processing (such as re-heating, 

re-shaping and re-flavoring) some already served dishes. 
These requirements would be settled by sending the 
dishes to the kitchen and “inserting” into the routine 
schedule for dish production. But they had been always 
delayed if the kitchen had been busy and the schedule 
had been too tight. There had been considerably some 
re-processing claims from the customers. Pooling these 
orders together and processing them in the back-stage— 
kitchen seemed very efficient. However this had led to 
delayed services and greatly reduced the responsiveness, 
causing customers’ dissatisfaction. 

Another fail point could be found in the cashier ser-
vices which had been designed as front-stage activities. 
Cashiers had been arranged sitting behind the counter 
near to the exit of the dinning hall and providing 
check-out services in the face of customers who ap-
proached the counter after meal. The cashier had to col-
lect all the order sheets for the customer and figured out 
the sum of payment immediately while they had been in 
many cases disrupted by the customers’ further inquiry 
even some irrelevant questions such as “how about the 
weather tomorrow?” In the peak time customers had to in 
many cases queue before the cashier counter and mis-
takes in payment frequently occurred. 

Drinks preparation and delivery had been inefficiently 
arranged, assuming the services as front office activities. 
According the service procedure the waitresses would 
pass the order sheets for drinks to the bartender who 
would prepare the drinks to orders one after another (it 
was very time-consuming). Then the waitresses would 
carry the prepared drinks to the corresponding table and 
serve to customers. This procedure would lead to the 
waitresses “absence from the customers” for 5-8 minutes 
and most of customers had been unhappy about this pe-
riod of time “without services”. 

Cooking to fresh is the requirement for seafood and 
hence the seafood should be kept alive before they are 
ordered by customers. Most of the customers preferred 
ordering the seafood after seeing them alive. The wait-
resses would always lead the customers into the sea-
food-keeping area for ordering. However the area had 
been located as a back-stage unit far into the kitchen and 
hence the customers’ ordering activities had inevitably 
caused some disturbances to the dish production in the 
kitchen. 

5. System Improvement and Results 

5.1 Rationalization of the Service Functions 

Under the agreement from the top managements in the 
restaurant we started the re-engineering plan with the 
rationalization of all the service functions (or units) in the 
service system. After a comprehensive analysis of all the 
service functions and customer demands and interrela-
tionship in between them, some of the service units were 
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split and some were merged to deal with the problems 
mentioned above. The drinks-carrying services originally 
conducted by waitresses, for example, were taken away 
and merged with function of drinks-preparation to form a 
new service unit—“drinks service centre”, which aimed 
to increase greatly the efficiency in drinks service. An-
other example was the split of the original reservation 
unit into two: the “reservation” and the “Planning and 
decoration” for enhancement of the growing banqueting 
services. Similarly many service functions were rational-
ized based on the utilization of commonality within ser-
vice units and facilitation of service provision. More 
shared units were identified after the rationalization and 
hence the service functions in the restaurant decreased 
from 33 to 25. 

5.2. Re-Engineering of the Information System 

After a deep consideration the restaurants decided finally 
to purchase and set up a computer-based dish-order sys-
tem and re-design the information flow for the service 
process. In the new information flow the waitresses 
would just input the customers’ orders into their wireless 
PDA and press the “confirm” button, the order informa-
tion would then be automatically sent into the terminals 
in kitchen, bus controller, bartenders and cashiers. The 
back-stage production thus was triggered within seconds 
and saved at least 3-5minutes for the order-receiving 
process. Furthermore with the accurate and easy-proc-
essing information the relevant staffs (including kitchen 
staffs, bartenders, bus controllers and cashiers) could 
readily arrange their job efficiently (eg. the computer 
could automatically provide schedule for the kitchen 
staffs to organize efficient dish production). 

5.3 Re-Decoupling the Service System 

5.3.1 Switching from Back-Stage to Front-Stage 
As mentioned early re-processing the already served 
dishes was arranged in the back-stage for high efficiency 
but incurred customers’ complaints due to the slow re-
sponsiveness. The restaurant was persuaded to move this 
function to front-stage. Some re-heating equipments (e.g. 
microwave oven) and cutting appliances (e.g. knives) 
were purchased and placed in the dinning hall, and attrac-
tive instruction brochures of simple cooking methods in 
microwave oven and some seasoning materials were put 
in the visible place of the dining hall. Thus the re-heating 
and shaping requirements by customers could be under-
taken right in the front stage with helps from the wait-
resses without bringing disturbance to in-process produc-
tion in the kitchen by “inserting” the these orders into the 
already rigid schedule. These measures also encouraged 
customers’ self-services and alleviated production pres-
sure in the kitchen so as to improve the service efficiency 
while maintaining a quick responsiveness to customers’ 
special needs. 

Other functions in back-stage were also reviewed and 
some of them were re-deployed to the front-offices for a 
comprehensive and holistic consideration. Seafood- 
keeping area, for an instance, was decoupled into two 
parts. One was the storage area for seafood-keeping; the 
other was the display part for customer to make orders. 
The display part was removed from the kitchen to the 
front-stage, thus minimizing the disturbance caused by 
customers to the back-stage production. 

5.3.2 Switching from Front-Stage to Back-Stage 
The cashier services were re-designed as a back-stage 
function rather than front-stage activities as it previously 
had been. Thus customers needed not go to the cashier 
counter to pay the bill themselves after dining. Rather 
they could just inform the waitresses and the latter would 
help them to conduct the payment activities. With the 
help of computer-based order system, the cashiers could 
readily process the bills. When the waitresses come to 
inform a payment, they could finish processing the bill 
within seconds since the bills could be pre-processed in 
the computer before the final payment, and very impor-
tantly, they could do the job without contacting the cus-
tomers who might bring disturbance, which also elimi-
nated the queue before the cashier counter. 

The services for drinks preparation and delivery were 
also switched from a front office function to a back-stage 
one. Equipped with the computer terminal receiving 
drinks orders from the PDA held by the waitresses, the 
bartenders could efficiently arrange the drink preparation 
just like a store-keeper. To facilitate service delivery the 
dining hall was divided into several dining areas. The 
bartenders just put into a cart all the drinks needed in all 
the order sheets within a specific dinning area. Then the 
bar assistants would push the carts to corresponding din-
ning areas and deliver the drinks to the waitresses along 
the route just as the postmen deliver their mails. The 
back-stage-style services of drinks preparation and deliv-
ery could shorten the lead time greatly and provide more 
support for the front-line staff since the waitresses needed 
not fetch the drinks themselves and would not be “ab-
sent” from the customer, thus service quality could be 
improved. 

However one reform was not very successful. The res-
taurant had a dish display area where samples of some 
master piece of dishes (or dishes in promotion) were dis-
played for order. The managements of the restaurant held 
that it had taken up too much space in the front-stage. 
After the installation of the computer system they trans-
formed it into dinning place and provided customers as a 
substitution with the picture-based menu and a big-screen 
projector introducing new dishes. However this seemed 
not very effective and more customers preferred ordering 
by seeing the “real” sample dishes rather than the paper 
or electronic image. 
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Figure 3. The improved decoupling system 

 
Table 3. Judgment matrix for being in front stage and the calculation of its weight 

F1 F2 F3 γi γi
0 λi 

F1 1 4 4 2.52 0.661 3.054 

F2 1/4 1 2 0.794 0.208 3.053 

F3 1/4 1/2 1 0.500 0.131 3.054 

3．814  

λmax≈3．054 

C.I.=0.027<0.1 

R.I. =0.52 

C.R.=0.052<0.1 

Judgment matrix 

 
Table 4. Judgment matrix for being in front stage and the calculation of its weight 

B1 B 2 B3 γi γi
0 λi 

B1 1 5 4 2.714 0.687 3.095 

B2 1/5 1 2 0.737 0.186 3.093 

B3 1/4 1/2 1 0.5 0.127 3.094 

3.951  

λmax≈3．094  

C.I.=0.047<0.1 

R.I.= 0.52 

C.R.=0.009<0.1 

Judgment matrix 

 
tween the three benefits being put in front stage and then 
conducted the following calculation and consistency test 
(the normalizing result indicated that this matrix met the 
requirements and was consistent). The relevant data and 
the calculation results are shown in Table 3. Similarly, 
we obtained Table 4 by building and calculating the 
Judgment Matrix for putting the module in back stage. 

The improved decoupling service system is shown in 
Figure 3 (  Referring to the computer terminals). Most 
of the measures took effective finally and the manage-
ments of the restaurant were satisfied with our efforts 
with the regain of revenue and customer satisfaction. 

5.4 Justification of the Judgment Matrix     
Proposed From these two tables we got the values for iF  and 

iB , respectively 0.661, 0.208, 0.131 and 0.687, 0.186, 

0.127. 

The decoupling decision for cashier services is taken as 
an example to illustrate the application of the model pro-
posed previously. The cashier service module belonged 
to “free modules” without high customer contact, and 
hence could utilize Formula 1 to make decoupling deci-
sion. iB  and iF  were the focuses of the calculation. 

Based on Table 2 summarizing the possible benefits 
gained from putting this module in front or back stage, 
we take an analysis of the importance of these benefits 
and give weight to each. 

With the helps from the managers and experts, we got 
the values of  (7,7,3) and  (7,3,9). Thus we could 

finally figure out: 
iF jB

3

1
i F i

i

F

 =6.476  and  

3

1
j B j

j

B 

 =6.591 

By using Formula 1 we got S less than 1. Therefore the 
cashier service module should be put in back stage ac-
cording to proposed model, which coincided with the 
actual decoupling decision. 

We began with building the Judgment Matrixes. We 
got the first matrix by comparing the importance in be- 
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6. Findings and Discussions 

6.1 The Effectiveness of Applying Mc Concepts 
into Service System Decoupling 

System decoupling is regarded as an effective way to deal 
with the influences caused by customer contact according 
to previous literatures. But these researches have been 
based on a dichotomous assumption that service organi-
zations focus on either low costs or high services. The 
case put the MC concepts and methods into the decoup-
ling of catering service system and tested the effective-
ness of those methods in achieving multiple business 
objectives simultaneously. These include modularization 
of service system, introduction of technologies and com-
prehensive consideration on decoupling decisions. These 
issues and their effectiveness could be justified by most 
of the successful re-decoupling measures adopted by the 
sample restaurant. 

6.2 Modularization as a Basis for System     
Decoupling in Mc 

Modularization is one of the most effective enablers to 
facilitate mass customization and the premise for system 
decoupling in mass customization. The case proved this 
viewpoint in the rationalization of service functions by 
splitting or merging them. The rationalization in the res-
taurant was in essence a process of modularization since 
it had been conducted by utilizing commonalities within 
service functions and facilitating service provision. The 
“drinks-service centre”, for example, was set up for effi-
cient service delivery by utilizing the commonality 
among service functions which required cooperation 
from the drinks service function. The rationalization fi-
nally led to identification of more shared service units 
and decrease of service units over all, which helped a lot 
to achieve economy of scale while maintaining service 
quality, reflecting the features of modularization. Addi-
tionally the following-up decoupling measures was then 
based on the service function rationalization or modu-
larization, which also explained the nature of decoupling 
for MC proposed previously. 

6.3 Balance-Striking among the Multiple    
Objectives in Decoupling Decision for Mc 

Literatures tell that tradeoffs involved between contact 
benefits of the front-office operations and the potential 
efficiency of the back-office with limited or no customer 
contact. In decoupling process for MC, balance thinking 
among different operation objectives should be adopted 
to deal with the tradeoffs involved in decoupling decision 
for each service module. Namely the system efficiency, 
service customization, responsiveness and relevant issues 
should be taken into consideration simultaneously for  

allocating each individual service module to front or back 
office. The switching of re-processing job from the 
kitchen to front-stage, for example, was based on the 
consideration that the efficiency brought by putting the 
function in back-stage could not offset the customers’ 
dissatisfaction due to the slow responsiveness (service 
speed). The re-design of the cashier services into a 
back-stage function also justified this viewpoint since the 
benefits from being a front-stage activity could not match 
the increased efficiency being in the back-stage. This also 
showed that the operation tradeoffs involved in the de-
coupling process could be evaluated by carefully com-
paring the relative importance of the benefits gained from 
being in front stage and back stage respectively as dem-
onstrated in the model based on Judgment Matrix. 

6.4 Technologies and System Decoupling in Mc 

The vital role of information technology in mass cus-
tomization operations could be justified by the 
re-engineering of the information system in the case. Be-
sides, the case address more issues of technologies re-
lated to decoupling. The most important criterion for de-
coupling decision is whether the service function needs 
customer contact or not. It seems that the nature of the 
service decide whether customer contact is required. 
However this has been changed by the development of 
technologies especially IT which could remove the cus-
tomer from the service system without affecting service 
quality, which gives us more flexibility to utilize the de-
coupling approach. We could find that most of the meas-
ures for system re-decoupling in the case linked closely 
to the use of technologies. The introducing of microwave 
oven and related equipments enabled the re-processing 
function moving from back stage to the front stage. The 
big-screen projector took customers out of the display 
area and thus saved much space for front stage use. The 
computer-based order system played very vital role in 
transferring the cashier and drink preparation services 
from front stage to back stage. However the use of tech-
nologies is not always effective and they can not substi-
tute the customer contact in all cases. The unsuccessful 
reform in display area of sample dishes in the case justi-
fied the point. 

7. Conclusions 

The paper discusses the system decoupling issues in mass 
customization operation in the context of restaurant ser-
vices. It justifies that integration of the concept and 
methods of MC into system decoupling is effective to 
deal with the operation dilemma and that modularization 
plays vital role in the decoupling decision-making proc-
ess. It also explains that the nature of decoupling decision 
for MC purpose is the allocation of the service modules 
to front or back stage rater than the physical or geo-
graphical separation of service system. Furthermore a 
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Judgment-Matrix-based model is proposed on how to 
make decoupling decisions for mass customization by 
balancing the multiple operation objectives. Moreover the 
technologies, especially the IT, are proved to be very 
important for system decoupling in delivering mass cus-
tomized services. However the proposed model and im-
plications in the paper need further test in various service 
contexts for better theoretical generalities, giving the 
limitations of the case study methodology used in this 
research. 
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ABSTRACT 

A U-shaped production line with multiple machines and multiple workers is considered under carousel allocation in 
which all workers take charge of all machines in the same order. Nakade and Ohno (2003) show that, when the proc-
essing, operation and walking times are constant, the overall cycle time, which is a time interval between successive 
outputs of finished goods, is the greatest value of the maximal sum of the processing and operation times among ma-
chines and the time required for a worker to operate and walk around the production line without waiting for process-
ing divided by the number of workers. In this paper, it is considered that operation times at each machine may be dif-
ferent between workers. If processing time is short, it is expected that the overall cycle time will be equal to the time for 
a worker to operate and walk around the line divided by the number of workers. However, under some specified cases, 
the overall cycle time is longer than that of this time, and the overall cycle time changes periodically. From numerical 
examples, it is shown that the order of arrivals of workers at machine 1 affects the overall cycle time. We give some 
properties on the periodicity of cycle times and discuss about cycle times. 
 
Keywords: U-Shaped Production Line, Carousel Allocation, Operation Times, Cycle Time, Periodicity of Cycle Times 

1. Introduction 

In these days, U-shaped layout is commonly used in 
many production lines. In a U-shaped production line, 
there are two types of worker allocations, which are 
separate type and carousel type. In the separate allocation, 
each worker deals with a unique set of machines. In the 
carousel allocation, workers deal with all machines in the 
same route. In this paper, the carousel allocation is con-
sidered. An advantage of U-shaped layout is that it is 
easy to adjust the throughput of finished products from 
the last machine for fluctuation of demand by changing 
the number of workers [1,2].  

Nakade and Ohno [3] have considered a U-shaped 
production line with multiple multi-function workers, 
and show the overall cycle time which is a time interval 
between successive outputs of finished products. When 
the processing, operation, and walking times are constant, 
the overall cycle time is the greatest value of the maxi-
mal sum of the processing and operation times among 
machines and the time required for a worker to operate 
and walk around the production line without waiting for 

processing divided by the number of workers. They as-
sume that operation times at each machine are the same 
among workers. 

Recently, many temp staffs are employed as workers 
and they are committed into production lines because of 
cost reduction. For example, many foreigners and part 
time workers are employed for a short span. Therefore it 
becomes difficult to maintain the workers well-skilled in 
the long time, so the worker’s skills remain mutually 
different. 

Nakade and Nishiwaki [4] have considered a U- 
shaped production line with multiple heterogeneous 
multi-function workers and propose an algorithm for 
computing an optimal allocation of workers to machines 
which minimizes the overall cycle time. 

The formula of cycle time derived in Nakade and Ni-
shiwaki [4] is simple and understandable, where it is as-
sumed that different workers are assigned to the different 
machines. In the other allocation scheme, all workers 
have operations at all machines and as a carousel workers 
go around machines. We say this scheme carousel allo-
cation. 
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In this paper we consider the case that operation times 
at each machine are different among workers under car-
ousel allocation. In this case, if the processing times are 
very small, then it may be guessed that the overall cycle 
time is equal to the greatest value of times required for 
each worker to operate and walk around the line divided 
by the number of workers. However, under some speci-
fied cases, the overall cycle time is larger than this time, 
and the overall cycle time changes periodically. We dis-
cuss the periodicity of cycle times and observe some 
properties on cycle times. 

In the next section we describe a U-shaped production 
line. In Section 3 we show that the overall cycle time 
changes periodically by numerical examples and discuss 
the periodicity of cycle times. In Section 4 we conclude 
and discuss future research. 

2. A U-Shaped Production Line 

We consider a U-shaped production line with K  ma-
chines and J  workers, which is shown in Figure 1. It is 
assumed that J K . There is enough raw material in 
front of machine 1. The material is processed at ma-
chines 1 to K  sequentially, and customers receives 
finished products from machine K . Workers deal with 
all machines in the same route and operate an item at 
each machine. Operation times at each machine may be 
different among workers, and the operation time of 
worker  at machine  is denoted by j k ,j ks , which is 

deterministic. Worker  starts his first operation at 

machine 

j

jk  and visits machines  

 sequentially. The deterministic walking time 

from machine k  to  

1,j jk k  2,, ,K

1, 2,
1k   K

1 1

1,2k  , ,  is denoted 

by , where it is assumed that ,k kr 1 K  

ki

. The proc-

essing time at machine  is denoted by , which is 

deterministic. When a worker visits a machine, if the 
preceding worker is operating at the machine or the 

k

 

 

Figure 1. U-shaped production line 

machine is processing the preceding item, then the 
worker must wait for the completion of operating or 
processing. The overall cycle time is defined as a time 
interval between successive outputs of finished products. 
We also define the cycle time of worker  as the time 

interval between the successive arrivals of worker  at 

machine . It is noted that the overall cycle time is the 
cycle time divided by the number of workers. The first 
cycle time of worker  is the time interval between a 

start of first operation and the first arrival of worker  

at machine . The th 

j

j

1

j

j

1 n  2n   cycle time of worker 

 is the time interval between the th and th 

arrivals for worker  at machine 1 . 

j n  1 n

j

3. Cycle Time 

3.1 Case of the Same Operation Times among 
Workers 

In the case that operating times at each machine are the 
same among workers, from Nakade and Ohno (2003), 
when processing, operation and walking times are con-

stant, the overall cycle time  is expressed as overallC

  , 1
ˆ ˆ

1
max max , ,overall

c k k k
k K

k K k K

C s i s
J 

 
k kr

       
   

   (1) 

where ks  denotes the operation time at machine  

and 

k

 ˆ 2, ,1,K K . The overall cycle time is the great-

est value of the maximal sum of the processing and op-
eration times among machines and the time required for a 
worker to operate and walk around the production line 
without waiting for processing divided by the number of 
workers. 

3.2 Case of Different Operation Times among 
Workers 

We consider the case that operating times at each ma-

chine may be different among workers. In this case, from 

Equation (1), the overall cycle time  may be gue- 

ssed as 
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    (2) 

In what follows, we consider the cycle time instead of 
the overall cycle time. Since the overall cycle time is the 
cycle time divided by the number of workers, the cycle 
time  may be guessed as C
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    (3) 

From Equation (3), when processing times are zero, it 
is guessed that the cycle time is equal to the greatest 
value among times required for each worker to operate 
and walk around the line. However, under some specified 
cases, the cycle time is greater than this value, and the 
cycle time changes periodically. The examples are shown 
in the next section. 

4. Periodicity of Cycle time 

4.1 Numerical Examples 

The set of operation times of each worker at each ma-
chine is denoted by  
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where subscript  is a number which distinguishes sets 
of operation times. 

l

Let  and 3J  4K  . It is assumed that processing 
times and walking times are zero, that is, 0ki   and 

 for . Worker 1 starts his first operation 

at machine 1, worker 2 at machine 2 and worker 3 at 
machine 3. The first cycle is until the first arrival of a 
worker at machine 1. The th  cycle is the 

, 1k kr  0 K̂k 

n  2n  

 
Table 1. Cycle times for 1S  

cycle\worker 1 2 3 

1 8.0 7.0 6.0 

2 8.0 8.0 8.0 

3 8.0 8.0 8.0 

4 8.0 8.0 8.0 

5 8.0 8.0 8.0 

6 8.0 8.0 8.0 

 
Table 2. Cycle times for 2S  

cycle\worker 1 2 3 

1 8.0 7.0 2.0 

2 11.0 11.0 11.0 

3 8.0 8.0 8.0 

4 11.0 11.0 11.0 

5 8.0 8.0 8.0 

6 11.0 11.0 11.0 

interval between  1n  th and th arrivals of a worker 

at machine 1. 

n

Cycle times, when operation times of each worker at 

each machine are , are shown in Table 1. 

Cycle times of all workers are 8 at all cycles except for 
the first cycle. This is the case that the cycle time does 
not change periodically. Then the cycle time 8 in Table 1 
is equal to the value which is derived from Equation (3). 

1

5,1,1,1

1,5,1,1

1,1,5,1

S

 
 
 
 







Cycle times, when operation times of each worker at 

each machine are , are shown in Table 2. 

In this case, the cycle time changes periodically. Except 
for the first cycle, cycle times of each worker take values 
of 8 and 11 alternately. The cycle time 8 in Table 2 is 
equal to the value which is derived from Equation (3). 
The cycle time 11 is more than the value which is de-
rived from Equation (3). 

2

5,1,1,1

1,1,5,1

1,5,1,1

S

 
 
 
 

4.2 Discussion 

We investigate many examples including the above, and 
we have the following properties on the cycle time. 

1) In many cases, in which the difference is not so 
large among workers, the cycle time is the same as Equa-
tion (3). 

2) If the cycle time changes periodically, then the pe-
riod of the cycle time is two. 

3) If the cycle time changes periodically, then the 
smaller cycle time is equal to the one which is derived 
from Equation (3), and the greater cycle time is more 
than the one which is derived from Equation (3). 

4) Initial machines of each worker do not affect the 
cycle time if an order of arrivals of workers at machine 1 
does not change, where, for example, the orders “4,3,2,1” 
and “2,1,4,3” are regarded as the same order. 

5) An order of arrivals of workers at machine 1 affects 
the cycle time. 

The movements of each worker when operation times 
are equal to  are shown in Figure 2. When operation 

times are equal to , for example, worker 2 tends to 

wait for the completion of operation of worker 3 at ma-
chine 2 since machine 2 is bottleneck for worker 3. And 
also, since machine 3 is bottleneck for worker 2, worker 
2 operates at his bottleneck machine (machine 3) after 
the waiting at machine 2. This makes the cycle time of 
worker 2 amplified. If a worker has his bottleneck ma-
chine after the bottleneck machine of his preceding 
worker, then the cycle time of the worker is amplified. In 
the next cycle, worker 3 finished his operation at his bot-
tleneck machine (machine 2) while worker 2 operates at 

2S

2S
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Figure 2. Movements of workers 
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Figure 3. Arrow diagram for 1S  
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Figure 4. Arrow diagram for 2S  

 
his bottleneck machine (machine 3) and the succeeding 
machines (machines 4 and 1). Therefore in this cycle 
worker 3 does not need to wait for the completion of the 
operation of worker 3 at machine 2. Hence the cycle time 
of worker 2 does not increase in this cycle. These are 
why the cycle time of worker 2 changes periodically in 
Figure 2. 

On the other hand, when operation times are equal to 
, machine 3 is bottleneck for worker 3, machine 2 for 

worker 2 and machine 1 for worker 1. When worker 3 
operates at machine 3, worker 2 tends to operate at ma-
chine 2, and when worker 2 operates at machine 2, 
worker 1 tends to operate at machine 1. That is, when a 
certain worker operates at his bottleneck machine, the 
other workers tend to operate at their bottleneck ma-
chines. Therefore, cycle times are the same value in 
every cycle. 

1S

Let us change initial machines of each worker under 
the condition that the order of arrivals of workers at ma-
chine 1 does not change. Worker 1 starts his first opera-
tion at machine 1, worker 2 machine 3 and worker 3 
machine 4. Operation times of each worker at each ma-
chine is equal to . Then cycle times of each worker 

are equal to the results which are shown in Table 2. In all 
examples which we investigate, initial machines of each 
worker do not affect cycle times. 

2S

Compare sets of operation times  with . The set 

 is the case that operation times of workers 2 and 3 at 

each machine are exchanged in the set . From results 

of Table 1 and 2, the order of arrivals of workers at ma-
chine 1 affects the cycle time. 

1S 2S

2S

1S

Figures 3 and 4 are arrow diagrams which show cycle 
times of worker 1 for successive two cycles. Numbers on 
vertical axis denote machines and numbers on horizontal 
axis denote workers. Nodes denote operations of each 
worker at each machine and numbers on nodes denote 
operation times of each worker at each machine. Figure 3 
shows the case of  and Figure 4 shows the case of 

. Worker 4 is a dummy worker and the operation 

times are zero. When we follow arrows from the most 
upper left node, which is referred as to the initial node, to 
the most upper right node, which is referred as to the last 
node, if the sum of cycle times on the route is maximal, 
then the sum is equal to the sum of cycle times of worker 
1 for successive two cycles. In Figure 3, on the route that 
the sum of cycle times is maximal, the sum of cycle 
times is 16. This value is equal to the sum of cycle times 
for successive two cycles in Table 1. Similarly, in Figure 
4 the sum is 19. This value is equals to the sum of cycle 
times for successive two cycles in Table 2. With Com-
paring Figures 3 with 4, in Figure 3 there are two nodes 
at which the operation time is equal to 5 on all routes, 
while in Figure 4 there are two nodes on which the op-
eration time is equal to 5 on some routes, and there are 
three nodes on which the operation time is equal to 5 on 
others. 

1S

2S

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we consider a U-shaped production line 
with multiple machines and multiple workers under car-
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ousel allocation. In the case that operation times at each 
machine are different among workers, we investigate the 
cycle time. Under some specific cases, the cycle time 
changes periodically. We have some insights into the 
periodicity of the cycle time and discuss cycle times. For 
future research the condition that the cycle time changes 
periodically is derived. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper studies the route, steps and measures of the implementation of the emissions trading system in China. It 
combines desk research and case study. The desk research aims to explore the inherent discipline of emissions trading 
system, so as to disclose its nature and features while the case study involves the one-year field research conducted by 
the author, and provides the pilot emission systems in some provinces, together with the difficulties in its implementa-
tion. There are possibilities of comprehensive coverage of emission trading system, which can only be protected by a 
law relevant to environmental property protection (issued by the Standing Committee of National People’s Congress). 
And there is necessity for China to set up a quota system for different pollutions. After the initial allocation among 
provinces, the quota will be divided among enterprises, partial paid and partial for free, under the principle of “Giving 
priority to efficiency with due consideration to fairness”. It is useful to establish an efficient secondary market of emis-
sion trading system. 
 
Keywords: Emissions Trading, System Innovation, Sustainable Development 

1. Introduction 

China's economic and social development, resources 
saving and ecological environment protection have be-
come increasingly sharp, as a constraint of the bottleneck 
in achieving sustainable development. Exploring envi-
ronmental tools for the conservation of resources, envi-
ronmental protection and effective achievement of the 
economic and social comprehensive development, is a 
significant major for China right now. Theoretical analy-
sis and international experience have shown that emis-
sions trading system as a system of market-based incen-
tives designed to effectively achieve these objectives, it 
is worth drawing on the use of China. However, it is also 
necessary to fully integrate the implementation of China's 
emissions trading system with China’s economic and 
social reality, We need to do some research in the spe-
cific systematic construction and operate mechanism as 
well as make adaptive adjustments, so can we ensure to 

turn it into the emissions trading system which suitable 
for the national needs, as well as a powerful tools to pre-
vent pollutions .This article seeks to make some explora-
tions. 

2. The Inspirations of China’s Experience in 
the Emissions Trading Pilot Areas 

In recent years, Tianjin, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shanghai, 
Shanxi, Henan, Guangxi and other provinces and mu-
nicipalities of China have launched a pilot emissions 
trading, Jiaxing Zhejiang in November 10, 2007 estab-
lished the first national emissions trading reserves center, 
indicating that China has taken a substantive step for 
implementation of the right of sewage system. We can 
draw some experience in the following inspiration by 
summing up the experience of the pilot areas. 

2.1 Legal Matter 

The thought of “Total Control” has not been embodied in 
laws, the property of environmental resources are still 
lacking the evidence, and the entire emission trading 
system is extremely fragile. In September, 2002, Xiu 
Zhou district of Jia Xing began the emission trading sys-
tem pilot, but the outcome wasn’t that good, one of the 
most crucial reasons is the “Total Control” doesn’t have 

1Fund Project: This article is the project “Sustainable Development of 
the Sichuan-based emissions trading mechanisms research” of  Phi-
losophy and Social Planning of “Eleventh Five” in Sichuan Province, 
“211 Project” features three research projects of Southwest University 
of Finance and Economics, the results of “the implementation of 
health-intensive countries consumption patterns and promoting the 
study of ecological civilization” (item number: 211D3T10). 
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any bottom lines. For example, Shen Yue-ping, the dep-
uty director of the Environmental Protection Agency of 
Jia Xing pointed out:” The rights of Sewage emission 
means add more administrative permit, if there is no re-
quirement for the volume. It is not the scarcity of re-
sources, so there is no need for transactions [1].When the 
total control becoming a rigid target, the environment 
capacity is able to become a scarce resource, the market 
pricing mechanism for emissions trading have the condi-
tions. However, the thought of “total control” must be 
established in the law before it can authoritative. In re-
cent years, although China has made significant 
achievements in environmental protection legislation and 
building several levels of environmental legal systems, 
the trading legislation in national level is still empty. 
Under the existing environmental protection laws and 
regulations, only the individual provisions for special 
pollutants embodied in the “total control”, the main laws 
and regulations do not have the specific rules for “total 
control”, which directly led to the shortage of legal rules 
for the property rights of environmental resources, so that 
the emissions trading system itself is very fragile. 

2.2 Inadequate Liquidity 

Emissions trading market does not have much of the at-
tractiveness of business, which result in the limitation of 
trading volume and liquidity shortage. For instance, the 
establishment of the first national emissions trading re-
serve center in Jiaxing, Zhejiang, the annual emissions of 
COD was about 118,000 tons, sulfur dioxide emissions 
was 273,000 tons in 2007,but the transaction into the 
trading center was only hundreds of tons of the emission 
reductions in scale, which is still minimal; And in 2004, 
emissions of sulfur dioxide and a pilot of emissions trad-
ing permit system of sulfur dioxide had been carried ou 
in Henan Province for 4 years, and suffered from the 
embarrassment of a zero-transaction [2]. 

2.3 The Market Risk of “Bad Money Drives out 
Good Money” 

Now the emissions trading mainly carried out in the pilot 
areas, and this may have the market risk of “bad money 
drives out good”. Sewage emission enterprises in the 
emissions trading pilot need to spend a huge amount of 
money to spend in buying emission rights, which will 
result in increased operating costs of enterprises, busi-
ness competitions in the surrounding areas without the 
rights of emissions trading is in a “cost disadvantage”, 
brought about unfair competition objectively. As a result, 
the full implementation of China's emissions trading sys-
tem is imperative. 

2.4 The Uncontrolled Situation in the Market 

Economic system is still in the transition period, the 
market economy is not that perfect, which result in low 

efficiency of market of emission rights, and even the 
market failure. Emissions trading system is a policy in-
struments to control pollution and protect the environ-
ment by market-based instruments, nature is the product 
of the full development of market economy. However, 
the time for establishing Chinese socialist market eco-
nomic system is still short. We have made great achie- 
vements in all aspects, but as a whole we are still in the 
transition period, we are not perfect and mature enough 
in many ways, including well-defined property rights, the 
effective transfer of property rights and the details in the 
legal protection of property rights. Such an Imperfect 
market system will inevitably have an adverse effect on 
the emissions trading system. 

2.5 A Awareness of Environmental Protection 

People do not have a strong awareness of environmental 
protection, emissions trading system still lack of social 
supervision. The economic development of China in re-
cently years proves that, whether it is the national or lo-
cal government, they just chase the economic interests 
but ignore the environmental protection, people lack of 
environmental awareness in general. The environmental 
awareness, however, as a non-governmental social force, 
has supervised, supported and promoted the making and 
practicing of laws concerning environmental protection. 
However, with the weak public awareness of environ-
mental protection, it’s difficult to keep a firm hand on the 
supervision of trade on the disposal of waste. 

2.6 Social Credit System 

The unsound social credit system increases the possibil-
ity of emissions trading market failure. Social credit sys-
tem is the fundamental basis of the effective operation of 
the market economy. If this system collapses, a small 
part of people will benefit a little from it temporarily. 
However, if lack legal sanctions and public condemna-
tion, it may make some impacts on other economic enti-
ties, so that more companies can benefit from the col-
lapse of the credit system, then, finally, the government's 
regulatory system and the rules of the market become 
useless, which will lead to an immeasurable loss. 

3. The Difficulties of Implementation of 
Emissions Trading System in China 

3.1 A Vast Territory 

A vast territory, the ecological environment and the level 
of economic development have shown significant re-
gional characteristics, the national conditions in China 
result in the complexity of emissions trading. 

3.1.1 Regional Characteristics of the Environment 
Regional characteristics of the environment are quite 
significant. Ecologically speaking, human activities are 
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affected by geographical location, atmospheric circula-
tion, landscape, China can be divided into three nature 
zone macroscopically. The existence of three nature 
zones decide the diversities of the climate resources, wild 
flora and fauna resources, and agriculture materials, so 
that it further decide the nature of environmental capacity, 
amount and differences of protection. Due to the unique 
characteristics of Chinese ecological environment, the 
regional pollutants needed to be control is quite different, 
and there is also some differences in pollutants control 
standards, the subject of emissions trading, measure-
ments and supervision of the actual emissions. Thus, it is 
quite difficult for China to implement the emission trad-
ing system comprehensively. 

3.1.2 The Clear Differences in the Level of Economy 
The clear differences in the level of economy. Economi-
cally speaking, due to the differences between the nature 
resources and opportunities of the historical development, 
China has formed the economic and technological de-
velopment level of the gradient distribution of the three 
major economic areas in central and western. The exis-
tence of the three economic zones reflect the diversities 
of the market economic development and people’s in-
come as well as the diverse demands of economic means 
in the future and the level of environmental quality. In 
economically developed areas of eastern and central ar-
eas, with the improvements of people’s requirements to 
the environmental quality, there is a trend that the 
high-polluted enterprises are becoming less, this reflects 
the implementation of the “total control” is more easily. 
However, in the western areas, the companies with pol-
luted emission account for a large proportion of the eco-
nomic development and the employments, the promotion 
of emission trading system is harder. 

3.2 A Balance between the Pollutants Control 
and Further Development of the Economy 

In the unchanged situation of the traditionally extensive 
economic development means, how to find a balance 
between the pollutants control and further development 
of the economy is another difficult in establishing emis-
sion trading system. 

The population of China, trend of the economy, the 
level of the technology and management are the three 
basic factors for damaging the environment. According 
to the forecast of related departments, among those three 
reasons, the zero increase in China’s future population 
will need 30 to 40 years, the rapid increase in the future 
economy will continue its trend in the next 10 to 20 years, 
the level of technology and management still need a long 
time, so that it is impossible for China’s economic 
growth means transferring from extensive one to inten-
sive one in a short term [3–7]. The existence of the ex-
tensive growth will give an obvious impact on the emis-
sion trading policy with the goal of “total control”. 

3.3 China’s Small Sized Companies 

The number of China’s small sized companies is great, 
and the spread of them is wild. However, the pollutants 
they produced account for half of the total pollutants. 
The basic national situation decide that on one hand, the 
cost of information collection is quite expensive in 
China’s emission trading market, the cost of supervision 
and implementation of the environmental protection de-
partment is also expensive, so that it decreases its effi-
ciency and results in market failure. On the other hand, if 
it is quite common for companies with heavy pollutants 
can’t effectively deal with it in a short time because of 
the limitation of fund and technology , it will do harm on 
the practice of this system. 

3.4 The Goal of the Solution of Environment 
Pollution 

There is a difference between the goal of local govern-
ment and central government in the solution of environ-
ment pollution, and those differences will add some dif-
ficulties in the promotion of the emission trading system. 
Pollutants can’t be eliminated totally, so any companies 
will produce pollutants during its production. The local 
government will focus on the economy, including the 
development of local economy, the unemployment and 
the GDP which is a measure of the political performance, 
rather than the impact on the environment. However, by 
the “total control”, it will definitely make more difficul-
ties in the promotion of emission trading system. Ac-
cording to the report from the XinHua news agency, on 
29th of May 2007, the explorations of Cyan bacteria 
caused shortage of water which make the habitants’ lives 
becoming more difficult. More ironically, the “iron solu-
tion” caused hundreds enterprises with high consumption, 
high pollution, high danger and low efficiency shut down. 
Unexpectedly, this news attracted lots of organizations to 
make investment, including the towns nearby in Subei, as 
well as eastern-west, Sichuan and Jiangxi. The essence of 
this phenomenon reflects that in the eyes of some local 
governments in China, the basic policy still remains the 
pursuit of increase of GDP, lacking of recognition of the 
limitation of resources, and haven’t pay attention on the 
environmental protection on mind, so that it continuously 
creates hidden obstacles to the emission trading system. 

3.5 The Power of Deciding the Total Emission 
Controlled 

Due to the characteristics of the China’s ecological and 
economic zones, the power of deciding the total emission 
controlled by the central government or the local gov-
ernment still play a significant role in the effectiveness of 
the emission trading system. If the power belongs to the 
local government, the environment can’t take the total 
emission finally due to the differences between the goals 
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of central government and local government; if it belongs 
to the central government, it will have a fierce competi-
tion with the local government. 

3.6 The Market Participates 

It is a tough question for the market participates to reach 
the goal of guaranteeing the vitality of the market, as 
well as upgrade the format of production by emission 
trading system. Therefore, how to choose formats, such 
as: involving in this program compulsively, volunteer, 
opening comprehensively and directly, etc, is another 
problem facing China. 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

4.1 The Path of Emission Trading System in 
China 

The emission trading system derived from the United 
States, widely used in the western countries, and some 
part of China. As the most effective way of treating 
emission, China will put this system in a general manner 
in future. So, in essence, it is a problem of transplant 
system. According to the experience of developed coun-
tries, and combination of the social situation of China, 
the means of establishing emission trading system can be 
showed in the Figure 1. 

4.2 The Steps and Specific Measures of      
Establishing Emission Trading          
System in China 

4.2.1 Legal Framework 
Firstly to confirm the regulation of environmental re-
source priority system by the NPC to better the laws and 
to embody the “overall control” of the intension of envi-
ronmental protection and prevention with a view to es-
tablishing such system on China’s environment in legal 
framework.. there is no specific rules of “total control” in 
the laws and legislations in China, the shortage can de-

cide the fragility of emission trading system, and diffi-
culties in the emission control, the extensive growth of 
the economy hasn’t changed. Therefore, the first step of 
establishing emission trading system in China is to con-
firm the environmental resource system that it can em-
body the intension of “total control”. 

4.2.2 The Initiative Distribution 
In the level of a state, it confirms the initiative distribu-
tion of the total control of emission. Because China is a 
country with wide areas, distinguished ecological envi-
ronment, the huge economic gap among different areas, 
and the different goals of local government and central 
government, that means local government have the trend 
of focusing the speed of economic growth but ignoring 
the environmental protection. If the power of confirming 
the total emission belongs to the central government, it 
will reduce the welfare of the society, so the power 
should belongs to the central government. one reasonable 
choice for the national overall emission of pollutants as 
well as for provincial and municipal levels is that the 
central government confirms national emission of certain 
pollutants in a given period of time in accordance with 
domestic development, and that local governments en-
force local standards in accordance with relevant princi-
ples; that the central government confirms the overall 
emissions in different regions and regulates them with 
respective standards in accordance with provincial and 
municipal economic and social development and in the 
principle of keeping the balance between national de-
mand and local features. 

The initiative distribution of every single province and 
area. Under the guidance of “efficiency combine with 
justice”, and in the background of China’s economic and 
social situation, the initiative distribution of emission 
trades need to combine with two modes: distribute for 
free, and distribute for charge. The key of this mode is: in 
the given amount of emission, how to confirm the pro-
portion of free distribution and charged distribution, and 
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Figure 1. The path of emission trading system in china 
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how to distribute it to different corporations in accorda- 
nce with standard allocation after the confirmation of the 
total amount. Free distribution of the sewage is the main 
reason for the contribution of enterprises and the em-
ployment created by a net increase of new value- added, 
therefore, the ratio of free distribution of the main con-
siderations are the impact of these two indicators. Envi-
ronmental protection department of the provinces and 
municipalities can trade the remaining parts with sewage 
companies through auctions, bidding and pricing, after 
free allocation to sewage companies. And local govern-
ments can preserve part of the emission permits in ac-
cordance with their own needs, in an attempt to provide 
support for the future companies with high-efficiency. 

4.2.3 The Secondary Market 
The establishment of effective transfer of ownership of 
emission rights in the secondary market. Secondary mar- 
ket for emissions trading as a supplier of emission rights 
and the right to demand of sewage through the use of 
tools for trading emission rights trading and financing 
market of production factors, in a sense, to cultivate, de-
velop and standardize the emission trading market, is 
more important than the well-defined administrative 
powers sewage. 

4.3 The Relevant Recommendations of China's 
Emissions Trading System 

4.3.1 Environmental Protection Consciousness 
Cultivate national awareness of environmental protection, 
strengthening the right of the sewage system of external 
oversight. National environmental awareness as non-gov- 
ernmental social forces, which play an important role in 
the oversight, support and promote of the formulation 
and implementation of environmental policies. Therefore, 
we must cultivate national awareness of environmental 
protection, strengthening the right of the sewage system 
of external oversight. 

4.3.2 Integrity of Social Environment 
Establishing integrity of social environment and enhanc-
ing the development and implementation of emissions 
trading system. Establishing trust system is the public 
goods provided by the government. Firstly, the govern-
ment should maintain absolute authority of national 
credit as well as break local protectionism. After emis-
sions trading system is in place, the government should 
strongly give a guidance and expectation in accordance 
with the amount of sewage, time, space, and trading rules. 
Instead of change so fast that companies feel that this is a 
short-term policy, passively wait and see. At the same 
time, establish and improve the credit system and the 
relevant legal system to ensure that after emissions trad-
ing, the normal performance of the contract. Through the 
establishment of integrity of society, guide these busi-
nesses to abide by the laws, and can discharge the sew-

age consciously. 

4.3.3 Relevant Laws and Provide Adequate Legal Basis 
Establish and improve relevant laws and provide ade-
quate legal basis for the emission trading system. With 
the legal basis, the national environmental administration 
departments should be issued the specific rules and regu-
lations relating to emissions trading, Emissions trading a 
clear approval to the transaction from the uniform stan-
dard, in order to facilitate the actual operation of China's 
emissions trading. Make sure the uniform standard from 
approval to trade, in order to facilitate the actual opera-
tion of China's emissions trading. 

4.3.4 The Power of Rent-Seeking 
Strengthen the initial allocation of emission rights in the 
management of the power of rent-seeking. Initial alloca-
tion of emission rights for the rental of power - the 
mainly two causes of the phenomenon of rent-seeking is, 
on the one hand, “soft power,” on the other hand is the 
space rent-seeking in the design of allocation mechanism. 
One of the performances of the previous reason for gov-
ernment officials to determine the total amount of sew-
age, to control the randomness in the initial distribution 
in municipalities. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a 
complete set of evaluation systems, to define the total 
target scientifically and reasonably, instead of free deci-
sion by the officials. Enterprises in all the initial emission 
rights on the specific share, in strict accordance with the 
principle of “open, fair, just and transparent”, and the 
method of calculation in advance. Finally, to further im-
prove the legal system, strengthen supervision, to estab-
lish a high degree of integrity and efficiency as the hall-
mark of the political and administrative system. From the 
second reason which has caused rent-seeking --- power- 
renting, in the model of free allocation of emission rights, 
government officials have greater rights of discretion, 
which has left a space for rent-seeking. Therefore, with a 
large scale of emission trading system, the initial model 
of allocation of emission rights, transition to paid transfer 
should be gradually put into practice. As result --- rela-
tively speaking --- rent-seeking scales of auctions, bid-
ding, pricing and trading can be reduced in system 
-designing. Thus more rent-seeking activities can be 
regulated. 

4.3.5 Take Proactive Measures to Tackle the Problem 
of the Market failure 

Take proactive measures to tackle the problem of the 
failure on emissions trading market. With a view to pre-
venting the inefficiency on emissions trading market, 
greater-forced policies ought to be put in place, in order 
to heavily punish opportunism activities such as exceed-
ing and hiding emissions; regulate monopolizing activi-
ties; create a fully competitive market; for those compa-
nies who actively reduce the overall emissions and sell 
credits on reduction of emissions, the government should 
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support them in tax, technology and capitals and guaran-
tee them with price priority, in an attempt to activate the 
market; confirm the deadlines on emission rights to re-
duce the uncertainty of emission rights; break barriers on 
emission trading market, and take actions to eliminate 
local protectionism. 

4.3.6 Enhance the Construction of Supervision 
Enhance the construction of supervision on the emission 
permits market and the legal force on environmental 
protection. In the construction of supervision on the 
emission permits market, we should establish the “three 
systems” in pollution reduction; establish effective, over-
all and comprehensive supervision network to create a 
new type of supervision model; promote managerial, 
scientific and technological standards, in order to create 
preferential conditions for the emission permits trade 
system. 

4.3.7 Reform the Counting System of Environmental 
Costs 

Reform the counting system of environmental costs. The 
newly published Counting Principles requests that com-
panies should include costs such as disposal of pollution, 
in an attempt to make themselves accountable, thus to 
inspire other companies to reduce pollution, and thus to 
have them strike a balance between profit making and 
environmental protection and take part in the emission 
permits trade system. 

4.3.8 Put Green GDP into Practice 
Better local performance checking index system; put 
Green GDP into practice; and to those areas which have 
a weak eco-system, the government should allow zero 
growth in local GDP in a given period of time. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this article, through analyzing the inner and external environments of the manufacture enterprise, the hierarchy 
model of the market opportunity has been constructed. Based on the AHP, the mathematics evaluation model of the 
market opportunity has been established. Take a simulative enterprise as example, according to the hierarchy model 
and the mathematics evaluation model of the market opportunity, the judgment matrixes of every hierarchy have been 
established and the weight of each market opportunity opposite to the target hierarchy is obtained. The reasonable de-
cision-making method has been provided to choose the market opportunity for the manufacture enterprise. 
 
Keywords: Analysis Hierarchy Process, Market Opportunity, Environment Analysis 

1. Introduction 

With the change and development of the market demand 
and the intense competition environment in the market, 
any manufacture enterprise can not always rely on the 
existing products and services. If the manufacture enter-
prise wants to survive and develop for a long time, it 
must look for new market opportunities. 

In the internal and external enterprise environment, 
market opportunities are situation and opportunities whi- 
ch can make the manufacture enterprise get tremendous 
benefit and develop rapidly. Market opportunities existing 
in the internal and external environment are the customer 
demand which have not yet been met or fully met [1]. 

Market opportunities generally exist in two situations. 
First, to find the new or potential customers for the ex-
isting products and services and to start and develop a 
new market, or to find the new features and new uses of 
existing products and guide people to use them. Second, 
to create, develop, design and produce new products or 
new services which have new features to meet the 
changing needs of people. 

Along with the changes of market environment, de-
mand also will be changed. Therefore, market opportuni-
ties will emerge or disappear. Any market opportunity 
objectively exists and any enterprise can find and take 
advantage of the market opportunities. There are no ex-
clusive rights [2].  

However, just in the specific conditions one market 
opportunity can success. Because of the different condi-

tions of the manufacture enterprises, in the use of a mar-
ket opportunity, the different manufacture enterprises 
will gain different interests and competitive advantages. 
Therefore, manufacture enterprises must accurately ana-
lyze and evaluate the market opportunities to find one 
that is suitable for the manufacture enterprise’s develop-
ment. 

2. The Appraisal of Market Opportunity 

2.1 The Appraisal Process of Market        
Opportunity 

Market opportunities come from customer demand, and 
customer demand changes with the internal and external 
environment of the manufacture enterprise. When look-
ing for market opportunities, the manufacture enterprises 
analyze the enterprise’s suppliers, customers and com-
petitors, as well as the internal organizational structure, 
financial status, professional skills, human resources and 
network conditions [3]. The optimal market opportunity 
can be identified after analysis and evaluation. (See Fig-
ure 1) 

2.2 The Hierarchy Model of Market Opportunity 

The market gravitation, the enterprise resource, the 
competitors and the customers are considered to analyze 
and evaluate a particular market opportunity or some 
market opportunities which is whether conform to manu- 
facture enterprise development needs or not. 
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Figure 1. The appraisal process of market opportunity 
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Figure 2. The hierarchy model of the market opportunity 

 
The market gravitation refers to market attract ability 

to specific products which are produced by the enterprise. 
The market gravitation includes market demand, market 
pullulatin and potential profit. The more the market de-
mand of products and services, the market more attract 
the products and services of enterprise. The market prof-
itability of products and services is high, the capital prof-
itability is high, which attracts enterprises to product the 
products and services. 

The enterprise resource is the useful thing which is 
worth for the survival and development of enterprise. 
The enterprise resource is an important foundation con-
ditions for production and operation of enterprise. The 
enterprise resources include the technology, the capital, 
the network, the manpower and the organization. When 
the market can effectively and rationally use resources of 
enterprise, in accordance with the advantages of enter-
prise resources into products and management, and get 
benefit through sale, the market opportunity is fit for the 
survival and development of enterprise. 

In a certain degree of market competition environment, 
when the enterprises analyze and evaluate the market 

opportunities, the competitor level and subsection market 
should be considered. 

The products and services will be sold to the custom-
ers. So when the enterprises analyze and evaluate the 
market opportunities, the consumption motivation and 
the consumption capability should be considered. 

The hierarchy model of the market opportunity is es-
tablished as follow. (See Figure 2) 

2.3 The Mathematics Evaluation Model of  
Market Opportunity 

2.3.1 Constructing Judgment Matrixes 
Through paired comparing the factors, the judgment ma-
trix ( )ij n nA a  is constructed. In determining the value 

of , the 1-9 and their reciprocals are quoted [4]. ija

2.3.2 Single-Level Ranking and Consistency Test 
1) Single-level ranking 

The eigenvector W normalized corresponding to the 
judgment matrix is the Sort weights of the factors corre-
sponding to the factor on the above hierarchy. When 
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calculating the maximum eigenvalue max and W , the 

method is as follows [5]. 
(a) Each list of matrix elements is standardized. The 

general element is 
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2) Consistency test 
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(b) Find the corresponding average ndom
te
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 consis-
ncy target RI which is shown in Table 1. 
(c) The co istency proportion is  

CI
CR

RI
             (6)       

When 0.10CR  , the consistency of judgment matrix 
is acceptable, otherwise, the judgment matrix is modified, 
and then its consistency is tested.  

2.3.3 Sort of Level Ranking and Consistency Test 
1) Sort of level ranking 

The hierarchical model includes target layer A , guide-
line  and project C . The relative weights of target 

layer 

B

A  corresponding to guidelines  is = 

 

B (1)W
(1 (1)

3, , )TW )
1 2( ,W W (1) (1), kW

The relative weights of the various criteria of guideline 
 corresponding to project isB C (2) (2)
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The relative weights of projects corresponding to tar-
get layer A  is calculated in the Table 2. 

2) Consistency test 
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              （7） 

When 0.10CR  , the consistency of judgment matrix 

is acceptable, otherwise, the judgment matrix is modified, 

and then its consistency is tested.  
The vector is the relative 

weights of the projects. The policy-makers choose the 
project whose weight is the greatest as the optimal project. 

1 2 3( , , , , )T
nW W W W W 

3. Empirical Analysis 

The market opportunities are identified by application of 
the model. The simulative manufacture enterprise is now 
facing three chances to choose, to be known as A, B and 

 
Table 1. Th  ran m consistency target of judgment matrix [6] 
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Rank 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 

RI 0.00 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 0.00 0.58 
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C. The basic steps of identifying a aluating th ar-

dgment matrix of A-B 

A W 

nd ev e m
ket opportunities are as follows.  

First, the hierarchy model of the market opportunity is 
drawn. (See Figure 2) 

Then, the judgment matrixes are constructed. (See Ta-
ble 3 to Table 19) 

 
Table 3. The ju

B1 B2 B3 B4 

B1 1 1/3 3 2 0.246 

B2 3 
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0.142 3 1/3 

B4 1/2 1/3 1/2 1 0.115 
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 =4.215, max
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n
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=0.072, 

CI
CR

RI
  < 

0.1,the consistency is satisfactory. 

 
 of B1-C 

B1 W 

=0.080

Table 4. The judgment matrix

C11 C12 C13 

C11 1 1/3 1/4 0.120 

C  12

C  

3 1 1/3 0.  

0.608 

272

13 4 3 1 

max  3.074, 0.037, 0.064<0.1, e consiste sat-

isfactory. 

 
Table 5. The judgment matrix of B2-C 

B2 W 

 CI   CR   th ncy is 

C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 

C21 1 1/2 3 4 5 0.301 

C  22

C  

2 1 3 4 5 0.397 

0.146 23 1/3 1/3 1 3 2 

C24 

 

1/4 1/4 1/3 

1/3 

1 3 0.097 

C25 1/5 1/5 1/2 1 0.059 

ma
isfactory.

x  5.280, 0.07 <0 e c isten t-

 

Table 6. The judgment matrix of B3-C 

B3 

CI  0, CR  0.062 .1, th ons cy is sa

 

C31 C32 W 

C 0.333 31 1 1/2 

C32 2 1 0.667 

max  2, CI  0, 0<0.1,the consistency is satisfactory. 

 
Table 7. The judgment matrix of B4-C 

B4 

CR 

C41 C42 W 

C41 

C42 

1 1/3 

3 

0.250 

0.750 1 

max  2, 0, 0<0.1, the consistency is satisfactory. 

Table 8. The judgment matrix of C11-D 

C11 D D D3 W 

 CI   CR 

 1 2 

D1 1 2 3 0.539  

D2

D3 164 

 297 1/2 1 2 0.

1/3 1/2 1 0.

max  3.009, CI  0.005, CR  0.008<0.1, consistency

isfacto

 
Table 9. The jud nt matr 12-D

D1 2 3

 the  is sat-

ry. 

gme ix of C  

C12  D  D  W 

D  1 1 1/3 1/4 0.123 

D2 320 

D3 557 

3 1 1/2 0.

4 2 1 0.

max  3.018, CI  0.009, CR  0.016<0.1,

isfacto

 
Table The judgment matr 13-D

D1 2 3

 the consistency is sat-

ry. 

 10. ix of C  

C13  D  D  W 

D1 1 1/3 1/3 0.141 

D2 .525 

D3 .334 

3 1 2 0

3 1/2 1 0

max  3.054, CI  0.027, CR  0.046<0.1, consistency

isfacto

 
Table 11.The judgment matr of C21-D

D1 D2 D3 W 

 the  is sat-

ry. 

ix  

C21 

D1 1 1/3 1/2 0.164 

D2 .539 

D3 .297 

3 1 2 0

2 1/2 1 0

max  3.009, CI  0.005, CR  0.008<0.1, consistenc

isfact

 
Table 12. The judgment matr -D

D1 D2 D3 W 

 the y is sat-

ory. 

ix of C22

C22 

 

D1 1 1/4 1/3 0.120 

D2 

D3 

4 1 3. 0.608 

3 1/3 1 0.272 

max  3.074, CI  0.037, CR  0.064<0.  consistenc  sat-

isfactory. 

 
Table  judgment matr -D

D1 2 3

1, the y is

 13. The ix of C23

C23  D  D  W 

 

D  1 1 1/3 2 0.252 

D2 3 1 3 589 

D3 159 

0.

1/2 1/3 1 0.

max  3.054, CI  0.027, CR  0.046<0.1, consistency the  is sat-

isfactory. 
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Table . The judgment matr  of C24-D

C

 14 ix  

24 D1 D2 D3 W 

D1 2 0.525 1 3 

D2 1/3 1 1/3 0.

1/2 3 1 0.

142 

D3 334 

max  3.054, 027, 046<0.1, consistency

isfact

 
Table  The judgment matr  of C -D

D1 D2 D3 W 

CI  0. CR  0.  the  is sat-

ory. 

 15. ix 25

C25 

 

D1 1 1/3 1/2 0.159 

D2 589 

D3 252 

3 1 3 0.

2 1/3 1 0.

max  3.054, 027, 046<0.1, consistency

isfact

 
Table . The judgment matr  of C -D

D1 D2 D3 W 

CI  0. CR  0.  the  is sat-

ory. 

 16 ix 31

C31 

 

D1 1 1/5 1/3 0.106 

D2 633 

D3 261 

5 1 3 0.

3 1/3 1 0.

max  3.039, 019, .033<0.1, consistenc

isfact

le 17

32 W 

Tab . The judgment matrix of C32-D 

C  D1 D2 D3 

D  1 4 3 0.620 1

D2 1/4 1 0.224 2 

D3 1/3 1/2 1 0.156 

max 

CI  0. CR  0  the y is sat-

ory. 

3.109, CI  0.055, CR  0.094<0.1, e consist

isfact

 
 18. The judgment matrix of C41-D 

C41 W 

 th ency is sat-
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Table

D1 D2 D3 

D  1 4 5 0.665 1

D2 1/4 1 0.231 3 

D3 1/5 1/3 1 0.104 

max  3.087, CI  0.043, CR  0.075<0.1, e consist
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 19. The judgment matrix of C42-D 
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Table

D1 D2 D3 

D1 1 4 3 0.620 

D2 1 0.2
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/4 1 2 24 

D3 1 0.156 

max  3.109, CI  0.055, CR  0.094<0.1,  consist at-
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D2 0.297 0.320 0.525 0.539 0.608 0.589 0.142 0.589 0.633 0.224 0.231 0.224 0.453

D3 0.164 0.557 0.334 0.297 0.272 0.159 0.334 0.252 0.261 0.156 0.104 0.156 0.269

 
The single-level ranking is done. The consistency of 

ll the judgment matrixes is satisfactory. (See Table 20)  a
The relative weights of projects corresponding to tar-

get layer A is calculated in the Table 6. The correspond-
in

rtu ni-
tie

4. The Significance of Market Opportunity 
Evaluation 

 and evaluating market opportunities, 
o 
-

ture enterprise can maintain the normal production and 

  

g average random consistency proportion of hierarchy 
B is CR = 063<0.10, the consistency is satisfactory. 

According to the comprehensive analysis of market 
oppo nities, the ranking of the three market opportu

0.

s is Market Opportunity2, Market Opportunity1, Mar-
ket Opportunity3. 

Through analyzing
the manufacture enterprise can expand reproduction t
promote the enterprise to a higher stage. The manufac

operation, but also can seeks to growth and progress. 
The survival and development of manufacture enter-

prises can not be separated from environment. From the 
macro-environment, the survival and development of
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manufacture enterprises is restricted mainly by the 
changes of the demographic, economic, political 
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survival and development of manufacture enterprises is 
closely influenced and affected by their own internal 
factors, place affiliated companies, customers, competi-
tors, the public and so on. To adapt to the environment is 
the most basic issues of manufacture enterprises survival. 
Only concerning any change from the environment at 
any time, finding out the problems timely, evaluating the 
favorable market opportunities timely and avoiding the 
risk, the manufacture enterprise can get better living 
space to enhance the capacity of adapt to the environ-
ment. 

The development assurances can not be separable from 
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tinuously analyzing and evaluating market opportunities, 
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ABSTRACT 

In the course of rapid economic development, high-tech small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are gradually playing an 
important role, which become important support to regional economic growth and science and technology development. 
So SMEs growth becomes a universal problem. And how to evaluate the SMEs growth becomes an important step, es-
pecially to high-tech SMEs growth. In this paper, catastrophe theory and improved principal components projection 
method are used and a mutation series of high-tech SMEs growth evaluation index system is built. Taking Dalian 
high-tech SMEs as an example, high-tech SMEs growth is evaluated, which contributes to high-tech SMEs growth fore-
cast and government to formulate policies to support high-tech SMEs development. 
 
Keywords: Catastrophe Theory, Improved Principal Components projection Method, Enterprises Growth, High-tech 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), Principal Component Projection Method 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the development of high technology, 
enormous high-tech SMEs are build, but in which fast 
growth small and medium high-tech enterprises only 
account for about 5%[1]. Though the number is low, yet 
they make a large contribution to job enlargement, wea- 
lth increase, new start industry promotion, etc. What 
factor influences the growth of high-tech SMEs？ That 
becomes a problem concerned by industrialist, governor, 
policymaker, banker (especially venture investor) and 
scholar together. About 20 or 30 years ago, many schol-
ars have discussed this problem from different view-
points. These researches help understand the high-tech 
SMEs growth process. But now the research achievement 
can’t be used to design a model, which can preview the 
growth potential of high-tech SMEs. In addition, like 
hypotheses and methods used to different national small 
and medium-sized enterprises, sometimes unlike empiri-
cal analysis outcome is got. The internationalization 
process of high-tech SMEs is often different from that of 
more mature industries [2]. 

Although there is no single agreed definition of 
high-tech SMEs, there are generally characterized by 

high-tech SMEs with advanced knowledge and capabili-
ties in technology, and educated workforce, and the abil-
ity to adapt quickly to fast changing environments. These 
characteristics facilitate the internationalization of 
high-tech SMEs, which have been known to act quickly 
when windows of opportunity in foreign markets present 
themselves [3–7]. 

In China there are many vibrant SMEs, especially the 
representation of high-tech SMEs, whose survival are the 
basic form of expression in the contemporary conditions 
of socialization of production and specialization, and is 
an important part of the modern collaboration division of 
labor system. They have become the most active ele-
ments to China's economy, which contribute much to 
China's economic development, technology innovation, 
and so on. 

For the strength, stability and development of the 
anti-risk capability, the current situation on the high-tech 
SMEs growth is worrisome. High-tech SMEs growth is 
fraught with difficulties and hardships, which make the 
growth become a universal problem [8]. How to evaluate 
the high-tech SMEs growth is very important. At present, 
domestic and foreign scholars focus on high-tech SMEs 
growth study from two aspects [9–10]. That is, how to 
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establish indicators and which methods are used to 
evaluate. In this paper, catastrophe theory and improved 
principal components projection method are used and a 
mutation series of high-tech SMEs growth evaluation 
index system is built. Taking Dalian high-tech SMEs as 
an example, high-tech SMEs growth is evaluated, which 
contributes to their growth forecast and government to 
formulate policies to support SMEs developments. 

2. High-Tech SMEs Evaluation Based on 
Combination of Catastrophe Theory and 
Principal Component Projection Method 

2.1 High-Tech SMEs Evaluation Based on    
Catastrophe Theory 

Catastrophe theory is a mutation research (qualitative) 
founded by French mathematician Majorelle Thom, 
which is about the characteristics of system variables to 
control the variables following the mathematical theory 
and taken as ‘a revolution after mathematical calculus 
[11]. Catastrophe theory is actually a multi-dimensional 
fuzzy membership function. 

To evaluate the complexity and abstract goals, the sys-
tematic goals of multi-level contradictions are decom-
posed. And combining of fuzzy math with the Catastrophe 
theory, the fuzzy membership function mutation is got. 

Using normalization formula to a comprehensive 
quantitative computing, the final as a parameter is got 
[12]. The main advantage of the method is not used for 
indicators of weight. However, it is considered the rela-
tive importance of various evaluation indicators, and 
qualitative integrates and quantitative analysis, which 
reduce the subjectivity and yet scientific, and is a rea-
sonable, simple and accurate calculation. So Catastrophe 
theory is a worthwhile evaluation method. To a dynamic 
system, the influence function of Catastrophe system is 

( )f x . According to Catastrophe theory, all of its critical 

point congregates into balance-surface. Through the 
equation to get the first derivative zero That is, ( )f x =0, 

and the singular point can be got through solving ( )f x  

the second derivative, and got ( )f x =0. ( )f x =0 and 

( )f x =0 eliminate x, the differences point set equation 

of Catastrophe can be got. Differences point set equation 
shows that when all control variables meet this equation, 
the system will mutate. Through the differences point set 
equation that in decomposition form, a formula can be 
got. By a formula, hanging different variables with dif-
ferent states are quality into the same state quality. 

At present, the total Catastrophe system types is seven, 
the most common are three. That is, cusp catastrophe 
system, dovetail catastrophe system and butterfly catas-
trophe system 

The model of cusp catastrophe system is: 

4 2( )f x x ax bx    

The model of dovetail catastrophe system is: 

5 3 21 1 1
( )

5 3 2
f x x ax bx cx     

The model of butterfly catastrophe system is: 

6 4 3 21 1 1 1
( )

6 4 3 2
f x x ax bx cx dx      

( )f x  means a influence function of a state variable x 
in a system. And the coefficient of x is a, b, c, d, which 
represents the control variables of the state variables. If 
an indicator only is decomposed into two sub-indexes, 
the system can be seen cusp catastrophe system. If an 
indicator is decomposed into three sub-indexes, the sys-
tem can be seen as dovetail catastrophe system. And if an 
indicator is only decomposed into four sub-indexes, the 
system can be seen butterfly catastrophe system [13]. 

According to catastrophe theory, in a cusp catastrophe 
system, the differences point set equation of ( )f x =0 and 

( )f x  =0 can be got {a = 26x ，b = 8 3x }. Then the 

catastrophe fuzzy membership function formula can be 
gotten. 

11

32 ,a bx a x b  . 

In the formula, ax means x corresponding to a, bx  

means x corresponding to b. Similarly, the formula of 
dovetail catastrophe system is: 

11 1

32 4, ,a b cx a x b x c     

The butterfly catastrophe system is: 

1 11 1

3 52 4, , ,a b c dx a x b x c x d     

In essence, it is a multi-dimensional fuzzy membership 
function, any state variables and control variables are 
within the scope of 0-1. If the raw data is not the number 
of 0-1, according to the principle ‘add, subtraction, mul-
tiplication and division’ the decision-making results un-
changed. 

2.1.1 The Establishment of the Hierarchical Structure 
Mode 

Firstly, according to the purpose of evaluation, the eval- 
uation purposes are decomposed into multi-level sub- 
primary and secondary indicators. It just needs to know 
the bottom original data, and the high-tech SMEs evalua-
tion data can be got. 

It not only analyzes the business growth impacting in-
dicators and the classification indicators, but also needs 
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Figure 1. Hierarchical structure model of SMEs growth 

 
to establish evaluation index system according to Catas-
trophe theory. In this paper, the index system is shown in 
Figure 1. 

2.1.2 Confirming the Catastrophe Type of       
Hierarchical Structure Model of SMEs Growth 

According to Catastrophe theory, the second-level indi-
cators for the type of Catastrophe system is complemen-
tary dovetail catastrophe system and the control variables 
are a, b, c. High-tech SMEs growth feat compared with 
industry is complementary dovetail catastrophe system 
and the control variables are a, b, c. The first level 
high-tech SMEs growth is complementary cusp catas-
trophe system and the control variables are 1 2,x x . 

2.1.3 Calculating the Catastrophe Data and Evaluation 
Calculate the bottom control variables of each evaluation 
units, according to Catastrophe theory, control variables 
must be taken from the number of 0-1. Therefore, using 
the following formula: 

1

11

(1 )
min

max min

ij ij
j n

ij
ij ij

j nj n

p p

y
p p

 

  





i n 

m

 

In the formula,  is the jth control variable number 

of the ith objective evaluation system,  is the jth index 

number of the ith objective evaluation system, n is the 
number of evaluation units, m is the target system for a 
number of indicators. Subsystem catastrophe number is 
taken, which can be evaluated for the control variable 
evaluation of upper system. 

ijy

ijp

2.2 High-Tech SMEs Evaluation Based on   
Improved Principal Components Projection 
Method 

Unlike traditional principal components projection meth- 

od, the structure constructed by the improvement of the 
principal component projection is composed of two parts: 
a regional assessment and an evaluation criteria object. 
The steps of calculation are as follows: 

2.2.1 Determine the Evaluation Matrix 
According to constructing the methods of the evaluated 
regions, we can determine evaluation matrix. If there are 
n evaluated objects, every object is described by m in-
dexes, the matrix will be got. It is: 

11 1

1

...

X ... ... ...

...

m

n n

x x

x x

 
   
 
 

 

In this case, we choose b1 as the average sales growth 
rate of enterprise in recent three years, b2 as the average 
employees growth rate of enterprise in recent five years, 
b3 as the average net profit growth rate of enterprise, and 
we choose b4, b5, b6 to represents situation of b1, b2, b3 
compared to the average level of the same industry re-
spectively, so the total index number is six, that is m=6. 

2.2.2 Standardizing the Data 
For a decision problem with many indexes, given deci-
sion matrix, because of different dimensions, the amount 
scales among indexes will be too different to be com-
pared, and in order to make comprehensive evaluation 
before using the improved principal component projec-
tion, we should eliminate the two kinds of differences 
above, that is to say, standardizing the matrix X. 

Then, standardized evaluation matrix ( )ij n mY y   

will be got [0,1]ijy  . To all values of the standardized 

indexes, the greater the index is, the better it is. As there 
are different styles of evaluation indexes, different 
methods are chosen to deal with. The following method 
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is used to normalize the values of indexes regarding 
evaluation matrix. 

1

11

(1 )
min

max min

ij ij
j n

ij
ij ij

j nj n

x x

y i
x x

 

  


 


n  

2.2.3 Determine the Index Weight and Building up 
Empower-Decided Matrix 

There are many methods to determine the index weight, 
such as subjective method, objective method, empower 
combination method. In this section, the method of level 
analysis will be chosen to determine the index weight 

ij , then, weighting the standardized matrix according to 

weight determined, and ordering that level vectors of 
empower-decision matrix 

 ( ) ,ij n m ij ij ijZ Z z z x    

Correspond to the evaluated objects, vertical vectors 
correspond to the indexes are empowered. 

The steps on confirming weight with improved prin-
cipal component projection method: Firstly, building up 
the hierarchical structure in terms of the characteristics of 
evaluation indexes. As the table 1 described, indexes of 
upper levels corresponding to b1, b2 and b3 are repre-
sented by B1, indexes of upper levels corresponding to 
b4, b5 and b6 are represented by B2. Then, comparison 
and judge matrix are built up, which are used to judge 
one to one. After the establishment of the target 
level-structure, the relations of indexes between up and 
down will be determined. As indexes are in the same 
level, comparison between one and one according to 9 
scales are made (Table 1). 

We will get judge-matrix A={ . }ija

The values in A should meet the following conditions: 

1,
1

0,  ii
ji

ijij a
a

aa .  

 
Table 1. The meaning of 9 scales 

Number The importance of grades ija  

1 i, j are equally important 1 

2 i is slightly important 3 

3 i is obviously important 5 

4 i is strongly important 7 

5 i is extremely important 9 

6 i is slightly less important 1/3 

7 i is obviously less important 1/5 

8 i is strongly less important 1/7 

9 i is extremely less important 1/9 

The results are as follows: 

1 2,B BA =  
1 2

1/ 2 1

 
 
 

1 2 3, ,b b bA A= =  
4 5 6, ,b b b

1 2 1/ 2

1/ 2 1 1/ 3

2 3 1

 
 
 
 
 

Finally, the weight is determined.  

1

i
i n

i
i

M

M







 

In this equation, 
1

n

ni i
j

jM a


  .  

The results are as follows: 

1 2 1 2, ( , ) (0 .667 , 0 .333)B B B BW    ; 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3

4 5 6

, , , , ( , , )

( , , ) (0.315,0.236,0.449)

b b b b b b b b b

b b b

W W   

  

 

 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 1 1 2 1 13

2 4 2 5 2 6

, , , , , ( , ,

, ,

b b b b b b B b B b B b

B b B b B b

W ,

)

     

     


 

= (0.210, 0.157, 0.299, 0.106, 0.079, 
0.149) 

Judging the consistency ratio of the matrix, 

CR=
C I

R I


0.0045

0.52
<0.1, which meets the require-

ments of consistency, and we will find that the largest 
characteristic value. 

max =3.009 

max 3.009 3

1 3 1

n
CI

n

  
 

 
=0.0045. 

2.2.4 Orthogonal Transformation of Indexes 
Due to the large number of evaluation indexes, interre-
lated relationship among them will result in overlap 
evaluation information, and it will interfere with the de-
termination of relatively important positions about in-
dexes. But if the values of the indexes are handled by 
means of orthogonal transformation, the overlap infor- 
mation among indexes will be filtered. Supposing that 
W=Z'Z, we could calculate the result with Matlab, then, 
characteristic values of matrix W will be got. 

1 2 n     . 

Corresponding to unit characteristic, vectors are 
, named A= ( ). If we order that 

U=ZA, orthogonal decision-making matrix U=
1 2, , , na a a 1 2, , , na a a

( )ij n mu   

can be got, decision-making vector is U= ( 1 2, ,u u , nu ). 
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2.2.5 Constructing an Ideal Decision-Mak ct ing Obje

Treat nal 

Then uniting wi

and Calculating the Values about Projection 
ing each decision-making object as a dimensio

vector and constructing an ideal decision-making object  
*d = 1 2( , ,..., )md d d  

*d th jd = ( )

1
max ij

u

i n
, we could get the 

result as follows: 
*

* d
d  

*

0 * 2 2 2
1 2 . . . m

d

d d d d  
 

represents the ideal decision-making object, calcu-*
0d  

lating projection values of every evaluated vector about 
ideal decision-making object: 

1*
0 2 2 2

1 2 ...

m

j ij
j

i i

m

d u

D u d
d d d

  
  


 

2.2.6 Ordering the Projection Values and        

By th n values calculated with 
Determining the Level 
e magnitude of projectio

the equation above, we can judge the closing degree be-
tween every evaluated object and ideal object, projection 
values 0 1iD  , and to Di, the greater, the better. The 

greater esents that the evaluated object value repr iu  is 

better. 
If we choose Di as comprehensive evaluation values of 

th

it 

th Evaluation of High-Tech SMEs 

The aluate the growth of the 

 using …to deal with the two kinds of results, 
se

e n evaluated objects, according to the greater-better 
principle, the final results of evaluation order could be got. 

The lastly new k objects also have k projection results, 
is that the values of the endpoints about evaluation 

criteria intervals also have projection values, these k val-
ues form k-1 intervals, every interval corresponds to one 
kind of evaluation criteria level. And n-k projection val-
ues of evaluated objects must fall into these k-1 intervals, 
that is to say, projection values of evaluated objects fall 
on projection values intervals of endpoints about evalua-
tion criteria intervals. Eventually, the interval fell on in-
dicates that evaluated objects are in the corresponding 
situation. 

2.3 Grow
Based on Combination 

re are many methods to ev
enterprise, such as Catastrophe Theory, Principal Com-
ponent Projection Method. If we combine the evaluate 
results of two methods just mentioned to play their own 
strengths, it is clear that the effect of the evaluation will 
be improved. And we combine the two kinds of results to 
make the weighted evaluation. The basic processes are as 
follows. 

Firstly,
condly, using the formula 1 2(1 )y y y     to get the 

results of combined evaluati : 1y  rep- 

resents evaluation results which are dealt with Catastro-
phe Theory after normalization, 2y  represents evalu- 

ation results which are dealt with ncipal Component 
Projection Method after normalization, 

on, in the formula

Pri
  represents 

the weighted factor. Due to a number of ex rt advisory, 
and the specific circumstances of data collection, we se-
lect 0.5 as the reasonable value of 

pe

 . 

3. Empirical Analysis on Da anli  High-Tech 

3.1

All result from surveying enterprises. 

 we get the 
O

oriented en-
te

 

Bef nd reli-

SMEs Growth Evaluation 

 Source of the Data and Description of the 
Data Structure 

data of this study 
The region where questionnaires are released is Dalian, 
the person in charge of the business or senior managers 
knowing about the enterprise very well are chose to fill 
in the questionnaires. The number of the questionnaires 
released is 167, among them, 112 recovered are valid, 
recovery rate is 67.1%. The enterprises selected in this 
time meet the needs of the research basically. 

By analyzing the data of 112 valid sample,
wnership situation: Collective enterprises account for 

2.66%, private enterprises account for 50.67%, stock 
companies limited account for 5.33%, limited liability 
companies account for 21.33%, joint-stock cooperative 
enterprises account for 1.33%, foreign-funded enterprises 
account for 5.33%, equity joint venture companies ac-
count for 10.67%, others account for 2.67%. 

Situation of the business type: Production-
rprises account for 24%. Trade Enterprises account for 

20%; Consulting, service-oriented enterprises account for 
29.33%. Financial investment companies account for 
1.33%. Outsourcing service accounts for 5.33%. Other 
types account for 14.67%; others account for 5.33%. 

3.2 The Effectiveness and Reliability of 
High-Tech SMEs Growth Evaluation

ore data analysis, to test the effectiveness a
ability of data, data reliability test is needed. Cronbath 
  is a major test of the inherent reliability, through 
which the   of six grow feat is got, that is 0.910. That 
means the results of the questionnaire have high internal 
consistency coefficient. And the performance of the 
overall business growth correlation coefficient shows in 
Table 2. 

Before a large sample investigation, 20 high-tech 
SMEs are randomly selected to be interviewed and pre- 
investigated in Dalian high-tech park. Table 3 lists the 
evaluation results of 20 SMEs based on Catastrophe the- 
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er Content 
Overall SMEs growth 

performance coefficient

Table 2. Overall high-tech SMEs growth performance coef-
ficient 

Numb

Y 1 
Average  growth 
rate of enterprise in nearly 

net profit

three years 
.725 

Y 2 n nearly three .713 

Y 3 ise employees in the .781 

Y 4 
e compared 

.786 

Y 5 
ith 

.727 

Y 6 
es com-

.773 

Average net sale income of 
enterprise i
years 

The average growth rate of 
enterpr
past five years 

Average net profit growth 
rate of enterpris
with other firm in a indus-
try in nearly three years 

Average net sale income of 
enterprise compared w
other firm in a industry in 
nearly three years 

The average growth rate of 
enterprise employe
pared with other firm in a 
industry in the past five 
years 

ory and principle component projection method. Ac-
cording to the 112 SMEs research results, the statistics 
on high-tech SMEs growth are got in Table 4. 

High-tech SMEs growth is a process that make enter-
prises resource value-added. To individual enterprise, it 
always grows up with the scale expansion and corre-
sponding complexity increase companions. According to 
the evaluation findings of SMEs growth, we take that the 
enterprises score between 0.6-1.0 the enterprises as the 
fast-growing enterprises score between 0.0-0.4. The en-
terprises are as the low-growing enterprises. 

Evaluating on the high-tech SMEs growth based on 
catastrophe theory and principle component projection 
method, in addition to provide a new tool for the effec-
tive analysis and comprehensive evaluation of high-tech 
SMEs, but also have the following practical value: 

The government can judge the overall development 
situation according to the evaluation results, which con-
tributes to develop targeted strategies, policies and meas-
ures to promote high-tech SMEs development. 

High-tech SMEs can have a comprehensive under-
standing of the overall development of other High-tech 
SMEs, which help to judge enterprises in the industry 
performance level. Analyzing on the firm growth and 
potential sources can help to strengthen the growth of 
enterprise management clearly in the specific direction. 

 
Table 3. The growth evaluation of high-tech SMEs 

Ca projection method tastrophe theory Principle component 
Firm Number 

Before Normali ormalization Bef on 
Combination

zation After N ore Normalization After Normalizati

1 0.794 0.835 0.206 0.587 0.711 

2 0. 0.697 773 0.813 0.204 0.581 

3 0.390 0.410 0.077 0.219 0.315 

4 0.951 1.000 0.351 1.000 1.000 

6 0.624 0.656 0.171 0.487 0.572 

7 0.390 0.410 0.077 0.219 0.315 

8 0.856 0.900 0.249 0.709 0.805 

9 0.411 0.432 0.050 0.142 0.287 

10 0.913 0.960 0.308 0.877 0.919 

11 0.781 0.821 0.195 0.556 0.688 

12 0.446 0.469 0.060 0.171 0.320 

13 0.841 0.884 0.233 0.664 0.774 

14 0.902 0.948 0.292 0.832 0.890 

15 0.841 0.884 0.233 0.664 0.774 

16 0.841 0.884 0.233 0.664 0.774 

17 0.841 0.884 0.233 0.664 0.774 

18 0.781 0.821 0.195 0.556 0.688 

19 0.781 0.821 0.195 0.556 0.688 

20 0.841 0.884 0.233 0.664 0.774 

21 0.438 0.461 0.058 0.165 0.313 
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Table 4. Study on the eva  results of SMEs  

Growth 0.0-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-1.0 

luation growth

evaluation Total 

Sample Quantity 55 28 29 112 

Sample percent 50.8% 23.5% 25.7% 100% 

 
T  re o esearch in-

titutions for more in-depth analysis of empirical and 

brant SMEs, especially the 
h-tech SMEs, whose survival are the

y National Social Science 
iaoning Financial Research

[1] L Li, “High-tech firm growth mechanism and stra
based on kno ical style),” T

esses in internationalizing MEs dical 
style oduction Econ Vol. 89, –378, 

 

he evaluation sults contribute t social r
s
theoretical research. Study on the high-tech SMEs de-
velopment is still in the initial stage. All the available 
research data, information is also scarce. Evaluation on 
high-tech SMEs growth can provide a lot of empirical 
analysis and data support, which help to deepen the 
high-tech SMEs research. 

4. Conclusions 

any viIn China there are m
representative of hig  

olo

basic form of expression in the contemporary conditions 
of socialization of production and specialization, and is 
an important part of the modern collaboration division of 
labor system. Catastrophe theory is used and a mutation 
series of high-tech SMEs growth evaluation index system 
is built. Evidence shows the growth of Dalian high-tech 
SMEs is relatively slow, nearly 50% of Dalian high-tech 
SMEs grows slowly, which need to be regarded by the 
government and Dalian high-tech SMEs. Some counter-
measures should be put forward by the industry or the 
government to support the fast growth of Dalian 
high-tech SMEs. 
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ABSTRACT 

Several policy options have been discussed to mitigate the current subprime mortgage crisis. This paper analyses an 
interest rate freeze on adjustable rate mortgages as one possible reaction. In particular, the implications on Residential 
Mortgage Backed Securities (RMBS) are studied. We examine shifts in the underlying portfolio’s discounted cash flow 
distributions as well as changes in the payment profile of RMBS-tranches. We show that the positive effects of a rate 
freeze, e.g. less foreclosures and a stabilizing housing market, can outweigh the negative effect of lower interest income 
such that investors might be better off. 
 
Keywords: Interest Rate Freeze, Subprime Mortgages, Residential Mortgage, Backed Securities (RMBS) 

1. Introduction 

Starting in mid 2007, rising delinquency and foreclosure 
rates in the US subprime mortgage market triggered a 
severe financial crisis which spread around the world. 
Although subprime mortgages, that were granted to bor-
rowers with weak credit record and often require less 
documentation, only account for about 15 percent of all 
outstanding US mortgages, they were responsible for 
more than 50 percent of all mortgage loan losses in 2007 
[1]. Most of the subprime losses were caused by high 
foreclosure rates on hybrid adjustable rate mortgages 
(ARM). These loans offer fixed initial interest rates at a 
fairly low level, which are replaced by higher rates 
linked to an interest rate index after two or three years1. 
Thus, borrowers face a significant payment shock after 
the interest reset which increases the probability of de-
linquencies. In previous years, rising real estate prices 
and, thus, increasing home owner equity enabled mort-
gage associations to waive part of delinquent interest 
payments in exchange for an increase in nominal value of 
the mortgage or to renegotiate the mortgage. But during 
the last year the trend in real estate prices has reversed in 

many regions of the United States leading to “negative 
equity” of many borrowers, i.e. to real estate values that 
are lower than their outstanding debt. Consequently, de-
fault rates increased2. 

Several policy options have been discussed to tackle 
this crisis. The primary concern of policy makers was to 
lower the financial burden of subprime borrowers and, 
thus, to avoid further delinquencies and foreclosures 
which in turn may stabilize house prices. The first policy 
option is to provide direct financial support by disbursing 
money to borrowers. In fact, this has been done in Feb-
ruary 2008 by means of the Economic Stimulus Act 2008, 
which included tax rebates amounting from $300 to $600 
per person. Whereas this policy action benefited every 
tax payer and was not directly linked to the mortgage 
loans, the Housing Bill of July 2008 was especially 
targeted to subprime borrowers. Here a second policy 
option was taken by providing state guarantees for mort-
gage loans. Thus, borrowers, who are close to foreclosure, 
can refinance their loans at lower interest rates. Although 
both policy actions certainly help to improve the situa-
tion of borrowers, the big drawback of these instruments 
is that they are mainly financed by the tax payer who 
cannot be blamed for the crisis. In contrast, mortgage 
banks, who have been criticized for lax lending standards 
[2], benefit from less defaults without accepting a re-
sponsibility. 

1According to the IMF [1], $ 250 billion subprime mortgages are due
to reset in 2008. 

2Mortgage loan contracts in the United States often exclude personal 
liability such that borrowers do not face any further financial burden 
when they default. 
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A third policy option, which takes the banks’ failure 
into account and which was proposed by the US gov-
ernment on December 6th, 2007, is an interest rate freeze. 
This means that banks agree to waive (part of) the inter-
est rate step up on their ARMs. Although this proposal 
did not become effective it raises the question whether 
such an instrument may be better suited to mitigate the 
current crisis. The aim of this paper is therefore to inves-
tigate the implications of an interest rate freeze. 

Of course, subprime debtors will benefit from this 
measure through reduced interest obligations. In contrast, 
the effect on the lenders is not a priori clear. On the one 
hand, they receive lower interest on a significant portion 
of mortgage loans. On the other hand, they might benefit 
in a twofold way. First, the number of defaults potentially 
declines. Second, the average loss given default (LGD) 
might be lower when house prices stabilize. Conse-
quently, there will be a shift in the repayment distribution 
of the mortgage loan portfolio, which will be examined 
in the paper. 

But the impact of an interest-rate freeze is not limited 
to borrowers and lenders. More than half of all subprime 
mortgages that were granted in recent years were sold in 
residential mortgage backed securities (RMBS). In these 
RMBS transactions cash flows from the underlying 
mortgage pool are allocated to tranches with different 
seniority: several rated tranches and an equity tranche. 
Due to a priority of payments scheme the equity tranche 
absorbs most of the losses whereas the senior tranche 
exhibits only low risk. Part of the RMBS tranches were 
purchased by outside investors, i.e. foreign banks, non- 
mortgage banks, insurance companies. As (part of) the 
mortgage interest payments is used to cover losses that 
otherwise might hit the rated tranches, RMBS investors 
lose part of their loss protection following an interest rate 
freeze. However, they also benefit from potentially lower 
default losses. The combined effects lead to a realloca-
tion of cash flows and losses among investors which will 
also be analysed in this paper. 

Throughout the paper we look at three sample portfo-
lios: two subprime RMBS portfolios, from which one is 
well diversified across regions and the other is geo-
graphically concentrated in regions that are later hit 
hardest by the crisis, and one portfolio representing the 
US mortgage market as a whole. First, we simulate the 
stochastic repayments of each single mortgage loan using 
Monte Carlo simulation. In particular, we use the re-
gional house price index as the systematic factor driving 
the default rate as well as the loss given default. Addi-
tionally, we assume that each increase in the payment 
obligations of a debtor, e.g. through an interest rate step 
up, raises the default probability. Taking regional diversi-
fication into account, we aggregate the single payments 
to get the repayment distributions of the mortgage loan 
portfolios underlying the different RMBS transactions. 

For all three portfolios we further assume a true-sale 
RMBS transaction with four differently rated tranches 
and an equity piece. We use a benchmark scenario with-
out crisis elements to calibrate the sizes and loss protec-
tion of the tranches to the respective rating. This scenario 
includes an interest rate step-up after year two for non- 
prime mortgage loans. 

Subsequently, we derive the portfolio repayment dis-
tributions and the resulting tranche characteristics in a 
crisis scenario that reflects the current situation in the 
United States. In particular, the average house prices are 
assumed to have decreased by six percent in the second 
year of the RMBS transaction. As we show, the crisis 
leads to a significant reduction of the expected dis-
counted cash flows of the respective portfolios ranging 
from five percent for the US market portfolio to more 
than 15 percent for the non-diversified subprime portfo-
lio. Hence, the equity piece often does not suffice to 
cover the losses which means that the rated tranches need 
to absorb a significant share of the portfolio loss. Conse-
quently, the risk characteristics of all tranches worsen as 
compared to the benchmark case which makes severe 
downgrades necessary as observed in the markets. 

Starting from this crisis scenario we investigate the 
impact of an interest rate freeze. We assume all sched-
uled interest rate step-ups to be waived which decreases 
the claims on the RMBS portfolio. As subprime borrow-
ers evade this payment shock, foreclosure rates decrease. 
First, we study only this direct effect of an interest rate 
freeze. Our simulation results show that the net change in 
expected portfolio payments is negative as is the effect 
on most tranches. The consequences are not uniform for 
all tranches however: the better the tranche, the less its 
characteristics deteriorate. The senior tranches of the two 
subprime RMBS even improve. 

In the second case, we additionally include a posi-
tive ’second round’ effect on house prices. In particular, 
the lower number of foreclosures takes pressure off the 
housing market resulting such that the negative down-
ward trend is stopped. Given this combined impact, our 
results indicate that the positive effects are able to (over-) 
compensate for the loss due to the interest rate freeze. In 
particular, all rated tranches benefit in this scenario as 
compared to the crisis scenario. Therefore we conclude 
that an interest rate freeze on mortgage loans does not 
only improve the debtor situation, but might also render 
investors in RMBS tranches better off at the expense of 
the equity tranche which takes most of the crisis losses. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
First we comment on related literature. Section 3 de-
scribes the set-up and calibration of our simulation model. 
In Section 4, we analyse the effects of a mortgage crisis 
on our sample mortgage portfolios and also on RMBS- 
tranches backed by these portfolios. Furthermore, we 
investigate the consequences of an interest rate freeze on 
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portfolio and tranche characteristics. Section 5 concludes. 

2. Literature Review 

Our paper is closely related to the empirical study by 
Cagan [3] analysing the impact of an interest rate reset in 
adjustable rate mortgages (ARM). Based on a dataset of 
ARMs originated between 2004 and 2006, he estimates 
that 59% of these mortgages face a payment increase of 
more than 25% after the initial period with low rates. He 
anticipates that in total approximately 13% of adjust-
able-rate mortgages will default due to the interest rate 
reset, which corresponds to 1.1 million foreclosures over 
a total period of six to seven years. This increase in de-
fault rates is not equally distributed across all mortgages 
but depends on the size of the interest rate step-up and 
the loan-to-value ratio. Additionally, the author estimates 
that each one-percent fall in national house prices causes 
an additional 70,000 loans to enter reset-driven foreclo-
sure. Given a house price drop of 10% he projects that 
more than 22% of ARMs will default due to the interest 
rate reset. This underlines the impact of a policy reaction 
to scheduled interest rate step-ups in the present market 
environment. 

Ashcraft and Schuermann [4] discuss the securitization 
of subprime mortgages. First they provide a detailed 
analysis of the key informational frictions that arise dur-
ing the securitization process and how these frictions 
contributed to the current subprime crisis. They also doc- 
ument the rating process of subprime mortgage backed 
securities and comment on the ratings monitoring process. 
They conclude that credit ratings were assigned to sub-
prime RMBS with significant error which has led to a 
large downgrade wave of RMBS tranches in July 20073. 

Several further research articles provide general in-
formation about subprime loans and the current mortgage 
crisis. Chomsisengphet/Pennington-Cross [5] comment 
on the evolution of the subprime market segment. In par-
ticular, some legal changes in the beginning of the 1980s, 
which allowed to charge higher interest rates and higher 
fees on more risky borrowers and which permitted to 
offer adjustable rate mortgages, enabled the emergence 
of subprime loans. The Tax Reform Act in 1986 allowing 
interest deductions on mortgage loans made high loan- 
to-value (LTV) ratios financially more rewarding and, 
thereby, sub-prime mortgages more attractive. In the be-
ginning of the 1990s the increasing use of securitizations 
as funding vehicles triggered rapid growth in the sub-
prime mortgage market. Between 1995 and 2006 the 
volume in this market segment increased from $ 65 bil-
lion to more than $ 600 billion and also the share on the 
total mortgage market significantly increased [6]. At the 
same time the percentage of the outstanding subprime 
loan volume being securitized went up from about 30% 

to around 80% [2]. Dell’ Ariccia et al. [7] show that the 
rapid expansion of the subprime market was associated 
with a decline in lending standards. Additionally, they 
find that especially in areas with higher mortgage securi-
tization rates and with more pronounced housing booms 
lending standards were eased. Lower lending standards 
can thus be identified as one reason for the subprime 
mortgage crisis. 

According to the IMF [1], subprime borrowers typi-
cally exhibit one or more of the following characteristics 
at the time of loan origination: weakened credit histories 
as indicated by former delinquencies or bankruptcies, 
reduced repayment capacities as indicated by low credit 
scores or high debt-to-income ratios and incomplete 
credit histories. Given this very broad definition subpri- 
me borrowers are not a homogeneous group. For exam-
ple, Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. distinguishes four 
different risk categories of subprime borrowers4.These 
subcategories may depend on the borrower’s FICO (Fair 
Isaac Corporation) credit score, which is an indicator of 
the borrowers credit history, the Loan-To-Value (LTV) 
ratio of the mortgage loan, and the debt-to-income ratio5. 
Analysing a data set of securitized loans from 1995 to 
2004, Chomisengphet/Pennington-Cross [5] find strong 
evidence for risk-based pricing in the subprime market. 
In particular, interest rates differ according to credit sco- 
res, loan grades and loan-to-value ratios. 

Using a dataset of securitized subprime mortgages fro- 
m 2001 to 2006, Demyanyk/Hemert [8] compare the 
characteristics of different loan vintages in order to iden-
tify reasons for the bad performance of mortgages origi-
nated in 2006, which triggered the subprime mortgage 
crisis. Their sample statistics show that the average FICO 
credit score increased from 620 in 2001 to 655 in the 
2006 vintage, which corresponds to the observation that 
the market expanded in the less risky segment. During 
the same period average loan size increased from $ 
151,000 to $ 259,000 whereas the average loan-to-value 
(LTV) ratio at origin stayed approximately the same at 
80%. Applying a logit regression model to explain de-
linquencies and foreclosure rates for the vintage 2006 
mortgages, Demyanyk/Hemert [8] identify the low house 
price appreciation as the main determinant for the bad 
performance. Also Kiff/Mills [6], who comment on the 
current crisis, see the slow down in house prices as the 
main driver for the deterioration in 2006 vintage mort-
gage loans. Furthermore they emphasize that although 
the average subprime borrower credit score increased 
during the last years, also LTV and debt-to-income ratios 
increased, which made the mortgages more risky. 

Gerardi et al. [9] analyse a dataset of homeownership 
experience in Massachusetts. They find that the 30 day 

4See www.cwbc.com or Chomsisengphet/Pennington-Cross [5]. 
5Kiff/Mills [6] classify a mortgage as subprime if the LTV is above 

85% and/or t h e  debt-to-income ratio exceeds 55%. 
3In fact there was a second downgrade wave in the beginning of 2008 

on which the authors do not comment. 
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delinquency rate shows rather limited variance as it fluc-
tuates between 2 and 2.8 % of borrowers. Further, there 
is no significant correlation to the change in house prices. 
In contrast, they find a strong negative correlation be-
tween foreclosure rates and the house price index over 
the whole sample period from 1989 to 2007. In particular, 
Gerardi et al. [9] point out that the house price decline 
starting in summer 2005 was the driver of rising foreclo-
sure rates in 2006 and 2007. These findings show that the 
house price index drives the portion of delinquent mort-
gages that are foreclosed rather than the number of de-
linquencies themselves. 

Estimating cumulative default probabilities they fur-
ther find that subprime borrowers default six times as 
often as prime borrowers. This corresponds to Penning-
ton-Cross [10] who also compares the performance of 
subprime to prime mortgage loans and finds that the lat-
ter are six times more likely to default and 1.3 times 
more likely to prepay. Analysing the determinants of de-
fault he concludes that for both - prime and non-prime 
loans - decreasing house prices as well as increasing 
unemployment rates increase credit losses. 

All these empirical studies indicate a strong relation-
ship between mortgage loan defaults and house price 
appreciation in the subprime market. This corresponds to 
the theoretical literature on mortgage loan default. Ac-
cording to option pricing theory a borrower, who is not 
personally liable, should default when the associated put 
option is in the money, e.g. when the mortgage debt ex-
ceeds the house value. Therefore we will use the house 
price index as the main determinant of default in our 
simulation model. 

3. Model Set-Up 

Our analysis is based on a cashflow simulation model. 
Mortgage loans are more likely to default when they are 
in “negative equity”, i.e. when the current real estate 
value is lower than the outstanding debt. This event is 
usually triggered by a downturn in the house price. 
Therefore we use a macro factor representing the re-
gional house price index as the systematic determinant of 
default. We assume the regional house price index to 
have a nationwide and a regional component. The house 
price at default further determines the loss incurred in a 
distressed sale following a foreclosure. 

Payment shocks due to interest rate resets can cause 
additional foreclosures, especially when house prices 
have already declined. We account for this by adding a 

function depending on changes in payment obligations to 
the idiosyncratic debtor component of our model. 

3.1 Simulation Model 

RMBS are usually backed by mortgage loans from dif-
ferent regions. This regional diversification reduces the 
variance of the repayment distribution of the mortgage 
portfolio and thereby helps to make the rated tranches 
less risky. For each region we assume the regional house 
price index (HPI) to be the main driver of the foreclosure 
rate. Further, for each region k we decompose the per-
centage change of the HPI in year t into an overall posi-
tive long-term trend c and a deviation from this trend 
driven by a nationwide factor Mt and an orthogonal re-
gional factor Bk,t : 

 , kBk t M t kHPI c a M      ,t  

= f (Mt , Mt−1, Bk,t , Bk,t−1 )     (1) 

Unconditionally, Mt and Bk,t are assumed to be stan-
dard normally distributed. Empirical evidence suggests, 
however, that house price changes display a strong posi-
tive autocorrelation6. Therefore we incorporate a first- 
order autocorrelation of 0.5 for each factor. Thus, condi-
tional on Mt−1, Mt has a mean of 0.5· Mt−1 and a standard 

deviation of 0.75 . The same holds for the regional 
factors.  
ρM and ρk account for correlations of house price 

changes across and within regions. We calibrated the 
nationwide and regional correlations to ρM = 0.1 and ρk = 
0.2 and the scaling factor to a = 0.1. This implies uncon-
ditional standard deviations of 5.5% (3.7%) for annual 
regional (nationwide) house price changes which is in 
line with empirical evidence7. The unconditional mean 
annual change of the HPI equals the long-term trend c on 
both, the regional as well as the national level. 

For the loans in the underlying mortgage pool we dis-
tinguish five debtor groups by credit quality: Prime, 
Alt-A, Subprime 1, Subprime 2 and Subprime 3. These 
groups can be interpreted as representing different ranges 
of the FICO score and further borrower characteristics 
like payment history and bankruptcies8. 

The assumed expected default probabilities for the dif-
ferent debtor groups and maturities are shown in the cre- 
dit curves in Table 1 in the appendix. The numbers cor-
respond to empirical evidence [9]. 

In each simulation run a path of annual group migra-
tions is computed for each loan in the portfolio. For 
debtor i located in region k this path depends on a series 
of latent migration variables Li,k,t , t = 1, . . . , 7. In this 
respect our simulation model resembles a migration 

6In an empirical study based on 15 OECD countries Englund and
Ioannidis [11] estimate an average first-order autocorrelation coef-
ficient of 0.45. 

7There exist different house price indices for the US. For example, 
Freddie Mac’s Conventional Mortgage Home Price Index (CMHPI-
Purchase Only) shows a standard deviation of 3.8% (nationwide)
and 5.2% regionally, since 1975. 

8There exist no general classification scheme of mortgage loans 
except for the distinction between Prime, Alt-A and Subprime. 
Nevertheless it is common to further subdivide the subprime cate-
gory into several grades [5]. 
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Table 1. Assumed credit curve and one-year migration matrix 

Panel A: Standard Case 
Credit Curve 

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Prime 0.20% 0.52% 0.94% 1.47% 2.07% 2.75% 3.50% 

Alt-A 0.50% 1.11% 1.80% 2.57% 3.41% 4.30% 5.23% 

Sub1 1.50% 2.98% 4.44% 5.87% 7.29% 8.69% 10.06% 

Sub2 2.50% 4.88% 7.15% 9.31% 11.36% 13.32% 15.19% 

Sub3 3.50% 6.71% 9.67% 12.41% 14.94% 17.30% 19.51% 

Derived One-Year Migration Matrix 

Debtor Prime Alt-A Sub1 Sub2 Sub3 D 

Prime 88.0% 6.5% 3.0% 1.5% 0.8% 0.2% 

Alt-A 9.0% 82.0% 5.0% 2.0% 1.5% 0.5% 

Sub1 3.0% 6.0% 82.0% 5.0% 2.5% 1.5% 

Sub2 0.5% 2.5% 6.0% 82.0% 6.5% 2.5% 

Sub3 0.2% 0.8% 3.0% 7.5% 85.0% 3.5% 

D 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

Panel B: Stressed Migration (Due to Interest Rate Step-Up) 
Stressed One-Year Migration Matrix in t = 3 

Rating Prime Alt-A Sub1 Sub2 Sub3 D 

Prime 88.00% 6.50% 3.00% 1.50% 0.80% 0.20% 

Alt-A 6.80% 81.51% 6.22% 2.63% 2.08% 0.76% 

Sub1 0.66% 1.96% 74.44% 10.45% 6.67% 5.82% 

Sub2 0.07% 0.58% 1.96% 84.44% 14.25% 8.69% 

Sub3 0.03% 0.15% 0.77% 2.65% 85.13% 11.28% 

D 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Resulting Credit Curve 

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Prime 0.20% 0.52% 0.94% 1.47% 2.07% 2.75% 3.50% 

Alt-A 0.50% 1.11% 2.81% 3.62% 4.49% 5.41% 6.36% 

Sub1 1.50% 2.98% 8.29% 9.82% 11.32% 12.78% 14.2% 

Sub2 2.50% 4.88% 12.67% 14.84% 16.89% 18.83% 20.68% 

Sub3 3.50% 6.71% 16.36% 19.00% 21.43% 23.69% 25.80% 

Panel A gives the credit curve for different debtor groups. Each entry in the credit curve describes the aver-
age probability of default for a given initial debtor group and maturity t. The numbers are chosen in accor-
dance with empirical results (see e.g. Gerardi et al. 2007). The standard one-year migration matrix is sub-
sequently matched to this credit curve. Panel B displays our assumed stressed migration matrix for year 3. It 
is assumed that the interest rate step-up causes significant payment shocks which increase the downgrade 
probabilities of all non-prime loans in year 3. Even though the migration probabilities in the following years 
return to the normal level, the expected cumulative default probabilities in every subsequent year are in-
creased as shown in the resulting credit curve in Panel B. 

 

 , , , ,

1
1i k t k t M k i tL HPI c

a
            (2) 

model for the assessment of collateralized loan obliga-
tions where debtors can “migrate” between different rat-
ing groups9. 

with ,i t iid  0,1 . At each annual payment date t, we derive the latent 
variable If the value of the latent variable Li,k,t lies above (be-

low) a certain threshold, which corresponds to the quan-
tile of the standard normal distribution associated withthe 
migration probabilities in the so-called migration matrix, 
the mortgage is upgraded (downgraded) to the respective 
debtor category. Panel A of Table 1 shows the uncondi-
tional expected annual migration probabilities for years 

9In general, either migration models or factor models are used to 
model loan defaults. E.g. in the literature on securitization, Fra-
nke/Krahnen [12] simulate rating transitions whereas Hull/White
[13] use a one-factor model and Duffie/Garleanu [14] as well as 
Longstaff/Rajan [15] apply multi-factor models in their analysis. 
We use a mixture of these two approaches. 
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without changes in interest obligations as well as the 
corresponding multi-year cumulative default probabili-
ties. The numbers are chosen to match the empirical 
findings on prime and subprime default rates of Geradi et 
al. [9]. Since these numbers are estimated from a time 
series between 1987 and 2007, they already incorporate 
the positive long-term trend in house prices. Conse-
quently we subtract the long-term trend c from our house 
price changes such that only the deviation from the ex-
pected (positive) long-term growth during the last years 
enters the latent variable. 

Due to our assumption of positive autocorrelation in 
house price changes, our latent variable is not necessarily 
standard normally distributed, but only normally distrib-
uted and the mean depends on the previous realizations. 
As the thresholds for Li,k,t stay unchanged this yields 
higher (lower) downward migration and default prob-
abilities in years where negative (positive) house price 
changes are expected10. 

As can be seen in Equations (2), ρM and ρk also ac-
count for correlation of loan defaults across and within 
regions. Given our calibrated numbers, 30% (= 0.1 + 0.2) 
of the default risk is due to systematic risk in house price 
changes and 70% is due to idiosyncratic risks. The idio-
syncratic component is given by εi,t, which includes bor-
rower specific shocks like unemployment, illness or di-
vorce. A payment shock resulting from an increase in 
interest obligations of a debtor adds to the idiosyncratic 
risk. We capture this by subtracting a deterministic term 
from the latent variable in the year of an interest rate 
step-up. In total, 
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where ri,t denotes the contractual interest rate of loan i in 
year t. The impact factor bi determines the magnitude of 
the payment shock and is calibrated for each debtor 
group separately: We chose bi such that the number of 
additional defaults due to an interest rate reset matches 
the forecast made in Cagan [3] for the corresponding 
percentage interest rate step-up and loan-to-value ratio. 

In our simulations we assume an interest step-up in 
year three by 1% for all Alt-A loans and by 2% for all 
Subprime loans. Together with the impact factors (see 
Table 3) this implies higher downgrade and also higher 
default probabilities in year 3 as shown in the stressed 
one-year migration matrix given in Panel B of Table 1. 
Applying this stressed migration matrix in the year of the 
interest rate freeze, significantly increases multi-year 
default probabilities even though migration probabilities 
are assumed to return to the ‘normal’ case in the follow-
ing years. 

For simplicity we consider interest only mortgages, i.e. 
in each year, in which the mortgage stays in one of the 
five debtor categories, only interest payments are made 
whereas the total nominal value is due at final maturity11. 
The interest rate consists of a variable base rate and a 
spread component. The amount of the spread is deter-
mined by the debtor category of the mortgage at the be-
ginning of the transaction. In case of default we assume 
the real estate to be sold in a distress sale with a discount 
of q percent of the current market value. Given the HPI 
of date t defined as: 
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the percentage loss given default of a mortgage in region 
k at date t is then derived as 
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Thus, we implicitly account for a positive correlation 
between foreclosure rates and loss given defaults. Due to 
the definition of our latent variable, a decline in HPI 
triggers higher default rates and at the same time implies 
higher loss given defaults. 

Having derived the annual portfolio cash flows we 
calculate the sum of discounted cash flows net of trans-
action costs (DCn) for each simulation run n: 
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            (6) 
10Hence, our migration model implicitly accounts for endogenous
migration thresholds which is an extension to classical migration
models where always standard normally distributed migration 
variables are drawn. 

11According to Ashcraft/Schuermann [4] only about 20 percent of 
mortgage loans in MBS pools are interest only. Other loans mostly 
pay annuities, which mainly comprise interest payments in the first 
years, and may even contain a grace period of two to five years in 
which only interest is paid. Since we only consider a seven year 
RMBS transaction, our assumption seems to be reasonable.

where C Fn,t denotes the portfolio cash flow at date t and 
P V (T C ) the present value of annual transaction costs. 
Dividing this figure by the initial portfolio volume we get 
a proxy for the relative value of the underlying portfolio. 
We perform 10,000 simulation runs and determine the 
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distribution of this portfolio value as well as several sta-
tistics like mean, standard deviation and 99%-quantile. 

Given the simulated portfolio cash flows at each an-
nual payment date we subsequently derive tranche pay-
ments. We assume that all losses (interest and principal) 
are first covered by the excess spread of the transaction, 
i.e. the difference between the interest income from the 
underlying portfolio and the interest payments to the 
rated tranches net of transaction costs, and then by re-
ducing the nominal value of the equity tranche. Further, 
we assume the existence of a reserve account which 
means that if the excess spread of one period is not wiped 
out by period losses, the excess cash flow is collected in 
this account earning the risk-free rate and providing a 
cushion for future losses12. The holder of the equity 
tranche does not receive any payments until maturity 
when he receives the remaining cash flow of the transac-
tion. If the equity tranche has been reduced to zero due to 
previous losses, the face value and subsequently the in-

terest claim of the lowest rated tranche is reduced to co- 
ver the losses. If this tranche claim has already been red- 
uced to zero, the next tranche is used to cover the losses, etc. 

3.2 Sample Transactions 

Throughout our analysis we consider three illustrative 
sample portfolios: two subprime mortgage portfolios and 
one representing the US mortgage market as a whole. 
The former only include Alt-A and subprime mortgage 
loans and differ with respect to their regional diversifica-
tion. The latter predominantly consist of prime (60%) 
and Alt-A loans (25%). Five percent each fall in the three 
subprime classes giving a total subprime share of 15% 
for the portfolio which roughly resembles the subprime 
portion in the US mortgage market. The explicit portfolio 
compositions are given in Table 3 in the appendix. 

Each mortgage is assumed to pay the risk-free rate, 
which is assumed to be constant at 4%, plus a spread 

 

Table 3. Portfolio characteristics and model assumptions 

(‘Pacific’) 
Subprime          US Mortgage Market 
Portfolio               Portfolio 

Portfolio: 
Initial Volume               $ 100,000,000         $ 100,000,000 
Number of Mortgages             500                  500 

initial LTV                      90%                 90% 

Share in Region 
Pacific                       20% (40%)              20% 
New England                  20% (40%)               20% 
North Central                  20% (20%)              20% 
Atlantic                      20% (-)                 20% 
South Central                  20%(-)                  20% 

Share of                                                                       Spreads (bps) 
Prime                          -                     60%                           150 
Alt-A                         20%                   25%                           225 
Subprime 1                     30%                   5%                            300 
Subprime 2                     30%                   5%                            350 
Subprime 3                     20%                   5%                            400 

0 Interest Rate (t = 0)            7.2%                 6.0% 

Interest Rate Step-Up (after    2 Years)   Impact Factor (b) 
Prime 0% 0% 0 
Alt-A 1% 1% 15 
Subprime 1-3 2% 2% 30 

RMBS-Structure:   Spreads (bps) 
Tranches AAA AAA 30 

AA AA 50 
A A 80 

BBB BBB 150 
 

Equity Equity - 

Transaction Costs 1% p.a. 1% p.a.  

Maturity 7 years 7 years  

This table presents the assumed portfolio compositions of our three sample portfolios as well as the assumed tranche structure. The two subprime 
portfolios only differ in their regional diversification. The regional composition of the ’Pacific’ Subprime portfolio is given in brackets. The depicted 
spreads are paid in addition to the risk-free rate of 4%. 
 
12According to Ashcraft/Schuermann [4] excess spread is at least captured for the first three to five years of a RMBS deal, which justifies the
assumption of a reserve account.
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ranging between 150 and 400 basis points differentiated 
by debtor category as shown in Table 3. Further we as-
sume that mortgage loans with an initial subprime (Alt-A) 
rating include an interest rate step-up of 2% (1%) after 
two years, i.e. all spreads are increased by 200 bps (100 
bps) after this initial period13. The long-term trend is 
house prices is assumed to be c = 3%, the loan-to-value 
ratio at origin is 90% for each mortgage14 and the dis-
count in case of a distressed sale is q = 30%15. Geo-
graphically we differentiate five regions16: Pacific, Nor- 
th Central (including Mountain), South Central, Atlantic 
(middle and south) and New England. The first subprime 
portfolio is concentrated in Pacific (40%) and New Eng-
land (40%), the regions to perform worst in the crisis, the 
remaining 20% are North Ventral and Mountain. The 
other two portfolios are well diversified across all regions. 

First we simulate payments for the portfolios in the 
benchmark case, i.e. without any crisis. In year 3 the la-
tent variable Li,k,t for each loan is stressed by the impact 
factor of the current debtor category times the scheduled 
interest rate step-up which causes an increase in expected 
cumulative default rates as shown in Panel B of Table 1. 
Since there is no step-up for prime loans, the expected 
default rates of these loans stay the same. 

Columns 3 in Tables 4, 5 and 6 present some statistics 
describing the port-folios’ repayment distribution. In the 
benchmark case the expected value of discounted cash 
flows (net of transaction costs) clearly exceeds the nom- 
inal value for all three portfolios. The exceedance equals 
more than two times the standard deviation of discounted 
cash flows. For the subprime portfolios the average value 
of the discounted portfolio payment stream after deduct-
ing all fees is 113.4% of the initial face value. Since we 
use the risk-free rate for discounting, this number corre-
sponds to a yearly average premium of 1.9% on top of 
the risk-free rate. The standard deviations over seven 
years are 5% for the well diversified portfolio and 5.6% 
for the concentrated one. In case of the representative 
portfolio the expected discounted value in the benchmark 
case is 105.5%, yielding an average premium of 0.8% 
p.a., with a standard deviation of 2.4% over seven years. 

Subsequently, we simulate payments of three residen-
tial mortgage backed security (RMBS) transactions wh- 

ich are backed by the sample portfolios and have a ma-
turity of seven years. We assume that four rated tranches 
AAA, AA, A and BBB are issued that earn the usual 
market spreads as shown in Table 3. Additionally, we 
assume annual transaction costs of 1%, which are paid 
before any interest payment to the tranches. 

We calibrate tranche sizes such that their default pro- 
babilities in the bench-mark scenario are roughly in line 
with the historical averages given by Standard & Poor’s 
for the respective rating classes and a seven year maturity. 
The resulting tranche sizes are also shown in Tables 4, 5 
and 617. The calibrated tranche structures correspond to 
typical RMBS structures observed in the market [4]. As 
can be seen the AAA tranches is smallest and the equity 
tranche is highest for the ’Pacific’ subprime portfolio, 
which is due to a worse regional diversification. 

4. Analysis of Mortgage Crisis 

4.1 Crisis Scenario 

Having calibrated our model to the benchmark case we 
now turn to modeling the crisis scenario. In particular we 
assume that the sample transaction was set-up two years 
ago (e.g. second quarter of 2006) with tranche sizes as 
derived before. The nationwide and regional house price 
index changes are set to match Freddie Mac’s Conven-
tional Mortgage Home Price Index18. In the first year of 
the transaction, the increase in national house prices 
slowed down to 2.6%, in the second year there was a 
downturn of 6%. Regionally, Pacific developed worst 
with a cumulated two year decrease of 15% in house 
prices, whereas South Central saw an appreciation of 6%. 
Table 2 shows all regional trends and the corresponding 
nationwide and regional macro factors. Figure 1 shows 
 

 

13This step-up is assumed to be fixed at loan origination and is inde-
pendent of possible downward migrations until the reset date. 

14Gerardi et al. [9] report a mean LTV ratio of 83% and a median of 
90% in the last three years. 

15Pennington-Cross [16] provides a survey study on the discount in 
case of a distressed sale and finds that foreclosed property appreci-
ates on average 22% less than the area average appreciation rate. 
Given that foreclosures also lead to additional costs, we will assume 
a discount of 30% on the current market value in our simulation 
analysis. Cagan [3] also states that foreclosure discounts of 30% are 
quite usual. 

16We followed the regions defined in Freddie Mac’s Conventional 
Mortgage Home Price Index but pooled some neighbouring regions.

17A slightly different tranche structure would arise when using the 
expected loss rating from Moody’s. But it should be noted that 
tranches with the same rating have nearly the same expected losses 
in our benchmark case. 

18Our reference index is the ’purchase only’ index. 

Figure 1. Expected HPI for different scenarios 

This figure shows the expected development of the House Price Index 
(HPI) averaged over our five regions for different simulation scenarios: 
In the benchmark case a long-term house price growth of 3% p.a. is 
assumed. The crisis scenario is set by fixing macrofactor realisations in 
the first two years (see Table 1) which cause a severe decline in house 
prices. Departing from this crisis scenario the positive feedback sce-
nario assumes that there is no autocorrelation between years 2 and 3, 
such that house prices recover faster from the crisis. The scenarios 
Robustness 1 and 2 assume a weaker house price stabilization as the 
utocorrelation is only reduced by a half or one fourth, respectively. a 
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Table 2. Definition of the crisis scenario 

Region  Year 1 Year 2 H P I1 H P I2 µ3 E(∆H P I3) E [H P I3]

US-Average M -0.19 -2.80 1.03 0.96 -1.4 -1.2% 0.95 

Pacific B1 0.13 -2.60 1.03 0.85 -1.3 -7.2% 0.79 

New England B2 -0.76 0.18 0.99 0.94 0.09 -1.0% 0.93 

N. Central B3 -0.09 0.43 1.02 0.98 0.22 -0.5% 0.98 

Atlantic B4 0.13 0.44 1.03 0.99 0.22 -0.4% 0.99 

S. Central B5 0.58 1.52 1.05 1.06 0.76 2.0% 1.08 

Columns 3 and 4 depict the assumed nationwide and regional factor realisations in year 1 and 2. Columns 5 and 6 give the corresponding regional 
HPI after one and two years. The last three columns show the mean of the distribution for the third year, the corresponding expected change in re-
gional house prices and the corresponding expected HPI after three years according to our modeling assumptions. 

 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of discounted cashflows 

This figure shows the distributions of discounted cash flows (in percent of initial portfolio volume) for all three portfolios (‘Pacific’ Subprime Portfo-
lio, Subprime Portfolio, US mortgage market Portfolio) and four different simulation scenarios. 

 
the expected average house price development over 
seven years that is implied by the realisations of the first 
two years and our modelling assumptions. 

Given these macro-factor values in the first two years, 
we again simulate portfolio cash flows and tranche pay-
ments. Due to the positive autocorrelation, the negative 
trend (as well as the positive trend) in regional house 
price indices affect the realisations of the latent variable 
in the following years. For illustration the mean of the 
macro factors for the third year as well as the corre-
sponding expected cumulative HPI up to year 3 are 
shown in Table 2. 

For the three portfolio settings the resulting portfolio 
and tranche characteristics given this crisis scenario are 
depicted in Tables 4 to 6. The crisis leads to a sharp drop  
in the expected level of the national house price index  

after seven years from 1.23 to 1.03 (appr. 16%) which 
translates into significantly lower discounted cash flows. 
In fact, our simulation results show that the house price 
index and the portfolio cash flows are positively corre-
lated with 0.8. Whereas the expected discounted cash 
flow of the diversified subprime portfolios stays above 
the nominal issuance volume, the expected discounted 
cash flow of the US mortgage market portfolio drops 
roughly to $ 100 million indicating that there is no pre-
mium left for originator. The ‘Pacific’ subprime portfolio 
concentrated in the Pacific, New England and North 
Central region shows a drop to less than $ 96 million, a 
severe loss. Obviously, the crisis causes a severe first 
order stochastic dominance deterioration in the distribu-
tions of discounted cash flows of all three portfolios as 
depicted in Figure 2. 
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The shift in the distribution of discounted cash flows 
causes all tranches to exhibit much higher default prob-
abilities and expected losses such that it would be neces-
sary to downgrade them several rating notches. For ex-
ample the AAA tranche of the diversified subprime port-
folio would now receive an (A-) rating and the most jun-
ior tranches would only get a (B-) rating. The effect of 
the crisis on the tranches’ risk characteristics is even 
slightly stronger for the US mortgage market portfolio. 
Here the default probabilities and expected losses are 
roughly ten times higher than before whereas for the di-
versified subprime portfolio the numbers only increase 
by a factor of about eight. Of course, the effect is largest 
for the Pacific subprime portfolio with default probabili-
ties increasing by 30 times and the most junior tranche 
being certain to default. 

The main part of the decrease in expected payments is 
allocated to the equity tranche. Looking at the diversified 
subprime portfolio, the expected present value of equity 
tranche payments decreases by $ 9.2 million, 92% of the 
total portfolio decrease of $ 10 million. For the US port-
folio the situation is similar. The expected discounted 
cashflow to the equity tranche decreases by $ 4.2 million 
- about 80% of the total portfolio decrease. Nevertheless 
the decline in expected discounted portfolio cashflows is 
rather moderate, only 10% for the subprime portfolio and 
5% for the US mortgage market portfolio. This is due to 
the fact that both portfolios are assumed to be well diver-
sified concerning the regional allocation with some re-
gions still displaying a positive house price trend. In con-
trast, the Pacific subprime portfolio concentrated in re-
gions performing poorly decreases by nearly 18% in ex-
pected discounted cash flow. Here, the equity tranche 
bears only 71% of this decline as the rated tranches are 
hit more heavily. Curiously, the equity tranche still has a 
positive expected cash flow of $ 1.3 million, even though 
the lowest rated tranche is always hit by losses. This is 
due to excess spread collected in later years. Fewer ex-
cess spread would accrue in case of an interest rate 
freeze. 

4.2 The Impact of an Interest Rate Freeze 

Starting from the crisis scenario described in the previous 
subsection we now analyse the effects of an interest rate 
freeze on the sample RMBS. In particular, we assume 
that the interest step-up after two years is cancelled such 
that all mortgage loans continue to pay the low initial 
rates. The direct effect of this freeze will be twofold. On 
the one hand, lower interest rates reduce the portfolio 
payment claims and, thus, negatively affect payments to 
the issued tranches. On the other hand, an interest rate 
freeze takes pressure from borrowers such that there will 
be less foreclosures which in turn lowers the foreclosure 
costs. We study this trade-off of direct effects first. 

In the second part of this section we investigate dif-

ferent scenarios of house price reactions following the 
freeze. In fact, the lower number of foreclosures may 
have a positive feedback effect on house prices. We find 
that a relatively moderate stabilization of house prices 
renders the net effect on most tranches positive. 

4.2.1 Pure Interest Rate Freeze 
As noted before, the interest rate freeze does not only 
lead to less interest payments from the portfolio, but has 
also a positive effect on the portfolio default rate. In par-
ticular, there are less downward migrations and also less 
defaults in year three because the stress component of all 
Alt-A and subprime debtors disappears (see Equation 2) 
due to unchanged payment obligations. In effect, by 
avoiding downgrades the interest rate freeze does not 
only decrease default rates after three years but also re-
sults in lower cumulative default probabilities in subse-
quent years. 

We simulate portfolio repayments and tranche charac-
teristics for this scenario. The results are shown in Figure 
2 and Tables 4 to 6. Although the interest rate freeze 
lowers the default rate of the underlying portfolio, this 
does not compensate for the decline in interest payments 
from years three to seven. Thus, the freeze leads to a de-
terioration in the distributions of discounted cashflows. 
For the US mortgage market portfolio we see a first order 
stochastic dominance deterioration with the expected 
discounted portfolio cashflow being further reduced by $ 
1 million. Also all RMBS tranches deteriorate as com-
pared to the crisis scenario. The former AAA tranche 
which would have to be downgraded to BBB+ due to the 
crisis would now only receive a BBB rating. Again a 
substantial share of the additional loss is allocated to the 
equity tranche (appr. 87%). 

For the diversified subprime portfolio we see an addi-
tional loss of $ 2.2 million due to the interest rate freeze 
and a second-order stochastic dominance deterioration in 
the distribution. In fact, lower quantiles slightly improve 
as compared to the crisis scenario. Consequently, the 
senior tranche benefits from the interest rate freeze 
whereas all other RMBS tranches suffer additional losses. 
Here the equity tranche takes 69% of the additional ex-
pected loss. Concerning the ’Pacific’ subprime portfolio 
the additional expected loss is only $ 0.8 million. As the 
regions represented in this portfolio saw the steepest 
downturn in house prices bringing many debtors close to 
default, waiving interest claims will avoid most foreclo-
sures such that the positive effect of a rate-freeze is 
strongest in this case as compare to the other portfolios. 
Again we see a second-order stochastic dominance shift 
in the expected discounted cashflow distribution leaving 
the senior tranche better off at the expense of lower rated 
tranches and the equity piece. 
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4.2.2 Interest Rate Freeze and Positive Feedback Effect 
As shown in the previous subsection, the first round ef-
fects of an interest rate freeze are not sufficient to attenu-
ate the crisis. Yet a decrease in foreclosure rates may take 
pressure off the housing market such that the negative 
trend in the regional house prices is mitigated19. This in 
turn will lead to a positive effect on subsequent foreclo-
sure rates. 

In the previous scenarios, persistent trends in the house 
price index are implemented by positive autocorrelation 
in the house price index. Therefore the downturn in years 
one and two leads to an expected downturn in year three, 
i.e. the conditional mean of the variable describing 
changes in the house price index is negative. Combined 
with the regional components, this yields expected house 
price changes of between -7.2% and 2.0% for the respec-
tive regions, nationwide -1.2% (see Table 2) which is 
substantially below the long-term mean of 3%. We now 
assume these negative trends to be stopped by the interest 
intervention. In effect, expected house price apprecia-
tions rise to the long-term trend of 3% for region 1 (Pa-
cific) and up to 6.4% for region 5 (South Central) in year 
3. We implement this by excluding the autocorrelation 
effects from year two to year three in the nationwide 
factor as well as in all regions with negative factor re- 
alization in year 2. In total, the average HPI stabilizes by 
four percent in year three. Feedback effects in subsequent 
years result in an average HPI that by the end of year 
seven is appr. 11 percent higher than in the crisis scenario, 
as shown in Figure 1. The results for the portfolios are 
displayed in Figure 2 and Tables 4 to 6. 

For both subprime portfolios the expected discounted 
cashflow exceeds the value in the crisis scenario without 
an interest rate freeze. Comparing the cumulative ex-
pected discounted cash flow distributions this positive 
feedback scenario second-order stochastically dominates 
the crisis scenario with all lower quantiles being substan-
tially improved. Consequently, all rated RMBS tranches 
benefit concerning their default probabilities and also 
their expected losses. Given the diversified subprime 
portfolio the AAA and the AA tranche perform as well as 
in the benchmark scenario without crisis meaning that no 
downgrade would be necessary. The costs of the interest 
rate freeze are completely borne by the owner of the eq-
uity tranche. 

The US mortgage market portfolio loses less interest 
payments due to the interest rate freeze as prime mort-
gage loans representing 60% of the portfolio do not in-
corporate an interest step-up. Here, the positive effect of 
stopping the house price decline overcompensates the 
foregone interest resulting in higher expected discounted 

cash flow compared to the crisis scenario. All tranches 
including the equity tranche profit with higher tranches 
benefiting most. This is due to a more narrow distribution 
of losses. Compared to the crisis we again observe a 
second order stochastic dominance shift in cumulative 
repayments. 

Summarizing, our results indicate that an interest rate 
freeze may help to alleviate the current crisis. Even 
though RMBS tranche investors lose a significant portion 
of their loss protection, this deterioration may be over-
compensated by improvements in mortgage payments 
due to lower foreclosure rates and a positive feedback 
effect in the housing market. For all three portfolios we 
derive positive net effects on all rated RMBS tranches as 
compared to the crisis scenario. The higher the tranche, 
the more it improves. Especially, the AAA tranche bene-
fits from the rate freeze. Thus, the RMBS market will 
benefit from an interest rate freeze which can induce 
positive spill over effects on other markets. In particular, 
markets for other structured instruments containing 
RMBS tranches may stabilize. Especially, special in-
vestment vehicles backing their commercial paper fund-
ing with senior RMBS tranches may recover. 

4.3 Robustness Checks 

1) Assumptions concerning House Price Developments 
Our previous results depend on several assumptions 

concerning house price developments which are moti-
vated by empirical findings. We set the crisis scenario to 
match house price developments in the main US regions 
during the last two years. When discussing the positive 
feedback effect of an interest rate freeze we had to make 
a specific assumption concerning house price stabiliza-
tion. Naturally, other house price reactions are also pos-
sible. 

As robustness checks we derive portfolio and tranche 
repayments for less favorable assumptions concerning 
house price stabilization. In particular we assume the 
negative house price trend only to be partially offset by 
the interest rate freeze. Instead of zero autocorrelation in 
year three increasing the average house price index by 
four percent compared to the crisis situation, we now 
assume that only half (one fourth) of this effect is real-
ised. Figure 1 shows the expected average house price 
development for these two scenarios. Tables 4 to 6 dis-
play the tranche and portfolio characteristics for these 
additional scenarios. 

As can be seen, a more moderate stabilization of two 
percent in year three (translating into 5.5 percentage 
points until year seven) is sufficient to substantially im-
prove all rated RMBS tranches (see Robustness 1 ). Even 
a stabilization of only one percent in year three (incresing 
to 2.7 percent in year seven) leaves the rated tranches 
slightly better off than in the crisis scenario (see Robust-
ness 2 ). 

19Cagan [3] finds significant additional foreclosure discounts in re-
gions with high foreclosure rates. This indicates limited buyer ca-
pacities unable to absorb the excess supply without additional dis-
counts. 
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Given these results we conclude that the qualitative 
results are quite stable towards changes in the assump-
tion of house price stabilization: Due to lower excess 
spread, the payments to the equity tranche will be re-
duced the most and due to lower probabilities of high 
losses the highest rated tranche will profit most from an 
interest rate freeze. Even for modest house price reac-
tions the net effect of the freeze is positive. 

2) Assumptions concerning RMBS-Structure 
A further assumption which needs to be critically re-

viewed is our assumption concerning the payment wa-
terfall for our RMBS tranches. In the previous simula-
tions we always assumed the existence of an unlimited 
reserve account, which means that the holder of the eq-
uity tranche only receives payments at final maturity and 
that at each annual payment dates all excess cash flows 
are placed in an extra account which can be used to cover 
future losses. In fact other reserve account specifications 
are possible, e.g. a capped reserve account, where all 
excess cash flows above this cap are paid out to the 
holder of the equity piece periodically, or even a structure 
without any reserve account, in which the holder of the 
equity tranche receives all excess cash flow at each pay-
ment date. 

This assumption mainly influences the calibration of 
tranche sizes in the benchmark case. In particular, a 
structure without a reserve account will lead to a much 
smaller AAA tranche a bigger equity tranche. In this case 
the effect of the interest rate freeze is less pronounced 
since the tranche sizes are already calibrated to provide a 
better protection against interest losses. Nevertheless, the 
qualitative effects stay the same with the difference that 
now an even more moderate house price stabilization is 
sufficient to make all rated tranches better off than in the 
pure crisis scenario. 

4.4 Other Policy Options 

1) Interest rate cuts 
Throughout the paper we assumed that the risk-free 

interest rate on top of which credit spreads are paid stays 
the same over seven years. In fact the crisis might lead to 
a cut in this reference rate. Looking at the repayments of 
the mortgage loans analysed in this paper lowering the 
reference rate would have a positive effect. Thus, interest 
rate cuts are an additional policy option worth examining. 
However, discussing the macroeconomic consequences 
of interest rate cuts is beyond the scope of this paper. 

2) Housing Bill 
For mortgage debtors the effects of the proposed in-

terest rate freeze are comparable to the sought impact of 
the Housing Bill of July 2008. Here, state guarantees 
help troubled borrowers to refinance at lower rates. The 
key difference between the two policy options is on the 
lender side. With the interest rate freeze, mortgage banks 
and equity tranche holders bear the potential costs. 

Looking at a portfolio of mortgage loans the state guar-
antee included in the Housing Bill adds a large state 
owned first loss position, irrespective of the portfolio 
being securitized. Compared to our simulation results 
above, lenders, all rated tranches and especially the eq-
uity tranche would profit at the tax payers expense. 

5. Conclusions 

The discussed interest rate moratorium for subprime 
mortgages is one option to tackle the current crisis. It is 
an agreement between two parties - the U.S. government 
and the originating banks - that affects two different third 
parties: the mortgage debtors and investors in RMBS 
tranches. The first group will unambiguously profit from 
an interest rate freeze. Some of their payment obligations 
are waived, thus they might avoid default. Additionally, 
they benefit from a stabilizing housing market. 

The effect on RMBS-tranches is more ambiguous. 
First, we show that the pure interest rate freeze decreases 
the portfolio payment stream’s expected value by one to 
2.2 percent, depending on portfolio composition. The 
vast majority of this decrease is borne by the equity 
tranche. Default probability and expected loss of rated 
tranches only slightly deteriorate as compared to the cri-
sis scenario with senior tranches even being better off. 
Second, we take into account that the interest rate freeze 
may have a positive second round effect as a reduction in 
foreclosures takes pressure off the housing market. In 
this case we find that already a very moderate mitigation 
of the house price downturn yields a positive net effect 
on all rated tranches. A stabilization of one percent in 
year three leaves all tranches in each of our three sample 
transactions better off (compared to the crisis scenario 
without policy reaction). For the holder of the equity 
tranche, the situation is different. Looking at the average 
of the three sample RMBS a four percent stabilization in 
house prices is needed for him to slightly benefit from 
the interest rate freeze. Thus, should the US government 
and loan and savings associations decide on an interest 
moratorium on adjustable rate subprime mortgages, this 
would probably not come at the expense of the RMBS 
investors as a third party. If additional losses occur they 
are borne by originators and equity tranche investors. As 
these parties are the ones in charge of the criticized lend-
ing standards we argue that reconsidering this policy op-
tion is worth wile. 
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ABSTRACT 

Few research studies have discussed the two variables of emotional labor and emotional exhaustion, and even fewer 
have examined flight attendants as the research subject. The current study employed a questionnaire method to examine 
353 Taiwanese flight attendants’ feelings about emotional labor, the status of their emotional exhaustion, and the rela-
tionship between emotional labor and emotional exhaustion. The research results indicate that: 1) while the degree of 
emotional labor operating on female flight attendants is on the medium to high side, the attendants’ perception of emo-
tional exhaustion is only medium; 2) female flight attendants’ emotional labor has a significant positive correlation 
with their emotional exhaustion; and 3) among the perspectives of emotional labor, the qualities of “deep emotional 
masking” and “multiformity” have a significant predictive effect on emotional exhaustion. 
 
Keywords: Flight Attendant, Emotional Labor, Emotional Exhaustion 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the industrial structure in Taiwan has 
changed such that the service industry has gradually re-
placed traditional manufacturing as the leading industry. 
Statistical data reported in the Quarterly National Eco-
nomic Trends issued by the Directorate-General of 
Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, in-
dicated that in the third quarter of 2006 the service indus-
try accounted for 71.98% of the country’s industry. 

The airline industry has been part of the service indus-
try since the government implemented the open sky pol-
icy of airline deregulation in 1987. As a result, many pri-
vate airlines entered the market (Liou, 2006). High speed 
rail opened completely to traffic in 2007, taking away 
many passengers from airlines in western Taiwan. Un-
derstanding that a low price strategy cannot maintain 
passenger loyalty for any length of time, the airlines have 
changed their strategy to emphasize improved quality of 
service and maintenance of flight safety. These strategies 
encourage passengers to maintain a positive opinion 
about the airlines and to appreciate the quality of service 
they provide. 

Flight attendants constitute the majority of customer- 
service employees in the airline industry. Compared to 
their colleagues in other departments, flight attendants 
have more contact with passengers, and for longer peri-
ods of time. Within the airline industry, flight attendants  

are referred to as the first-line service attendants [1]. 
Passengers’ images of the airlines are heavily influenced 
by the manners and emotional attitudes of flight atten-
dants. The working environment of flight attendants is 
noteworthy in that, over time, it will have a negative im-
pact on flight attendants’ psychological health. During 
international service, flight attendants face numerous 
stresses. They must provide service over a long period of 
time; the pressure in the aircraft cabin is high and the 
space is hermetic; the types and temperaments of pas-
sengers are complex; and the environment may foster 
various diseases. Furthermore, the work hours of flight 
attendants are uncertain, and they often deal with 
night-shift assignments and time-zone changes. Such 
anomalous shifts over a long period of time constitute the 
main influence on the health of flight attendants. Beh & 
McLaughlin [2] suggested that stress experienced during 
long flights affects some aspects of mental performance. 
In addition, the uncertainty of flight attendants’ work 
schedules limits their private time, potentially causing 
conflicts between work and family. Additionally, an 
overly-heavy workload may induce burnout among flight 
attendants. Such burnout, in turn, increases flight atten-
dants’ alienation from work and decrease their sense of 
connection to the company. Liang & Hsieh [3] suggested 
a relationship between burnout and workplace deviance, 
identified as a component of job performance. Too much 
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physiological and psychological stress over a long period 
of time causes lower service quality and a higher turnover 
rate.  

Flight attendants have to control their overt behavior 
and private emotions in order to maintain positive inter-
actions with colleagues and passengers. This kind of 
emotional control is dictated by the job performance rules 
of the company, and attendants are required to adjust 
their emotions to the requirements of the job. This is pre-
cisely how Hochschild [4] defined “emotional labor.” 
Engaging in emotional labor over an extended period 
may cause emotional labor overload and make adjust-
ment to work demands difficult. This situation, in turn, 
may lead to emotional dissonance, that is, a conflict be-
tween the attendant’s internal emotions and the organiza-
tion’s rules regarding emotional expression. Over an ex-
tended period, this may have a negative effect on the em-
ployee’s physiology and psychology. Long-term emo-
tional stress and relatively intense emotional labor result 
in emotional exhaustion. (see Figure 1) 

There have been few research studies on emotional la-
bor among Taiwanese flight attendants. This research 
focuses on flight attendants in Taiwan, addressing their 
experiences of emotional labor and emotional exhaustion. 
The goal of this study was to develop suggestions for 
additional research, provide practical advice for airlines 
and related management organizations about the man-
agement of flight attendants’ emotional labor, and help 
those in the flight attendant industry better understand the 
work characteristics of that role. The research objectives 
are as follows: 

1) To understand the status of flight attendants’ emo-
tional labor and emotional exhaustion. 

2) To examine differences in emotional labor and emo-
tional exhaustion among flight attendants from different 
backgrounds. 

3) To explore the relationship between emotional labor 
and emotional exhaustion among flight attendants. 

4) To understand whether flight attendants’ emotional 
labor predicts emotional exhaustion. 

1.1 Emotional Labor 

The concept of emotional labor was first proposed by 
Hochschild [4]. She described emotional labor as follows: 
“Attendants who are in contact with clients over an ex-
tended period are required to control their emotions 

 

Independent variable: 
emotional labor 

Flight attendants’ 
background variables 

Dependent variable: 
emotional exhaustion 

 

Figure 1. Research framework 

during work te facial ex-

 the Hochschild’s [4] model of emotional 
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er has ongoing contact with the public in 
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 range of acceptable emotional expressions is 
lim

otional expres-
si

r from the 
pe

 emotional stress or an environment laden 
w

 work burnout, the first 

ergy and have the sense that they are becoming exhausted  

time and to display appropria
pressions and behaviors.  At the same time, the organi-
zations’ regulations and salary structure require that these 
attendants control their emotions to create the work cli-
mate that the organization wants.” In order to meet the 
organization’s expectations for client service, most em-
ployees must frequently control their own emotions in 
such a way as to convey the emotion expected by the 
organization. 

Referring to
bor, Wharton [5] proposed three work characteristics or 

perspectives: 
1) The work
th face to face and conversational exchanges. 
2) When working, the employee is expected to
rtain emotions that will have the desired influence on 

others.  
3) The
ited by employer-imposed regulations. 

Goffman [6] argued that the form of em
on imposed by emotional labor amounted to surface 

acting. Goffman suggested that emotional labor amounts 
to a dramatic enactment, one similar to that of an actor 
who is expected to express emotion in a screenplay. 
Goffman [6] also posited that, in addition to surface act-
ing, workers may choose to modify how they think about 
their own feelings or to resist conforming to the emo-
tional expression as dictated by the external organization. 
Goffman’s model of emotional labor as drama su- ggests 
that employees may also adopt “deep acting”. 

Earlier researchers discussed emotional labo
rspectives of high- and low-level emotional labor as 

proposed by Hochschild [4]. Discussion about these two 
levels, however, does not completely address the emo-
tional labor load and its component factors. The four 
perspectives proposed by Morris and Feldman [7] lacked 
the support of empirical research. A test of Morris and 
Feldman’s [8] approach discovered that, although their 
model held promise for explaining the capacity for emo-
tional labor, it was unable to differentiate causality from 
correlation in explaining emotional labor and its conse-
quences. 

Long-term
ith too much emotional labor may cause emotional ex-

haustion, another consequence of emotional labor. When 
employees have contact with clients for a long time, the 
heavy emotional load may induce energy exhaustion [9]. 
This may cause employees to withdraw from their duties 
and may lead to illness [10,11]. 

1.2 Emotional Exhaustion 

According to the literature on
phase of work burnout is emotional exhaustion [12]. 
Emotional exhaustion occurs when individuals lack en-
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ustion as a result of 
fre

ell as the organization. On the psychological 
le

nd Procedure 

 first-line employees, i.e., 
omestic and international 

H1: Flight attendants with different backgrounds have 

[10]. Saxton, Phillips, and Blakeney [9] also pointed out 
that emotional exhaustion is related to excessive emo-
tional demand during interpersonal interaction; this 
causes energy exhaustion and increased withdrawal. 
These conditions decrease productivity and increase cer-
tain stress reactions. In the same vein, Maslach and 
Jackson [13] found that workers who had to engage in 
face to face contact with clients as well as manage emo-
tional expression for extended periods were most suscep-
tible to emotional exhaustion. 

Based on these findings, it seems probable that flight 
attendants develop emotional exha

quent and extended interactions with customers. Those 
who experience excessive interaction with the clients or 
who obey the organization’s expectations for emotional 
control [14] show increasingly frequent emotional ex-
haustion. 

Emotional exhaustion harms an individual’s body and 
mind as w

vel, emotional exhaustion leads to lower self-esteem, 
depression, nervousness, and irritability. On the physio-
logical level, individuals might experience headaches, 
insomnia, stomach upset, and so on [15]. 

2. Method 

2.1 Sample a

The current research focused on
flight attendants, employed by d
airlines in Taiwan (Far Eastern Air Transport Corp., 
Mandarin Airlines, UNI Ai, TransAsia Airways, EVA 
Air, and China Airlines). We distributed 500 question-
naires and received 380 responses. After eliminating de-
fective questionnaires, we were left with 353 question-
naires, for an effective response rate of 70.16%. Because 
of time and resource limitations as well as the work cha- 
racteristics of flight attendants and their variable sched-
ules, we delivered the questionnaires to selected senior 
flight attendants and asked them to transmit the ques-
tionnaires to other attendants working for national and in- 
ternational airlines through their own company and other 
companies. We also asked these flight attendants to com-
plete the questionnaire when they were on duty. Because 
the work time and airline schedules of flight attendants 
are not fixed, and because the shift schedules are ar-
ranged by computer, flight attendants are subject to arbi-
trary posting by the airline that trained them. Therefore, 
each flight attendant may work with a different flight 
team at any given time and may work with the same 
flight team over the short term only rarely. Thus, we pro-
vided the questionnaires without knowledge of which 
flight attendants would receive them. Therefore, this 
sampling method amounts to simple random sampling. 

2.2 Hypotheses 

significantly different feelings about emotional labor. 
H2: Flight attendants with different backgrounds have 

significantly different feelings about emotional exhaus-
tion. 

H3: Flight attendants’ emotional labor is positively 
correlated with emotional exhaustion.  

H4: Flight attendants’ emotional labor is predictive of 
emotional exhaustion. 

2.3 Measures 

2.3.1 Emotional Labor 
 The first part of the emotional labor 

e “Organization Emotional Labor Scale” 
specially for Taiwan, measures 

lach 
rvey (MBI-GS) developed 

Scale development:
scale, cited as th
developed by Lin [16] e
emotional labor. It adopts a 5-point Likert scale to score 
the items from 1 to 5 as absolute disagreement, disagr- 
eement, neutral, agreement, and absolute agreement, re-
spectively. The higher the total score, the greater the em-
ployee’s level of emotional labor. The original emotional 
labor scale had 24 questions divided into five themes: 
basic emotional expression, surface acting, deep acting, 
multiformity, and interpersonal interaction. Taking into 
account the test of professional validation as well as sug-
gestions by experts, the descriptions of two questions in 
the original scale were modified. Finally, the authors de-
signed the pre-questionnaire. Using SPSS, the authors 
conducted an item analysis on responses to the 
pre-questionnaire designed to test the scale questions. 
This research will adopt, as indices of internal consis-
tency, the criterion method of discrimination analysis and 
correlative analysis on questions and the total score on a 
test of isomorphism type to analyze the pre-question-
naire. 

Scale reliability and validation analysis: Analysis of 
the internal consistency of question 16 showed that the 
correlation coefficient of items and total scores was lower 
than 0.3 and that the discrimination was unacceptably 
low. Therefore, we deleted this question. The discrimina-
tion values of Question 15 and Question 17 were low, 
and they did achieve the level of significance. Therefore, 
the descriptions of these two questions were modified. 
Based on the item analysis, the emotional labor scale 
retained 23 questions. Cronbach’s α calculated for the 
entire emotional labor scale was 0.883, and the reliability 
the entire scale achieves was over 0.7. The reliability 
value of the themes within the scale was calculated at 0.6, 
which is within the acceptable range. These results dem-
onstrated the reliability of this emotional labor scale. 

2.3.2 Emotional Exhaustion 
Development of scale: The second part of the emotional 
exhaustion scale cites the third edition of the Masch
Burnout Inventory-General Su
by Maslach and Leiter [17]. There are five questions in 
this scale. This research adopts a 5-point Likert scale to 
score the items from 1 to 5 as absolute disagreement, 
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addition, the critical 
ra

. The demographic data were as follows: Age: 
twelve flight attendants were 31-35 years 
g for 31.7% of the sample. Marital status: 

is

es included age, marital status, 
ed

nalysis using Scheffe’s 
te

Table 1. Abstraction of the analysis on domestic flight attendan
5-point Likert scale (N=353) 

disagreement, neutrality, agreement, and absolute agree-
ment, respectively. The higher the total score, the higher 
the degree of emotional exhaustion an employee feels. 
The original scale was tested by expert validation and we 
retained all six terms to develop the pre-questionnaire by 
referring to the experts’ suggestions. 

Scale reliability and validation analysis: Referring to 
the item analysis results, the correlations of all questions 
and the subscale of emotional exhaustion scale were 
above 0.3, achieving significance. In 

tios were higher than 3 and achieved significance. 
Therefore, the five questions of the emotional exhaus-
tion scale are all retained, in keeping with results of the 
item analysis. The Cronbach’s α for the entire emotional 
exhaustion scale was 0.755, and the reliability of the 
entire scale was more than 0.7. Both are in the acceptable 
range, indicating that this emotional exhaustion scale is 
reliable. 

3. Results 

The effective sample of flight attendants was 353 re-
spondents
One hundred 
old, accountin
Two hundred attendants were single, accounting for 
56.7% of the sample. Educational background: One hun-
dred seventy-one attendants had graduated from junior 
college, accounting for 48.4% of the sample. Service year: 
One hundred eighty-four attendants had served for three 
to seven years, accounting for 51.1% of the sample. Av-
erage salary: One hundred sixty-two flight attendants 
reported salaries ranging from NTD60,000 to NDT 
70,000, accounting for 45.9% of the sample. The data 
regarding flight attendants’ emotional labor and emo-
tional exhaustion are displayed in Table 1 

There were 23 questions on the emotional labor scale. 
Results showed an average emotional labor score of 4.15 
(SD=0.392) on the 5-point Likert scale; the average score 

 

 thus moderately high. This indicates that the flight at-
tendants believe that they must obey the company’s 
regulations regarding their emotional expression while 
working. Results indicate that these flight attendants en-
gaged in a high level of emotional labor. Analyses of 
each element of emotional labor indicated that interper-
sonal interaction scored highest on the emotional labor 
scale (M=4.39, SD=0.569); next highest was basic emo-
tional expression (M=4.28, SD=0.482); multiformity 
achieved the lowest score (M=3.66, SD=0.642). There 
were five questions on the emotional exhaustion scale. 
The average score over all questions was 3.81 (SD=.528). 
This result indicates that the feeling of exhaustion ex-
perienced by flight attendants in response to emotional 
labor is moderately high. 

The current study examined whether different back-
grounds cause differences in feelings about emotional 
labor. Background variabl

ucational background, service year, and average salary. 
Results are displayed in Table 2: 

Age: Flight attendants of different ages showed sig-
nificant differences in their perspectives on emotional 
labor. According to the post hoc a

st, feelings regarding surface acting were experienced 
more strongly by flight attendants 20-25 years of age, and 
those older than 41, than by those 26-30.years old. Feel-
ings about deep acting were stronger among attendants 
20-25 years old, 31-35 years old, and older than 41 years 
old than among those 26-30 years old. Feelings of multi-
formity were more profound among flight attendants 
31-35 years old than among 36-40 year-old attendants. 
The degree of emotional exhaustion of flight attendants 
36-40 years old was more pronounced than that among 
those 20-30 years old. In addition, feelings of emotional 
exhaustion were stronger among flight attendants 31-35 
years old than among attendants 20-25 years old. And, 
finally, flight attendants older than 41 years had the 
strongest feelings about emotional exhaustion. 

ts’ emotional labor and emotional exhaustion measured on a 

Name 
Number of 
Questions 

Minimal Value Maximal Value Average of Question 
Standard Deviation 

of Question 

Entire Emotional Labor  2.96 5.00 23 4.15 0.392 

Basic Emotional Expression  2.86 5.00 7 4.28 0.482 

Surface Acting  3 2.33 5.00 4.13 0.598 

Deep Acting  7 2.71 5.00 4.15 0.531 

Multiformity  3 1.67 5.00 3.66 0.642 

Interaction  3 3.00 5.00 4.39 0.569 

Entire Emotional Exhaustion 5 2.80 5.00 3.81 0.528 
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Analysis of the difference be een the basic attribute of r h object and research variable (n=353) Table 2. tw esearc

Ag
Item 

e Marital Status Educational Background
(F Value) (F Value) (F Value) 

Service Year Average Salary
(F Value) (F Value) 

Entire Emotional Labor  4.  004* 2.445 0.531 2.248 2.928* 

Basic Emotional  Expression 0.771 1.621 0.527 1.729 3.776** 

Surface Acting 4.868** 0.462 1.011 2.780* 4.745* 

Deep Acting 9.083*** 4.928** 0.204 3.071* 2.636* 

Multiformity 3.119* 0.290 2.620 1.552 0.798 

Interaction 2.120 3.180* 0.454 3.441* 1.940 

Entire Emotio 1  6.290*** 7  .798** 6.  355*** 10 * .803** 13 * .340**nal Exhaustion 

* ificant level; **p < 0.01 extra  significant level; *** p < 0.001 absolutely significant lp < 0.05 sign ordinary evel 
 
Tab  on t ion  emotional  the spec e asp otional 
exh

le 3. Abstract of the analysis he correlat between labor and trum of th ects of em
austion (N=353) 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

1. Spectrum of Emotional Labor         

2. Basic Emotional Expression  0.839 **       

.501 ** .528 ** 

.110* .114 * 

.412 ** .222 * 

3. Surface Acting  0.751 ** 0.625 **      

4. Deep Acting  0.765 ** 0 0     

5. Multiformity  0.338 ** 0.032 0 0    

6. Interaction  0.729 ** 0.624 ** 0.416 ** 0 0   

7.Entire Level of Emotional Exhaustion 0.256 * 0.138** 0.138** 0.371 * -0.055 0.211**  

Data source: Integrated by this research; * P<0.05; ** P le

 

was m
ants. Additionally, the emotional exhaustion of flight 

at

than among those who had graduated 
fr

d fewer 
th

 the overall level of emotional labor than did 
fli

expressed by those with an average salary of 
NTD80-90,000. Feelings of engaging in deep acting were 
stronger among flight attendants with an average salary 

kground variables, are both par-
tia

 the elements of emotional labor, only 
de

<0.01 (Sing  tail) 

Marriage: The deep acting of single flight attendants 
ore pronounced than that of married flight atten-

d
tendants who selected the term “other” to describe their 

marital status was stronger than that reported by married 
flight attendants. 

Educational background: The feeling of emotional 
exhaustion among flight attendants who had masters de-
grees was greater 

om high school, junior college, or college. 
Service years: Flight attendants who had served for 

three to seven years reported stronger feelings of emo-
tional exhaustion than did those who had serve

an three years. Correlatively, the feeling of emotional 
exhaustion reported by flight attendants who had served 
more than 15 years was more pronounced than that re-
ported by flight attendants who had served for three to 
11years. 

Average salary: Flight attendants with an average sal-
ary of NTD90-100,000 expressed more marked feelings 
regarding

ght attendants with an average salary of NTD60-90,000. 
Feelings regarding the basic emotional expression ex-
pected of flight attendants with an average salary of 
NTD90-100,000, in turn, were more marked than those 

of NTD90-100 than among those whose average salary 
was less than NTD60,000. Finally, feelings about emo-
tional exhaustion expressed by flight attendants whose 
average salary was NTD90-100,000 were stronger than 
those reported by flight attendants with an average salary 
of less than NTD60,000, and those with an average salary 
of NTD60-90,000. 

In combination, these results indicate that flight atten-
dants from different backgrounds have significantly dif-
ferent experiences regarding emotional labor and emo-
tional exhaustion. Thus, Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2, 
which posited that existence of such differences in ex-
perience based on bac

lly supported. 
Referring to Table 3, the measure of overall emotional 

labor showed a significant positive correlation with each 
element (P<0.01) within the emotional labor measure, 
and the score for overall emotional labor showed a sig-
nificant positive correlation with emotional exhaustion 
(p<0.05). Among

ep acting showed a significant positive correlation with 
emotional exhaustion (p<0.05). The other elements did 
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Table 4. Abstract of the stepwise multiple regression analysis on each aspect of emotional labor for emotional exhaustion 
(N=353) 

 

Selective Sequence of R2 after 
Variables 

Multiple Correlation 
Coefficient (R) 

Determination Original Regression Standardized Regression
F Value

Coefficient (R )2 Regulation Coefficient (β) Coefficient 

Intercept (Constant Term)     2.526  

Deep Acting 0.371 0.137 0.135 5

Multiformity 0.383 0.147 0.142 30.141*** -0.081 -0.099* 

5.871*** 0.380 0.382*** 

*p < 0.05 significant level; *** p < 0.001 absolutely significant level 

 
not re ance. The correlations am these 

ificant positive correlation with each element of emo-

relation with over-
al

abor) predicted criterion variables in the re-
gr

r can be described 
rt scale, with the average score being 
ttendants’ average feeling about the 

t a had fa ce contact with clients, and 
had conversations for longer periods, and with higher 
frequency. Therefore, flight attendants are also first-line 
service people in the airline industry [1]. Adleman’s re-

 
fe

s have deeper feelings 

ach signific ong 
perspectives are described as follows: 

The score for overall emotional labor showed a sig-
n
tional labor (P<0.01). Furthermore, overall emotional 
labor showed a significant positive cor

l emotional exhaustion (p<0.01). Among the elements 
of emotional labor, only multiformity failed to show a 
significant correlation with emotional exhaustion ( r = 
-0.055, p=0.15>0.05); the other elements of emotional 
labor all showed significant correlations with emotional 
exhaustion. Finally, the overall measure of emotional 
labor showed a significant positive correlation with the 
overall measure of emotional exhaustion. Thus, Hypothe-
sis 3, which predicted just such a relationship, was also 
supported. 

Referring to the stepwise multiple regression analysis 
shown in Table 4, the two perspectives labeled deep act-
ing and multiformity (from among the five elements of 
emotional l

ession model. The multiple correlation coefficient, R, 
was 0.383, and its united explanation variance was 0.147, 
indicating that these two variables explain 14.7% of the 
entire emotional exhaustion measure. Referring to the 
results above, deep acting and multiformity have signifi-
cant positive and negative predictive capability for emo-
tional exhaustion, respectively. Therefore, Hypothesis 4, 
which posited that flight attendants’ emotional labor 
would have a significant predictive effect on emotional 
exhaustion, was also partly supported. 

4. Conclusions 

Referring to Table 1, it appears that domestic flight at-
tendants’ feelings about emotional labo
using a 5-point Like
4.15. Thus, flight a
role of emotional labor in their lives is moderately strong. 
This result indicates that flight attendants can be classi-
fied as workers who engage in a high level of emotional 
labor. Regarding feelings about various forms of emo-
tional labor, the element of emotional labor having to do 
with interaction showed the strongest effect in the present 
findings. Compared to colleagues in other departments, 

search [18] mentioned that worker performance and sat-
isfaction were lower among those engaging in high levels 
of emotional labor than among workers with less emo-
tional labor. High levels of emotional labor can easily 
generate feelings of unhappiness, lack of self-respect, and 
depression. Therefore, aviation management organiza-
tions must consider whether long-term emotional labor 
will have negative emotional effects on flight attendants. 

Flight attendants’ feelings about emotional exhaustion 
can also be described using a 5-point Likert scale, with an 
average score of 3.81. This indicates that, on average, 
flight attendants in this study experienced a moderate 
level of emotional exhaustion. More specifically, exami-
nation of the detailed questions regarding emotional ex-
haustion revealed that the highest average score was 
given to the statement, “The whole work day makes me

fligh ttendants ce to fa

el tired.” this was followed in importance by the state-
ment, “My work makes me feel tired emotionally.” Thus, 
most flight attendants reported that they felt tired when 
working for a long period of time. This research high-
lights the consequences of the tiring nature of flight at-
tendants’ working environment. Take offs and landings 
are frequent for domestic airlines, which means that flight 
attendants must repeatedly provide customer service. 
Thus, it is easy for flight attendants to feel that their work 
is dull and repetitive. Flight attendants serving interna-
tional airline routes have to face a variety of passengers 
with distinctive needs; thus, the company is stricter about 
the entire range of services. All of these factors contrib-
ute to flight attendants’ feelings of exhaustion when 
working for a long period of time. 

Referring to Table 2, findings addressing differences 
among flight attendants with different background vari-
ables and the relationships of these variables to emotional 
labor and emotional exhaustion indicate that all back-
ground variables play a role. Relationships between emo-
tional labor and variables of age, marital status, service 
years, and average salary all reached significance. Flight 
attendants with longer service year
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out emotional labor. This may be because service year 
is directly related to a particular level of customer service.
New attendants may mainly serve in economy class, 
those with intermediate service years may serve business 
class, and those with the most service years may work in 
first class. Because the passengers in first class have high 
social status, the flight attendants must be especially at-
tentive; they have to concentrate on their movements, 
emotional expressions, and so on. Therefore, we suggest 
that this is the reason that flight attendants with longer 
service years have deeper levels of emotional labor. 

For feelings of emotional exhaustion among flight at-
tendants with different population backgrounds, relation-
ships between emotional exhaustion and the population 
variables of age, marital status, educational background, 
service years, and average salary all achieved signifi-
cance. As regards educational background, our findings 
indicate that the higher the educational background of the 
flight attendant, the higher are the requirements for their 
w

 
[2]

ork performance. Cordes and Dougherty [10] pointed 
out that high work achievement motivation and serious 
attention to work can result in high stress and can easily 
generate emotional exhaustion. 

For the relationship between domestic flight atten-
dants’ emotional labor and emotional exhaustion, overall 
emotional labor scores showed a significant positive cor-
relation with emotional exhaustion. This means that the 
stronger the feelings about emotional labor, the higher the 
emotional exhaustion. As regards the predictive effect on 
emotional exhaustion of the various elements of emo-
tional labor, deep acting had the strongest value for pre-
dicting emotional exhaustion. This means that the 
stronger the feeling about emotional labor, the higher the 
level of emotional exhaustion. In particular, when flight 
attendants realize that the company always responds to 
customer complaints by supporting the client rather than 
the employee, the degree of deep acting is likely to in-
crease. Therefore, airlines should consider carefully how 
to decrease their employees’ feeling that they must en-
gage in deep acting; they should also consider more 
carefully their treatment of employees, and whether they 
should be more understanding and tolerant of employees. 
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ABSTRACT 

The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been controversially discussed for over 50 years. Conse-
quently, a wide variety of definitions and understandings of CSR have been developed throughout the decades. That has 
made it increasingly hard, or not to say impossible, to agree on a common perception of CSR. Concerning the various 
notions of CSR, four core controversies can be identified which revolve around certain elements of CSR: First of all, 
there is the underlying question if CSR is the business of business or if it is none of its business as Friedman has fa-
mously argued. Second, should CSR contain legal obligations or is it a purely voluntary concept and, thus, ethical in 
nature? Strongly connected to that is the third controversy on whether CSR should be self-serving or if it has to be 
purely altruistic. Finally, there is widespread disagreement on the scope of CSR. Does it have a local, commu-
nity-oriented focus or should it address concerns of a wider geographical scope? These controversies are analyzed and 
discussed here with the aim of developing a definition of CSR that does not remain confined to the academic world. 
 
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Citizenship, Corporate Social Performance, Corporate Com-

munity Involvement 

1. Introduction 

While the idea that businesses should voluntarily con-
tribute to the well-being of the communities where they 
operate dates back far into the 19th century, the scientific 
discussion of that phenomenon began in the 1930s. E.M. 
Dodd [1] and Chester Barnard [2] asked whether the ex-
ecutives of large corporations had an obligation to soci-
ety extending beyond daily business. Theodore Kreps [3] 
even developed a framework for measuring the social 
involvement of businesses in his widely regarded book 
Measurement of the Social Performance of Business. The 
key term “social responsibility” was finally introduced in 
1953 by Howard Bowen in his path-breaking work So-
cial Responsibilities of the Businessman [4]. Aside from 
being the first to use the term, Bowen extensively elabo-
rated on the subject and thus can be called “the father of 
corporate social responsibility” [5]. 

Today, more than 50 years after its introduction by 

Bowen1, “corporate social responsibility” (CSR) has be-
come a highly popular term among scholars and practi-
tioners alike. However, with the increasing usage and an 
ever growing number of publications, the meaning of the 
term has become increasingly blurred. In this context, it 
deserves mentioning that already in 1975 the Handbook 
of Corporate Social Responsibility remarked: “It seems 
that everyone has his/her own definitions for terms like 
[...] Corporate Social Responsibility, Public Affairs, 
Community Relations, Urban Affairs and Corporate Re-
sponsibility” [6]. The intensifying discussion among aca-
demics, especially in the 1990s, has not lead to any more 
clarity of the meaning of “corporate social responsibil-
ity.” Consequently, the World Business Council for Sus-
tainable Development – a CEO-led, global association of 
more than 200 multinational companies – observed that 
“no universally acceptable definition of CSR exists” and 
that the “lack of an all-embracing definition” [7] will 
most likely persist. 

1It must be noted that Bowen only used the term “social responsibility,” 
but exclusively applied it to corporations. Therefore, the introduction 
of the concept of “corporate social responsibility” can be attributed to 
him. 

This lack of consistency can mainly be attributed to 
three reasons. First, scholars from very different fields – 
business, economics, law, sociology, philosophy, and 
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even theology – have become increasingly interested in 
CSR. Inevitably, a coherent scientific discussion has be-
come more difficult since different understandings, aims 
and research methods frequently collide. Second, many 
related terms have been created over the decades which 
sometimes serve as synonyms and at other times they 
describe different concepts. Among the most widely used 
are: corporate societal responsibility, corporate citizen-
ship, corporate social responsiveness, business ethics, 
sustainable development, triple bottom-line, and corpo-
rate community involvement. Although many more could 
be mentioned, it should be remarked that next to CSR, 
corporate citizenship (CC) without question has become 
the most popular among scientists and practitioners alike. 
Third and most important, the understanding of CSR is 
inevitably based on an underlying view of what role 
businesses play or should play in society and how they 
can fulfill that role. With diverging core conceptions of 
the business-society relationship, the understanding of 
CSR will automatically vary, too. 

In order to understand the different notions and defini-
tions of corporate social responsibility it is necessary to 
look at their development over the course of time in a 
first step. Here, related concepts, especially CC, will be 
taken into account as well, because they reflect different 
approaches taken by scholars and practitioners. In a sec-
ond step, the central controversies on the meaning of 
CSR will be isolated and discussed with regard to what 
they imply for businesses. This serves as a basis for the 
development of a definition of CSR that is applicable for 
businesses. As long as definitions and concepts of CSR 
remain mostly abstract and thus confined to the academic 
discussion, they are hardly useful in the long run and do 
not contribute to what all of them actually demand: the 
obligation of corporations to take on social responsibili-
ties. 

2. The Evolution of CSR Rhetoric Since 1953 

When Howard Bowen provided a first vague definition 
of CSR in 1953, he stated that it “refers to the obligations 
of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those 
decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are 
desirable in terms of the objectives and values of our 
society” [4]. Although Bowen’s definition is abstract in 
the sense that it is hardly possible to determine the objec-
tives and values of any society, he leaves no doubt that 
businessmen have an obligation to consider social objec-
tives and values when they make decisions. Ten years 
later, Joseph McGuire argued in the same vein, although 
he did not refer to individual “businessmen” any longer, 
but regarded the corporation as a whole: “The idea of 
social responsibilities supposes that the corporation has 
not only economic and legal obligations but also certain 

responsibilities to society which extend beyond these 
obligations” [8]. While McGuire is more precise than 
Bowen in describing social responsibilities as extending 
beyond economic and legal obligations, he, too, assumes 
that a corporation has these obligations per se. This as-
sumption can also be seen in a definition by Clarence 
Walton, which takes managers as individuals into ac-
count as well as the corporation as a whole: “The new 
concept of social responsibility recognizes the intimacy 
of the relationships between the corporation and society 
and realizes that such relationships must [my emphasis] 
be kept in mind by top managers as the corporation and 
the related groups pursue their respective goals” [9]. 

It is remarkable that all the early thinkers on CSR took 
for granted that corporations have certain social respon-
sibilities and none of them spent considerable time to 
discuss that assumption. The first one to do so was Mil-
ton Friedman in 1970 in his now famous essay “The So-
cial Responsibility of Business is to Increase Its Profits,” 
in which he vigorously denied any such responsibilities. 
Friedman argued that corporations are “artificial per-
sons” [10] and thus cannot assume moral responsibility 
for what they do. Moreover, he stated that it is the sole 
obligation of managers to increase the wealth of the 
shareholders as it is their money they administer. Finally, 
he saw the social involvement of corporations as a viola-
tion of the government’s exclusive jurisdiction for social 
affairs. 

Nevertheless, it must be noted that Friedman did not 
condemn social activities by a corporation as long as they 
were aimed at improving the corporation’s image in or-
der to increase its sales and profits. This, however, would 
have to be counted as “window dressing” [10] and could 
not be classified as CSR according to Friedman, because 
he saw CSR based upon an altruistic and ethical founda-
tion. This perception of CSR was by no means unique 
and reflects the dominant view on CSR in the late 60s 
and 70s. It was no coincidence that Friedman wrote his 
essay at a time when ideas of the “New Left” enjoyed 
widespread popularity and the American public became 
increasingly sceptic about large corporations [11]. He 
was very aware of that notion and observed a “present 
climate of opinion, with a wide spread aversion to ‘capi-
talism,’ ‘profits,’ ‘the soulless corporation’ and so on” 
[10]. This aversion would eventually lead to the public 
demand that corporations should contribute more to the 
social well-being because of a moral obligation to do so. 
In 1975, the Handbook of Corporate Social Responsibil-
ity also illustrated this view of CSR: “‘Corporate Social 
Responsibility’ seems to be the most favored term among 
reformers who use it as a moralistic rallying post. 
Anti-reform conservatives feel this generic icon smacks 
of do-goodism, and thus has no relationship to the 
hard-nosed profit motive of business” [6]. 
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The notion that CSR includes ethical responsibilities 
was cemented by Carroll’s “Four-Part Model of Corpo-
rate Social Responsibility” from 1979, which probably 
has become “the most established and accepted model of 
CSR” [12]. He stated that the social responsibility of 
business “encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and 
discretionary expectations that society has of organiza-
tions at a given point in time” [13]. Carroll later revised 
this definition slightly and replaced “discretionary ex-
pectations” with the term “philanthropic” [14]. Finally, 
intending to use a more pragmatic language, he once 
again revised his definition: “The CSR firm should strive 
to make a profit, obey the law, be ethical, and be a good 
corporate citizen” [14]. 

That rephrased definition is interesting in the respect 
that “being a good corporate citizen” becomes equal 
with “philanthropy,” replacing it in the definition. 
Therefore, Carroll’s concept of CC is a very narrow 
one, basically reducing it to “corporate giving.” Thus, it 
is no surprise that practitioners came to prefer this lim-
ited and easy approach to CC over the “ethically and 
morally loaded” idea of CSR. Until today, CSR has car-
ried the notion of being a concept which assumes an 
ethical obligation of businesses to “do good” without 
pursuing a material self-interest. Some scholars have 
even come to regard socially responsible behavior as 
the primary objective of business: “Finally, assuming 
that a business firm has enhanced socially responsible 
discretion, obeyed society’s major ethical principles, 
and followed the law, then the firm is responsible for 
producing and distributing goods and services, en-
hancing shareholder wealth [...]” [15]. 

Moreover, in comparison to CSR, CC did not empha-
size the responsibilities of corporations one-sidedly, but 
also implied rights that emerge from the status as a citi-
zen. It also did not demand that CC had to be of an altru-
istic nature. Instead, it assumed that the social activities 
of a business would be expanded if a business profited 
from them, because that way a lasting and structured 
engagement was guaranteed. In this context, Wood and 
Logsdon correctly observe that CC stresses a “ ‘give- 
back’ and ‘tit-for-tat’ grounding” which “does not re-
quire any philosophy nor deep thinking,” while CSR has 
a strong “moral grounding” and “a ‘Sixties-liberal’ ori-
entation” [16]. 

However, the notion that CC is of a purely pragmatic 
nature without an ethical foundation has increasingly 
been challenged since the turn of the century. In 2001, 
David Birch noted that “corporate citizenship is not sim-
ply about philanthropy, corporate generosity, business 
community partnerships, executive leasing to community 
organizations, cause-related marketing, good causes and 
so on (though these may well be some of the concrete 
realizations of corporate social responsibility)  it is 

about a changing business ethos” [17]. Definitions such 
as these [18,19], stressing a moral component of CC, 
have made it increasingly hard to differentiate between 
CSR and CC. Although CC was originally invented to 
express a distinction from CSR, a trend has become ob-
servable during the last decade that emphasizes a 
moral-ethical component of CC. Consequentially, CC 
and CSR are increasingly used interchangeably. Maignan, 
Ferrell and Hult, for example, recently defined CC as 
“the extent to which businesses meet the economic, legal, 
ethical, and discretionary responsibilities placed on them 
by their various stakeholders” [20], which is almost iden-
tical to how Carroll had defined CSR thirty years ago. 
For good reason, Matten and Crane [21] thus speak of an 
“equivalent view” of CSR and CC that today can fre-
quently be found among academics and practitioners. 

The more traditional view of seeing CC as corporate 
giving or philanthropy, which Matten and Crane refer to 
as “limited view of CC,” has become less popular among 
academics and practitioners alike. Although mere corpo-
rate giving is easy to handle and does not require an 
elaborate strategy or long term involvement, executives 
have become less favorable towards it, because it does 
not contain concepts of how corporations can actually 
benefit from this form of social responsibility. Instead, 
more and more businesses are trying to implement di-
verse forms of social activities into their business strat-
egy. This is why the Center for Corporate Citizenship at 
Boston College has defined CC as “the business strategy 
that shapes the values underpinning a company’s mission 
and the choices made each day by its executives, manag-
ers and employees as they engage with society” [22]. 
This clearly emphasizes the notion that CC should 
self-serve businesses and does not have to be altruistic by 
any means. The idea that businesses and society can both 
benefit from social activities at the same time has been 
expressed most clearly by Windsor: “Although corporate 
citizenship embeds older traditions of corporate social 
responsibility and responsiveness, fundamentally it crafts 
an instrumental, self-serving view of the relationship 
between business and society” [23]. 

Although one might assume that executives today 
would thus exclusively prefer the term “corporate citi-
zenship” over the moralistic “corporate social responsi-
bility”, this is not the case. While it is true that the term 
CC was mainly coined by practitioners to express a dis-
tinction from CSR, the latter term is still being used 
prominently by many corporations to describe their so-
cial activities. It comes as no surprise that empirical re-
search has shown that executives remain uncertain about 
what the terms actually mean and that they find it hard to 
differentiate between them [24]. Although there is a vivid 
academic discussion about the different potential mean-
ings of CC and CSR [16,21,25] , in the executive world 
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both terms are being used to describe the same ideas and 
forms of activity. 

However, regardless of the term that is being applied, 
the core controversies that surround CSR or CC are iden-
tical and shall be addressed in the next chapter. Paying 
tribute to the facts that there is no established differentia-
tion between CSR and CC and that both are used syn-
onymously by many scholars and businesses to describe 
the same phenomena, an equivalent view is taken here. 
Thus, for reasons of simplicity, only the expression CSR 
will be applied in the following. 

3. Core Controversies on CSR 

Beginning with Friedman’s essay in 1970, a vivid dis-
cussion on the characteristics of CSR has erupted. Four 
central controversies can be determined in this context: 
 Should businesses take over social responsibilities 

or is that none of their “business”? 
 Assuming that they have social responsibilities, 

should there be legal obligations to enforce CSR or is it a 
concept that is of voluntary nature and may be built on a 
moral foundation? Does CSR also contain an economic 
responsibility towards society? 
 Strongly connected to the dispute on its voluntary 

character is the question, if CSR should be free of 
self-interest or if it may serve the aims of businesses as 
well? 
 Finally, there is dispute on the scope of CSR? 

Should CSR activities be targeted only at the local envi-
ronment of a business or should they be of a broader 
scope and address more general problems?  

The debate on these central controversies among 
scholars as well as practitioners is addressed in the fol-
lowing chapters and the implications that the different 
views have for businesses are discussed. 

3.1 Is CSR the Business of Business? 

As mentioned above, in the 50s and 60s the notion be-
came popular, at least among scholars, that businesses 
and executives should take over social responsibilities. In 
the 70s, Friedman was the first to challenge that percep-
tion. It is interesting to note that today, almost 40 years 
after Friedman’s famous essay was published, the per-
ception that businesses should act socially responsible 
remains once again largely unquestioned in the academic 
world. Not only that; most scholars take a certain social 
responsibility for granted and do not spend any time or 
word in their publications to address the important ques-
tion if businesses can really be assumed to carry that kind 
of responsibility. The opponents of CSR, who are very 
few in number today, still mostly refer to Friedman’s 
arguments that businesses should act not socially respon-
sible because of three reasons. First, they are artificial 

persons who cannot be held morally responsible. Second, 
the managers as agents have to exclusively serve the 
shareholders as principals and increase their wealth. CSR 
is adverse to that mission as it solely causes costs which 
reduce profits. Third, the maintenance and regulation of 
the social system is solely the job of the government. 

Although Friedman certainly makes important points, 
there are several arguments that can be held against him. 
First of all, the assumption that businesses as artificial 
actors cannot be held morally responsible because all 
decisions connected to them are made by individuals is 
an oversimplification. One could argue that although 
decisions in a business are being made by individuals, it 
is still the business that is held legally responsible for the 
outcome of the decisions most of the time. Hence, if 
businesses can take legal responsibility for actions initi-
ated by individuals, why should they not be able to take 
moral responsibility as well? Moreover, all businesses 
have a certain structure and culture as well as superordi-
nate goals that transcend individual decision-making. 
They provide a framework to which all individuals 
within the business are bound and establish “an explicit 
or implicit purpose” [12] for their decisions. Therefore, 
businesses also carry a moral responsibility for the deci-
sions that are made by individuals within this framework. 

The second argument and underlying perception that 
CSR inevitably increases costs and reduces profits 
dominated the CSR discussion for a long time. In 1972, 
Manne and Wallich even argued that business expendi-
tures could only be counted as socially responsible, if 
they produced lower profits than alternative investments 
which paid no attention to CSR [26]. One year earlier, 
Johnson had argued that only businesses which had al-
ready met their economic goals would set aside money 
for CSR [27]. This so called “lexicographic” view of 
CSR also implied that CSR was a financial burden. This 
notion slowly began to change with Drucker’s argument 
that profitability could not only be maintained despite 
CSR activities, but that it could actually be increased, 
because CSR creates new opportunities for businesses. 
According to him, social problems should be seen as 
chances for new fields of activity and thus be turned into 
profits [28]. Drawing on that idea, scholars set out to 
develop theories on how to integrate CSR activities into 
the business strategy [29,30]. 

Over the decades, numerous studies have also been 
conducted to examine the relation between corporate 
financial performance (CFP) and corporate social per-
formance (CSP). The latter concept had already been 
developed in the 1970s [13,31] and was refined in the 
1980s and 1990s. It tried to offer a framework for execu-
tives how to first implement and then measure the out-
comes of CSR. In 1994, Wood defined CSP accordingly 
as “a business organization’s configuration of principles 
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of social responsibility, processes of social responsive-
ness, and policies, programs, and observable outcomes as 
they relate to the firm’s societal relationships” [15]. The 
concept of CSP – just as CSR – has also suffered from 
inconsistencies and very diverging understandings of it. 
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that studies which 
examine the relation between CSP and CFP come to 
highly different conclusions. In 1999, Roman et al. con-
ducted a meta-survey of 52 studies and found that 33 
suggested a positive relationship between CSP and CFP, 
14 found no effect and five found that CSP negatively 
affects CFP [32]. This rather positive overall conclusion 
could not be fully affirmed by a meta-analysis of Mahon 
and Griffin [33]. Of the 62 studies they evaluated, 33 
found a positive correlation, nine no correlation at all, 
and 20 a negative one. It is interesting to note that all 
authors observed a highly heterogeneous understanding 
of CSR and CSP throughout the studies they examined, 
which makes valid comparisons nearly impossible. 

Nevertheless, despite the varying understanding dis-
played in the individual studies, more than half in both 
meta-analyses found CSR to increase financial perform-
ance. Therefore, Friedman’s assumption that CSR meas-
ures would inevitably decrease profitability cannot be 
maintained, which makes his second argument obsolete. 
Moreover, it cannot only be argued that CSR activities 
are likely to increase profitability, it can also be brought 
forward that not to act socially responsible might de-
crease profitability. Consumers have come to expect that 
businesses “behave” accordingly and retaliate with pro-
tests and boycotts if they do not: Exxon, e.g., had to face 
extensive consumer boycotts when it refused to sign the 
Kyoto Protocol; Nike experienced declining sales when 
its employment of childhood labor in Asia became public; 
and consumers avoided Shell gas stations when the 
company intended to sink its swimming oil tank “Brent 
Spar” into the North Sea instead of having it dismantled 
on shore. The latter case is especially interesting since 
Shell had acquired all necessary permission for deep sea 
disposal and thus would not have acted illegally. How-
ever, alarmed by Greenpeace activists, the public did not 
consider mere compliance with legal norms to be suffi-
cient and eventually forced Shell, which at the same time 
experienced a sharp drop in sales and share prices [34], 
to abandon its plans. 

The public has come to expect businesses to do more 
than to simply act accordingly to the laws. While legal 
compliance is sine qua non, it alone is not sufficient any 
more in times when consumers believe that businesses 
are more than mere providers of goods and jobs. This 
leads us to Friedman’s third argument against CSR, 
which was based on the assumption that it is the gov-
ernment’s exclusive duty to provide and regulate the so-
cial system. Already at the time of publication, Fried-

man’s position did not reflect a dominant understanding 
that saw social support solely as any longer. The public, 
especially in the US, had already begun to articulate mis-
trust of businesses because of perceived “corporate 
greed” and demanded more social involvement [11]. To-
day, almost 40 years later, that notion has become even 
stronger as governments are increasingly unable to solve 
social or ecological problems. With rising government 
debt, a smaller and smaller portion of the budget remains 
available for social spending, the rest flows into prede-
termined or mandatory spending, especially debt service 
[35]. Therefore, governments have to rely more on more 
upon private actors to take over social responsibilities in 
order to provide certain services and support for those in 
need. Friedman’s argument that the social system should 
be the responsibility of the government only thus has 
become obsolete, as governments in most industrialized 
nations are no longer able to carry that responsibility 
alone. 

Overall, Friedman’s core argument that the “social re-
sponsibility of business is to increase its profits” cannot 
be maintained. Businesses can very well be considered to 
be moral actors that can assume social responsibility. 
That in turn does not automatically decrease their profits; 
quite the contrary is the case: the negligence to act so-
cially responsible is often sanctioned by the public 
through protests and boycotts leading to reduced reve-
nues. The public has come to expect businesses to be 
socially engaged as governments cannot shoulder social 
responsibility on their own any longer. 

The question which inevitably arises in the govern-
mental context is whether CSR should be enforced upon 
businesses through legal provisions or if it is a concept 
that is built upon voluntary participation. 

3.2 CSR – Economic and Legal Obligation or 
Voluntary Involvement? 

The term “CSR” by itself does not allow any conclusions 
if the corresponding action has to be voluntary in nature 
or if it has to be enforced legally. Social responsibility 
can either be assumed voluntarily or because of legal 
provisions. 

Until today, many authors have followed Bowen’s 
original idea that CSR was primarily a voluntary concept. 
That perception was most clearly expressed by McGuire 
in 1963: “The idea of social responsibilities supposes that 
the corporation has not only economic and legal obliga-
tions but also certain responsibilities to society which 
extend beyond these obligations” [8]. McGuire assumes 
corporations to have certain economic and legal respon-
sibilities, he emphasizes the “responsibilities to society 
which extend beyond these obligations.” That would lead 
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to the conclusion that economic and legal obligations are 
a part of CSR and can be regarded as its foundation, with 
a voluntary or discretionary component resulting from a 
moral or ethical obligation on top. In 1991, Carroll ex-
pressed this perception in his “Pyramid of CSR,” which 
was based on his definition of 1979: “The social respon-
sibility of business encompasses the economic, legal, 
ethical, and discretionary expectations that society has of 
organizations at a given point in time” [14]. 

At times, the necessity to include economic and legal 
obligations in a definition of CSR is questioned because 
these obligations could be taken for granted. The eco-
nomic responsibility to be profitable can indeed be as-
sumed, otherwise, a business will not be able to exist in a 
free market economy in the long run – unless it was 
heavily subsidized. The legal responsibility to obey the 
law is another story since businesses may very well 
benefit from not acting in accordance with the laws. One 
must only think of the corporate scandals in the first half 
of this decade, when companies profited from fraudulent 
accounting and false balance sheets. In reaction, tighter 
legal standards were enforced upon the corporations 
since the voluntary commitments made by industry 
groups obviously fell short. 

Therefore, law abidance must be considered a vital 
element of CSR. However, this must not lead to the dan-
gerous notion that merely obeying rules and regulations 
is sufficient. Without a voluntary component, the concept 
of CSR becomes obsolete. While certain legal standards 
are inevitable and necessary, the “added value” of CSR 
results from the voluntary involvement of businesses. 
They can decide best how and where to become active in 
the most efficient manner. Let us look at an example 
where a group of businesses decides to support the con-
struction of a new playground in their neighborhood. One 
might argue that this construction could simply be fi-
nanced by raising taxes or other levies and thus resolve 
social problems through governmental action. However, 
higher taxes might drive companies out of business that 
are not highly profitable or force them to lay off workers. 
Other might consider relocating their facilities. Moreover, 
politicians might be less inclined to raise taxes out of fear 
to lose the next election, and thus the necessary govern-
mental funds are missing. Instead, a voluntary and dis-
cretionary approach can provide businesses with a vari-
ety of ways to contribute: A real-estate firm could set 
aside a lot which it owns; a construction company could 
provide workers or machinery which might be less bur-
densome for it than making a cash donation, while the 
contribution to the success of the project might be equal; 
and a law firm, for example, can give one of its lawyers 
some time off to take care of the necessary administrative 
procedures. 

Furthermore, we must keep in mind that not all prob-
lems, of whatever kind they may be, can be solved 
through legal provisions. This would lead to an excessive 
legislative process creating a bloated and non-transparent 
body of regulation. Automatically, such a regulatory ap-
proach would create enormous costs for the development 
of the norms by governmental institutions and later for 
the businesses which have to comply with them. 

Although it is evidently impossible to tackle all social 
problems through legal provisions, the effectiveness of 
voluntary approaches was doubted for a long time. Espe-
cially in the 70s and 80s, it was argued that reliance on 
the voluntary involvement of businesses as a part of CSR 
was naive because in the hard-nosed world of business, 
companies would and should not do anything which did 
not serve their interests unless it was required by the law 
[10]. This belief was strongly linked to the perception of 
CSR as – aside from its obligatory component – a con-
cept that was altruistic and not self-serving in nature. But 
can businesses really be assumed to make meaningful 
social contributions if they do not receive anything in 
return? 

3.3 Altruism or Self-Interest? 

The early concepts of CSR developed by scholars like 
Bowen, Frederick or McGuire were normative in nature. 
From corporations they demanded social involvement 
which was motivated by the realization of an ethical re-
sponsibility and not by the pursuit of self-interests. This 
in turn did not mean the violation of economic principles 
to them, but the guarantee to reach a higher level of eco-
nomic welfare for society as a whole. Frederick under-
lined this approach in 1960: 

“Businessmen should oversee the operations of an 
economic system that fulfils the expectations of the pub-
lic. And this means in turn that the economy’s means of 
production should be employed in such a way that pro-
duction and distribution should enhance total socio- 
economic welfare. 

Social responsibility in the final analysis implies a 
public posture toward society’s economic and human 
resources and a willingness to see that those resources 
are used for broad social ends and not simply for the 
narrowly circumscribed interests of private persons and 
firms” [36]. 

Ten years later, as already indicated, Friedman was the 
first to prominently challenge this position by stating that 
businesses had no social responsibilities as demanded by 
Bowen and his companions. To him, their concepts of 
CSR were pure socialism: 

“The businessmen believe they are defending free en-
terprise when they declaim that business is not concerned 
‘merely’ with profit but also with promoting desirable 
‘social’ ends; that business has a ‘social conscience’ and 
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takes seriously its responsibilities for providing employ-
ment, eliminating discrimination, avoiding pollution and 
whatever else may be the catchwords of the contempo-
rary crop of reformers. In fact they are – or would be if 
anyone took them seriously – preaching pure and un-
adulterated socialism. Businessmen who talk this way are 
unwilling puppets of the intellectual forces that have 
been undermining the basis of a free society these past 
decades [10].” 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that Friedman did 
not object against the social involvement of businesses as 
long as they profited from it: “This is one way for a cor-
poration to generate goodwill as a by-product of expen-
ditures that are entirely justified in its own self-interest” 
[10]. Such measures, however, could not be counted as 
CSR in Friedman’s eyes, which to him only became a 
pretence for activities that were undertaken to foster the 
public perception of a company: “Of course, in practice 
the doctrine of social responsibility is frequently a cloak 
for actions that are justified on other grounds rather than 
a reason for those actions” [10]. 

With regard to terminology, this leads to the paradox 
situation that social involvement – in the eyes of Fried-
man – is desirable if it benefits business, but when it does, 
it cannot be classified as CSR, because CSR demands an 
altruistic motivation. Now, one might certainly ask if this 
terminological skirmish is of any importance to those 
who profit from social activities by businesses. Does it 
matter to the hungry whether a company provides food 
out of selflessness or because it wants to improve its im-
age? 

It may very well be pointed out that unselfish in-
volvement is more efficient because it is focused on the 
needs of the recipients and does not have to be subordi-
nate to a company’s goals. But it can be countered that it 
is far more likely that companies get engaged on a larger 
scale if they benefit from their social involvement as well. 
Only this way it can be guaranteed that social activities 
are conducted permanently and in a structured, well de-
veloped manner, and not only punctually if the current 
financial situation permits it. 

While some business ethicists decline social activities 
driven by a self-serving intention as utilitarian exploita-
tion [15,37], from an economic point of view it makes no 
sense to demand that CSR has to be altruistic. Neverthe-
less, one should not automatically assume the pursuit of 
mere self-interest behind every social activity of a com-
pany, although it is certainly possible to make such an 
allegation in any case. If a company supports schools and 
universities, one could allege that it solely tries to ensure 
the availability of qualified workers in the future. If it 
builds recreational facilities for its employees, it could be 
argued that it only tries to maintain a healthy workforce. 
Finally, the intention to polish up one’s own reputation 

could always be insinuated.  
From an empirical point of view, corporate motives for 

social involvement are difficult or even impossible to 
examine [21]. While the true conviction to help people in 
need may indeed be the grounding for social activities in 
some cases, this motivation would be mentioned more 
often than self-interest if one did a survey among com-
panies, because everybody likes to presume to have acted 
unselfishly. 

Overall, the conclusion is that individual corporate and 
overall social benefits can go hand in hand and are not 
necessarily diametrical to each other. It is exactly this 
“give and take” which serves as a viable driving force for 
social activities by businesses. It makes sense to assume 
that this “tit-for-tat,” as Wood and Logsdon call it [16], 
should be one of the bases of CSR, but one must be 
aware that the understanding of CSR in many publica-
tions still is – resulting from the term’s history – a dif-
ferent one. There CSR is often perceived as an altruistic 
concept. This narrow perception, however, limits the 
advantages resulting from a broader understanding, 
which allows self-interest behind CSR: A business is 
getting involved and tackles certain social grievances, 
and it is rewarded by improving the environment where it 
does business and its public image.  

The final controversy that is to be addressed here is the 
scope and constitution of the business environment. 
Should CSR activities be narrow in scope and be targeted 
at the immediate environment of a business or should 
they be broader in nature and address more general 
problems? 

3.4 CSR – Local Community Involvement or 
Global Activism? 

Early definitions of CSR had left open the form and 
scope of engagement and remained rather vague as we 
have seen. Even later concepts that were specifically tar-
geted at businesses often were of an abstract nature, like 
the one provided by the Committee on Economic Devel-
opment (CED) from 1971 demonstrates. The CED used 
three concentric circles to explain CSR. The inner circle 
referred to economic tasks like providing jobs and goods 
and operating profitable. The second circle suggested 
that these economic aims must be pursued with sensitiv-
ity to changing social values and the social contract that 
exists between society and businesses. The outer circle 
emphasized the need to actively become involved in im-
proving the social environment [38]. Carroll, for good 
reason, referred to that latter part of the concept as 
“amorphous” [14], because it still remained vague. 

The lacking possibility to apply CSR and the abstract 
character of the respective definitions were major reasons 
for why the term “corporate citizenship” gained more 
prominence among practitioners as it emphasized prag-
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matic involvement in the local community. Wood and 
Logsdon thus have correctly observed that CSR articu-
lates a “broad concern for many issues and stakeholders, 
and for society at large,” while CC stresses a “narrow 
focus on local community and charity” [16]. Although 
definitions of CC have been increasingly widened 
[17,21,39] the term to many still has a more operable or 
“hands on” character and a local focus. 

Certainly, the problem resulting from the abstract and 
all-embracing character of CSR definitions is that it is 
“too broad in its scope to be relevant for organizations” 
[40]. Henderson argues in the same vein and finds that 
there is “no solid and well-developed consensus which 
provides a basis for action” [41]. Therefore, CSR might 
mean nothing to businesses because they simply do not 
know how to make it operable. 

Nevertheless, as tempting as a precise definition or 
concept may seem, there is a high risk of creating a 
framework that is far too rigid. First of all, as was shown 
above, the great strength of CSR lies in the fact that it 
gives businesses the possibility to become socially in-
volved in many different ways. Second, the scope of 
CSR activities can hardly be predetermined because they 
are different from business to business. A small manu-
facturing company that relies on employees, suppliers 
and buyers from a specific region will take a different 
approach than a multinational corporation, because it will 
not be able to afford meaningful CSR on an international 
scale and also would not benefit from it. 

With increasing globalization, however, it becomes 
harder and harder to precisely determine the business 
environment of a company. For many businesses, share-
holders as well as suppliers, buyers and other stake-
holders are distributed all over the globe, which would 
demand a concept of global CSR with specific national 
approaches as, e.g., legal obligations which have to be 
adhered to vary from country to country. 

This inevitably leads to a definitional dilemma. On the 
one hand, definitions regarding the form and scope of 
CSR should not be too abstract, but at the same time 
broad enough not to rule out potential forms of activity 
and also pay tribute to the individual possibilities of 
businesses and their varying business environments. 
The solution lies in considering the possibilities of busi-
nesses to become socially involved, which vary consid-
erably with regard to form and scope. The business en-
vironment – as the area where the stakeholders of a 
business are located – thus seems appropriate for de-
termining the geographic scope of CSR. Although it 
will not be possible for a business to identify all of its 
stakeholders [42], the identification of the most impor-
tant stakeholders provides businesses with a guideline on 
where to become active. 

4. Conclusion A Business-Oriented     
Definition of CSR 

From the examination of the central controversies on 
CSR, we can reach the following conclusions. First, CSR 
clearly is the business of business. Even when one as-
sumes that businesses cannot or should not take on mor-
ally grounded obligations, CSR still remains the business 
of business because of a self-serving, elementary neces-
sity. Not to act socially responsible is negatively re-
warded today and no company can afford to incur the 
risk of being labeled an irresponsible member of society. 
Nevertheless, it can be questioned if the term CSR still 
applies to the behavior of a company that only acts so-
cially responsible because of self-interest. The term itself 
undoubtedly carries a moral or ethical component, which, 
however, is of only limited importance to the practical 
outcome of CSR. It does not matter whether a business 
supports a social cause because of self-interest or be-
cause of a felt moral obligation as long as the support is 
of equal size and scope. There is only one solid argument 
for assuming an ethical foundation of CSR. Such an 
ethical basis will most likely lead a business to consider 
the social interests of its environment to a larger extend 
in relation to its own interests when planning CSR-ac-
tivities. Overall, independent from an ethical or a purely 
pragmatic perspective, CSR in any case is the business of 
business. 

Concerning the question whether CSR encompasses 
economic and legal obligations, it can be concluded from 
the deliberations above that both are fundamental for 
CSR. At first sight, the obligation to make responsible 
economic decisions could be regarded as redundant in a 
definition of CSR because it is a prerequisite for the 
permanent existence of a business in a free-market 
economy and thus could be taken for granted. However, 
businesses as members of a society also have the eco-
nomic obligation to provide goods and employment 
which constitutes a social responsibility at the same time. 
While the negligence of economic responsibilities is 
unlikely due to the negative consequences for a business 
itself, violations of legal obligations such as tax fraud or 
violations of environmental standards might consciously 
be made, especially when they are unlikely to be detected 
or can be covered up by bribery and corruption. In these 
cases, a business can profit, but the overall effects on 
society in sum will be negative. Therefore, legal obliga-
tions also must form part of the fundament of CSR. 

Despite its legal basis, CSR has to be understood as a 
mostly voluntary concept in order to provide an “added 
social value”. Mere compliance with legal obligations is 
not enough to tackle social problems which cannot be 
solved through regulatory measures alone. It is the 
strength of CSR that it gives businesses the possibility to 
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address such problems in their environment. In contrast 
to legal provisions, CSR can be especially effective due 
to its voluntary and discretionary component, because 
businesses can apply their unique resources to those 
problems where they can contribute most effectively. 
There- fore, a definition of CSR also has to consider that 
CSR works most effectively when businesses are given 
the possibility to take into account what kind of social 
involvement their own resources allow best. 

This also applies to the geographic scope of their so-
cial involvement. Businesses should be expected to prac-
tice social responsibility in the markets where they oper-
ate. This will match the resources that they have avail-
able and also guarantees that they become socially in-
volved in environments which they already know to a 
certain degree through their business activities. 

In return, businesses can also expect to benefit the 
most from CSR-activities in environments where their 
suppliers, customers, employees and other stakeholders 
are located. It makes no sense to demand that CSR has to 
be of altruistic or selfless nature. Only if businesses 
benefit themselves from CSR in return, their involvement 
will be permanent and meaningful. 

Taking these considerations into account, the follow-
ing business-oriented definition of CSR can be devel-
oped:  

“Corporate Social Responsibility encompasses the ad-
herence to fundamental economic and legal obligations 
which a business encounters in the environments where it 
operates as well as the responsibility to voluntarily con-
tribute to the social development of these environments 
in an adequate and structured manner that is in accor-
dance with the resources available to each business and 
the underlying business strategy.” 

This less abstract, geographically more focused and 
resource-oriented approach which gives room to a busi-
ness’s individual possibilities and goals is aimed at im-
proving the understanding, acceptance and applicability 
of a concept that often has remained too abstract and too 
“morally loaded” in theoretical disquisitions. As a con-
sequence, businesses have refrained from considering the 
implementation of comprehensive CSR-programs. How-
ever, the willingness to do so is a necessary and decisive 
factor in maintaining and improving the social welfare of 
nations in times when governments are less and less able 
to sustain that welfare on their own. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the advance of information technology, people could retrieve and manage their information more easily. However, 
the information users are still confused of information overloading problem. The recommendation system is designed 
based on personal preferences. It can recommend the fittest information to users, and it would help users to obtain in-
formation more conveniently and quickly. In our research, we design a recommendation system based on personal on-
tology and collaborative filtering technologies. Personal ontology is constructed by Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) 
algorithm and the collaborative filtering is design based on ontology similarity comparison among users. In order to 
evaluate the performance of our recommendation system, we have conducted an experiment to estimate the users’ sat-
isfaction of our experiment system. The results show that, combining collaborative filtering technology with FCA in a 
recommendation system can get better users’ satisfaction. 
 
Keywords: Document Recommendation System, Personal Ontology, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), Collaborative 

Filtering 

1. Introduction 

With the internet technology has been widely used in 
human life, huge amounts of websites have been built 
and updated every day. This phenomenon usually makes 
the internet users at a loss in such a huge amount of in-
formation, and this problem is known as “information 
overloading”. Furthermore, the information that hides in 
the databases is beyond the search engines’ reach. In this 
case, although many internet search engines are available, 
it is still useless to information users to find what they 
want. Therefore, many websites, such as Yahoo! news 
and Amazon online bookstores, launch their own rec-
ommendation service on their platforms. They hope their 
systems could recommend products or information to 
users automatically and help users to find what they are 
searching for more quickly. In advance, the recommen-
dation systems could even assist in answering to the po-
tential information in which the users are interested. 

Collaborative filtering technology is considered to be 
an effective way to solve the information overloading 
problem [1]. This technology mainly emphasizes on the 
cooperation between people. The system first collects the 
information of the users and then calculates the similari  

ties among the users. Through this way, the system could 
learn the preferences of every user and those preferences 
in common which could be recommended to the users. It 
will not only present the information that the users are 
interested in, but also some potential information that 
may surprise the users. Currently, some famous websites 
such as Amazon have adopted this technology. This 
shows that among these recommendation systems, col-
laborative filtering technology is relatively successful 
and most commonly used, as well as an excellent system 
used in electronic commerce [2–4]. 

Apart from helping finding the demanded information, 
the recommendation system aims to help the users to 
search with a faster speed and accuracy by constructing 
the shared documents and common preferences. It also 
makes the resources and services on the internet easier to 
access and share [5]. In this research, we integrate on-
tology and collaborative filtering to design a system to 
provide information recommendation service. We adopt 
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to construct a personal 
ontology to show the conceptual structure of personal 
preferences. FCA technology has been proved to be 
helpful in the development of ontology [6–10]. 
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This research is not only engaged in constructing a 
recommendation system which combines ontology with 
the collaborative filtering technology, but also compare 
the users’ satisfaction with the system without that tech-
nology. We have developed a prototype system and con-
ducted a laboratory experiment to evaluate the users’ 
satisfaction on different recommendation mechanism. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as the following. 
Section 2 reviews major literature concerning recom-
mendation systems, ontology and FCA. System architec-
ture and experiment design are shown in Section 3, and 
data analysis results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, 
implications and conclusions are described in Section 5. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Recommendation Systems 

At the present time, recommendation systems hold more 
extensive definitions. It can be used to describe personal 
recommendations from any system or direct the users to 
find interested or useful targets from multiple possible 
choices. In this information overloading era, the design 
and development of recommendation systems is virtually 
more attractive than search for information depending on 
individuals, because it could help people make decisions 
from the complicated information. Currently, recom-
mendation systems are already included in some elec-
tronic commerce websites such as Amazon [3]. 

The earliest recommendation system, developed by 
Goldberg et al. [11] is called Tapestry. It filters the 
useful information by collaborative filtering system. 
Collaborative recommendation system is the most fa-
mous and commonly used one. The system analyses the 
behaviors or preferences from the set of users within the 
system. It finds out the set of users with similar charac-
teristics and takes this relevance as an evidence to in-
duct the potential preferences of the users. Therefore, 
besides recommend the interested information to the 
users, this research is expected to recommend the in-
formation that may arouse the users’ potential demands. 
In our recommendation system, it will first collect the 
users’ information and calculate similarities of every 
user. From this way, the system could learn the prefer-
ences and the ones in common and find out the users 
who hold the similar preferences. 

2.2 Ontology 

Ontology could be defined from many aspects. Schreiber 
et al. [12] defined it as ontology provides a clearly de-
scription and conceptualization to express the knowledge 
in knowledge base from the aspect of knowledge base 
construction. In addition, Bernaras et al. [13] agreed that 
ontology provides a clear description to conceptualize 
knowledge in knowledge base. William and Austin [14] 
also proposes that ontology is a set describing or ex-

pressing concepts or terms of a certain field and can be 
used to organize the higher level of conceptual knowl-
edge in knowledge base or describe the knowledge of a 
certain field. The process of its development leads to 
different definitions of ontology, but one point in com-
mon is ontology could help describe knowledge and the 
conceptual structure. In addition, the importance of on-
tology is that it matters the expression of knowledge 
structure and the analysis through ontology so as to pre-
sent a clear knowledge structure. In one certain field, 
ontology is the core of expressing knowledge system and 
would help effectively express through analysis of on-
tology. 

Therefore, the utmost task is to develop terms and re-
lations that could effectively express knowledge so that 
the certain field or category would be analyzed effi-
ciently. Moreover, the development of ontology would 
help share the knowledge. Knowledge base could be 
constructed according to different circumstances due to 
the share of ontology. For example, different manufac-
turers could use common terms and grammars to con-
struct and describe the catalog indexes of some product, 
and then they share and use these indexes in automatic 
data exchanging systems. This kind of sharing could 
greatly increase the chances of knowledge reusing [15]. 
Now that ontology could familiarize the users with 
knowledge in specific field, users could utilize the con-
ceptual correspondence of ontology to avoid the confu-
sion of conceptions and rapidly find conceptual cate-
gory in individual ontology. This could make browsing 
websites and searching information more efficient and 
convenient [5,16]. 

2.3 Formal Concept Analysis and Ontology 

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), proposed by Rudolf 
Wille in 1982, is a data analysis theory to disclose con-
ceptual structures from data set [17]. The characteristic is 
that structures of data set could produce the graphical 
visualization, especially the quantitative analysis that the 
social sciences cannot be fully captured. Ganter and 
Wille [18] considered that FCA could mainly be used on 
data analysis such as investigate and process definite data. 
This data is based on Formal Abstractions of Concepts 
which is prominent and understandable. Wille [17] com-
bined the target, property and relevance (each target 
possesses a property) together to present these relations 
by mathematical definitions of Formal Context and de-
fine Formal Concept [19]. 

The goal of both ontology and FCA is to build con-
ceptual models of knowledge domain. FCA can be 
viewed as a technology of ontology construction to ob-
tain structured data by concept lattices; it can be used as 
foundation of developing ontology manually and auto-
matically by extracting concepts from the data set; it can 
also be used to present the visualization of ontology and 
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Figure 1. System architecture 

 
help browse and analyze tasks. Among the theories com-
bining FCA and ontology, the most prominent applica-
tion is to identify the concept of ontology through formal 
concept [20]. Moreover, Hsu [7] proposes to automati-
cally construct ontology based on FCA theory. It firstly 
extracts terms that stands for document concepts from 
term extraction system. Then integrate the binary matrix 
of document and terms to express independent, inter-
laced and inherited relations among different concepts 
and form the diagram of relations of concepts of ontol-
ogy. The above documents all consider the property of 
FCA as the concept of ontology and the other relevant 
concepts as properties. Based on this view ontology is 
constructed or combined. The researches mentioned 
above prove that FCA and the concept of ontology 
could effectively help construct ontology. This research 
will use the ontology construction by FCA in recom-
mendation systems. 

3. System Architecture and Experiment  
Design 

In this research, we aims to develop a recommendation 
system based on the combination of collaborative filter-
ing technology and ontology. It will not only construct 
personal ontology with the FCA, but also calculate the 
users’ familiarity to the keywords of all the documents. 
The users will give scores on those they read and are 
interested in while browsing them. These scores could 
show the users’ preferences and work as a weights stan-
dard in the construction of ontology. 

3.1 System Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the system architecture of our recom-
mendation system. In the step 1, the users enter the sys-
tem, and the system assigns 20 documents randomly to 
users. The users browse and choose the top five docu-

ments they prefer to and give scores from 1 to 5 on the 
familiarity of the keywords of the 5 documents. In the 
step 2, the system analyze the collection of keywords and 
scores in the preference documents and make weights 
computing in users’ preference collection module to 
prepare for the ontology construction and similarity 
comparison. In the step 3, with the weights computed in 
the previous module, the collaborative filtering module 
will compare the keywords and weights of preference 
with others. For the sake of time and efficiency, the sys-
tem will only compare the first 100 users in the database 
and find the users with the highest similarity. The pref-
erence keywords and weights of these couple users will 
be sent to users’ ontology construction module to prepare 
for the ontology construction. In the step 4, the system 
intermix the keywords and weights of the user with the 
highest similar one’s. The sum of the keywords and 
weights will be used to construct the users’ preference 
ontology by ontology construction module based on FCA 
technology. In the step 5, the system will send the new 
personal preferences back, and then the system will cal-
culate the weights of each document. Finally, in the step 
6, after calculating weighs of each document in the data-
base, the system recommend the top five documents with 
the highest weights, and measure the user’s  satisfaction 
by online questionnaires. 

The major modules in the system architecture are 
shown as follows. 

1) Document database 
The experimental system recommends documents to 

the users to read. In the document database, there are 210 
mater dissertations focus on electronic commerce se-
lected from Electronic Theses and Dissertations System 
in Taiwan1. The data schema of documents database is 
composed of eleven fields, including serial number, au-
thor’s name, year, paper’s title, affiliation, abstract, and 
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five keywords. 
2) Preferences collection module 
For constructing personal preferences ontology by 

FCA, we need to collect user’s preferences of keywords 
of documents. We believe that choosing their preference 
documents of the users cannot fully reflect the degree of 
their preferences. Therefore, we propose the scoring 
mechanism of the keywords to modify the weights be-
tween the concepts in the process of constructing ontol-
ogy. In this module, user should select 5 preferred docu-
ments and score from 1 to 5 for each keyword in the 
documents to show their preference degree. 

3) Collaborative filtering module 
For the collaborative filtering mechanism, our system 

should have some users’ preferences first. Therefore, 
when a user enters our system, the system can select the 
fittest user from the database and finish the collaborative 
filtering. In our experiment, we collect 105 participants’ 
preferences in the database before collaborative filtering 
mechanism is running. 

To find the fittest user from the database, we need a 
function to calculate the similarities between the users. 
We define Sims as the degree of the similarities of two 
users’ preferences, and its function is shown as follows. 

1
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4) Ontology construction module 
This module mainly focuses on the weights of key-

words collection and constructs the personal ontology. 
We adopt FCA [17] construct ontology. The steps are as 
follows. 

Step 1: produce the formal contexts of the documents 
and keywords. 

We first extract the collection of the keywords of the 
chosen documents from the document database. Then we 
match all the documents with the keywords collection. If 
the document includes certain keyword it will be marked 

as “1”. In this way form the formal contexts of the 
documents and keywords. Because of the scoring 
mechanism in this research, the keywords collection will 
be sequenced according to the weights of the users. In the 
later part the preference discussion will be transformed 
into the section of tree framework and make the concepts 
with high weights as higher hierarchy. According to the 
definition of FCA, this research defines the definition of 
formal contexts as K, the document collection on 
e-commerce as E, the keywords collection as T and the 
binary of the document collection and keywords collec-
tion as R. Then their relation can be put into 

: , ,K E T R . 
Step 2：Produce all the concepts C 
Define A as the subset of E and B as the subset of T, 

that is, A E , . If a certain concept is B T A B , 
then it is marked as concept c (A, B). For a concept c 
(A,B), if all the relations R between A and B can form a 
biggest matrix, then all the collection of concept c is 
marked as C. 

Step 3: produce the concept lattices between all the 
concepts 

If the collection of all the documents with the keyword 
B1 is included in the collection of all the documents with 
the keyword B2, the keyword B1 is marked as the 
sub-concept of the keyword B2. That is, for all the con-
cepts C, if , then is the sub-concept of 

 and expressed as 
1B B

)
2 1 1 1( , )c A B

( ,2 2 2( ,c A B 1 1 2 2) ( , )A B A B . The 

sign   stands for hierarchy of concepts. 
Step 4: transform into tree diagram of ontology 
While transforming the concept lattices diagram into 

tree framework of ontology by using breadth-first search, 
the relations of nodes may be fairly complicated and 
make the system spend too much time computing. This 
would lead to the inefficiency of recommendation and 
failure to promptly recommend documents to users. In 
order to avoid this, while constructing concept lattices, 
this research does not take the interlaced relations into 
account and make the concepts with high weights higher 
hierarchy. Then the relation contains only the concepts of 
higher hierarchy and the lower hierarchy. Then by 
breath-first search transform the relevance of formal 
contexts into tree framework which is the users’ prefer-
ence ontology. 

3.2 Experiment Design 

This experiment aims to recommend the users documents 
through two different recommendation systems and test 
their satisfaction. First, to be the experiment group, this 
system constructs ontology with the FCA theory, the 
scoring system and collaborative filtering technology. 
The other one, to be the control group, this system con 
structs ontology with the FCA theory and the scoring 
system without collaborative filtering. We will introduce 1http://etds.ncl.edu.tw/theabs/index.html 
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Table 1. User’s satisfaction measurement 

1. Do the recommendation documents meet your demands? 

2. Are the recommendation methods accurate?  

3. Are the recommendation methods satisfying? 

4. Do you understand the recommendation methods? 

5. Do you think the recommendation methods practical? 

6. Do you think the recommendation methods reliable? 

7. Do you think the recommendation methods clear? 

8. Do you think the way of recommending understandable? 

 
the recommendation steps of the first system as follows: 

Step 1: Enter into the system: the users first read the 
introduction of the first page to learn the purpose and 
contents of the experiment. 

Step 2: Assign documents randomly: the system ex-
tracts 20 documents randomly from the 210 ones for the 
users to read. 

Step 3: Choose the documents the users prefer to and 
give scores: the users click the 20 ones to further read the 
contents and give scores on five interested ones. The 
system will store the keywords collection and preference 
scores of the five documents to prepare for the comput-
ing or collaborative filtering of the preferences. 

Step 4: Ontology constructing for the users and rec-
ommends 5 documents to users based on ontology. 

Step 5: After reading the recommendation documents, 
the users could fill in the questionnaires. The satisfac-
tion refers to the satisfaction with information quality. 
The users should answer eight questions with Likert’s 
five point scale from very dissatisfying to very satisfy-
ing. The experiment finishes after the users answer 
these questions. 

4. Data Analysis 

To evaluate the user’s satisfaction on our experiment sys- 
tem, we have conducted a laboratory experiment research. 
The system combining personal ontology and collabora-
tive filtering is served as the experiment group, and the 
system that has only personal ontology recommendation 
without collaborative filtering is served ad the control 
group. There are totally 250 qualified participants have 
been invited to the experiment. By randomly dispatched 
by the system, 145 samples are assigned for experiment 
group and 105 for control group. User’s satisfaction is 
measured by questionnaires online. The questionnaire is 
designed based on DeLone and Mclean’s IS (information 
systems) success model [21,22]. This model proposes a 
comprehensive perspective to measure the success of an 
information system and has been widely used to appraise 
the quality of information systems. In a nutshell, a suc-

cessful information system should have qualified infor-
mation quality and system quality to satisfy the users. In 
our research, due to both the experiment group and con-
trol group are conducted in the same platform, the system 
quality are the same in certain. We only adopt the meas-
urements for information quality in our questionnaires. 
Table 1 shows the user’s information quality satisfaction 
measurements and Likert’s five point scale, from very 
disagree to very agree, is applied. 

Factor analysis is applied to evaluate the validity of 
our measurements. The KMO value of this construct is 
0.856. It shows that these measurements are feasible to 
factor analysis. Extract the dimensions whose eigenvalue 
is larger than 1 by using principal component analysis 
and orthogonal rotation through VARIMAX. After factor 
analysis, we divide the eight questions into two factor 
components. Question 2, 1, 6, 3 make up the first factor 
component, and this construct is named as satisfaction 
with recommendation results. Question 8, 4 and 7 make 
up the second one, and is named as satisfaction with 
recommendation process. Question 5 has the similar fac-
tor loading in both the two components (both are more 
than 0.5). We would delete question 5 after factor analy-
sis. 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics results of our 
experiment. The experiment group always gets higher 
satisfaction both on recommendation results and process. 

To verify the experiment group really gets higher us-
ers’ satisfaction than the control one in statistics, the in-
dependent-samples T test is applied. The results are 
shown in Table 3. No matter on recommendation results 
or process, users get higher satisfaction significantly. 
That is to say, the recommendation system based on the 
combination of ontology and collaborative filtering sys-
tem is more satisfying than the one based only on per-
sonal ontology. 

The higher satisfaction of experiment group might 
cause by the extension capability of combining collabo-
rative filtering results with personal preferences. Due to 
the original personal ontology is built based on only five 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics results of research constructs 

Users’ Satisfaction Group N Mean Std. Dev. 

Experiment 145 3.641 0.591 

Control 105 3.441 0.580 Recommendation Results 

Total 250 3.557 0.594 

Experiment 145 3.740 0.658 

Control 105 3.578 0.526 Recommendation Process 

Total 250 3.672 0.610 

 
Table 3. Independent-samples t test results 

Levene's Test for 
Equality of Variances 

T-test for Equality of Means 
Users’ Satisfaction 

F Sig. t Sig. 

Recommendation  
Results 

0.011 0.916 2.673 0.008** 

Recommendation  
Process 

1.841 0.176 2.092 0.037* 

 
interested documents, it will not include all the user’s 
preferences certainly. Collaborative filtering would help 
to capture user’s other preferences that have not been 
defined in the original personal ontology. In the other 
words, the expanded personal ontology, combining col-
laborative filtering results, might cover the potential 
preferences that have not been discovered. Therefore, the 
system recommends documents to users based on the exp- 
anded personal ontology would cause higher satisfaction. 

5. Conclusions 

This research is expected to take advantages of collabo-
rative filtering and personal ontology to design an effec-
tive recommendation system. Therefore, we have first 
discussed how to construct personal ontology based on 
one self’s and others’ preferences. The personal ontology 
is built up by FCA method, in advance, we used scoring 
mechanism to intensify the weights of users’ preferences. 
Then, we elaborated on how to make use of this method 
to provide personal recommendation service in an elec-
tronic documents repository system. We have imple-
mented a prototype system and conducted a laboratory 
experiment to evaluate the system’s performance. The 
research results show that the users have higher satisfac-
tion with the recommendation system that combined col-
laborative filtering and ontology technology. 

In practice, this research applies collaborative filter-
ing and ontology to provide personal recommendation 
service on an electronic documents website. This per-
sonal recommendation method can be used widely in 
different online websites such as electronic news web-
site, or e-retail website to recommend news/products to 

customers. 
However, in our experiment, the recommendation ser-

vice is built based only 210 master theses. Due to the 
FCA method should calculate the relations among each 
document, it might cause performance problem when it 
were used in real repository system that usually has more 
than ten or hundred thousands of documents. The FCA 
method should be improved in calculation efficiency 
when it is used in the larger scale system. In the other, 
how to extract the proper keywords from documents 
would be another important and interesting issue. In our 
system, the recommendation documents database is 
composed of master theses. As usual, the maser theses 
have accurate keywords that are defined by the author. 
However, in some other documents repository system, 
such as news website, there is no well-defined keyword 
in the system. How to extract proper keywords from this 
kind of system would be anther critical problem when 
our recommendation system is implemented. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the supply chain by the composition of the supplier and the retailer, the supplier offers products to the retailer for 
sales while the retailer affects the sales outcome by his effort which is divided into two dimensions. One is for the 
short-term sales task and the other is for the long-term sales task. For the long-term development of the enterprise, the 
supplier wants to inspire the retailer to make more effort for the long-term task. However, due to the asymmetric infor-
mation, the supplier can’t observe the retailer’s action and the moral hazard will come into being. To deal with this 
problem, we construct the dynamic multi-task supply chain principal-agent model, by which we analyze the impact of 
the information asymmetry to the supply chain contract. Furthermore, by comparing the contracts between the sin-
gle-term multi-task and two-term multi-task, we have analyzed their different effect on the commission rate. 
 
Keywords: Supply Chain Management, Multi-task Principal-agent, Dynamic Incentive, Moral Hazard 

1. Introduction 

In the supply chain system, there exists the conflict be-
tween the local interests of the supply chain members 
and the overall performance of the supply chain, which 
leads to the system inefficiency. At present, one of the 
most important research areas of supply chain is to de-
sign the suitable coordination mechanism in order to ob-
tain the global optimization of the supply chain per-
formance. In this process, the information plays a very 
important position. As the supply chain members tend to 
hide their private information to maintain information 
superiority, this will lead to “Adverse Select” and “Moral 
Hazard” in various fields [1].  

In the recent decade, scholars have studied on the issue 
of the supply chain coordination from various angles. 
These studies can be roughly divided into two categories. 
One is to resolve the “double marginalization” problem 
by contract design in the situation of the full information 
[2–4]. Such contracts do not involve the information in-
centive. The other is to study the supply chain incentive 
problem in the situation of the asymmetric information. 
Corbett etc. studied that the optimal quantity discounts 
incentive contract between the supplier and the retailer 
[5]. Basu etc. studied the incentive issues of the sales 
force under asymmetric information based on agency 
theory [6]. Lal etc. [7,8] and Chen [9] extended the above 

studies. Many Chinese academics are also carried out 
research on this issue [10–14]. For the supply chain co-
ordination, the author’s research team had a systemic 
research on the issue earlier. Some relevant research re-
sults have been published [15–22]. This paper is the im-
portant one of the systemic study. In the simple princi-
pal-agent model, the agent is engaged in one job and the 
agent’s effort is one-dimensional. However in many 
cases of the real life, agents are engaged in the job of 
more than one. Or, even if there is only one job, it in-
volves more than one dimension. Furthermore, it exits 
conflict in the distribution of the same agent’s energy 
between the different jobs. To deal with this problem, we 
construct the dynamic multi-task supply chain princi-
pal-agent model, by which we analyze the impact of the 
information asymmetry to the supply chain contract. 
Furthermore, by comparing the contracts between the 
single-term multi-task and two-term multi-task, we ana-
lyzed their different effect on the commission rate. 

2. Assumptions and Parameters Set 

We make the following assumptions for the tractable 
analysis. Considering a Stackelberg model between a su- 
pplier S who is the principal and a retailer R who is the 
agent, the supplier offers the retailer products to sale and 
pays the retailer according to sales outcome which is 
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affected by the retailer’s effort and the random factors. 
Set is the retailer’s expected profit whose own-

ership belongs to the supplier.  denotes the retailer’s 

effort for the short sales goal.  denotes the retailer’s 

effort for the long sales goal.  denotes the cost 

of the retailer’s effort, satisfying 

1 1 2( ,B a a )
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，

i.e. the cost of the effort increases and the marginal cost 

increases. For the simplicity, Assume 
2 2
1 2

1 2( ,C a

2a

)
2 2

a a
a   . 

The supplier can’t observe  and , but can observe 

and verify the sales outcome x, which is affected by the 
retailer’s effort together with the random variables, de-
noted by 

1a

1 2( , )x a a   , where 1( ,a a2 )  is the out-

put function of the effort, satisfying 
1,a 2

0



 , which 

means the marginal sales outcome of the effort is positive. 

i.e. more efforts mean more sales; 
2

2
1,2

0
a





, which mea- 

ns marginal sales outcome decrease (When the equal sign 
is set up, marginal sales unchanged). Set 1 2,( )T  

1 2,( )

, 

which is the random variable of Normal distribution and 
satisfy ; Set 2 2

1 2, ;0, ; )N r (0 Tx xx , For the 

sake of simplifying the calculating, assume that 

1 1( )x a 1 1 1a     2 ; 2 2 2 2a( )ax   

1

 . i.e. dif-

ferent efforts result in different information (However, 
different information may be relevant if  and 2 are 

relevant. ): 1x reflects ，1a 2x reflects . The owner-

ship of the sales profits belongs to the supplier, and the 
supplier offers the linear salary to pay the retailer. 

2a

1 1 2 2( ) T x xs x x                (1) 

where ( )s x  is the wage paid to the retailer if the total 

sales outcome is x .   denotes the one-off wealth 
transfer which doesn’t affect the incentive intension
（Called Salary） ; 1 2( , )T    which denotes the 

incentive intension（Called Commission Rate）, that 
means if x  increase by one unit , the wage of the re-
tailer increased by   unit. 

3. The Single-Stage Multi-Task Model 

In the single-stage model, the supplier offers a one-time 
wage schedule, ( )s x , according to which the retailer is 

rewarded. Assume the supplier is risk-neural, the ex-
pected utility function is as follows: 

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 1 2 2

, ) ( , )
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a a
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Assume the retailer is risk-averse, and the utility is 
that ( ) xV x e   , where   is the risk aversion coef-

ficient. When 0  , the retailer is risk-neural. When 

0  , the retailer is risk-averse. When 0  , the 

retailer is risk preference. The retailer’s expected util-
ity is as follows: 

1 2( ( ) ( , ))REU EV s C a ax            (3) 

To make the analysis simple, we use the certainty 
equivalent (CE) instead of the expected utility of the 
retailer [18]. 

1 2 1 2
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where  is the expected wage, 1 2( , )T a a     is 

risk aversion coefficient, T 


 is the income variance, 

 is the risk cost.  is the covariance matrix 

of 

/ 2T 
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The supplier is the leader in the Stackelberg model, 
who has first-step advantage in the game. However, 
when he/she pursuits the profit maximization, he/she 
must consider the incentive compatibility constraint and 
participation constraint. Thus, the principal-agent model 
between the supplier and the retailer can be rewritten as 
the following optimization programming. 

1 2 1 1 2 2
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1 2,

(IC)   arg max R
a a

CE                  (7) 

where (6) is participation constraint (IR), and (7) is in-
centive compatibility constraint (IC). 

3.1 The Full Information Benchmark 

In this section, let’s begin with the full information case 
where the retailer’s effort is observable and verifiable. 
Then the supplier can assign an effort level to the retailer 
by designing a forcing contact. Under this condition, the 
incentive compatibility (7) is invalid and we only con-
sider the participation constraint (6), which is binding. 
Namely, can be rewritten as follows: ( )P

1 2 1 1 2 2
, ,
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3.2 The Asymmetric Information Case Solving , we can obtain that: ( )P

Generally, the supplier can’t observe the retailer’s action 
, and only can observe outcome a x . In this case, the 

incentive compatibility constraint (7) is valid. Substitut-
ing (7) by the first-order condition, we can obtain the 
equivalent programming. i.e. (7) is equal to that 
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                   (10) The Equation (9) is the class condition of the Pareto 
optimality: the expected marginal profit of the effort is 
equal to the expected marginal cost. That is similar to the 
single-task case. We have the following conclusion. Solving the model  ( )P

Proposition 1：Under the condition of full information, 
by designing the linear incentive contract, the game be-
tween the supplier and the retailer can achieve the Pareto 
optimality when the retailer has multi-dimensional effort. 
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Solve the first order derivative of (13), (14) about 1 , 
obtain 
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Solving the above equation, we obtain that 
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Similarly, we get 
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By (13), (14), we get the following conclusion. 
Proposition 2： When 0  , the retailer is risk-neural, 

then i i（ ），which means the game 

can get the Pareto optimization just as the full information 
case. When

i i

B C
a
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1,2i 

0  , i （ ）is in inverse ratio with 1, 2i 
 , the risk aversion coefficient will reduce the incentive 

intensity i ; i （ ） is in inverse ratio with 

variance 

1, 2i 
2

i （ ）; in inverse ratio with the Co-

variance 

1,2i 

1 2r  ，i.e. the random factors also reduce the 

incentive intensity of i . 1  is also in inverse ratio 

with 2 . More 2 means less 1 , and vice versa. 

4. Two-Stage Multi-Task Game Model 

In the two-stage multi-task model, suppose the retailer’s 
effort  for the long task in the first stage will affect 

the profit in the second stage of the supply chain. Set 
 denotes the expected effort profit of the first 

stage of the retailer， denotes the ex-

pected profit of the second stage. Where  and  

denote the effort for the short task and long task respec-
tively. Because the effort  in the first stage will affect 

the profit in the second stage, it will be the variable of the 
output function of the second stage. The ownership of 

 and  belongs to the supplier, 

the supplier offers the wage schedule according to the 
two-stage outcome. Similarly to the assumption of one- 
stage, the observed outcome in the second stage is that 
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which is the random variable in the second stage, Inde-
pendent with 1( ,T  

1 1

2 2( )

x a

, the random variable in the 

first stage. The supplier offers the two-stage payoff con-
tract according the observed outcome as follows. 
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The supplier’s expected utility is that: 

21 1 2( , ( )a a x) EsSEU B    (17) 

Now, the certainty equivalent of the retailer in the first 
stage and the second stage is that 
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where is covariance matrix1 3 ， 4  and 5 . De-

noted by 
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For obtaining the retailer’s optimal effort of the second 
stage, solve 
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2arg max R
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CE , and get 
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Considering the participation constraint and incentive 
compatibility constraint, the supplier need solve the fol-
lowing programming: 
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Instead （IC） in (22) by the first-order condition and 

substitute by (10), (21), Solve the programming P  and 
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Solve 1    by derivate (23) about 1    and get 
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Solve 2  by derivate (23) about 2  and get 
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Because  doesn’t involve the vari-

able , 

22 21 2 2( , , )B a a a

1a 2

1
0

B  . The Equation (13) is the same to 

the Equation (25). Comparing (14) with (27), because 

2
 0B  , it is evident . Thus, we have the fol-

lowing conclusion. 

B>A

Proposition 3: By designing dynamic multi-task con-
tract, the supplier can inspire the retailer to pay more 
effort for the long-term goal without the premise of cha- 
nging the retailer’s effort for the short goal. It shows that 
the dynamic contract design is conducive to maintain the 
long-term supply chain partnership. 

5. Conclusions 

The supply chain contract design is the important means 
of the supply chain coordination. For different environ-
ment, it will greatly improve the level of supply chain 
collaboration by the design of appropriate contract. In 
this paper, we have studied the incentive contract be-
tween the supplier and the retailer. Because of asymmet-
rical information, the supplier can’t observe the effort 
level of the retailer. Therefore, the supplier can only in-
spire the retailer’s different effort level by the incentive 
mechanisms design. The major study of the paper is on 
how to design the dynamic incentive contract to stimu-
late retailers to pay more efforts for the long-term under 
asymmetric information and multi-task environment, 
which has the guiding role for establishing the supply 
chain dynamic alliance. At the same time, our study ex-
tends the existing research results of the principal-agent. 
In our research work, for the sake of simplifying the 
technical analysis and the calculating, we focused on the 
second-term multi-task game. In the future, we will ex-
tend our research to multi-term multi-task model, which 
would be challenging and meaningful. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines narratives relating to the development of National Geo Information Infrastructures (NGII) in eth-
nographic research on a Dutch NGII project which was monitored throughout its course. We used an approach which 
focuses on narratives concerning the environment, groups and practice to elicit sense-making processes. We assert that 
narratives are relatively fixed and that they only change under specific circumstances. Moreover, the fixing of or 
change in narratives takes place in practice, so our research approach aimed at analysing narratives of practice, which 
we label ‘storyboards’. For this purpose, project meetings and conferences were observed, key persons both within and 
outside the project environment were interviewed, and an analysis of relevant documents and video footage was under-
taken. Storyboards are created by actors as a result of day-to-day challenges related to project goals, technology and 
infrastructure. In our research we found that these storyboards occur as vicious circles from which actors cannot es-
cape. In the specific case analysed, our interpretation of the narrative storyboards suggested that these vicious circles 
are caused by the inability of project participants to distinguish between infrastructure and innovation requirements in 
their daily work. 

 
Keywords: Narrative Analysis, Narrative Approach, Innovation, Organisation, NGII, Infrastructure 

1. Introduction 

There is a worldwide tendency to create facilities on a 
national scale to collect and disseminate location-based 
information, usually called geo information [1]. Car naviga-
tion systems are a form of geo information used by the 
general public, and geo information is also applied in 
government and business organisations to make them more 
effective. Within organisations, this information is often 
managed by a Geographical Information System (GIS), 
and between organisations, through National Geo Infor-
mation Infrastructures (NGIIs) with national governments 
playing a key role in their dissemination [2–5]. 

When setting up a program aimed at establishing NGIIs, 
policy advisors take organisational aspects seriously, but 
do not treat them as manageable phenomena [6,7]. Tech-
nical aspects are regarded as crucial [3], and those in-
volved in implementing the programs generally seem to 
overlook the organisational consequences, denying the 
relationship between organisational change and NGII 
implementation [8]. Therefore, organisational structures, 
modes of cooperation and work relationships have not 

been topics of interest in the context of research into 
NGII implementation [9]. 

However, while technological developments are still 
regarded as crucial, those involved in implementation are 
now more inclined to take the organisational aspects of 
NGII development into account, culminating in design 
rules borrowed from political science, economics and 
management science [10–12]. Practitioners still point to 
difficulties with infrastructure development–mostly in 
the context of specific projects–of which we still have 
little knowledge of the lived experience of the project 
members [13,14]. 

Our aim is to find out why people who have problems 
in their daily work nevertheless maintain their current 
practices and refrain from looking for alternative meth-
ods. In relation to NGII development, there is a tendency 
to continue developing design rules while rarely taking 
the implementation processes into account. Our focus is 
practical: on how NGIIs are discussed in meetings, inter-
views and policy documents, where these discussions cul-
minate in the creation of narratives. The research ques-
tion guiding this paper is: How can we understand NGII 
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implementation using narrative analysis? Our secondary 
questions are: How do technological and organisational 
aspects interact with each other? How are goals and re-
sults perceived? And do these goals and results change 
over the course of the project? 

Using a narrative approach, this paper provides an in- 
depth ethnographic case study of a Dutch NGII imple-
mentation project called Geo Portals. The project was 
intended to realise a part of the Dutch NGII by disclosing 
governmental geo information in a thematically organised 
way. Our research findings demonstrate that the initial 
project goal of building an infrastructure gradually changed 
over the course of the project, moving towards knowl-
edge creation to facilitate innovation aimed at the further 
development of the NGII. 

We will start with a description of the theoretical as-
sumptions underlying the narrative analysis approach to 
research, followed by an account of the research meth-
odology. An analysis of the project in terms of the theory 
will follow, and finally, we will provide a summary and 
some concluding remarks. 

2. The Narrative Analysis Approach to  
Research 

Symbolic interactionism introduced the idea that human 
thought is shaped by social interaction, and treated the 
modification of meanings and symbols as a process [15]. 
Goffman expanded this notion by adding the ability of 
human beings to look at themselves from another point of 
view [16], framing the notion using the theatrical terms of a 
‘front-stage’ and a ‘back-stage’ [17]. Over his career, Goff-
man became aware of the ritualistic and institutionalising 
aspects of social interaction, but failed to specify how 
and why these frames or structures emerge [18–20]. 

Sociologists have attempted to understand society by 
gaining insight into how the structures involved in the 
process of modernisation affect our lives [21–24]. Some 
have made efforts to integrate micro and macro ap-
proaches [25–27]. For example, Bourdieu implicitly re-
jected the assumption of an objective truth, implying that 
structures are socially constructed, and he attempted to 
take a middle position which he labelled both ‘construc-
tivist structuralism’ and ‘structuralist constructivism’ [27,28]. 
Bourdieu conceptualised habitus as the cognitive structures 
through which people deal with the social world, being 
both individual and collective, dialectically developed 
and internalised, a process which he labelled ‘practice’.   
A ‘field’ was conceptualised as a network of relations 
among objective positions and not as a network of inter-
actions or inter-subjective ties among individuals. These 
relationships, regarded as existing externally with respect 
to individuals, determined the position of individual 
agents through their acquisition of various kinds of capi-
tal: economic, cultural (knowledge), social (rela tionships) 
and symbolic (prestige). In this process, field and habitus 
define each other in a dialectical relationship. 

Bourdieu and Goffman may have different points of 
departure, but there are similarities in their conceptuali-
sations. Goffman’s dramaturgical perspective may, to a 
considerable extent, be comparable to Bourdieu’s habitus, 
while Goffman’s notion of frames resembles Bourdieu’s 
field concept and practice is more or less interchangeable 
with Goffman’s concept of the ‘front-stage’. While this 
comparison may appear to be a broad generalisation, these 
observations will prove useful in blending the two ap-
proaches together into one theoretical concept for re-
search. Nevertheless, while an intersectional framework 
such as this might provide useful notions about the life 
world affecting individual, group and inter-group behav-
iour, the very aspect of meaning creation remains unad-
dressed. It remains unclear how images come to life and 
develop over time, as this framework assumes univocal-
ity, iniquitousness and fully informed actors and as such 
the ambivalence, ambiguity and incompleteness of world-
views is overlooked. 

Thus, the theoretical notions presented above provide 
useful hints for a theoretical approach but do not address 
the process of sense-making needed to answer the re-
search question. Therefore, we will focus on the inter-
pretation of lived experience as a guide for action and 
extend this towards a narrative approach using linguistic, 
anthropological and social psychological insights [29–31]. 
Interpretation, meaning creation and sense-making have 
become guiding concepts in the development of less 
positivistic methods [32,33]. Two sources that have in-
spired narrative theory may be distinguished: a ‘linguistic 
turn’, inspired by Saussure, Wittgenstein, Chomsky and 
Derrida, and a ‘narrative turn’, with more emphasis on 
stories and meaning, represented by authors such as 
Barthes, Bakhtin, Boje, and Gabriel [34]. 

In itself, language has no relationship to time or the 
originator of an utterance [35]. The concept of discourse, 
however, is treated as a combination of spoken word and 
written text, linked to time and space and used to make 
sense of the world, without drawing a distinction between 
the two [36]. In relation to the concept of discourse, the 
process of enactment is conceived of as communication 
through written and spoken symbols, usually linguistic. 
For example, to complete a management task, people 
write, read, speak, listen and discuss, using messages 
which convey myths, sagas, results, setbacks, challenges 
or strategies [37]. 

While language has been recognised as the dominant 
vehicle for the development of meaning in the discursive 
approach, the dynamic character of organisational prac-
tice has invoked interest in linguistic aspects other than 
text alone, such as metaphor, stories, novels, rituals, rhetoric, 
language games, drama, conversations, emotions and sense- 
making [38]. Grounded in literary criticism, new meth-
ods of analysis have emerged and been labelled as the 
narrative turn, which is aimed at delineating stories and 
storylines rather than texts [39–42]. 
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Meaning is created, maintained, altered and destroyed 
and may be used to contemplate, to manipulate, be pur-
poseful and invoke change [43–47]. The narrative turn 
has been considered fundamental in interpretive organ-
isational research for conceptualising the notion of or-
ganisation in a more dynamic way (Hatch and Yanow, 
2003). These dynamics have been envisioned in terms of 
people using and producing frames of reference in a cy-
clical process of enactment-selection-retention [48], as a 
dialectical process moving towards objectification [28], 
or as a narrative that is edited under particular circum-
stances [31,49]. The concept of narrative is broad, in the 
sense that it can be regarded as structuring human mem-
ory, and therefore should be conceptualised as both me-
dium and process [50]. The concept of discourse, how-
ever, is more defined, referring to meaning produced in 
the exchange of signs and symbols, and in this respect 
more closely related to symbolic interactionism [50,51]. 

Narrative has been regarded as story [42], as telling a 
story [38] and as the art of telling a story [52], while 
there are also other approaches concerned with linking 
stories and narratives [49,53–55]. Living in a world 
composed of stories, we use narratives for communica-
tion and to give meaning to experience [42]. In providing 
an account of events, narratives allow us to create an 
interpretation of these events, relating the story in a fa-
vourable manner. Some stories are created for single use, 
while others are retold and altered and in the process gain 
a meaning they would never have had if they had been 
told only once. In this way they become a frame of ref-
erence for future stories and actions [56]. Once stories 
begin to have a life of their own, they grow further to 
become narratives which might be only loosely or even 
poorly connected to the original [55]. They become uni-
versal images, constituting all aspects of society, refer-
ring to the culture of all kinds of people, culminating in 
identity-creation using social categories [57]. From a 
manager to a company car, human and non-human iden-
tities are created by storytelling, leading to narratives that 
are continuously constructed and therefore subject to 
change. Having a plot does not imply that narratives are 
always visible and recognisable, they can be prominent 
or latent, and can also sometimes be unconsciously pre-
sent to actors. They are an interpretation of assembled, 
either real or imagined stories, which Boje, after Clair, 
called ‘narratives dressed as theories’ [55]. 

The hermeneutic approach implies that a specific nar-
rative can only be understood when it is interpreted in 
relation to other narratives, for example if we conceptu-
alise narration as a ‘grand narrative’ grounded in many 
‘micro stories’ which are mutually dependent [49,55]. This 
notion is reminiscent of the sociological micro- macro 
debate which links Bourdieu to the insights presented above. 
To avoid being confined to a type of hierarchically lay-
ered concept, one can focus on the morphology of narra-

tives over time, conceptualising how such narratives are 
edited by the actors involved so as to invoke the narrative, 
as well as sustain or to change it [31,49]. However, be-
cause the editing process is associated with the particular 
editors, there is a danger of overemphasising the role of 
individuals and in so doing implicitly sustain the idea of 
‘culture creation’ or ‘cultural intervention’, which we have 
seen before [43,58]. 

The notion of narrative has also been distinguished by 
declaring everything before narrative to be ‘ante-narra-
tive’. Verduijn refers to ante-narrative as ‘lived experi-
ence’, which she finds to be speculative, multifaceted 
and ambiguous, and while it always tends towards a co-
herent story, it is always prior to its reification into a sen-
sible narrative [30,34,55]. However, while this distinc-
tion may be tempting, it is difficult to sustain the division 
between narrative and ante-narrative. This approach also 
presupposes that all the storylines–the ‘Tamara of sto-
ries’–can be known by the researcher [30]. However, it is 
impossible to grasp the full picture, just as it is impossi-
ble to simultaneously be in all places at all times. None-
theless, people still look for a clear, overall picture to give 
sense to their experiences, and therefore missing elements 
are filled in and the incomplete picture is supplemented 
with fantasies that function as experiences and thus con-
struct the full picture [35,50]. Thus, the development of 
meaning requires an overall understanding of the relevant 
situation, in terms of both ante-narrative and narrative. 

As humans, we can only understand change with great 
difficulty, we notice when something has changed only 
after a certain period of time has elapsed and we perceive 
this as an interval [59]. As a result, change is reduced to 
a series of instances: the difference between one state of 
affairs and another gives us clues about change, determining 
our thinking about time in a profound way [60,61]. Due to 
modernity dictating a linear concept of time, we tend to 
experience that as ‘concrete lived time’ [62], and while 
change is basic to life, it is difficult for humanity to grasp 
it. In this sense, we are ‘becoming’ instead of ‘being’ 
[60,63,64]. The concept of becoming elicits the sense we 
make of change. Sense-making, or meaning creation, can 
be envisioned as a human attempt to comprehend change, 
in a process in which we attempt to convert an influx of 
stimuli into adequate concepts [62]. However, striving 
for fixed concepts in the process of sense-making means 
that intentional shifts in meaning rarely occur because of 
the tendency to maintain familiar concepts. Despite this 
tendency, meaning does change–usually without the aware-
ness of the meaning creator–due to the changing environ-
ment. The propensity to ignore change by creating stable 
narratives is prevented by these changing circumstances, 
giving change the quality of ‘basic assumption’ or a ‘deep 
structure’ [65], or of basic, dichotomous, generally sub-
conscious human preferences [66]. For Schein, the more 
superficial cultural notions are, the more they are subject 
to change, in which case perhaps it would be better to 
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describe both superficial and deep structures as changing, 
but with the latter not being narrated as such. 

2.1 A Narrative Framework for Research 

As the outcome of sense-making processes, narratives 
are dynamic. How narratives come into being and how 
existing narratives enhance or constrain new narratives, 
creating relative stability or a momentum towards change, 
will be conceptualised within this framework [67]. We 
will discern narrative conceptualisations about scene, actors 
and actions, in terms of narrative setting, narrative space 
and narrative storyboard respectively (see Figure 1) [40,68]. 
A narrative setting concerns notions about the narrated 
environment. Narrative spaces refer to configurations of 
actors and how they interact with each other and narrate 
their world, individually and collectively. Narrative story-
boards arise from reflection on practices and are trans-
posed into relatively fixed patterns, which can be regarded 
as the outcome of the propensity of human beings to con-
sider sense-making itself in terms of fixed concepts [62]. 

The narrative setting conceptualises narratives about 
the environment, time and space. The notions of local 
and global, presence and absence and home and abroad 
are combined in the narrative setting, and images of the 
technological environment are also found here. Notions 
about change, stability and institutionalisation come to-
gether in an enacted location, which is to say, a locus 
where narratives combine [66,69,70]. People act in dif-
ferent ways, within different groups, within a specific 
narrated setting, acting in a local or global manner and in 
an explicit or implicit way. They create narratives about 
that specific location at that specific moment using im-
ages from the past, present and future, from the local 
community to the global environment. It is their lived 
experience of that location which is narrated. 

The narrative setting also refers to the physical envi-
ronment, which includes buildings [71,72]. Gastelaars 
analysed a building as a site, space or skin, and as a place 
to be [73]. She refers to the theatre, using the metaphor 
developed by Burke and Goffman in their notions of a 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Theoretical focus 

front-stage, an offstage or backstage, and the wider en-
vironment [17,40], making us aware that physical loca-
tions may have different functions in different contexts: 
in one situation the location may be considered to be front- 
stage, while in another it may be backstage or reflect an 
even wider environment. The presence of props and the 
‘personal front’ of people, realised through physical ob-
jects, also needs to be mentioned in this context. 

Thus, the narrative setting has tangible and non-tangi-
ble aspects [48,69,74]. An intangible software program 
used through a tangible computer is an example of a 
complex relationship which has a fundamental impact on 
how things are done [75]. Bijker has suggested that tech-
nology is shaped through images of how it will be used, 
being conceived in subjective, partial and distorted im-
ages [76,77]. The narrative setting enacts how technol-
ogy in the lived environment is linked to time and space 
[60]. It is a relatively stable image of the environment, 
however vulnerable to redefinitions. Only when they be-
come untenable, will narratives about the setting explic-
itly or tacitly change, influenced by narratives about the 
past, present and future. 

One or more narrative spaces may be discerned within 
a narrative setting. They represent groups of people and 
are therefore the link to human existence. They might 
enact a department, organisation, profession, religion or 
subgroup. The interplay of narrative spaces might invoke 
action or conversely create a deadlock or cease-fire. Narra-
tive spaces are ever-changing kinds of ‘zoning plans’ for 
enacted human groups, determining their nature and lim-
its, and they may form quite complex combinations, as 
human thought is very capable of generating and han-
dling these complexities. They do not necessarily have 
links to or comply with organisational or societal struc-
tures [45,66,78]. Governed by a search for predictability, 
narrative spaces appear to represent stability, enacting 
cultural entities to create a stable environment. However, 
narrative spaces are also vulnerable to change, as they 
must adjust to new developments, which are usually con-
ceptualised as changeable, moving from one form of sta-
bility to another [79–81]. Thus, a narrative space is enacted 
as stable, offering a comfort zone, an image which in-
vokes predictability, but also a path to follow, towards an 
enacted, desired state of affairs. Narrative spaces allow 
people to know what to do, who to trust and where to go. 
They make clear what is important and what is not, what 
is consonant or dissonant, and ultimately they indicate 
how to progress to another stage. While experienced as 
stable, narrative spaces are consciously and uncon-
sciously changing. 

Narrative storyboards are the bedrock of human ac-
tions, providing predefined scripts. In a world that is made 
up of a constant flow of events we enact that world as 
stable and predictable, while also requiring fixed recipes 
for action. Heavily anchored in narratives on the envi-
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ronment and social groups, they are also based on past 
and future actions [28,48,59]. People adhere to certain 
unwritten rules in daily life, allowing them to present 
themselves as good citizens, and thus feel uncomfortable 
when the rules are not appropriately applied [82]. Story-
boards provide us with a narrative of how to move from 
an initial state of affairs towards a new state within a par-
ticular context. They may relate to action that still needs 
to take place, that which is being undergone, or that which 
has already taken place, linking the action in question to 
time and space and thereby delimiting the storyboard’s 
explanatory power. In this way a plot of the action is 
provided and related to the circumstances conceptualised 
in narrative settings and narrative spaces [17]. 

Storyboards emerge in relation to groups of people, who 
can be considered as apprentices becoming accustomed 
to a general way of doing something [83]. The people within 
such a group may feel confined in relation to a specific 
array of actions which have been proposed as a means to 
move from chaos to order [84]. Predictions concerning 
actions and outcomes are made because these allow peo-
ple to know what to expect and to determine which stories 
are dominant and how they form a logical sequence [53]. 
The narrative storyboard makes us aware of the limited 
ways of creating a plot. It reveals how a specific story-
board connects to the setting and spaces of its constitu-
tive narrative and what aspects of the narratives are spe-
cific to that storyboard. Their predictable features make them 
triggers for change. In this way, while the exact prediction 
of narrative progression is impossible, the narrative provides 
building blocks for the analysis of change, shedding light 
on how narrative change can be mapped [30]. 

3. Methods 

This section will provide some information on the con-
text of the Geo Portals project, as well as an explanation 
of the ethnographic research design. 

3.1 Context 

In early 2005, the National Initiative for Innovation Stimu-
lation (BSIK) began the Space for Geo Information pro-
gram (SGI) (Ruimte voor Geoinformatie). The project 
ran until the end of 2008, with a budget of 58 million 
euros. The SGI program was set up to provide grants to 
projects dealing with geo information and thereby stimu-
late innovation and promote the realisation of the Dutch 
National Geo Information Infrastructure (NGII). The Geo 
Portals project emerged from the initial discussions on 
the content and design of the SGI program, bringing to-
gether thirteen governmental and non-governmental or-
ganisations in the field of geo information who proposed 
the establishment of a network of geo portals for the dis-
closure of geo data. The Geo Portals project had a two 
million Euro budget, with 60 percent of its funding com-

ing from the SGI initiative, while the participating or-
ganisations were to supply the remaining 40 percent. Within 
the Geo Portals project, geo data was regarded as a 
crude product that should be thematically disclosed in 
order to obtain geo information from which society as a 
whole could benefit.  

In relation to the multifaceted palette of the SGI pro-
gram, Geo Portals was one of the larger projects, and was 
often described as a prestigious, key project by program 
officials. The projects that were set up were evaluated in 
terms of their ability to bring the Dutch NGII closer to 
completion. In this context, Geo Portals was focused on 
the overarching goal of the program: disclosing geo data 
from different sources to produce geo information. 

3.2 Research Design 

In the next section, we will present ethnography of the 
Geo Portals project, which ran from the beginning of 
2005 until the end of 2008. It will become clear that nar-
ratives referring to the project changed during its pro-
gression. However, before turning to the case description 
we will explain the ethnographic design of our research. 

One researcher monitored the project during its course. 
Because social scientific research on how the project was 
conducted was one of the project goals, the researcher 
was accepted as a full member of the project committee, 
which consisted of one representative from every partici-
pating organisation. Monthly meetings were scheduled 
with the intention of addressing management issues and, 
especially at the outset, serving as a platform for devel-
oping the scope of the project. Workshops open to and 
aimed at professionals within the geo information sector 
were also organised with the purpose of project promo-
tion. Two brainstorming sessions were held by the project 
team in the first phase of the project, intending to estab-
lish a clear and univocal project approach agreed on by 
the project committee. These events were observed and 
also interviews were conducted with key persons, both 
during the commencement and conclusion phases of the 
project. Relevant documents and some video footage 
were also analysed. In addition, the researchers observed 
the presentations of the project at the geo information 
conferences, as well as the subsequent audience reactions. 

Ethnographers have to be convincingly authentic (‘been 
there’), plausible (relevant to the reader) and engage in 
critical analysis [85]. In order to do so, this research pro-
ject followed writing conventions developed by Watson 
and extended by Duijnhoven concerning the transfer of 
field notes into convincing and authentic texts [86,87]. 
To meet these requirements, we will present excerpts 
from our interviews and field notes. In order to summa-
rise the numerous discussions occurring during meetings, 
these have been condensed into a representation of the 
typical form of the discussion concerning a particular 
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I remember how Geo Portals emerged. The idea behind 
broking and bargaining events organised by SGI was that 
through discussion among representatives of geo infor-
mation organisations, ideas for concrete projects would 
pop up. During one of those meetings, the Geo Portals 
concept just came out of a plenary discussion. Then the 
moderator asked which organisations were willing to par-
ticipate. Representatives of interested organisations raised 
their hands, as did I. So, all of a sudden I was an initiat-
ing member of an instantly formed club of enthusiastic peo-
ple who wanted to disclose geo information through portals. 

topic. These representations of conversations are in essence 
fictitious; however, they are based on conversations re-
corded in field notes and, to a lesser extent, in interviews. 

The research materials revealed the presence of narra-
tives that developed over time. They were in continuous 
flux and either prominent or concealed, close or distant. 
The narratives within the project not only show how pro-
jects function as arenas where the narrative of change is 
created, contested, appropriated and diffused, but also how 
the quest for project narratives among members may serve 
both to reduce as well as to increase ambiguity. On the 
one hand, the project narratives seem to reduce ambigu-
ity by providing a ‘narrative of change’ in terms of the 
use of new software applications. On the other hand, 
these software applications fail to offer a solution be-
cause they create a new ambiguous situation, requiring 
another ‘narrative of change’. Coping strategies are de-
veloped through the redefinition of the initial project 
goals, aligning them to these narratives of change. 

4. Analysis 

In this section we provide a detailed description of three 
phases of the Geo Portals project. Each is described sepa-
rately and followed by a narrative analysis that identifies 
the narrative setting, space and storyboard. 

4.1 Getting Started 

The SGI program started in 2002, with the basic idea of 
stimulating innovation in order to boost geo information 
sharing. The next step was to bring together representa-
tives of organisations in the GI field to make goals more 
concrete. The result was a glossy brochure, with a pro-
gram outline produced by a consortium of 10 universities, 
20 research institutes, 60 companies, 40 governmental 
bodies and 30 geo information producers [88]. It was ar-
gued that government needed complex information about 
a complex society to develop convincing policies. To make 
the information manageable, it was to be ordered spatially 
as geo information, disclosed by a National Geo Informa-
tion Infrastructure (NGII). The bottom line was to make geo 
information available in a structured manner, with it being 
disseminated independently by individual organisations. 

To promote future projects, SGI organised ‘broking and 
bargaining days’ on which representatives of organisations 
from the GI sector were invited to generate project ideas. 
It was in this context that the concept of Geo Portals 
emerged. Some typical observations of those in atten-
dance were as follows: 

SGI mobilised the field. They organised broking and 
bargaining days in order to get rough ideas. Some 25 
ideas were identified as potentially successful. In the end, 
these ideas were connected to organisations; it was just 
one big dating show. It became obvious that some central 
portal facility was needed and that our organisation 
should play a role in its development. 

That the overarching concept of Geo Portals should be 
liberty united, was obvious from the outset. A central, top- 
down organisation was totally out of the question. The idea 
was a network of portals of different nature, working 
together with a minimum set of rules. 

Those involved in the discussion saw the rudimentary 
concept of Geo Portals as a collective idea in need of de-
velopment. The thirty organisations willing to participate 
were gradually reduced to thirteen, and in October 2002, 
representatives from these organisations presented an 
initial proposal which envisioned thematically catego-
rised, colour-coded portals like red for built environment, 
green for nature and agriculture, and brown for sub-
surface conditions [89]. 

After the initial submission in 2002, a rewriting proc-
ess occurred, giving the project more focus. In the min-
utes of early project meetings, there are clear conceptions 
about how data should be distributed. It was stated that 
all the processes for disclosure, search, diffusion and pay-
ment should be web-based, while how all the different 
data sources were to be connected was not a matter of 
discussion. The first rudimentary description of the geo 
portal framework presented a static image: the portal would 
be based on proven technology and standards and also on 
a fixed notion of architecture [90]. 

While the project goals were stated clearly and unam-
biguously, at their regular meetings the representatives of 
the participating organisations expressed doubts about how 
to proceed. They were uncertain about the financing and 
procedures for reporting to SGI, but even more about the 
essence of the project. Now the project was about to start, 
the representatives felt the need for definitions about 
what a portal should look like, how users would be 
reached and what technology would be used in its setup. 
A typical discussion in a meeting of representatives would 
proceed as follows: 

A: If we want to set up a proper Geo Portals, we need 
to be clear about standards. It is obvious that we use the 
most recent and commonly used standards. We are not 
going to use any standard that has not been accepted by 
the community, or that has not proved to be useful. 

B: I agree on that. If nobody objects, we should pro-
ceed to the next topic, and that is user orientation. We 
have to be demand-driven, preventing us from making 
the same mistakes they made in the NCGI project. So 
how can we be demand-driven? 
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C: First and foremost we need to disclose our data in a 
way that it can be readily found. Furthermore, we need to 
present it in a format that can be read by the user. So, we 
need to use the proper standards. 

B: I agree. We need to use proper standards, those that 
are widely accepted. 

A: Now we agreed on how to settle the standards issue, 
we are discussing standards again. 

The motto of Geo Portals was ‘liberty united’, which 
reflected the fact that it was a network of portals estab-
lished by various organisations, each with its own auton-
omy, but working according to a minimal set of rules. In 
defending this view of the essence of Geo Portals, it was 
often explained as a reaction to a former national project 
regarding geo information, the National Clearinghouse for 
Geo Information (NCGI). The feeling was that NCGI had 
failed due to the central, top-down enforcement of de-
tailed standards and work procedures and this had proved 
to Geo Portal protagonists that organisations were not in-
clined to comply voluntarily with strict rules. To avoid 
another failure, they decided to meet as a small group of 
motivated organisations connected through a minimal num-
ber of mutually agreed standards. 

While Geo Portals was sketched out in organisational 
terms, discussions on how to proceed would always come 
down to technical matters. Standardisation was consid-
ered to be crucial, followed by the question of whether 
the data was accessible enough. The bottom line was that 
it was most important that the issue of technological 
standardisation should be settled properly. Technological 
matters dominated discussions: 

A: Technology is not really a problem anymore. We 
can build everything we want without any limit. All the 
techniques needed are at our disposal. 

B: That’s right, the things that do matter are organisa-
tional aspects. Look at the US example of Geospatial 
One Stop. They just do it: American government agen-
cies put everything they have on the web, without restric-
tions. 

C: But its quality is doubtful at best, they don’t guar-
antee its accuracy. I wonder if anybody actually uses it. 

A: If we follow the example of Geospatial One Stop, 
then it will look like NCGI. We have to do better than that. 

B: Just use the right standards. That is of paramount 
importance. The architecture we have developed is per-
fectly equipped to set up a network. 

A: If we stick to proven technology and standards, 
nothing can go wrong. 

B: But what is that, which standard is proven, which 
standard is commonly used, which one really works? 

C: Here we go again! 
In November 2005, the core team, made up of repre-

sentatives of a few major participating organisations, at-
tempted to tackle the problems experienced by calling the 
project team together for a two-day brainstorming session in 

a remote countryside hotel. The technology and standardi-
sation issues had been declared settled, but still played a 
role, while the intention was to produce a strategy for 
developing a user-driven approach. The program for the 
session mentions a meeting with a public relations consult-
ant and the question of how to bring more user-drivenness 
into the project. In fact, user orientation was extensively 
discussed, eventually leading to a ‘motto’ of which the 
team was very proud: ‘Able to find and allowed to use’. 

The subsequent working conference, in which the pro-
ject was to be presented to the GI community in Decem-
ber 2005, was also a pressing issue. The project team had 
mixed feelings about whether there was anything tangi-
ble to demonstrate and thought that if this was not the 
case, it would be better to cancel the presentation. After 
some deliberation it was agreed that a rudimentary ver-
sion of the Red Portals would be demonstrated. 

Thus, in December 2005 the Geo Portals project was 
launched before a GI audience at the conference. The 
core team was determined to make a convincing state-
ment by showing that the project was user-driven and 
was doing the right thing in terms of technology, but also 
felt a little uncertain. The audience was familiar with SGI 
and its projects and knew of the existence of the Geo 
Portals project, but was unfamiliar with the details. Sheer 
curiosity brought about fifty GI professionals together. 

In his introduction, the scientific director of SGI signi-
fied the importance of Geo Portals for SGI, proclaiming 
it to be a key project. The core team then gave a presen-
tation about the demand-drivenness of the project and 
elucidated the ‘motto’. Despite the importance with which 
this was regarded by the project team, it barely raised the 
interest of the audience. However, the demonstration of a 
rudimentary version of the Red Portals website using data 
from the built environment had an astonishing effect. 
What the Geo Portals team considered window-dressing 
was the very thing that convinced the audience of the pro-
ject’s importance. In subsequent discussions it became 
apparent that participants were convinced that the Geo 
Portals project was SGI’s key project and that it was 
technically well managed and would make a difference. 
The Geo Portals project team celebrated the day as a success. 

4.1.1 Narrative Setting, Space and Storyboard 
In this case, technology is the dominating factor in the 
narrative setting. In the past it has been an impediment with 
respect to infrastructure development, but in this setting this 
was no longer the case, the team considering it possible 
to apply GI technology for the disclosure of data in a way 
that society as a whole would benefit. In this setting, GI 
technology is seen as an ever-developing and changing 
phenomenon that will be mastered through the applica-
tion of standards and result in an infrastructure with a rather 
static form, divided into thematically organised compart-
ments of data that give it a neatly arranged appearance. 

In the narrative space, the project team has a direct re-
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lationship with the GI community. Individual project mem-
bers belong to organisations that financially support the 
project, but these organisations are not recognised as indi-
vidual partners. As a whole, the organisations have a neutral 
and minor role and are all seen as equal and as supporting 
the common cause of sharing GI data. GI data users are 
recognised as a defined group through the user motto, but 
a clear picture of these users has still not been developed.  

A storyboard emerges concerning the propensity to let 
technology work for the GI sector through the application 
of standards. The Geo Portals project is seen to be acting 
on behalf of the entire GI sector, detached from individual 
organisations and creating a stable infrastructure. 

4.2 Attempting to Reduce Uncertainty 

The project team continued its project meetings on a fixed 
day of the month in a centrally situated venue, with meet-
ings held in a building occupied by one of the participat-
ing organisations. The morning agenda was devoted to 
management matters, while discussions prepared by a core 
team member or an external speaker took place in the 
afternoon. However, fundamental issues would emerge dur-
ing the morning sessions and be discussed over lunch, 
sometimes continuing throughout the day, suggesting a 
certain level of insecurity. Nevertheless, a research paper 
written by the project members to convince European 
peers expressed confidence [91]. 

The Geo Portals project was meant to provide all pos-
sible kinds of data, to be delivered to both professional 
users and the general public. Professional users only needed 
disclosed data, while lay users could be provided with 
software services which had to be developed for inte-
grating, harmonising and presenting data. Existing ex-
amples of the disclosure of geo data through websites 
were reviewed, the flaws convincing the project mem-
bers that there were many difficulties involved in bring-
ing together different sources. Services designed to har-
monise and present data were seen as essential to Geo 
Portals, emphasising the user orientation of the project, 
which was communicated to the GI community. The core 
team developed the example of a beer brewer in need of 
geo information to assist in finding a location for a new 
brewing facility. In all the subsequent presentations and 
promotional material, including an SGI promotional film, 
this example–which connected different processes within 
different public organisations–was made prominent [92]. 

User orientation also generated interest in legal aspects 
and the issue of digital rights management. A researcher 
affiliated with Geo Portals translated an approach for regu-
lating copyright on the internet into a model applicable to 
the field of geo information. This model, regulating legal 
and economic aspects of geo information, was regarded 
as essential for Geo Portals, although, however important 
it was felt to be, it was also seen as a separate entity, unlike 
technological issues. Technology was held to be dynamic, 

while the access model was found to be static. Further 
development of the model was embedded in another SGI 
project, placing it beyond the control of the project team. 

At the end of 2006, the project team began to feel un-
comfortable about the lack of steering capacity at SGI. 
While SGI saw Geo Portals as the core project of the 
program, the core team thought SGI, giving voice to the 
management of individual organisations, should provide 
an overarching framework. As SGI was seen as the cus-
todian of the National Geo Information Infrastructure, a 
serious discussion among project participants was de-
voted to this topic: 

A: We are supposed to work on NGII. For SGI, Geo 
Portals are considered as focal, but they don’t say any-
thing about the guidelines we should follow or how to 
connect to other projects that are part of the NGII. 

B: They are talking about a test bed for NGII, but is 
NGII only a test bed? Are we supposed to deliver some-
thing that actually works? 

C: We are certainly working on our data viewer, but to 
what standards should it comply? Are there any organi-
sations that are going to use it? 

A: They say that a new GI coordinating organisation is 
in the making–yet another organisation that is supposed 
to organise something. We need guidelines and all they 
do is establish a new organisation. This does not sound 
like coordination to me! 

D: I think that as a Geo Portals team we should take a 
stand and do what SGI refuses: take the lead! 

The core team did not feel supported by SGI, which 
until then had been seen as the keeper of the National 
Geo Information Infrastructure, of which Geo Portals was a 
part. At the end of 2006, SGI published an article in a 
leading professional magazine with the provocative title: 
‘Where to with the Dutch Geo Information Infrastruc-
ture?’ [93]. It provoked discussion and also made the 
core team feel that SGI had no strategy. 

Geo Portals concentrated on the work to be done: new 
services had to be developed with new software. Choices 
had to be made on what technology to use and what stan-
dards to apply. The core team, representing three gov-
ernment-supported knowledge institutions and a software 
company, felt responsible for this part of the project and 
took up the challenge of drawing up a framework and 
organising software development. A participating engi-
neering firm also did some work, but took little part in 
any conceptual, organisational or management activities. 

During the software development process, the core team 
came together on a weekly basis to coordinate software 
development which was undertaken by software engineers 
from core team member’s organisations. In spring 2007, 
these efforts resulted in a data viewer, a software device 
designed to be capable of consistently retrieving geo data 
from different sources on a computer screen. The Geo 
Portals core team, being enthusiastic about it, saw it as a 
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requirement for bringing the ultimate goal, a system of 
Geo Portals, one step closer. 

While celebrating this achievement, project members soon 
felt that the newly developed data viewer was already 
becoming outdated because new techniques were now 
available. This gave software engineers the opportunity 
to develop even more sophisticated viewers. Thus, while 
having a tested product ready for implementation, the 
development process went on, with an enthusiastic core 
team managing the same team of software developers. 
While working with the newest technologies they gave 
the impression that these developments were quite normal 
for them–new technology had to be explored and applied. 

4.2.1 Narrative Setting, Space and Storyboard 
In this phase of the project, the narrative setting becomes 
increasingly dominated by technology. To serve lay users, 
services have to be developed using state-of-the-art tech-
nology. Standards are still important but they are ap-
praised as being of lesser concern. Legal aspects are seen 
as a separate area that needs to be dealt with, but not 
necessarily by the project management team.  

In the narrative space, the management of individual 
participating organisations is seen as collectively organ-
ised into advisory boards of the SGI program. The pro-
gram itself is considered to be unsupportive, as it simply 
does not have a policy, and those on the boards are not 
seen as GI experts, but as serving the interests of indi-
vidual organisations, which are not necessarily the inter-
ests of the Geo Portals project. Those involved in the 
Geo Portals project must recognise that in order to be 
successful they must plot their own course, which will be 
to address the newest trends in GI technology.  

The storyboard at this stage is at the point of exploring 
the latest GI technology and incorporating this into a test 
website. Once the technology is ready to be used as a 
building block for GI infrastructure, further effort will be 
put into assessing newer technological improvements. 

4.3 Towards Judgement Day 

In 2007, the Geo Portals project was on track as far as 
software development was concerned, but the core team 
was becoming increasingly agitated, feeling that the ini-
tial goal of sharing geo information was moving out of 
reach. At the project team meeting in April 2007, a dis-
cussion on this point was initiated by two core team 
members in an attempt to engineer a breakthrough: 

It is terribly sad that we cannot build on the achieve-
ments of SGI. It looks like management does not recog-
nise what it is all about. In the Netherlands we have an 
abundance of geo data, distinguished scholars, high GIS 
penetration, a vast and schooled workforce and many 
knowledge exchange networks. Perfect circumstances for 
great ideas. But guess what? We just keep on chatting! 

Nobody seemed to be in charge of developing the NGII, 
and the decision-makers at SGI were depicted as abstract 

thinkers with no practical knowledge. It was felt that a 
breakthrough was needed, and the appraisal of the SGI 
promotional conference held in March 2007 did not dis-
play any confidence: 

A: I am sad to say that real sharing of geo information 
is further away than ever. We have just had the SGI con-
ference in Rotterdam. It lacked any ambition. The bottom 
line was: ‘The NGII has to be developed, but let’s move 
on as we did’. That’s not the way to get it done. 

B: It was a convention of the same people that you see 
all the time at such events; ‘the usual suspects’ were do-
ing their ritual thing. 

C: It was like being in some religious rally, people 
celebrating and praising something of which everybody 
has a different image. 

B: It is a paradoxical situation. When we need a break-
through, surprise, surprise, nobody wants to change, we 
keep on doing things the way we did, and nothing really 
changes. 

C: Everybody talks about the costs of an NGII, the 
benefits are not mentioned. 

A: An NGII will add value, that’s the raison d’ être. If 
we only want an NGII for incident management and 
fighting terrorism we’re on the wrong track. 

Despite the uncertainty, Geo Portals was considered to 
be successful because it offered technical solutions. The 
technology only had to be brought to a meaningful con-
clusion in order to establish the NGII, but failing man-
agement seemed to obstruct this. Perceptions of the role 
of Geo Portals started to change: 

It is perfectly clear that it was unattainable to build an 
infrastructure. Just look at the budget we had for this 
project: it was clear even before we started that it was 
insufficient. Our job was to deliver building blocks, to 
innovate for the sake of an NGII. 

We are good at the technological aspects. So if they 
ask us for such a project, we will handle technology. 
Without any guidance from SGI, it is impossible to de-
velop an NGII. What we can offer for a future NGII is 
best practices and software tools. We form a community 
for NGII development. 

Another working conference was organised for Novem-
ber 2007 with a striking theme: ‘Just do it’. External ex-
perts were asked to focus on financial, legal and organ-
isational aspects, while Geo Portals project members were 
keen to present the technical aspects. The message in 
workshops was that new software applications, as devel-
oped by Geo Portals, were fully capable of integrating geo 
data from different sources. This message was symbol-
ised using Lego blocks, representing geo data building 
blocks which could be put together in any possible way. 

Now that the finish was in sight, the project team 
wanted to deliver results which could be used in the fu-
ture. Slowly but steadily, the project goals were redefined. 
The obligation to produce tangible products changed, with 
the Geo Portals team coming to see itself as a ‘commu-
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nity of practice’. The image of the project as developing 
building blocks for an NGII now changed, with Geo Portals 
being reconceived as a knowledge-creating project. The 
atmosphere also changed, from distress to optimism to 
euphoria, although one of the more sceptical project 
team members noted that what was occurring was ‘ex-
pectation management’. 

It was felt that the positive results should be dissemi-
nated to the GI community, for example in a research paper 
[94], and a new sector-wide policy coordinating organi-
sation called Geonovum began to promote itself. While 
the Geo Portals project team had at first thought that this 
organisation was covering up the failings of the geo in-
formation sector, they now thought that Geonovum could 
secure the innovative achievements of Geo Portals for 
the future. The image of SGI changed accordingly, from 
being purely involved in funding to becoming a knowl-
edge-boosting program that should be continued. 

At the closing conference in December 2008 there was 
confidence about the results. The highest civil servant 
responsible for geo information in the Ministry of Hous-
ing, Spatial Planning and the Environment was the key-
note speaker, addressing 150 people in a prestigious loca-
tion. A specially produced video presented the improve-
ment of the accessibility of geo information as an ongo-
ing project, suggesting that there was much work still to 
be done. Software applications were presented as step-
ping stones in a continuous progression, invoking a great 
deal of interest in newly developed techniques. A new 
website with a new name (Carta Fabrica) was also launched, 
where the achievements of Geo Portals were to be made 
available. Both the core team and the audience were op-
timistic about the future. 

In interviews held after the completion of the project, 
the image of technology as dominating all developments 
was persistent. Standards were seen as a thing of the past 
because technology was now seen as being capable of 
connecting all forms of data. The approach was referred to 
as ‘Web 2.0’, signifying that the new technology was 
obviously web-based. It was also noted by Geo Portals 
project members that Geonovum was still working on a 
National Geo Register aiming at the registration and stan-
dardisation of all governmental geo data but that this project 
was obsolete because Web 2.0 would solve all the con-
nection problems where standardisation had failed. How-
ever, most importantly, the National Geo Register was 
seen as a project that hampered innovation in the geo 
information sector. 

4.3.1 Narrative Setting, Space and Storyboard 
In the narrative setting, technology is now treated as the 
essence of Geo Portals. Technology is seen as an unleashed 
phenomenon, now labelled as ‘innovation’, and it is ready 
to solve any problem, with the aim of making the world a 
better place. Innovation is thus seen as an enabler of dy-
namic geo information management, without being chained 
by standards. However, the solutions created by this 

technology are found to be obsolete before they can be 
used, not because they do not function properly but be-
cause they are superseded by solutions powered by even 
more sophisticated technology. 

In the narrative space, both diverging and converging 
tendencies can be observed. The GI sector management, 
speaking through organisations such as Geonovum and 
SGI with their emphasis on standards, is found by Geo 
Portals project members to inhibit the possibilities cre-
ated by the application of technology. By providing in-
sufficient funding they are also seen as responsible for 
not delivering Geo Portals as originally planned. Realis-
ing that the initial goals were untenable, the Geo Portals 
team redirected their aim towards creating innovation to 
facilitate the creation of an NGII. As the SGI was sup-
posed to stimulate innovation in geo information sharing, 
the Geo Portals project team felt quite comfortable with 
their new goals, knowing that their project would stimu-
late innovation. 

The storyboard that can be identified here aims at the 
production of new technologies which could be made 
available to the GI sector. It affects the reframing of 
goals, moving from the creation of a static infrastructure 
into making new technologies available. This reframing 
is justified through concluding that the funds originally 
granted by SGI were inadequate to realise the GI infra-
structure considered in the initial plan. 

5. Discussions 

In this paper, we have used the framework of narrative 
setting, space and storyboard to analyse the Geo Portals 
project. Three phases of the project were identified, in 
which the narrative setting and space could be placed in a 
relationship with a developing storyboard. The Geo Por-
tals project had a clear beginning and end, and there were 
also some preparatory activities which were considered 
to be important for the analysis, as well as the impact of 
the project on the Dutch GI sector. 

Initially, the Geo Portals project proposal was to de-
velop an infrastructure serving societal needs. These needs 
were converted into user profiles with different demand 
structures. As project participants became dissatisfied 
with the lack of guidelines for an overarching strategy, 
they started to develop software applications. Because 
they considered themselves to be the vanguard of ever- 
changing technology, the idea of building an infrastruc-
ture slowly faded. Consequently, the goal shifted towards 
providing a toolbox, which in turn changed into the im-
age of the project as stimulating innovation. 

The narrative setting, dominated by rapidly developing 
information technology, encouraged project participants 
to look to the future, and the Geo Portals project acted as 
a means to deal collectively with this task and to apply 
the latest technology to create newly developed software 
applications. Geo Portals project members, acting inde-
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pendently of their respective organisations, made new 
technology available, while unintentionally ensuring that 
no individual or organisation could be blamed for failure. 
Because the Geo Portals project was supposed to be benefi-
cial to the whole GI sector, the project team decided to 
supply state-of-the-art technology. 

In the narrative space, SGI was seen as an enabling 
organisation, acting on behalf of the Dutch GI commu-
nity, in relation to which the Geo Portals project would 
be beneficial to the whole sector. The Geo Portals project 
team saw SGI as a temporary organisation, being part of 
the GI community and primarily involved in sustaining 
the Geo Portals concept through funding with money 
budgeted for the GI community. This relationship made 
the project team cautious, responsible and somewhat self- 
reflective. Thus, SGI brought the GI community together 
around a financing source, forcing individual organisa-
tions to cooperate with each other in order to be eligible 
for funding. 

The analysis shows a cyclical storyboard: whenever 
new technology was tested and approved, newer tech-
nology was already virtually available to be tested and 
eventually to be confirmed as a new standard. The data 
shows two of these cycles, with the typical pattern being 
depicted in Figure 2. This is the storyboard of the action 
occurring within the project, which can also be inter-
preted as a vicious circle [95]. 

In a world with a pressing and increasing turnover of 
technological innovations, reliable infrastructures might 
create stability. The two competing narratives of stability 
and change always struggle for dominance. An infrastruc-
ture is a fixed, predictable, stable, unambiguous and ubiq-
uitous facility that users almost take for granted [96] and 
a focus on the development of a standardised infrastructure 
utilises the narrative of stability, a prominent feature in the 
initial Geo Portals project proposal. The difficulties in-
volved in standardisation were already recognised in the 
project’s subtitle: ‘liberty united’ and a strict regime of 
standardisation was also feared, as well as being consid-
ered difficult to implement. Therefore, a limited, ‘light’ 
version of standardisation was proposed. 

Throughout the project, from the initial presentation of 
the Red Portals, which was hailed as innovative, until the 
conclusion, when the entire Geo Portals project was de-
clared innovative, the emphasis was on change. Newly 
developed software, already obsolete on the day of its 
realisation, was not considered a problem. Moreover, it 
was seen as essential, as the average GI professional sees 
tomorrow’s technology as the solution to problems en-
countered today. 

The storyboard of innovation remains prominent. The 
core message of SGI, to be innovative, hampered the de-
velopment of an infrastructure. For this reason, the project 
was reframed into a knowledge-generating endeavour, driven 

 

 

Figure 2. The storyboard of innovation 

 
by a storyboard of innovation. Ultimately, the GI com-
munity would judge the project on its innovative qualities, 
presented through state-of-the-art software. While this is a 
tangible result of the four-year Geo Portals project, it is 
only temporary, with no reference to infrastructure. 

6. Conclusions 

Delivering infrastructure seems to involve two contra-
dictory aspects [97]. On the one hand there is a narrative 
of change, expressing the urge to work with the newest 
technology, and on the other hand there is a narrative of 
stability which sees infrastructure as predictable and sta-
ble and thus useful. These two narratives seem to fight 
for attention. 

As the Geo Portals program basically aimed at innova-
tion, the narrative of change was dominant, and can be 
identified in the innovation storyboard. Infrastructure de-
velopment rather than infrastructure building was paramount, 
and thus a stable, recognisable infrastructure was absent. 

The narratives reflect the basic stability/change con-
tradiction [66]. The confrontation of these two differing 
narratives is not uncommon and has been called the ‘in-
novation paradox’. It is found in large public sector pro-
jects where a fixed infrastructure has to be delivered in 
an unstable environment [49]. 

It has been suggested that when problems with the 
construction of infrastructures emerge it is necessary to 
focus on project designs in the light of cultural settings 
[98]. However, here there was more at stake. A GI commu-
nity, seemingly preoccupied with innovation, desperately 
required a useable infrastructure. While one of those in-
volved in the project suggested that infrastructures are 
always in a process of innovation and should be regarded 
as ‘moving targets’, in order to be used, infrastructures 
also need to be stable. Thus, the sector as a whole must 
find equilibrium between stability and change in relation 
to infrastructure. Now that these driving forces have been 
identified, a breakthrough is within reach. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study investigates the transmission of pricing information between Hong Kong Stock Exchange and New York Stock 
Exchange. Using the opening and closing stock prices of these two markets from Jan. 2003 to Apr. 2007 with the 
method of Seemingly Unrelated Regression, we draw the conclusions that: 1) intraday returns of Chinese dually-listed 
stocks is influenced more obviously by Hang Seng Index than Dow-Jones Average; 2) transmission of pricing informa-
tion is only from New York to Hong Kong; 3) intraday returns of stocks from New York Stock Exchange has a remark-
able influence on that of the next day in Hongkong market, but the stocks price of Hong Kong Stock Exchange has no 
relation with which of New York Stock Exchange. 
 
Keywords: Information Transmission, Dually-Listed, Stock Price 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, there have been quite a number of Chi-
nese companies listed in foreign capital markets. Ac-
cording to the China Securities Regulatory’s Statistics, 
up to early 2006, there are a total of 120 Chinese compa-
nies listed in foreign capital markets. The market value 
of China's A-Shares reaches 9 trillion RMB, while the 
market value of overseas listed enterprises reaches 11 
trillion RMB. At the mean time, Along with China's fi-
nancial industry is opened to external and to deepen fi-
nance reformation, more and more people begin to pay 
attention to the relationships between Chinese market 
and overseas securities market. The interdependence of 
international equity markets has been examined exten-
sively. 

The interdependence of international equity markets 
has been examined extensively. Using stock market in-
dices, Koch and Koch examined relationships between 
daily closing values of eight national stock indices for the 
years 1972, 1980 and 1987.Their result suggested that 
international stock market has grown an more interdep- 
endent over time, and increased equity market interdep- 
endence has been concentrated primarily between mark- 
ets in neighboring countries and between markets whose 
trading hours overlap [1]. 

Using multivariate GARCH models, Zhao L. and 
Wang Y. point out there is anasymmetry in predictability 
of the volatility of A share verses B share. Before the 
openness to domestic inverstors of B share in Feb. 2001, 
the volatility of B share and A share are relatively inde-
pendent. After that, there is a prominent volatility spill-
over effect from A share to B share [2]. 

However, using the dually-listed stock prices will de-
scribe transmission of pricing information better than 
using the indices [3–4]. Using the daily opening and 
closing stock prices of seven Japanese corporations that 
are dually listed on the New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE) and the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), Lau and 
Diltz conclude that market imperfections that may inhibit 
information transfer between TSE and NYSE stock re-
turns are not readily apparent and that international list-
ings do not give rise to arbitrage opportunities [5]. 

Bae investigates the transfer of pricing information 
between the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKSE) and 
the London Stock Exchange (LSE). They find that HKSE 
overnight returns respond significantly to changes in LSE 
intraday returns, but the transmission process is not com-
pleted at the opening of the SEHK; LSE overnight re-
turns respond significantly to changes in HKSE intraday 
returns, but the transmission process is not completed at 
the opening of the LSE, either; the impact is stronger 
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t

moving from the LSE to the SEHK [6]. 
Kalok et al. using high frequency data to study how 

overnight price movements in local markets affect the 
trading activity of foreign stocks on the NYSE. They 
found that local price movements affect not only the 
opening returns of foreign stocks, but also their returns in 
the first 30-min interval. The magnitude of local price 
movements is positively related to price volatility of for-
eign stocks, and this relation is stronger at the NYSE 
open but weaker afterward. However, local price move-
ments cannot account for intraday variations in trading 
volume. They interpret the result as evidence that the 
trading activity of foreign stocks on the NYSE is related 
more to liquidity trading of US investors and less to local 
market information [7]. 

Chinese enterprises have a shorter history in listing in 
foreign capital markets, Research on the relationships 
between Chinese Capital Market are in progress. This 
study is important due to the growing number of firms 
that choose for their common stock to be traded on for-
eign stock exchanges. By examining the transmission of 
pricing information, optimal investment decision for in-
vestors from home and abroad can be made. 

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the data and method used in the study, 
while Section 3 summarizes the empirical results. Finally, 
Section 4 presents the conclusions. 

2. Data and Method 

2.1 Data 

Using opening and closing stock prices of Chinese firms 
which are dually-listed on the Hong Kong and New York 
stock exchanges over the period of 2003 to April 2007. 
The firms’ New York listings are in the form of Ameri- 

can Depository Receipts (ADRs). We eliminate two 
firms due to unavailability of prices for the entire period. 
Therefore, the final sample consists of seven firms, the 
length of time series is 1043. Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange and New York Stock Exchange opening and 
closing prices are obtained from www.yahoo.com.cn. 
(Table 1) 

2.2 Method 

The specification and methodology used in this study are 
a refined version of those employed by Lau, S T (1994) 
and Becker K H. (1990). Intraday and overnight returns 
are calculated in the following manner.  and 

 are the daily opening and closing stock prices, 

 and  are the intraday return and overnight re-

turns: 

topen

tclose

toc tco

100*log( / )t toc close open ; 

1100*log( / )t tco open close t ; 

All return series are adjusted for dividend payment and 
stock split. More specifically, we define the overnight 
return and the intraday return for the HKSE and NYSE 
as follows: 

oc
tHK : The SEHK intraday return on day t, 
co
tHK : The SEHK return for the overnight period 

ending on day t, 
oc

tNY : The NYSE intraday return on day t, 
co

tNY : The NYSE return for the overnight period end-

ing on day t. 
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange opens at 10:00 hours 

and closes at 16:00 hours, and New York Exchange pre-
cedes Hong Kong by half an hour. Thus, on a given 
trading day, the trading times are overlap, and the 

 
Table 1. The description of sample firms 

Firms Name Exchange Code Transform Proportion Industry Listing Date 

SINOPEC SHANGHAI ADS SHI (0338) 1:100 Energy 07/26/1993 

CHINA TELECOM CP LTD CHA (0728) 1:100 Communication 07/22/2002 

BRILLIANCE CHI CBA (1114) 1:100 Autocar manufacture 10/22/1999 

GUANGSHEN RAIL CO LT GSH (0525) 1:50 Transportation 05/14/1996 

ALUMINUM CP CHIN ADS ACH (2600) 1:100 Metallurgy 12/12/2001 

HUANENG POWER INTL HNP (0902) 1:40 Electric power 01/22/1998 

CHINA EASTERN AIRLNE CEA (0670) 1:100 Aviation 02/05/1997 

Note: The ADR in Exchange code is the code on NYSE and corresponding code on HKSE each. Transform proportion is the number which one 
ADR respond to H share. 
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Figure 1. The chronological sequence of events in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
(HKSE) 

 
chronological sequence is as shown in Figure 1. 

First of all, we give our attention to the transmission of 
pricing information between NYSE and HKSE. We 
specify four equations that relate to the transmission of 
pricing information between market participants in HK- 
SE and NYSE. The first two equations model the trans-
mission of pricing information from the NYSE to the 
HKSE. 

Specifically, we first examine the effect of changes in 

the intraday NYSE returns, , on the following 

day’s HKSE overnight return, by estimating the 

following regression specification: 

1
ocNYt

co

tHK

1) Regression Equation (1) illustrates the effect of   
changes in the intraday NYSE return on day t-1, on the 
following day's HKSE overnight return, 

1 1 1 1

co oc

t tHK NY t     

t

            (1) 

2) Equation (2) illustrates the effect of changes in 
the intraday NYSE return on day t-1, on the following 
day’s HKSE intraday return, 

2 2 1 2

oc oc

t tHK NY                  (2) 

3) Equation (3) illustrates the effect of changes in  
the intraday HKSE return on day t-1,on the same day’s 
NYSE overnight return, 

1 3 3 1 3

co oc

t tNY HK t                  (3) 

4) Equation (4) illustrates the effect of changes in 
the intraday HKSE return on day t-1,on the same day’s 
NYSE intraday return, 

1 4 4 1 4

oc oc

t tNY HK t                  (4) 

where it （i＝1,2,3,4）is a stochastic disturbance term. 

If the one stock exchange responds to changes in re-
turns on the other, then estimation of equation should 
produce a significant positive slope coefficient. 

The empirical specifications (1) and (3) each contain 
variables that, while not strictly simultaneously deter-
mined, nevertheless share a considerable amount of 
common trading time. Upon consideration of our em-
pirical specification and the types of hypotheses we are 
testing, we employ a four-step instrumental variables 
procedure that differs slightly from that of Koch [1] and 
Lau S.T. [5]. 

First, we estimate market model regressions for  

and 

oc
tNY

oc
tHK  using ordinary least squares: 

55
oc oc

tNY DJA 5t t              (5) 

6 6 6
oc oc
t tHK HSI t              (6) 

Where is intraday return on the Dow Jones In-

dustrials Index, and 

oc
tDJA

oc
tHSI is intraday return on the Hong 

Kong Hang Seng Index. 
Secondly, the resulting parameter estimates are used to 

create instruments (i.e. predictions),  and 

 for variables  and Equa-

tions (1) and (3), respectively. 

oc
tYN̂
oc
tHKoc

tKHˆ oc
tNY

oc
t

oc
t DJAYN 55

ˆˆˆ               (5’) 

oc
t

oc
t HSIKH 66

ˆˆˆ               (6’) 

Third, the instrumental variables are substituted into 
Equations (1) and (3), yielding: 

t
oc

t
co
t YNHK 7177

ˆ             (1’) 

t
oc
t

oc
t KHNY 81881

ˆ             (3’) 

Finally, the parameters of the system of Equations (1’), 
(2), (3’) and (4) are estimated jointly using the Seem-
ingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) method. By using the 
estimates of the covariance of residuals across equations, 
the SUR method improves the efficiency of the parame-
ter estimates. 

3. Empirical Results 

We believe that the instrumental variables produced in 
the manner described above are appropriate instruments, 
as they satisfy the two criteria for valid instruments. Ta-
ble 2 reports the parameter estimates for the market 
models specified in Equations (5) and (6), all regression 
slopes are statistically significant at the one per cent level, 
indicating that all sample firms from NYSE and HKSE 
return respond to changes of Share Market Indexes. 

For each firm, the results give us an attention that 

6 (0.56～0.87) is more than 5  (0.97～1.52), which 

indicates the fluctuation range of Chinese stocks returns 
of NYSE are narrower than Dow Jones Industrials Index, 
and which from HKSE are wider than Hong Kong Hang 
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Table 2. Results of the market model for the NYSE and the HKSE 

New York Stock Market  Hong Kong Stock Market 

Stock 5  5  2R  Stock 6  6  2R  

SHI 
0.026 
(0.73) 

0.618*** 
(13.76) 

0.154 0338.HK 
0.004 
(0.06) 

1.475*** 
(15.72) 

0.192 

CHA 
-0.003 
(-0.10) 

0.781*** 
(20.83) 

0.294 0728.HK 
0.069 
(1.41) 

1.094*** 
(16.41) 

0.206 

CBA 
-0.090* 
(-1.78) 

0.759*** 
(11.99) 

0.121 1114.HK 
-0.084 
(-1.36) 

0.998*** 
(11.88) 

0.119 

GSH 
0.017 
(0.40) 

0.603*** 
(11.38) 

0.111 0425.HK 
-0.137** 
(-1.98) 

1.222*** 
(13.00) 

0.140 

ACH 
0.011 
(0.25) 

0.870*** 
(15.51) 

0.188 2600.HK 
-0.080 
(-1.58) 

0.968*** 
(14.08) 

0.160 

HNP 
0.040 
(1.20) 

0.590*** 
(14.18) 

0.162 0902.HK 
-0.139* 
(-1.76) 

1.214*** 
(11.26) 

0.109 

CEA 
-0.055 
(-1.24) 

0.560*** 
(9.97) 

0.087 0670.HK 
-0.024 
(-0.34) 

1.519*** 
(16.13) 

0.200 

Note: t-values appear in parentheses. 
***Significant at the 1 per cent level. **Significant at the 5 per cent level. *Significant at the 10 per cent level. 

 
Table 3. SUR estimates of Equations (1’), (2), (3’) and (4) 

Transfer direction From New York to Hong Kong From Hong Kong to New York 

Stock 7  7  2  2  8  8  4  4  

SHI 
(0338.HK) 

0.039 
(0.85) 

0.972*** 
(10.77) 

0.040 
(0.52) 

-0.106* 
(-1.74) 

0.066 
(0.95) 

0.000 
(0.05) 

0.066 
(0.96) 

0.002 
(0.55) 

CHA 
(0728.HK) 

-0.029 
(-0.86) 

0.928*** 
(17.99) 

0.090* 
(1.65) 

-0.015 
(-0.30) 

0.055 
(1.08) 

0.002 
(0.35) 

0.055 
(1.08) 

0.002 
(0.82) 

CBA 
(1114.HK) 

0.240*** 
(5.83) 

0.671*** 
(9.95) 

-0.072 
(-1.10) 

-0.098*** 
(-2.61) 

0.063 
(0.85) 

0.002 
(0.51) 

0.063 
(0.85) 

0.001 
(0.51) 

GSH 
(0425.HK) 

0.151*** 
(3.33) 

1.002*** 
(10.69) 

-0.114 
(-1.53) 

0.016 
(0.30) 

0.088 
(1.59) 

0.000 
(-0.06) 

0.088 
(1.60) 

0.000 
(0.07) 

ACH 
(2600.HK) 

0.049 
(0.63) 

0.617*** 
(5.45) 

-0.063 
(-1.14) 

-0.015 
(-0.43) 

0.006 
(0.04) 

0.000 
(-0.01) 

0.006 
(0.04) 

0.000 
(0.02) 

HNP 
(0902.HK) 

0.051 
(1.09) 

1.138*** 
(11.51) 

-0.104 
(-1.24) 

-0.146** 
(-2.05) 

-0.050 
(-0.62) 

0.000 
(-0.11) 

-0.050 
(-0.61) 

0.000 
(0.15) 

CEA 
(0670.HK) 

0.241*** 
(4.77) 

1.667*** 
(14.70) 

0.006 
(0.08) 

0.090* 
(1.76) 

0.106 
(1.92) 

0.000 
(0.03) 

0.106 
(1.92) 

0.000 
(0.11) 

Note: t-values appear in parentheses. 
***Significant at the 1 per cent level. **Significant at the 5 per cent level. *Significant at the 10 per cent level. 

 
Seng Index. Therefore, contrast to Dow Jones Industrials 
Index, the stocks of mainland firms listed in Hong Kong 
are sensitivity to Hang Seng Index, which would be an 
overreact. 

The first two columns in Table 3 reports the results of 
SUR estimates of the effect of changes in the sample 
firm NYSE intraday return on the following day’s sam-
ple firm HKSE overnight return. All seven regression 
slopes are statistically positive significant at the one 
percent level, indicating that sample firm HKSE returns 
respond to changes in corresponding firms returns on 
the NYSE. If the regression slopes of firms, 7 , higher 

than one, indicating that stock returns in Hong Kong 
effected by New York higher than that in New York and 
vice versa. 

The following two columns in Table 3 reports the re-
sults of SUR estimates of the effect of changes in the 
sample firm NYSE intraday return on the following 
day’s sample firm HKSE intraday return. This regression 
allows us to determine whether the transmission of pric-
ing information has been completed at the opening trade. 
The insignificance of three of the seven regression slopes 
suggests that most of the transmission of pricing infor-
mation is completed at the first trade of the day. The 
negative significance of three of that suggests that based 
on the opening price closing price have a reversion. Only 
one firm have a negative significance slopes at the ten 
per cent level indicating that pricing information trans-
mission is continue at the all trade of the day. 

Associate Equation (1’) with Equation (2), as shown in 
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Table 3 is the transmission of pricing information from 
New York to Hong Kong. 7  are higher than 2  and 

so are the corresponding t-statistics, which suggests that 
the transmission from New York to Hong Kong is com-
pleted at the first trade of the day. 

The regression slopes in Equations (3’) and (4) are 
insignificant, which suggests that the transmission of 
pricing information from Hong Kong to New York is 
unconspicuous. This result disagrees with Lau [5] and 
Bae [6]. 

4. Conclusions 

This study examines the transmission of pricing informa-
tion between market participants in the HKSE and the 
NYSE. Using the opening and closing stock prices of 
seven Chinese firms that are inter-listed on the Hong 
Kong and the New York stock exchanges over the period 
of 2003 to April 2007, four regression specifications re-
lating to the transmission of pricing information are ex-
amined. The findings of this study suggest that: 1) Con-
trast to Dow Jones Industrials Index, the stocks of 
mainland firms listed in Hong Kong are sensitivity to 
Hang Seng Index. 2) Sample firm HKSE opening returns 
respond to changes in sample firm NYSE intraday stock 
performance; the transmission process is apparently 
completed at the opening of the HKSE; 3) The transmis-
sion of pricing information from Hong Kong to New 
York are unconspicuous. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper explores the problems facing Small and Medium Size Contractors in Swaziland. The construction sector in 
Swaziland is not only a significant source of direct employment but also a sector which contributes, through its wide 
range of projects and operations. The paper will also look at the current government initiatives that had been put in 
place to address the challenges and problems in order to ensure that contractors are successful. There is a high failure 
rate among small and medium size contractors in Swaziland. These contractors fail for a variety of reasons ranging 
from lack of adequate capacity to handle the uniqueness, complexity and risks in contracting, lack of effective manage-
ment, lack of business management, poor record keeping and inadequate technical, financial and contract managerial 
skills. Drawing on research on small and medium size contractors, the paper used both secondary and primary litera-
ture. 100 questionnaires were distributed to different role players in the construction sector in Swaziland. The response 
rate was eighty seven (87) percent. The paper reveals that the most problems facing small and medium size contractors 
in Swaziland is lack of access to finance and late payment by government. The paper closes with recommendations and 
key lessons for the future. 
 
Keywords: Contractor, Construction, Employment, Small and Medium Size, Public Works 

1. Introduction 

In Swaziland and other countries there seem a general 
consensus that small enterprises are the mainstay of eco-
nomic growth and prosperity. Small contractors can be 
powerful instruments of generating job opportunities; 
small contractors can perform small projects at different 
and remote geographical locations that might be unat-
tractive to big firms or too costly using the big firms; low 
overheads enable small contractors to work at more 
competitive prices; large number of functional small and 
medium scale black contractors can help to decentralise 
the construction industry dominated by established large 
contractors; the relatively low skills and resources re-
quired at this scale can easily lower the entry point for 
the small and medium size owners to begin to participate 
in the industry; and a large number of functional Swazi 
owned contractors can develop a platform for growth and 
redistribution of wealth in Swaziland. Small and Medium 
Size contractors in Swaziland are defined as those con-
tractors who do work up to E20 million (Exchange Rate: 
$1 = E8). At a time when the public sector and big busi-
ness are shedding jobs, small businesses are maintaining 

real employment growth. The small contractor develop-
ment programme falls under the Ministry of Public 
Works and Transport. The main mandate of the ministry 
is to ensure the provision and maintenance of a sustain-
able public infrastructure, an efficient and effective 
seamless transport system and network, regulation for a 
vibrant construction and transport industry, management 
of public service accommodation and the provision of 
meteorological services [1]. 

2. Research Objectives 

The main objective of this paper is to outline the prob-
lems faced by small and medium size contractors in the 
Kingdom of Swaziland. 

2.1 Review of South African Literature 

2.1.1 Skill Development in the Construction Industry 
Historically, the construction industry has largely relied 
on a core of highly skilled staff (generally white and of-
ten expatriate) to supervise a largely semi-skilled and 
unskilled workforce (generally black). The decline in 
demand for construction products over the past decades, 
and associated uncertainty, has seen a reduction in skills 
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training since the 1980s, and the closing down of indus-
try training institutions in the 1990s. It has been reported 
that only about 70 percent of the available training ca-
pacity is currently being utilized [2]. Skills enhancement 
in the construction industry faces a very particular chal-
lenge since the construction sector employs the fourth 
highest number of persons having no formal education – 
after agriculture, households and mining. Industry has 
expressed a view that skills supplied to the market 
through the Further Education and Training (FET) sys-
tem were in many cases not appropriate to their needs, 
resulting in a skills gap. While industry-based training is 
seen as better aligned with company-specific require-
ments, South African Qualification Authority (SAQA) 
does not accredit some trainers, and some do not issue 
certificates for training and employment. This tendency 
limits mobility and career path prospects [2]. 

The important note was to recognize the improvement 
of the work skills of all South Africans, which is critical 
to grow the national economy. The Skills Development 
Act (SDA) was promulgated to create the structures and 
framework for the national development strategy. In 
terms of the SDA employers are obliged to provide for-
mal structured education to their workers, hence in the 
problem statement one looks at the possibilities of the 
employed trained people by Group Five being given the 
opportunity to further their training. 

Furthermore, the act encourages partnership in this ef-
fect between government, employers, workers, education 
and training providers, and beneficiary communities. The 
trained people are the beneficiaries from the community. 
According to SDA, the needs of employers, the economy 
and the communities must dictate which skills develop-
ment should be developed. The part of which skills 
should be developed lead one to the last objectives in the 
problem statement to try to identify which skills are often 
needed in different trades and provinces. 

The SDA covers structured, targeted and generic 
training implying that all training interventions should be 
planned and managed as projects that is the reason why 
Group Five has “people at the gate” which is Corporate 
Social Investment Project. In SDA, employers together 
with their workers formulate workplace skills plan (WSP) 
to enable them to realize their employment training tar-
gets. All designated employers pay a monthly skills de-
velopment levy of 1% of their budgeted payrolls to the 
National Skills Fund (NFS), via South African Revenue 
services (SARS). Of this amount, the employer can claim 
back 70% in the form of discretionary grant, provided 
that they submit WSP and Implementation Report (IR) 
annually and conduct special training projects. 

These levies finance the implementation of the Na-
tional Skills Development Strategy (NSDS). Construc-
tion Education and training Authorities (CETA) receives 
10% of the skills levies paid by construction employers 

for administration costs, NSF receives 20%, and 70% is 
available to be claimed back by these contributing em-
ployers. However, international trends shows that com-
panies need to spend between 4% and 7% in order to be 
successful in addressing the current shortages and gaps 
[3]. Furthermore, there appears to be over-reliance of a 
number of levels in the micro and provincial economy on 
the SETA’s as being responsible bodies for coordinating 
the identification of scare skills in South Africa. 

2.2 Small Contractors in South Africa 

In South Africa, the contractors enter the market at the 
lower end and in the general building contracting cate-
gory, making the sector extremely competitive and un-
sustainable [4] and the emerging contractor policies in-
tended for black economic empowerment (BEE) are be-
ing used as job creation opportunities, which contributes 
to the over crowding of the emerging market. It is com-
mon for black businesses to be based on technical skills 
which are based on technical skills, which are used to 
satisfy needs of the community. However, technical 
competence is no guarantee of business success. Opera-
tional (e.g. scheduling and ordering) and business (e.g. 
planning, financial control and budgeting) skills are vital 
to the success of any enterprise. Small enterprises con-
tribute positively to the economics of the country and to 
the survival of large numbers of people. 

2.2.1 Skills Shortage in Small Contractors 
South Africa is characterized by a systematic under-  
investment in human capital. This has resulted in a la-
bour force with a skewed distribution of craft skills, ca-
reer opportunities and work-place experience. While the 
promulgation of the Skills Development Act of 1997 is 
commendable, micro enterprises already express concern 
about the administration costs of recovering levies in the 
form of grants for training. Furthermore, there are the 
costs of designing a workplace training programme as an 
alternative to using external training institutions and the 
relatively high charges by private training institutions 
after the closure of the former industrial training boards 
which had been subsidized through levies from industry 
[5]. The imbalances of the past with regard to the school 
curriculum known as “Bantu education” which did not 
offer much mathematic and science as part of the cur-
riculum hinder the emerging market as these subjects are 
essential for entry into the engineering and built envi-
ronment industry. This Bantu system secured the exclu-
sion of black people from participating in the construc-
tion industry as they did not have the necessary skills 
required. According to Matas [6] the Bantu Education 
Act, Act No. 47 of 1953 established a Black Education 
Department in the Department of Native Affairs which 
would compile a curriculum that suited the nature and 
requirements of black people. The aim was to prevent 
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Africans receiving an education that would lead them to 
aspire to positions they wouldn’t be allowed to hold in 
society. Africans were to receive an education designed 
to provide them with skills to serve their own people in 
the homelands or work in labouring jobs under whites. 
On the other hand the job reservation of 1951 applied to 
Blacks, Coloureds and Indians. The notion behind job 
reservation was the best, the most highly skilled jobs, 
should be reserved for whites. The 1951 Native Build-
ing Workers Act provided that no Black might be em-
ployed as skilled building workers outside of a Bantu 
area [6]. The above discussed Acts created a skills 
shortage among the Africans to compete in the labour 
market. 

2.3 Financial Constraints 

The high competition among emerging contractors has 
contributed to increase financial failures of the emerging 
market, making the market unsustainable. The Construc-
tion Industry Development Board [4] states that the large 
numbers of emerging contractors have moved into higher 
value public tendering in the 0.5m to 2m market, which 
is also becoming overly competitive. Statistics South 
Africa [7] reports that, from 1995 to 2005, about 5907 
construction companies were formally liquidated. Ac-
cording to the Construction Industry Development Board 
[2] states that much more than 90% of the emerging 
black contractors survive the first five years. According 
to the SA Construction Industry Status Report [2], 1,400 
construction companies were liquidated over the past 
three years. Emerging contractors feel that the banks are 
reluctant to deal with them unless exorbitant interest 
rates and through compulsory business management ser-
vices. Lack of access to finance both during preconstruc-
tion which disqualifies emerging contractors from meet-
ing guarantee and performance bond requirements and 
during construction which leads to cash-flow problems, 
incomplete work and even liquidation are financial con-
straints facing emerging contractors. The inadequacy of 
external finance at the critical growth/transformation 
stages of micro enterprises deters the enterprises with 
growth potential from expanding [8]. 

2.4 Late Payment by Clients 

Small contractors run into problems due to late payments 
by the clients. Delays with interim and final payments, as 
well as onerous contract conditions faced by construction 
firms, can also impose huge constraints on the industry. 
Many construction firms have suffered financial ruin and 
bankruptcy because of delays in payment, which are 
common with government contracts. The unlucky con-
tractor, failing to repay loans in a timely fashion had his 
business put into liquidation. 

2.4.1 Difficulties When Running the Businesses 
The following are the lessons that had been learnt in 
South Africa with regard to the problems facing small 
contractors in the contractor development programme 
(Construction Industry Development Board, Department 
of Public Works, Construction Education and Training 
Authority [4] are as follows: 
 Usually open adverts are placed in the media 

calling on people to come out and participate; it is very 
difficult for a selection process to capture those with the 
proper drive, passion and ability to work as contractors; 
this brings wrong people in the programs and drives them 
easily on the way. 
 The required academic qualification is usually 

matric (Grade 12) or less; no prior technical and manage-
rial skills/experience in construction related fields as 
prerequisites. 
 Few matric (Grade 12) holders make rare suc-

cess; most successful contractors have degree or diploma 
in construction related field, with 5-10 years technical 
and managerial work experience.  
 Inadequate training done at short period’s in- 

between projects; unsuitable for the contractor’s time and 
project need; inappropriate trainers.  
 Clear-cut grading criteria had been elusive; re-

cently CIDB graded/categorized the contractors using 
some contested criteria; core tech and management staff 
not stated, this may still lead to contractors getting pro-
jects they do not have capacity for. 
 The contractors do not seem to understand the 

nature of complexity and risk in contracting; do not seem 
to be adequately informed of how to deal with them 
properly. 
 The contractors lack skill, experience and tools 

to win profitable contract; they either win a grossly un-
der-priced bid, or lose a grossly over-priced one. Cost, 
price, control program not provided  
 They lack own ready finance and access to af-

fordable loan. Due to lack of collateral, any one that gets 
credit from banks is subjected to high interest and finan-
cial risk management charges that make contracts un-
profitable. 
 In the ambition to grow big and make big profit, 

most of them take projects they do not have the neces-
sary skills and financial resources to execute. 
 The contractors tend not to employ qualified 

worker; they consider them expensive, but they fail while 
doing things all by themselves or with cheap, incompe-
tent workers.  
 They lack skills to properly program projects 

resources in monthly segments for healthy cash flow; 
they are not allowed front load due to lack of trust; they 
do not know how to prepare documents for timely pay-
ment; delayed payment. 
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 They do not seem to understand terms of con-
tract conditions; do not know how to use applicable con-
tract performance procedure to deal with client; they do 
not get properly trained in this. 
 They are usually considered incapable of doing 

competent work, which imperils their relationship with 
the client’s agent; they do not seem to know how to use 
applicable contractual instruments regarding instruction, 
demand for specific performance, and payment; they are 
not properly taught; where they know these rules they 
fail to use them due to fear of being ‘red listed’. 
 In attempt to make huge profit they cut specified 

quality, do bad work that falls short of the design stan-
dards/specification. Rejection of such works usually 
leads to none payment, conflict and most times failure of 
the contractors. 
 Those that manage to win profitable contracts 

get only 2% profit if they are able to successfully com-
plete the project; it seems discouraging. 

The studies show that enterprise success is greatly in-
creased by having relatively stable access to markets and 
access to capital from external sources, and that suc-
cessful enterprises are characterized by entrepreneurs 
with a basic level of education, essential technical 
knowledge and previous industry experience with larger 
enterprise, and ability to learn new skills, innovate and 
take risks [9]. 

2.4.2 Review of Literature – Swaziland 
The Ministry of Public Works and Transport [1] is a ma-
jor contributor in the Swaziland construction industry. 
The Ministry is Government’s implementing agency on 
behalf of all ministries with regard to all government 
construction capital projects. The role of the Swaziland 
Government through the Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport is to educate the small and medium contractors 
about government’s expectations to the tendering process 
and information required for qualification. Another im-
portant aspect of the dissemination of knowledge to con-
tractors is that of information on the standard of work-
manship required in government projects. The Ministry 
of Public Works and Transport is responsible for initiat-
ing; the payment process to contractors by preparing the 
monthly interim certificates. This is very important to 
contractors in that the speedy execution of payments will 
ensure that contractors are paid in time and their cash 
flow is not stretched to the limit. 

2.4.3 The Construction Industry in Swaziland 
The Government of the Kingdom of Swaziland, through 
its 25-year National Development Strategy (NDS) has 
identified the construction sector as a priority area to 
impact on improving the social and economic develop-
ment of the country. However, to maximize the impact of 
the sector as part of the NDS, it will be necessary to de- 

velop a sound national policy framework for the industry 
to improve its overall effectiveness and efficiency. Fun-
damental to the policy and in line with the NDS, will be 
the empowerment of local Swazis within the industry to 
maximize their participation and consequent impact on 
the local economy. As far back as 1993, the Government, 
through the then Ministry of Public Works and Roads 
took the initiative to organize the Southern Africa Con-
struction Industry Initiative (SACII) on behalf of ten 
countries of the Southern Africa Development Commu-
nity (SADC) region. At that time, the overall objectives 
of the Initiative were to: 
 Identify constraints to the development of local 

construction industries in each participating country 
within the region; 
 Identify specific policy reform to improve the 

enabling environment for local construction industry 
growth and development; 
 Implement reforms in member countries with 

Government and donor commitment to local construction 
industry development. 

In general, the main intention of the Initiative was to 
create jobs, develop local capability and empower lo-
cal/indigenous companies in the construction industry 
and is directly in line with the policy framework re-
quired by stakeholders in Swaziland. Hence, some of 
the recommendations and policy options developed as 
part of the 1993 initiative at national and regional level 
have been used as a foundation for the framework pre-
sented here. 

2.4.4 The Swaziland Construction Industry Policy 
The vision of the government of the Kingdom of Swazi-
land, as stated in the Swaziland National Construction 
Industry Policy 2002 [1] advocates for “a construction 
industry that maximizes “local participation.” The con-
struction industry is not only a considerable source of 
direct employment, but also an industry which contrib-
utes to the overall economy of Swaziland, through its 
extensive assortment of projects and operations. Since 
the Swazi economy is unable to provide employment for 
the ever growing population in Swaziland, focus may be 
turned to the local construction industry. The contribu-
tion of the construction industry to the Swazi economy 
comes in the form of job creation, development of local 
capability and the empowerment of local indigenous 
companies in the construction industry. 

The Swaziland Construction Industry Policy intended 
to create an enabling environment to best meet the needs 
of the stakeholder in the construction industry in Swazi-
land and commits Government to various roles, functions 
and activities. In the past, Government’s role has been as 
a regulator and, in some cases, provider of physical in-
frastructure with no holistic policy framework and stra-
tegic plan to drive the industry. Through the policies de-  
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veloped, Government intends to refocus its primary role 
to that of policy and strategy formulation, and regulation 
of the industry with a reduced direct involvement in the 
provision of infrastructure and services. The implications 
are that the capacity and capabilities of the local private 
sector need to be developed to undertake some of the 
services previously carried out by Government. 

It is also the intention of Government to include other 
key role players in the co-ordination of the industry and 
the development of broader national strategies that may 
otherwise not be achieved successfully. A regulatory role 
will be retained by Government to ensure safety and 
quality of service throughout the industry and to monitor 
progress in achieving the vision and mission of the in-
dustry presented here. This will mean, a more focused 
and skilled national Government that can control, moni-
tor and regulate the relationships between service pro-
viders and implementing agencies. 

Government also recognizes that the local human re-
source pool of the construction industry needs to be 
strengthened to achieve the vision and mission. It is also 
of concern that there is a significant loss of trained per-
sonnel to improved opportunities in other countries. 
Hence, Government will assume a responsibility for em-
powerment and capacity enhancement of the local indus-
try through the retention of trained personnel and a gen-
eral improvement of the resource pool in the industry. 
However, Government will also seek to involve the pri-
vate sector in meeting the challenge of growing and re-
taining the country’s human resource base. 

2.4.5 Contractor Accreditation Process in Swaziland 
A registration of accredited construction enterprises in 
Swaziland constitutes an essential tool for the industry 
transformation, for monitoring the performance of ena-
bling environment programmes, and for ensuring com-
pliance with the performance of public-sector projects.  

 

All construction enterprises engaged in public sector 
work, or in receipt of State funding training or support 
functions, will be required to be registered in a manner 
that will reflect their capacity and performance. The reg-
istration process must address the following: the opera-
tion of a preference scheme, or approved public tender 
list, which would reduce industry and public sector cost 
associated with an all out open tender process at the same 
time supporting risk management; performance monitor-
ing to enable the promotion of improved contractors and 
to ensure compliance where standards are violated; and; 
the targeting of resources to the emerging contractors 
which are demonstrating progress and the withdrawal of 
support from those which have graduated or have failed 
to progress [1]. 

Contractor grading in Swaziland is one of the tools 
that is used to regulate the construction sector. Unlike the 
Republic of South Africa where the contractor accredita-
tion is done by an independent body, the Construction 
Industry Development Board (CIDB), each department in 
the Ministry of Public Works and Transport done its own 
accreditation. The categories start from category 1 to 6 as 
illustrated on Table 1 for the roads department. Below 
the table shows the different categories. The small and 
medium size contractors in Swaziland fall between cate-
gories 2 to 6. The tender price category is below R500, 
000.00 and less than R20m. 

In addition to the contractors summarized in the table 
above, there are twelve (12) specialist contractors; with 
four (4) specializing in road marking, six (6) specializing 
in electrical works (streetlight maintenance) and two (2) 
specializing in premix road maintenance. 

As shown in the Table 2 below there are no foreign 
contractors under main category M1 and sub-category B, 
C and D. The table below clearly shows that the Building 
Contractors are dominated by Swazi people. 

Table 1. Civil contractor grading (roads department) in Swaziland 

Categories 
Local 

contractors 
Foreign 

contractors 
Project Category Eligible to tender for 

Category 1 1 2 
Locally and internationally funded construction projects 
above E20 million. 

Category 2 1 2 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E10 million but below E20million. 

Category 3 4 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E5 million but below E10million. 

Category 4 6 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E1million but below E5million. 

Category 5 24 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E500, 000.00 but below E3million. 

Category 6 158 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
below E500, 000.00. 

Source: Ministry of public works and roads- Swaziland: 2007. 
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Table 2. Contractor grading (buildings department) in Swaziland 

Categories 
Local 

contractors 
Foreign 

contractors
Project Category Eligible to tender for 

Category M 8 5 
Locally and internationally funded construction projects 
above E20 million. 

Category M1 6 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E10 million but below E20million. 

Category A 11 2 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E5 million but below E10million. 

Category B 13 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E1million but below E5million. 

Category C 20 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
above E500, 000.00 but below E3million. 

Category D 91 0 
Local and internationally funded construction projects 
below E500, 000.00. 

Source: Ministry of public works and buildings department: 2007. 

 
2.4.6 Problems Facing Small and Medium Size   

Contractors in Swaziland 
The problems facing small contractors are not unique to 
Swaziland. The vast majority of construction firms are 
small enterprises that rely on outsourcing personnel as 
required. This has severely affected skills training and 
the retention of expertise in the industry as construction 
workers become highly mobile, walking in and out of the 
industry, depending on performance in other sectors of 
the economy. The impact can be seen in the rigid adher-
ence to management techniques and construction prac-
tices handed down from colonial times which, as a result 
of inadequate skills and capacity. 

2.5 Research Methodology 

The paper used both primary and secondary data. Litera-
ture review on small contractors was conducted. A ques-
tionnaire was designed with the help of the statistical 
Consultation Service (STATKON) of the University of 
Johannesburg. A field survey was carried out on 15 
companies; the study target population includes 100 con-
tractors currently registered with the Ministry of Public 
Works and Transport Roads and Building sections. The 
Ministry of Public Works and Transport the Ministry of 
Public Works and Transport serves as a regulatory body 
for the construction industry in Swaziland. Swaziland is 
divided into four administrative regions; that are Hhohho, 
Manzini, Lubombo and Shiselweni. Data was collected 
between the 1st of June 2007 and 30th July 2007 and 87 
respondents were interviewed. A total of one hundred 
(100) questionnaires were distributed to various contrac-
tors registered under categories D, C, B (small) and A 
and M1 (medium) with the Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport Buildings Department contractor register and 
contractors registered under categories 6, 5, 4 (small) and 

3 and 2 (medium) with the Ministry of Public Works and 
Transport Roads Department contractor register. Con-
tractors registered under these categories are regarded as 
small and medium contractors, respectively. The ques-
tionnaire was distributed to senior personnel including 
directors, project and construction managers. Out of the 
one hundred (100) questionnaires distributed, eighty- 
seven (87) were returned. Thirteen (13) questionnaires 
were not returned by the respondents. (See Figure 1) 

The Kingdom of Swaziland is a landlocked country 
surrounded by the Peoples’ Republic of Mozambique in 
the east and the Republic of South Africa’s Kwa Zulu- 
Natal Province in the south and the Republic of South 
Africa’s Mpumalanga Province in the west and in the 
north. The Kingdom of Swaziland has a population of 
around 1,128,814 inhabitants on 17,363 sq km of land. 

3. Findings of Research 2009 

The problems facing small contractors are not unique to 
Swaziland. The vast majority of construction firms are 
small enterprises that rely on outsourcing personnel as 
required. This has severely affected skills training and 
the retention of expertise in the industry as construction 
workers become highly mobile, walking in and out of the 
industry, depending on performance in other sectors of 
the economy. The impact can be seen in the rigid adher-
ence to management techniques and construction prac-
tices handed down from colonial times which, as a result 
of inadequate skills and capacity. Delays with interim 
and final payments, as well as onerous contract condi-
tions faced by construction firms, can also impose huge 
constraints on the industry. Many construction firms 
have suffered financial ruin and bankruptcy because of 
delays in payment, which are common with government 
ontracts. Contemporary research that was conducted in c 
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Figure 1. General survey offices, ministry of natural resources, Swaziland, 2009 

 
2007 by the authors revealed the current reasons for the 
failure of small and medium size contractors in Swazi-
land. 87 owners of the small and medium size contractors 
were interviewed. 68% of the contractors are less than 
four years; 20% are between 5 and 9 years; and 12 % had 
operated for more than 10 years. There was no contractor 
that had operated more than 15 years. 63% of the re-
spondents believe that the four major banks in Swaziland 
have proper systems in place to support small and me-

dium size contractors once they have secured work. On 
the other hand 37% of the respondents do not believe that 
the four major banks in Swaziland have proper systems 
in place to support small and medium size contractors. 
33.4% of the respondents think that the current environ-
ment within the construction industry in Swaziland is 
favorable for small and medium size contractors to be 
successful. On the other hand 66.6% of the respondents 
believe that the construction industry environment is not 
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Figure 2. Develop business skills                          Figure 3. Develop management skills 

 
favorable for the success of the small and medium size 
contractors. 

From the above figure 40% of the respondents are sat-
isfied with business skill development and 60% of the 
respondents were not satisfied. The figure above shows 
that the respondents are not satisfied with regard to the 
development of business skills. (See Figure 2) 

From the above figure 27% of the respondents are sat-
isfied with the development of managerial skills. 73% of 
the respondents are not satisfied with the development of 
managerial skills. It is clear from the above figure that 
respondents had not been trained. (See Figure 3) 

From the figure below 47% of the respondents are sat-
isfied with the development of technical skills. 53% of 
the respondents are not satisfied with the development of 
technical skills. (See Figure 4) 

From the research conducted it can be concluded that 
the relative lack of success among the small and medium 
size contractors in Swaziland is a results of the following 
problems which must be addressed in order for the con-
tractors to be successful: 
 A lack of resources for either large or complex 

construction work.  
 An inability to provide securities, raise insur-

ance and obtain professional indemnity. 
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Figure 4. Develop technical skills 

 The contracts were inevitably packaged in such 
a way as to exclude small contractors. 
 Inadequacy in technical and managerial skills 

required in project implementation. 
 Lack of continuity in relation to type, scale and 

location of work 
 An inadequate approach and insufficient know- 

ledge, time and experience required for the whole proc-
ess of finding work, once found, insufficient understand-
ing of the contract documentation and the preparation 
and submission of tenders.  
 Slow and non-payment by government after co- 

mpleting a government project 
 Little or inadequate effort has been made to ide- 

ntify the causes of failure among the local contractors in 
the implementation of construction projects in Swazi-
land. 
 The need for the introduction of a set of rules to 

govern the construction industry done by an independent 
body in the Kingdom of Swaziland. 

4. Lessons and Recommendations 

The literatures that have been reviewed both in Swazi-
land and internationally demonstrated that the develop-
ment of Swazi contractors, small and medium sized con-
tractors faced several challenges which must be ad-
dressed. In the case of Swaziland the majority of the re-
spondents are dissatisfied with the quality of assistance 
offered by the government to the small and medium sized 
contractors in Swaziland. Small enterprises contribute 
positively to the economics of the country and to the sur-
vival of large numbers of people. However, the success 
of small enterprise is impaired by the common weakness 
from which many enterprises suffer. A vibrant self-sus-
taining construction industry is one that is planned and 
matched with government capital programmes and sup-
port schemes aimed at improving the efficiency of the 
local construction industry. Swaziland is faced with a 
large challenge of developing infrastructure in the disad-
vantaged communities, and also upgrading the existing 
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infrastructure to cope with the high demand. It is rec-
ommended that the Swaziland Government must under-
take the following measures to address the challenges 
facing Small and Medium Size contractors: 
 Business skills: training in business manageme- 

nt skills is key the in managing a construction business 
effectively and efficiently.  
 Management skills: financial management sho- 

uld be emphasized as well as networking with other peo-
ple with similar businesses 
 Good record keeping: financial records should 

be prioritized and a record of books of accounts on a 
daily, weekly, monthly and annual basis should be estab-
lished. 
 Well managed cash flow: prepare cash flow 

forecasts and budgets and prepare a cost-benefit analysis.  
 The government should break down big contr- 

acts into small contracts so that small contractors with 
lower grading can qualify to do the job 
 The government should assist in training Small 

and Medium Size contractors on business management 
 The government should create a construction 

advice centre 
 The government should establish a Contractor 

Training Institute to train Small and Medium Size con-
tractors  
 Government payment system must be improved 
 Government must establish financial institutions 

that will act as guarantees in order to enable contractors 
to have access to finance. 

5. Conclusions 

The literatures that have been reviewed both in Swazi-
land and internationally demonstrated that the develop-
ment of Swazi owned contractors, small and medium 
sized contractors, in particular are face many challenges 
which need to be addressed in order for the contractors to 
sustainable in their growth. The majority of the respon-
dents are dissatisfied with the quality of assistance of-
fered by the government to the small and medium sized 
contractors in Swaziland. The problem lies, however, in 
the formation of a construction industry in line with the 
implementation of government programmes that must 
facilitate the creation of a vibrant self-sustaining con-
struction industry. A vibrant self-sustaining construction 
industry is one that is planned and matched with gov-
ernment capital programmes and support schemes aimed 
at improving the efficiency of the local construction in-
dustry. The study finds that lack of effective management 
during their early stages is a major cause of business 

failure for small and medium sized contractors. Owners 
tend to manage their businesses themselves as a measure 
of reducing operational costs. Poor record keeping is also 
a cause for start-up business failure. Lack of financial 
management; lack of entrepreneurial skills; lack of pro- 
per training; lack of resources; lack of technical skills, 
lack of contractual and managerial skills; late payment 
for work done which are common with government con-
tracts; inability to get credit from suppliers and fronting 
for established contractors are also contributing factors 
for the failure of small contractors in Swaziland. 
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ABSTRACT 

Projection clustering is an important cluster problem. Although there are extensive studies with proposed algorithms 
and applications, one of the basic computing architectures is that they are all at the level of data objects. The purpose 
of this paper is to propose a new clustering technique based on grid architecture. Our new technique integrates mini-
mum spanning tree and grid clustering together. By this integration of projection clustering with grid technique, the 
complexity of computing is lowered to . O(NlogN)

 
Keywords: Cluster Analysis, Projection Clustering, Grid Clustering 

1. Introduction 

Cluster analysis is as an important area in data mining 
which can explore the hidden structures of business da-
tabases [1]. Traditionally, cluster analysis can be catego-
rized as three classes. Partitioning method works by con-
structing various partitions and then evaluating them by 
some criterion. Hierarchy method creates a hierarchical 
decomposition of the set of data (or objects) using some 
criterion. Density-based method is based on connectivity 
and density functions. Grid-based method is based on a 
multiple-level granularity structure. Model-based method 
is to construct a model and to find the best fit model. 

Along these lines, many techniques and algorithms 
have been proposed in the literature. For example, Ester 
et al. [2] present the density-based clustering algorithm 
which uses an Eps-neighborhood for a point containing 
at least a minimum number of points. Raphael Bar-Or 
and Christiaan van Woudenberg [3,4] present a grav-
ity-based clustering method intended to find clusters of 
data in n-space. The most classical clustering technique 
is due to Raymond T. Ng and Jiawei Han [5] who devel-
oped a CLARANS which aims to use randomized search 
to facilitate the clustering of a large number of objects. 
More recent work include agglomerative fuzzy K-Means 
clustering algorithm by introducing a penalty term to the 
objective function to make the clustering process insensi-
tive to the initial cluster centers [6]. 

Among all these clustering techniques, one of the basic 

measurements is the Euclidean distance. It requires simi-
lar objects to have close values in all dimensions. When 
similarity between objects in high dimensional space is 
absent, this kind of technique is often invalid. To solve 
this problem, dimension reduction and manifold learning 
is applied [7–9]. Another method for this skewed data is 
the projection clustering [10]. The main idea of projected 
clustering is that different clusters may distribute along 
part of the dimensions. A projected cluster is a subset of 
data points, together with a subspace of dimensions, so 
that the points are closely clustered in the subspace. 

Different with the above clustering approaches, graph 
clustering works by transforming the initial working data 
into a kind of graph. Then graph clustering techniques 
can be applied to obtain the final clustering. One of these 
techniques is the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) based 
clustering. Although the first MST-based clustering algo-
rithms have been studied for many years, due to its com-
putational efficiency for large databases, it attracts new 
researches frequently. In a more recent work [11], the 
authors present a more efficient method based on the 
divide and conquer approach that can quickly identify the 
longest edges in an MST so as to save some computa-
tions. The experimental results show that their MST in-
spired clustering algorithm is very effective and stable 
when applied to various clustering problems. The authors 
also expect that their algorithms have a  
computing time. 

( log )O N N

In this paper, we propose a new projection clustering 
technique by Minimum Spanning Tree based on the grid 
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clustering approach. Basically, our MST-inspired clus-
tering technique works on cells rather than data points 
directly. This will significantly reduce the size of graph 
and MST. Due to this reason, our technique has no spe-
cific requirements on the dimensionality of the data sets. 
This is different from some typical projection clustering 
algorithms [10]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 presents the basic idea of projection clustering. In Sec-
tion 3, we summarize some basics on MST-based clus-
tering techniques. In Section 4, we propose a flexible grid 
clustering approach. Clustering is also discussed as an 
optimization process in this section. Section 5 contains a 
brief clustering behavior and time complexity analysis. 

2. Projection Cell Clustering 

Suppose the raw data set is 1{ , , }NX x x 
1( , , )n

. Each point 

has n components by x x x . It is contained in a 

rectangle D0 in Rn. Generally, we will not cluster the 
original data set X. Instead, we will consider a derived 
data set X composed of data cells. However, after we 
transforme the data set into cells, each cell can be considered 
as a new data point represented by its center. The number 
of data points in the cell is called the mass of the cell. 

More precisely, a cell (grid) is a polyhedron as a com-
plex x = (D, norm, c, b, p), where D is the polyhedron, 
norm is a unit vector indicating normal vector of one of 
its edges, c is the center, b is a boolean value indicating 
whether the grid is dense or sparse, and p is the number 
of data points covered by the grid. 

In order to simplify symbols, we will use  as cell 
data object and 

xX
[ ]x X  as the data points defined by x 

in the original data space X. For two objects x, y, the dis-
tance is defined as the minimum distance of the two cells 

[ ], [ ]
( , ) min ( , )

p x q y
x y d p q

 
             (1) 

The diameter of a data object is measurement of its 
size 

, [ ]

1
( ) max ( , )

2 p q x
x p q 


              (2) 

Let N(x) be the set of k-nearest neighbors (KNN) of x 
including itself, then the number of object in N(x) is k+1. 
The sparseness or thickness of the data object can be 
measured by the relative location of its k-nearest 
neighbors 

( )

1
( ) ( , )

z N x

x z x
k

 


               (3) 

Suppose there is a mass function defined on  by 

;  (total number of points). 

Then we define the density of a data point as 

X

:m RX ( ) #[ ]m x x p 

( )

1
( ) ( )

( ) x N x

x m x
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                (4) 

Suppose x X . We use i  to denote the projection 

operator in the i-th component, i.e., ( ) i
i ix x x  

i

. 

Respectively, ( ,d x ) ( )i iy d y,x  . For ,x yX , de-

fine { :i i [ ]}x z z x   ( , )i, ( , )i ix y x y    , and 

( ) (i )ix x   . Then we consider projection into the 

i-th component, the KNN neighbor set N(x) is replaced 
by 1{ ,i i x y( )N x , , : i iyk y    are the k-nearest points 

to i x }. The corresponding definition of sparseness and 

density are 

( )

1
( ) ( , )

i

i i
z N x
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   (5) 

Now we describe the process of projected clustering. 
The main idea is that distance between data objects is 
restricted to subsets of dimensions where object values 
are dense [10]. This means that we only consider contri-
butions of relevant dimensions when computing the dis-
tance between data point and the cluster center. 

Different from [10], we use a fixed threshold value to 
determine the dense and sparse dimensions. Now let 
xX  to be a cell data object. Suppose 0 0   is a 

positive threshold determined in the process of griding 
process. Define a matrix [ ]ij N n    by1 

0

,

1, if ( )
; 1, ,

0, else

j

x j

x
j

 


 


 n         (6) 

By this index matrix we obtain a projected cell dis-
tance as follows 

1

2
2

, ,
1

( , ) ( ( , ))
n

x j y j j
j

x y x y   


 
  
 
        (7) 

3. Minimum Spanning Trees 

Let G=(V, E) be a connected, undirected edge-weighted 
graph with N nodes as before. W = [wij] is the weight 
matrix. For any , we use Q = G-P to denote the 
subgraph generated by the vertices V\P called a partition 
of nodes. A spanning subgraph is a subgraph that contains 
all the vertices of the original graph. A minimal spanning 
tree of graph G is a spanning graph with no circuits 
whose weight is minimum among all spanning trees of G. 

P V

For a partition P, Q of G, define ( , )P Q  as the 

smallest weight among all edges from the cut-set C (P, 
Q), which is the set of edges connecting P and Q. A link 
is any edge in C(P, Q) with weight ( , )P Q . The link 

set is denoted by ( , )P Q  [12]. 
1Notice that the size of this matrix maybe less than N since we are using 
cells instead of data points. 
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There are several ways to build Minimum Spanning 
Tree (MST) from the graph [11]. Two popular ways to 
implement the algorithms are the agglomerative and the 
divisive procedures. 

The well-known agglomerative procedures are the 
Kruskal and Prim’s algorithms. The first one works by 
constructing the tree from initial N isolated vertices of 
the original graph. All the edges are sorted into a non-de-
creasing order by their weights. For each edge which is 
not in the tree, if this edge does not form a cycle with the 
current tree, then we can add this edge to the tree. In the 
Prim’s algorithm, the tree construction starts with a root 
node. At each step, among all the edges between the 
nodes in the tree T and those which are not in the tree yet, 
the node and the edge associated with the smallest weight 
to the tree T are added. 

The second kind of algorithm is the divisive one called 
the reverse delete algorithm starting with the full graph. 
Edges are deleted in order of nonincreasing weights bas- 
ed on the cycle property as long as keeping the connec-
tivity of the graph. 

Some well-known properties of MST are summarized 
in the following theorem [12]. 

Theorem 3.1. The minimum spanning tree T(G) of a 
graph G has the following properties. 

1) T contains at least one edge from ( , )P Q  for each 

partition P, Q. 
2) Each edge of T is a link of some partition of G.  
3) Let (C1,C2) be a partition of G. If 1 2( , ) ( , )P Q C C   

for each partition (P, Q) of C1, then T (C1) forms a con-
nected subtree of T (G). 

Once we have the MST, we can obtain the desired 
clustering by removing inconsistent edges of MST. The 
simplest way to define inconsistent edges is using weight 
measure ratio of the edge with average weight of nearby 
edges in the tree [12]. If the ratio is larger than a thresh-
old, then it is inconsistent. We can determine a stop crite-
ria by the number of clusters, or a minimum size of any 
cluster by removing edges which can result in two clusters 
whose sizes are larger than the minimum cluster size. 

If we know the number of clusters k, then clustering 
can start by removing k-1 arbitrary edges from the tree, 
creating a k-partition. Then we can minimize the change 
of the total weight of the current clusters to obtain the 
final clustering. 

To reduce computation complexity, Xiaochun Wang et 
al. proposed a divide and conquer approach [11]. Given a 
loose estimate of minimum and maximum numbers of 
data items in each cluster, they propose an iterative ap-
proach for MST clustering algorithm in five steps: 1) Start 
with a spanning tree built by the sequential initialization 
(SI). 2) Calculate the mean and the standard deviation of 
the edge weights in the current distance array and use 
their sum as the threshold. Partially refine the spanning  

tree by running Divisive Hierarchical Clustering Algo-
rithm (DHCA) multiple times until the percentage 
threshold difference between two consecutively updated 
distance arrays is below 610 . 3) Identify and verify the 
longest edge candidates by running MDHCA until two 
consecutive longest edge distances converge to the same 
value at the same places. 4) Remove this longest edge. 5) 
If the number of clusters in the data set is preset or if the 
difference between two consecutively removed longest 
edges has a percentage decrement larger than 50 percent 
of the previous one, we stop. Otherwise go to Step 3. 

However, if the graph size is not large, we can directly 
get clustering from the graph. When we use the flexible 
grids technique to obtain the graph, this is often the case. 
Anyway, the technique of [11] can be applied to further 
reduce the computing time. 

4. Grid Based Spatial Clustering 

The grid based clustering uses a multi-resolution grid 
structure which contains the data objects and acts as op-
erands of clustering performance [1]. For example, the 
authors [13] propose a gravity based grid which ap-
proximates the cell influence by gravity centers. The au-
thors claim that the proposed technique can reduce 
memory usage and simplify computational complexity 
with minor loses of the clustering accuracy. 

Traditional grids are regular hypercubic grid. This re-
quires the grid construction cover all the data space with 
the same precision. The second method uses flexible 
grids, i.e. multi-resolution grids with hypercubic or hy-
per-rectangular cells having randomly oriented borders 
[14]. The main clustering technique is a tree based 
searching with a similarity measure composed of both 
the density and distance differences [15]. 

Suppose the data set is 1[ , , } n
NX x x R 

nR

 . It co- 

ntains in a rectangle  in . A grid is a graph G 

where each node is a complex v = ( D, norm, c, is-
Crowded, p), where D is the polyhedra, norm is a unit 
vector indicating normal vector of previous cutting plane, 
c is a point which lies in the grid acting as its center, is-
Crowded is 1 or 0 indicating whether the grid is highly 
populated or not, and p is the number of data points cov-
ered by the grid. The initial grid is D0 with an arbitrary 
normal vector. In each step, we can define the center of 
the grid as its geometrical center. 

0D

For two nodes (i iv D , , , , )i i inorm c isCrowded pi , 1, 2i   

xists a connecting edge between them. The weight 
value on this edge is defined as 
there e

      (8) 1 2
1 2

1 2

0, if  min{ , } 0
( , )

( , ),    else

p p
D D

v v
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The graph is constructed in an iterative way. We start 
with an initial candidate node 

 where D  is the origi

graph into clusters. A commonly used technique to deal 
with this problem is the hierarchical clustering [1]. Ag-
glomerative methods iteratively connect vertices that are 
close to each other with edges. Small clusters are merged 
with each other building up the hierarchical structure to 
find the desired larger clustering structure. Divisive 
methods on the contrary are based on network flows. 
This is done by iteratively identifying the intercluster 
edges in a top-down approach. 

0 0( ,v D
nal rectangle, norm0 

p is the total popula-

0 , ,norm c is  

, )Crowded p

tion number. T

0

is a random selected unit vector, c is the geometrical 
center of D0, is Crowded = 1, and 

hen at each step, the cell containing more 
number of points (controlled by a threshold value 

p
 , or 

larger enough by diameter) controlled by another thresh-
old value 

d
 , is split into two subcells by a hyperplane 

which is orthogonal to the current normal vector. si-
tion of the hyperplane is random. A cell is called 
crowded if its population is larger than 

p

 Po

 . Otherwise it 

is called sparse. If we reach a sparse cell, then add this 
cell to the node set of the graph. If we reach a cell with 
diameter less than 

d
 , then add this cell e node set. 

This step continues until each cell has a population 
less than 

p

 to th

 , or its diameter is smaller than 
d

 . Table 1 

gives the algorithm r the graph construction process. 

Once we have completed the graph construction, those 
nodes in the graph which are not crowded will corre-
spond to vacant area or outliers. Therefore, in order to 
reduce computing complexity, we first remove all sparse 
graph nodes with corresponding edges. The resulting 
graph is G = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices, E the 
set of weighted edges. An example is shown in Figure 1 
with part of its edges. 

Now we use C(X) = {Xq: q = 1, 2,…k} to denote a 
clustering of the data set X where O is the set of outliers. 
Then  fo

ith ph
e  

By this algorithm, we can generate a hierarchical grid 

( )C C X

X O


 together w  a resulting graph. When the gra  is gener-
ated, the clustering will become grouping nodes of th

C

s construction algorithm 

Algorithm: Construction of flexible grids 

                 (9) 

 
Table 1. Flexible grid

Inputs 

1, , }Nx x  dataset of N points in n{X  R . 

D : hyper-rectangle containing X 

p : population threshold value. 

d : cell diameter threshold value 

Outputs 

1{ , , }NV v v   set of vertices 

Begin 

0 0 0 0 0(0) { ( , , ,1, )}V v D n c p  . Let t = 0. 

while 

for each v = (D, n, c, isCrowded, p)

( )V t    

V(t) 

Generate a cutting hyperplane L passing c and with normal 
vector parallel to n. Cut the current cell v into two subcells 

1 2,v v . For each new node, if p < p  or diam(D) < d , 

add this new cell to the node set V. Else add it to V(t + 1). 
Let the new norms be orthogonal to n. 

end 

t + +; 

end 

End 
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Figure 1. An example clustering area  three clusters 

For given population threshold value and diameter 
threshold value, we can generate the flexible grid and 
obtain a graph. Then we can generate a minimum span-
ning tree. Then we can get the final clustering. Figure 1 
shows an example of minimum spanning tree corre-
sponding to the data set in Figure 1. 

Consequently, for fixed 

 with

 

d  and p , the data set X is 

clustered as ( , ,d pC X )  . We  define | |qX  as e 

number of cells in Xq. Define the energy of clustering as 
the sum of intra-cluster variation measure and in-
ter-cluster distance as 

th

2

1
,

1

( , , )

1 1

| | ( ) ( )

1

min ( , )

i j

i j q

p d

k
ji

q v v q i
v v X

i jj ii k

E X

pp

k X diam D diam D

X X

j

 



 


 

 



 



   (10) 

By this grid based method, the final clustering can be 
treated without direct computation to the data points and 
reduce the number of nodes significantly. The only p -
ra l 

ne way to choose these two parameters is to optimize 
the energy of clustering. 

5. A Performance Study 

e t we want to cluster a data set  with 
N objects. By the graph construction al  the 

ious section, the data 

a
meters we need to determine beforehand is the cel

wded threshold value and the minimum cell diameter. cro
O

Suppos hat nR 
gorithm in

prev   set is split in ier-
chy. A minimum spanning tree is constructed associ-

ated with the cell graph. 
 make things simpler, we will assume that the cut-

ting planes are perpendicular to one of the axis in this 
section. Moreover, we assume that each cutting plane 

 through the geometrical center of the current cell. 
Therefore, all the cells are rectangles. Then we can easily 
count the total number of nodes of the graph. 

se the original data cube D0 has a diameter 

to a cell h
ar

To

passes

Suppo 0 , 

and the initial population threshold is p . For some

large number M, let  

 suf-

. Letficiently 02 , 1,2, ,i
i i M  

i  be another decreasing 
priate two sequences, we c

For pecific popul ion
rameters ,

sequence. B hoosing apy c pro-
an optimize the clustering. 

s at  and diameter threshold pa-
  , let the induced graph be G( ,  ) with 

ng tree T(minimum spanni ,  ). A cluste  of T is 

denoted b

ring

y C( , 
cide

) is a set disjoint subtree  whose 

node  with th riginal tr use 

of 

e o

s

ee. We s set coin
( , ) C  to denote the clust of the data
Evidently we have the following properties. 

ering  set. 

Theorem 5.1. Clusters have two properties. 
1) Anti-joint property. If 1 2  , then two disjoint 

clusters in 1( , ) C  are disjoint in 2( , ) C . 

2) Monotonicity property. If 1 2  , then a cluster in 

1( , ) C  cannot be disintegrated in 2( , ) C . 

ulatNow we assume the pop ion thr old esh   is a con-

stant which determines th granularity of the problem. 
Therefore we use

e 
 ( )C  to g denote the clus . Let us 

split the energy into two parts, the intra-cluster energy 
( )iaE

terin

  and the intercluster energy ( )ieE   as follows 

2

1
,

( , )

1 1

| | ( ) ( )
i j

i j q

ia

k
ji

q v v q i
v v X

E X  

j

pp

k X diam D diam D 


     (11) 

1

1
( , )

min ( , )ie
i jj ii k

E X
X X




 




       (12) 

Theorem 5.2. Inter-cluster energy is monotone. That is 
to say, if 1 2  , then 1 2( , ) ( , )ie ieE X E X  . 

Proof: It is clear to see that when 1 2  , a cell 

maybe split into small cells. Therefore, either the set iX  

will be smaller which means that the distance 
( , )i jj i
X X

  will become larger. 

In a recent work [11] the authors propose a divide and 
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g of two phases. The 
tial initialization and the 

se uses

im

conquer based algorithm consistin
first phase includes the sequen
spanning tree updating, and the second pha  some 
technique to locate the longest edges and partitions the 
obtained approximate min um spanning tree to form 
sensible clusters. The authors expect the first phase has 

( log )O fN N where f  is constant. The average time 

complexity of the second phase is ( log )O eN N  where e 
is constant. Therefore their expectation of time complex-
ity is ( log )O N N . However, our algorithm do provide a 

time complexity of ( log )O N N . 

Theorem 5.3. Suppose thresholds are p   and 

d  . Then the time complexity of the flexible g s 

construction algorithm is ( log )O N N . 

Proof: At each stage, if a ,d  

)  is sparse, i.e., isCrowded =0, then the cell is a node 
in the graph. Otherwise, a cutting hyperplane L passing c

rid

 cell 

ll v

( , , ,v D n c isCrowde

 
p

and with normal vector parallel to n is generated. The 
current ce  is cut into two subcells 1 2,v v r each 

new node, if pp

. Fo

  or ( ) dd Diam  , add this new 

cell to the node . 
In this process, the computation of isCrowded and p 

e a time of ( )iO N  where iN  is the nu

 set V

both hav mber of 
da
ce

ta points in the new cell. Ideally, the plane L passes the 
nter of the cell v. Hence / 2iN p  for i = 1; 2. If not 

so
xpect th . Let th otal time 

co  we 
2T  that T(

6.

d arc

structio re rela -
cated. The main ingredient here is the application of grid 
clustering to projection clustering. 

Apparently, this research will lead to efficie
rithms. In future work, we will give experimental study 
on the new technique. This will be lengthy, for the clus-
tering is essentially an optimization process. The best 
population threshold 

, the plane is randomly placed by a uniform distribution 
which we e e same property e t

mplexity be T(N). Then have T(N) = 
(N=2)+O(N). Hence we know N) =O(N log N). 

 Conclusions 

In this paper we present a new projection clustering tech-
nique based on gri hitecture and minimum spanning 
tree. The effective using of minimum spanning tree can 
possibly reduce computing complexity although the con-

n of the graph and the tree a tively compli

nt algo-

p  is to be determin

timizes the clustering energy presented in Section 3. For 
th

, o ith an application. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the revenue and duration of a well-known hybrid oral auction (English auction and Dutch auc-
tion) that is extensively adopted in practice, for instance the Christie’s. Unlike sealed bid auction, oral auction is fea-
tured by its complexity of dynamic process. The bidding price varies as a stochastic time series. Therefore, the duration 
of oral auction as well as its revenue performs randomly. From the seller’s perspective, both the revenue and the dura-
tion are so important that extra attention and effort should be put on auction design. One of the most important issues is 
how to choose the starting bid price to maximize its revenue or minimize its duration. In this paper, the bidding process 
is decomposed into two phases: English auction (descending-bid) phase and the Dutch auction (ascending-bid) phase. 
For each phase, with the aid of Markov method, we derive the expected revenue and duration as a function of the start-
ing bid. For an oral auction with a large number of bidder and each bidder behaves independently, we provide the limit 
results of the expected revenue and duration. The results of the auction model can be easily implemented in auction 
design. 
 
Keywords: Duration, Dutch Auction, English Auction, Oral Auction, Revenue 

1. Introduction 

As a powerful and well-known tool in business markets, 
auction plays an important role in selling objects espe-
cially for antiques and art. With a long history around the 
world, auctions are very common for the commodities such 
as tobacco, fish, cattle, racehorses, and anything that has 
a market of multiple people interested in purchasing. The 
main reason why auction is so common is that a group of 
people are interested in buying the same object, and thereby 
offering their individual bids on the object. Serving as a 
tool that takes all the interested buyers into one game, 
auction decides the winner (usually the highest bidder) of 
the game. 

Recently, the auction theory has been well developed 
systematically in practice and academy as well. Generally 
speaking, there are four types of auction that are used for 
the allocation of a single item: These four standard auctions 
are the English auction, the Dutch auction, the First-Price 
Sealed-Bid auction, and the Second-Price Sealed-Bid auc-
tion. The context for each type of auction is explained briefly 
as follows. We refer the interested reader to [1]. 
 Open ascending-bid auctions (English auctions) is 

commonly referred to as oral outcry auctions, in which 
the price is steadily raised by the auctioneer with bidders 
dropping out once the price becomes too high. This con-

tinues until there remains only one bidder (the highest 
bidder) who wins the auction at the current price. 
 Open descending-bid auctions (Dutch auctions) in 

which the price starts at a level sufficiently high to deter 
all bidders and is progressively lowered until a bidder 
indicates to buy at the current price. The bidder wins the 
auction and pays the price at which he or she bid. 
 First-price sealed-bid auctions in which bidders 

place their bid in a sealed envelope and simultaneously 
hand them in to the auctioneer. The envelopes are opened 
and the bidder with the highest bid wins, paying a price at 
which he or she bid. 
 Second-price sealed-bid auctions (Vickrey auctions) 

in which bidders place their bid in a sealed envelope and 
simultaneously hand them to the auctioneer. The enve-
lopes are opened and the bidder with the highest bid wins, 
but paying at the second highest bid. 

Revenue management is the most crucial topic in auc-
tion design and its application. One of the most remark-
able results in auction theory is the revenue equivalence 
theorem, which was first introduced by [2]. Two auctions 
are said to be “revenue equivalent” if they produce the 
same expected sales price. This is an important issue to a 
seller who wants to hold an auction to sell the item for 
the highest possible price. If one type of auction is found 
to generate higher average sales revenue, then that type 

http://business.rutgers.edu/default.aspx?id=1643
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auction
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auction will obviously be preferred by the sellers. In other 
words, the revenue equivalence theorem states that, if all 
bidders are risk-neutral bidder and have independent pri-
vate value for the auctioned items, then all four of the 
standard single unit auctions have the same expected sales 
price (or seller’s revenue). 

To analyze and formulate a dynamic auction, most lit-
erature adopts the stochastic process approach. For ex-
ample, an online auctions problem is studied by [3] and 
they design a (1－1/e) competitive (optimal) algorithm 
for the online auction problem. Vulcano, G. et al. analyze 
a dynamic auction, in which a seller with C units to sell 
faces a sequence of buyers separated into T time periods 
[4]. They assume each group of buyers has independent, 
private values for a single unit. Buyers compete directly 
against each other within a period, as in a traditional auc-
tion. For this setting, they prove that dynamic variants of 
the first-price and second-price auction mechanisms maxi-
mize the seller's expected revenue. E. J. Pinker, et al. analyze 
the current state of management science research on online 
auctions [5]. They develop a broad research agenda for 
issues such as the behavior of online auction participants, 
the optimal design of online auctions, and so on. Most 
recently, Z. J. Shen and X. Su provide a detailed and 
up-to-date review of customer behavior in the revenue 
management and auction literatures and suggest several 
future research directions [6]. 

In the auction study, an increasing number of empirical 
studies apply a structural econometric approach within the 
theoretical framework of the independent private values 
model and the common value model [7,8]. In common 
value auctions, a bidder's value of an item depends en-
tirely on other bidders' values of it. By contrast, in private 
value auctions, the value of the good depends only on the 
bidder's own preferences. In auction design, efficiency 
and optimality are the two primary goals: the former fo-
cuses on the social welfare of the whole seller-bidder system, 
whereas the latter emphasizes the revenue-maximizing 
from the seller’s perspective [9]. 

Markov theory was developed by the Russian mathe-
matician A. A. Markov. The theory provides a foundation 
for modeling a stochastic process whose future state de-
pends solely on its current state and is completely inde-
pendent of its past states. This property is well known as 
memorylessness [10]. Markov process has been wildly 
applied to model the auction process. For example, S. 
Park, et al. devise a new strategy that an agent can use to 
determine its bid price based on a more tractable Markov 
chain model of the auction process [11]. They show that 
this strategy is particularly effective in a “seller’s market”. 
A. Segev, et al. model an online auction in terms of a 
Markov process on a state space defined by the current 
price of the auctioned item and the number of bidders 
that were previously “bumped” [12]. They first convert 
an online auction into a small-to-medium sized auction. 

Then the transition probability matrix of states is derived 
and the price trajectory of the small-scale Markov proc-
ess is obtained. Finally, the final price prediction can be 
determined based on the obtained transition probability 
matrix. 

Duration of auction is another factor under considera-
tion in auction design. D. Reiley, et al. show that the 
length of the auction positively influences the auction 
price [13]. To the best of our knowledge, except the 
aforementioned reference, there are very few literatures 
considering the duration of auction. At this point, one 
effort of this paper is to bridge the gap via deriving the 
duration as a function of the starting bid. 

Unlike sealed bid auction, oral auction is featured by 
its dynamic complexity of the bidding process. In practice, 
oral auction is more widely preferred than sealed bid 
auction. For instance, Christie's has auctioned off artwork 
and personal possessions mostly via oral auctions [14]. 
Christie's was founded in London, England, on 5th December 
1766 by James Christie. Christie's soon established a repu- 
tation as a leading auction house, and took advantage of 
London's new found status as the major centre of the 
international art trade after the French Revolution. Christie's 
has held the greater market share against its longtime 
rival, Sotheby's, for several years and is currently the 
world's largest auction house by revenues. In addition to 
Christie's, a variety of world famous auction organizations 
adopt oral auction in their business. 

The bidding process of the oral auction under study is 
explained as follows. The auctioneer begins the auction 
with an announced starting bid. This bid is referred to as 
the starting bid. Then the auctioneer will ask the bidders 
for their response by open cries. If nobody responses for 
the bid, then the auctioneer announce “Going once” for a 
short while. If there is still no response from bidders, then 
“going twice” is announced for another short while. If no 
response again, then the auctioneer deduces the bid, and 
ask the bidder for their response. The similar process 
continues until there is bidder responding to the revised 
bid. Such bid-deceasing phase will be stopped since all 
bidders shall response to a revised bid while it gets low 
enough. Once a bidder response to a revised bid, the auc-
tioneer increases the bid and asks for the response with 
“going once, going twice” as aforementioned crying out 
process. The process proceeds and stops until there is no 
response within the sequential announcement of “going 
once, going twice and gone”. In other words, once no 
bidder is willing to raise the revised bid, the object is 
“hammered down”, and the last bidder (with the highest 
bid) wins the auction. 

From the bidding process described above, we can see 
the oral auction is composed of two phase: descend-
ing-bid (Dutch auction) and ascending-bid (English auc-
tion), and thereby the oral auction is referred to as a hy-
brid auction. For the hybrid oral auction and from the 
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practice point of view, the final bid and the total time 
spent on bidding are two important factors investigated in 
auction design. The final bid of the auction is referred to 
as the revenue and the total time of bidding is referred to 
as the duration. Each of them can be employed to evalu-
ate the efficiency of the auction. Maximum revenue or 
minimum duration can be obtained via choosing an opti-
mal starting bid. In this paper, it is of our interest to de-
rive the expected revenue and duration as a function of 
the starting bid. To this end, we shall first formulate an 
oral auction model based on Markovian property. Then 
we decompose the hybrid oral auction into two phases: 
descending-bid phase and ascending-bid phase. For each 
phase, we derive the Markov transition matrixes which 
are referred to as the downward for the descending-bid 
phase and upward matrix for the ascending-bid phase. 
With the aid of Markov approach, we finally obtain the 
revenue and duration of the auction as a function of the 
starting bid. 

where  and . Let  and F  denote 

the starting bid and the final bid, respectively. Let B  
denote the lowest bid level over the bidding process, 
where  and B . For each bid, let T  denote 
the whole period length of announcement by the auc-
tioneer (briefly referred to as the announcement period 

for each bid). Let  denote the number of responds 

to the bid  from bidders within announcement period 

. In the descending phase, if  for bid , 
then the auctioneer will decrease the bid, otherwise, the 
descending-bid phase will stop and proceed to the as-

cending-bid phase. In the ascending phase, if  

for bid , the auctioneer will increase the bid, otherwise, 

the auction will end with the final bid . Figure 1 
depicts a sample path of the oral auction bidding process. 
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From the auction process described above, we have 
some following conclusions. This paper makes the following contributions. First, it 

presents an exploratory analysis of the hybrid auction and 
obtains a closed form expressions for the auction revenue 
and duration. Secondly, for a large group of bidders, the 
limit performance has been analyzed. These results can 
be applied directly in practice as an aid in auction design. 

1) All the items could be auctioned off since the bid-
ders are willing to take the auction at a low enough price, 
say . Therefore, the final bid of the auction is at least . 1P 1P

2) Within the bidding process, there are two bidding 
phase: descending and ascending. In the descending phase, 
bidding price decreases from start price  to the lowest 
bid . In the ascending phase, bidding price increases 
from the lowest bid  to the final bid . 

S

F
B

B

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. 
The model of oral auction is formulated in § 2. The ex-
pected revenue is derived in § 3, and the duration is de-
rived in § 4. Finally, § 5 concludes the paper. The random variable  corresponding to bid 

 governs the bidding process. If , namely, 
( )iN T

iP 0( )iN T >
2. Model Formulation 

Let the discrete bid levels be denoted by 0,1,2,3,...{ : }iP i = , 
there are some bidders willing to take the auction with 

bid , then the auctioneer will revise the bid and increaseiP
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Figure 1. A sample path of the bidding process 
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from  to . Let iP 1iP +

0Pr{ ( ) }iN T q= = i             (1) 

then, 

0 1Pr{ ( ) }i iN T q> = -          (2) 

  Since each  is given and constant, the transition 

probability from  to  or  is solely de- 

iq

iP 1iP + 1iP-
termined by . It implies that the bidding process is a 

Markovian. 
iq

From previous discussion, we can see there are three 

typical processes which are possibly incurred in practice. 

Case 1. Descending-bid (Dutch auction) 

In the descending-bid process, the bidding is monoto-

nously decreasing from starting price  to final bid F . 

Figure 2 depicts a sample path of such process. 

S

Case 2. Ascending-bid (English auction) 

In the ascending-bid process, the bidding is monoto-

nously increasing from starting price  to final bid . 

Figure 3 depicts a sample path of such process. 

S F
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Figure 2. A sample path of the descending-bid process 
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Figure 3. Ascending-bid process 
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Case 3. Hybrid bidding 
As shown in Figure 1, the bidding is first decreasing 

from starting bid  to the lowest bid , and then in-
creasing from the lowest bid  to the final bid . 

S B
B F

As we can see, the descending-bid (described in case 1) 
and ascending-bid (described in case 2) processes are 
trivial cases of the hybrid bidding process. The hybrid 
auction could be decomposed into descending-bid phase 
and ascending-bid phase, which gives an idea to analyze 
oral auction. 

2.1 Descending Phase 

The descending phase is a Markov process and its 
one-step transition matrix is given by 

2 2

3 3

4 4

1 0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

M






    

q q

q q

q q
-

æ öç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷-ç ÷= ç ÷çç -ççç ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø

÷÷÷÷

=

i-

1=

    (3) 

To see this, we consider the states ant their one-step 
transition over the descending-bid process. 

For any ,  1i >

1
0M

( , )
Pr{ ( ) }i ii i
N T q- -

é ù = =ê úë û      (4) 

and  

0 1M
( , )

Pr{ ( ) }ii i
N T q-é ù = > =ê úë û    (5) 

Since any bidder is willing to take the auction at price 

, we must have . Therefore 1P 1 0q =

11
0M

( , )
Pr{ ( ) }iN T-é ù = >ê úë û       (6) 

For any other states where j i¹  and 1j i¹ - , we 
have 

0M
( , )i j-é ù =ê úë û               (7) 

In summary, we have  given by Equation (3). M-

2.2 Ascending Phase 

The ascending phase is a Markov process and its one-step 
transition matrix is given by 

2 2

3 3

4 4

5

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

M







    

q q

q q

q q

q

+

æ öç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷= ç ÷ç ÷-ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ççççççè

To see this, we consider the states ant their one-step 

transition over the descending-bid process. 
For any , 1i >

0M
( , )

Pr{ ( ) ]i ii i
N T q+é ù = =ê ú =ë û       (9) 

and 

1
0 1M

( , )
Pr{ ( ) }i ii i
N T q+ +

é ù = > =ê ú -ë û    (10) 

Since any bidder is willing to take the auction at price 

, we must have  1P

11 1 0M
( , )

Pr( ( ) )N T+ 1é ù = >ê ú =ë û         (11) 

and 

1 2 1 0
( , )

Pr( ( ) )N T+ 0é ù = =ê ú =ë ûM      (12) 

for any other states where j i¹  or 1j i¹ + , 

0M
( , )i j+é ù =ê úë û                 (13) 

In summary, we have  given by Equation (8). M-

3. Revenue of Oral Auction 

In this section, we shall derive a functional expression for 
the revenue of oral auction as a function of the starting 
bid. 

Given the starting bid , let the expected revenue of 
the auction be denoted by 

kP

( )kR P F S Pk
é ù= =ê úë û             (14) 

In the following, we consider the revenue in descend-
ing-bid, ascending-bid and hybrid auctions. 

3.1 Descending-Bid Phase 

During the descending-bid process with the starting bid 

, the probabilities for , , 

, …,  are provided in Table 1. 

kS P=

kP -

kF P= 1kP -

2 l

Note that  
P

1( , )
( ) ...k l

k k ll k
q q q-

- -
é ù =ê úë ûM       (15) 

Therefore, in ascending-bid process 


÷÷÷÷÷÷ø

     (8) 

1 1 1
1

1
1

1

1 M



( , )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

l k k k l l l
k l

l l
l k

P F P S P q q q q q

q q

- + +
- -

-+ +

= = = -
é ù= - ê úë û

 

(16) 

Accordingly, the expected revenue for the ascend-

ing-bid auction with the starting bid  is given by lS P=
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Table 1. Final bid and its probability over the descending-bid phase 
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Table 2. Final bid and its probability over the ascending-bid phase 
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3.2 Ascending-Bid Phase 

In the ascending process with the starting bid , 

the probabilities for , ,…,  are pro-

vided in Table 2. 

l
S P=

lF P= 1lP+ mP

Note that  
1

1
1

1 1 1M 
( , )

( ) ( )( ) (m l
ml l
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+ ++
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(18) 
therefore, 
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Accordingly, the expected revenue for the ascend-

ing-bid auction with the starting bid  is given by lS P=

1
1

1
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3.3 Hybrid Auction 

m
(19) 

In the hybrid auction process with the starting bid 

, the probability for the process with the lowest 

bid level  and the final bid  is given 

by, where  and l ,  

kS P=

lB P=

l k£
mF P=

m£

1 1
1 1

1 1 1

1

1 1

M M
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               (21) 

Given the starting bid , the expected revenue is given by kS P=
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                   (22) 

3.4 An Example of Auction with a Large Number 
of Bidders 

In this subsection, we consider an example of oral auc-
tion where there are a large number of potential bidders. 
We assume that each bidder responds to the bid inde-
pendently and the probability of responding to bid iP  
over the announcement period is small. To begin with, 

we give a limit theory as follows. 

Lemma 1: Let X  be a binomial random variable 

with parameters , then  approached to Pois-

son random variable with parameter  as n  

gets large and  gets small. 

( ,n p) X

np=l
p

Proof: since  is binomial, we have X
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1 1
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1 1
1 1
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Then, for a large enough  and a small enough , 

we have the following limits, 
n p

1 1
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!

i
X i e

i
-= = ll . (Q.E.D) 

In view of Lemma 1, for a large  and small , 
the number of responding bidders within a unit time in-
terval is a Poisson random variable with arrival rate 

. It follows that the number of responding 

bidders within the announcement period T ,  

follows a Poisson distribution, that is . 

Since , therefore . 

Let further , then 

n ip
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i
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(q N
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Accordingly, 

( )i T      (24) 

and . Substituting 

Equation (24) into Equation (21), we have 

0 1)> =

11exp 1
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( ln( exp( )))

kml
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i ji l j lm
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              (25) 

Substituting Equation (25) into Equation (22), we finally have 

1
11exp 1( ) ( ln( exp( )))

k

m

l m l

k m
k ii l j lmR P P p p p

¥

= =
= + =+= - - + - -åå å åa a a            (26) 

Figure 4 depicts the sketch of the functional relation-
ship between the expected revenue and the starting bid. 
Graphically, the peak point in the curve represents the 
optimal starting bid as well as its corresponding expected 
revenue. 

4. Duration of Oral Auction 

In this section, we consider the expected length of the 
oral auction. In practice, each bid is announced for at 

most 3 times. For each bid, let ,  and  denote 1T 2T 3T
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Figure 5. Time evolution of a bidding process 

 
the time length of the periods between the announce-
ments of the bid beginning, “going once” “going twice” 

and “gone”, respectively. Let . For 

example, when the auctioneer announces the bid , if 

there is no response up to , that is , then 

1 2T T T T= + +

P

1 0( )iN T =

3

2

3

i

1T

the auctioneer announces “going once”; if there is still no 

response up to , that is  

then “going twice” will be announce; if there is no re-

sponse up to , that is , then 

“gone” is announced. Figure 5 depicts a sample path of 

the time evolution of the bidding process in term of a 

step function. 

1T T+

1 2T T+ +

1 2 0( )iN T T+ =

0( )iN T =T
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Let  denote the time length for bid , where 

 can take value of , , or . 

For any bid , let  denote the probability of there 

is no response during period Xi Pi

1 2T T+Xi 1T

,i j

1T T+ 2 3T+

Pi q

Tj , where 1 2 3, ,j =

=

, that 

is  

1(i= 0, P( ) )i jq N T           (27) 

Lemma 2. For any bid , the following holds Pi
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Proof. The conditional probabilities are given as 
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Then, the proof is completed by the definition of con-
ditional expectation. (Q.E.D) 

Let  denote the time length of the bidding 

process with the starting bid , the lowest bid 

 and the final bid . Thereby 
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Note that there is no response for any bid along the 
descending-bid process. Then, Equation (29) can be sim-
plified as 
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Therefore, the duration for the auction with starting bid 
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l
ùù= úúû û
 

where  is given by Equation (28). 

There, the first equation above holds by the definition 
and the conditional expectation. The second equation 
holds by Equation (30). The third equation holds follow-

0[ | ( )j jX N T > ]
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ing the definition of conditional expectation. The last 
equation follows Equation (21). 

5. Conclusions and Discussions 

This paper studies the revenue and duration of an oral 
auction, which has a hybrid structure of English auction 
and Dutch auction. Our effort is to derive the revenue and 
duration of the auction as a function of the starting bid. 
To this end, we decomposed the bidding process into two 
phases: English auction (descending-bid) phase and the 
Dutch auction (ascending-bid) phase. For each phase, we 
first gave the one-step transition matrix and the formula 
for revenue and duration are obtained consequently. For 
an oral auction with a large number of bidder and each 
bidder behaves independently, we also derived the limit 
results of the expected revenue and duration. 

The results obtained can be implemented in practice 
directly. In particular, the probability of bidder respond-
ing to a bid can be statistically estimated from the ob-
served data. Therefore, the one-step Markov transition 
matrix can be computed directly. The one-step transition 
matrix for each phase can be used to compute the ex-
pected revenue and duration. From the seller’s perspec-
tive, the optimal starting bid is of great interest and it can 
be obtained numerically by some basic searching algo-
rithm. With the formula for revenue and duration, we 
may take their ratio to evaluate the efficiency of the oral 
auction. This ratio accounts for the revenue as well as the 
time, and thereby provides a comprehensive evaluation. 

Our model is formulated based on Markov assumption, 
that is, the bidder behaves only according to a function of 
the bid level. It does not depend on the bidder’s previous 
behavior as well as the other bidders’ behavior. Although 
Markov process models provide a mathematical approach 
to predict online auction prices, estimating parameters of 
a Markov process model in practice is a challenging task. 
For example, S. Chou, et al. propose a simulation-based 
model as an alternative approach to predict the final price 
in online auctions [15]. To study the oral auction with 
bidder inter-dependent behavior, we can extend our model 
to a multi-space Markov model, in which each state space 
represents the bidding price for each bidder. This leads to 
a new topic of further research. 

It is commonly assumed that the customer behavior is 
exogenous. For example, market size is often represented 
using a demand distribution (e.g., the newsvendor model). 
However, in our real world of oral auction, all bidders do, 
at some point, actively evaluate alternatives and make 
choices. This suggests that bidders’ decision is jointly 
effected together. Thereby, “customer behavior” should 
be introduced to auction design. In our view, it is impor-

tant to adopt a micro-perspective on such biding interac-
tions. This requires a high-resolution lens to zoom in on 
the incentives and decision processes of bidders at their 
individual level. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we attempt to find a “channel” through which Greek economy can exhibit a relative “resistance” in a 
credit crunch. For this purpose, we specify an error correction model so as to test the relationship between corpo-
rate bank loans and commercial papers comprised of post-dated cheques and bills of exchange. The results show that 
corporate bank loans and cheques - bills of exchange are substitutes. This finding combined with the fact that in 
Greece, the issuance of these papers is positively connected with the informal economic activity which in turn rises dur-
ing economic downturns, has a strong economic implication regarding the ability of Greek economy to partly “amor-
tize” the shocks connected with the current financial crisis. 
 
Keywords: Corporate Finance, Credit Crunch, Shadow Financing 

1. Introduction 

Is there an interrelation between bank loans and commer-
cial papers (cheques, bills of exchange) as a source of ex-
ternal debt financing for firms in Greek economy, and if 
yes, are they substitutes or complements? Which is the 
economic intuition between such an interrelation and can 
it offer a safety net to the current credit crunch? These are 
the main crucial questions we try to answer in this paper. 

One of the main factors which determine the level of 
“resistency” of an economy in a bank credit crunch is the 
ability of the economic system to create multiple “chan-
nels” of financing and exploit them properly. In modern 
economies, firms have a variety of debt financing tools at 
their disposal. However, each of these tools has a different 
rank in firm’s preferences. According to the traditional 
“pecking order” hypothesis of corporate finance [1], bor-
rowing firms prefer to finance their debts through external 
resources (securities, bank loans) rather than equity issu-
ance. Equity issuance is less preferred since the funds it 
provides are generally limited by the scale of expenditures 
(dividends) and it is considered by investors, as a “bad” 

signal for the economic performance and viability of the 
firm. Hence, firms mainly choose between bank borrowing 
and debt securities issuance, when it comes to finance 
their corporate expenditures. Greenspan [2,3], emphasized 
the importance of such a choice under a credit crisis re-
gime. More specifically, he suggested that there is a rate of 
substitutionality between the market of bank loans and that 
of bonds which smoothes the negative impact that a finan-
cial crisis has on real economy. On the other hand, Holm-
strom and Tirole [4], stressed that “multiple avenues of 
intermediation” (availability of the aforementioned sources 
of external debt financing) for corporations are character-
ized by complementarity. Their analysis is based on a 
principal-agent problem with monitoring costs. When the 
supply of intermediary capital falls due to a credit crunch, 
the quantity of informed (banks) finance which is available 
to firms decreases. This also means that less uninformed 
(securities) finance can be attracted since the level of moni-
toring undertaken is lower1. The findings of Holmstrom and 
Tirole [4], were empirically verified for U.S. economy by 
Davis and Ioannidis [5]. 

Gertler and Gilchrist [6], argued that the salutary effects 
stemming from the substitutionality between the main al-
ternative “channels” of corporate debt financing are limited 
when the market is dominated by small firms. This occurs, 
since large firms have access to short-term sources of 
redit (e.g. commercial papers market) unavailable to 

*This paper is based on an ongoing research project titled: “Economic 
Growth and Development in the Greek Economy”. We would like to 
thank an anonymous referee for useful comments and suggestions. 
Any remaining errors are ours. 

1Uninformed investors are less willing to offer their funds when the 
level of monitoring connected with the informed finance is low. c 
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Table 1. Greek commercial papers in circulation and bank finance (in million euros) 

Year 
Bounced 
cheques 

Unpaid bills 
of exchange 

Total 
Credit 

delinquency
rates (%) 

Nominal estimated 
amount of cheques and

bills of exchange in 
circulation 

Yearly adjustment 
of (D) 

Nominal domestic MFI loans
to domestic enterprises 

 (A) (B) (A)+(B) (C) (D) (E)=(D)/3 (F) 

2004 1024.8 169.2 1194 2.64 45227.3 15075.8 4587 

2005 1464.4 180.7 1645.1 3.04 54115.1 18038.4 5716.6 

2006 1202.1 188.1 1390.2 4.02 34582.1 11527.4 5376.9 

2007 921.9 177.5 1099.4 3.57 30795.5 10265.2 13095.3 

2008 1291.3 170.2 1461.5 3.73 39182.3 13060.8 15488.7 

 
small firms and therefore they respond more effectively 
to a cash flow squeeze. In Greece, the market of com-
mercial papers as a source of short-term financing has not 
been adequately developed. Instead, there is a market of 
post-dated cheques2 and bills of exchange. The maturity 
period of a post-dated cheque is not the date of issue but 
the due date specified by the drawer. 

Transactions through post-dated cheques involve high 
risk for the payee. Therefore, the operation of this 
“quasi-commercial” papers market is based on long-term 
relationships (mutual trust) between engaged parties. This 
characteristic can be proven quite beneficial for an 
economy during business cycle downturns. According to 
a survey conducted by International Monetary Fund in 
2006 [7], countries with a higher degree of relation-
ship-based lending (low degree of arm’s length transac-
tions) may experience a less sharp decrease in the level of 
nonresidential business fixed investments during a 
downward phase of the business cycle. The rationale be-
hind this conclusion is that the lender gives a greater 
weight to the long-run gains from maintaining an existing 
relationship with a borrower and thus he provides a 
short-term assurance that financing will be available in case 
of a credit crisis. Another advantage of the market of 
post-dated cheques and bills of exchange compared with the 
traditional market of commercial papers is that small firms 
have access to it. One more interesting feature of the Greek 
market of commercial papers is its positive relation with 
the size of shadow economy. The fact that post-dated 

cheques can be endorsed and transferred by the payee means 
that the “traces” of a transaction cannot be tracked very eas-
ily by tax authorities. Hence, firms have an incentive to 
evade taxes by issuing iconic invoices. A recent work by 
Schneider [8], shows that Greece had and still has the 
largest informal economy between 21 OECD countries 
over the last twenty years3. 

This result is an indication for the expected large size of 
the Greek “quasi-commercial” papers market. The above 
analysis implies that if there is substitutionality between 
bank loans and post-dated cheques and bills of exchange, 
then Greek economy may have an arrow left in its quiver 
against the current financial crisis.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the 
next section we set out our empirical methodology and 
give our main empirical results. Section 3 concludes. 

2. Quantitative Analysis 

In order to conduct our analysis, we obtained monthly 
data over 2004-2008 (more precisely from 2004/07 to 
2008/12) for: 1) bounced cheques and unpaid bills of ex-
change (in million euros) from Hellenic Credit Profile Da-
tabank (Tiresias Bank Information Systems S.A.), 2) 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) from General Secretariat of 
National Statistical Service of Greece, 3) outstanding 
balances (in million euros) of domestic Monetary Finan-
cial Institutions (MFI) loans to domestic enterprises and 4) 
interest rates on euro-denominated loans without a defined 
maturity by domestic MFIs to euro area non-financial 
corporations. Data for 3) and 4) were obtained from Bank 
of Greece (Bulletin of Conjunctural Indicators). 

2Post-dated cheques facilitate the interindustry financial relations with-
out being recognized as a formal financial instrument, since che-
ques are officially defined as a bill of exchange payable on de-
mand. This kind of financial instruments usually “covers” un-
der-the-table real sector financial transactions (shadow economy 
transactions). 

3Schneider used the Multiple industries and multiple courses proce-
dure (MIMIC) (for an overview see Aigner et. al [9]) and currency 
demand approach (see Schneider [10]) in order to obtain his estimates 
about the size of the shadow economy. 

Moreover, we used firms’ credit delinquency rates from 
ICAP Group, in order to calculate the value of commercial 
papers (cheques and bills of exchange) in circulation4.  
4We assume that firms’ credit delinquency rate is a good approxima-

tion of the percentage of bounced cheques and unpaid bills of ex-
change to commercial papers in circulation. 
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Table 2. Summary statistics: Monthly RL, RCP and RR data from July 2004 to December 2008 

Summary statistics RL RCP RR 

No. of observations 54 54 54 
Mean 0.746884 1.135214 0.038768 
Median 0.620918 1.020567 0.038218 
Maximum 4.184875 3.069930 0.052121 
Minimum -2.276165 0.608280 0.026796 
Standard deviation 1.102762 0.450345 0.006904 
Skewness 0.409230 1.772342 0.158600 
Kurtosis 4.146723 7.768323 2.069039 
Jarque-Bera 4.465909 79.42880 2.176434 
J-B P-valuey 0.107211 0.000000 0.336817 
y J-B P-value is the probability that a Jarque-Bera statistic exceeds (in absolute value) the observed value 
under the null hypothesis of a normal distribution. The negative minimum value of RL implies that the 
amount of new loans given is less than the part of the past loans which are paid off. 

 
Table 3. Stationarity tests 

 ADF test (lags) 

Variables in levels 
RL                                -2.93    (2) 
RCP                               -0.52    (5) 
RR                                -2.59    (3) 
 
Variables in first difference 
RL                                -12.14***    (1) 
RCP                               -5.92***      (2) 
RR                                -6.65***      (0) 

Notes: Boldface values denote sampling evidence in favour of unit roots. ***Signifies rejection of the unit 
root hypothesis at the 1% level of significance. The numbers in parentheses for the ADF test are the optimal 
lag lengths, which are determined using AIC (Akaike Information Criterion). Trend and constant were included 
in the test equation.  

 
Three variables are constructed from the above data: RL, 
RCP and RR, where RL and RCP are the real new do-
mestic MFI loans to domestic enterprises (this variable is 
constructed by taking the first differences of 3) and de-
flating by the CPI) and the real estimated amount of new 
cheques and bills of exchange issued each month5 respec-
tively. RR denotes the real interest rate on RL (RR is de-
rived by subtracting inflation rate from 4). Inflation rate is 
derived by the use of CPI). The variables RL and RCP 
are expressed in billion euros. In Table 1, we present a 
comparison of the two alternative sources of firm’s fi-
nancing examined in this paper; bank loans and the “paral-
lel financial system” of posted-dated cheques and bills of 
exchange. As we note from Table 1, the Greek “quasi- 
commercial” papers market plays an important role (almost 
the same as bank loans) in corporate financing. Moreover, 

it can be easily ascertained from Table 1, that the most 
important component of the Greek commercial papers 
market is that of cheques. 

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables 
under consideration. For RL and RR series displayed in 
Table 2, we do not reject the hypothesis of normal distri-
bution at the 10% significance level. The first step of our 
analysis is to test whether RL, RCP and RR are stationary. 
Table 3 reports unit root test statistics of the augmented 
Dickey and Fuller test [11]. The results in Table 3, indi-
cate that all series are non-stationary and contain a unit 
root. In order to examine whether they are integrated of 
order one, I(1), we perform the augmented Dickey-Fuller 
(ADF) test on first differences. The results suggest that all 
variables are stationary in first differences. 

Engle and Granger [12] argued that even if a set of eco-
nomic series is not stationary, there may exists some lin-
ear combinations of the variables that are stationary. If 
the separate series are I(1) (i.e. non-stationary in their lev-
els but stationary in their first differences) but a linear 
combination of them is I(0), then these series are cointe-
grated. If series are cointegrated, an error correction model 
(ECM) is appropriate for modeling their relation, as sug-
gested by Engle and Granger. More specifically, if a 

5We get RCP by dividing 1) with the product of firms’ credit de-
linquency rates and CPI and adjusting the result in yearly basis (the
amount of cheques and bills in circulation needs to be adjusted in
yearly basis, since it is a common practice for the bearer of a
cheque to accept a new cheque (bill) of the same amount instead
of cashing it in, when the maturity period ends. Hence, if we as-
sume that the mean maturity period of a post-dated cheque (bill) is
four months, we have to divide the total amount of Greek commer-
cial papers by three). 
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tu

group of variables is non-stationary (random walks), then 
by regressing one variable against the others can lead to 
spurious results in the sense that conventional signifi-
cance tests will tend to indicate a relationship between 
the variables when in fact none exists. This problem can 
be solved if we use in our modeling process the first dif-
ferences of the above variables after verifying that these 
differences are stationary (integrated of order one, I(1), 
variables). However, even though this approach is correct 
in the context of univariate modeling [e.g. Autoregres-
sive – Moving Average (ARMA) processes], it is inad-
visable when we try to examine the relationship between 
variables. The main drawback of this, in other respects, 
statistically valid approach is that it has no long-run solu-
tion (common problem in pure first difference models). 
More specifically, one definition of the long run that is 
employed in econometrics implies that variables have 
converged upon some long term values and are no longer 
changing. Hence, all the first difference terms will be 
zero and by simply regressing the one against the others 
gives results which say nothing about whether the vari-
ables under consideration have an equilibrium relation-
ship. However, this problem can be overcome by using a 
combination of the first differenced and lagged levels of 
cointegrated variables. This formulation is known as an 
error correction model. Through this model, we can ex-
amine the short run dynamic relationship between the 
variables under consideration by taking into account their 
deviations from their equilibrium/long run relationship 
(residuals of the cointegrating regression). 

In order to test for cointegration, we use the maximum 
likelihood methodology proposed by Johansen [13]. Ac-
cording to Johansen a Vector Autoregression (VAR) 

model of order , can be written as follows:  p

1( )t t p tY L Y Y                (1) 

where  is the vector of RL, RCP and RR, tY

1 2( , 3, )     , ( )L  is a polynomial of order 1p  , 

 is a vector of independent Gaussian errors with zero 

mean and covariance matrix ,  is the first difference 
operator and 

tu

 
  is a matrix of the form     where 

 and   are 3×r matrices each with rank r, with   

being the matrix of the r cointegrating vectors (i.e. the 
columns of   represent the r cointegrating relations) 

and   being the matrix of adjustment coefficients. As 
stated above, the existence of cointegration has implica-
tions about the way we should model the relationships 
between RL and RCP, RR. 

The results of Johansen cointegration test are pre-
sented in Table 4. Since Johansen’s procedure is sensitive 
to the lag length of the Vector Autoregression (VAR) 
(Banerjee et al. [14]), we determine the lag length by us-
ing the appropriate criteria. 

The max eigenvalue statistic supports the existence of 
one cointegrating vector. More specifically, the cointe-
grating equation is: 

1.23 35.52RL RCP RR            (2) 

This finding implies that there is a long run equilibrium 
relationship between RL, RCP and RR. Equation (2) indi-
cates that the real value of newly issued Greek commer-
cial papers in circulation and the real interest rates of 
corporate bank loans are negatively correlated to the real 
amount of corporate bank loans (in the long-run), with the 
estimated coefficients of -1.23 and -35.52, respectively. 

 
Table 4. Johansen cointegration test 

Hypothesized # of cointegrated equations (r) Max eigenvalue statistic Critical values at 5% 

None 31.99** 21.13 
At most 1 4.45 14.26 
At most 2 2.88 3.84 

Note: ** Indicates the rejection of the hypothesis about the number of cointegrated equations at the 5% level. The 
sequential modified LR test statistic, the final prediction error (FPE) and the Schwarz information criterion indi-
cate that the optimal lag length of the VAR is equal to one. Moreover, the VAR residual Portmanteau test for 
autocorrelations does not reject the null hypothesis of no residual autocorrelations. 

 
Table 5. TSLS estimates of the ECM 

Parameter Coefficient t-value 
  -0.075 -0.364 

0  -2.66** -2.049 

0  -56.92 -0.39 

1  -1.2*** -7.026 

2R  0.56  

Note: *** and ** denote statistical significance at 1% and 5%, respectively. The following series were used as instru-
ments: constant. 1 6 12 1 4 12 1 12, , , , , , ,t t t t t t t tECT ECT ECT RCP RCP RL RR RR            ,
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Table 6. Diagnostic tests 

 Value of test statistic P-value 

JB 5.295 [0.071] 
Reset test 0.455 [0.504] 
Hansen’ s J statistic test 5.449 [0.363] 

1 / 2LM LM  test 0.071/1.212 [0.789/0.545] 

BDS test   
Dimension   
2 -0.0053 [0.7908] 
3 -0.01389 [0.2847] 
4 -0.00601 [0.5855] 
5 -0.00222 [0.8633] 
6 -0.00329 [0.3745] 

Note: Figures in brackets represent asymptotic P – values associated with the tests. JB denotes the Jarque-Bera normality 
test of errors. The Reset test tests the null hypothesis of functional form misspecification. 1 / 2LM LM is the Lagrange 

multiplier test for first and second order serial correlation (under the null there is no serial correlation in the residuals up 
to the specified order). Hansen’ s J statistic test is a general version of the Sargan test, a test of overidentifying restric-
tions (under the null hypothesis the overidentifying restrictions are satisfied). For the relationship between J statistic and 
Sargan test see Murray [15]. Finally the BDS [16] test tests the null hypothesis that the errors are independently and 
identically distributed (In our test we set the value of distance between the pair of the elements of a time series, equal to 
0.7. Since our sample is relatively small, we use bootstrap P - values). 

 
As RL, RCP and RR are cointegrated, it is necessary to 

specify an ECM in order to examine the short-run rela-
tionship of these variables. We specify an error correction 
model of the following type:  

1 1 0 0t t tRL ECT RCP RRt t                  

t = 1, 2, …. T                          
 
(3) 

where ECT is the error correction term and t  is a dis-

turbance term. Since  and  current values 

appear in the above equation, Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS) estimation produces inconsistent estimators. In 
order to overcome this problem, we apply a two stage least 
squares (TSLS) estimation procedure. Table 5 presents the 
TSLS estimates of Equation (3). Moreover, we check the 
specification of our estimated model by performing various 
diagnostic tests. These tests are reported in Table 6. Our 
results indicate that the ECM seems to be quite well speci-
fied and free from specification error. 

tRCP tRR

As we note from Table 5, the coefficient of the ECT has 
the correct sign, is statistically significant and is rather 
large indicating rapid adjustment of RL, RCP and RR to 
the proceeding imbalance ( ) in a short run period. 

In order to investigate the relationship between the provi-
sion of corporate bank loans and issuance of cheques and 
bills, we turn our attention to the short-run elasticity. 

1tECT 

Table 5, indicates that γ0 is negative and statistically sig-
nificant. More specifically, if the issuance of new Greek 
commercial papers increases by 100 million euros then 
the provision of corporate bank loans decreases, ceteris 
paribus, by 266 million euros within a month. This find-
ing implies that there is substitutionality between bank  

loans and post-dated cheques and bills of exchange. If we 
take into consideration that during a credit crunch, there 
are bank credit shortages, there is a tendency for informal 
economy to increase [17] and the fact that (as mentioned 
above) there is a positive relation between the size of Greek 
commercial papers market and that of shadow economy, 
then we conclude that Greek economy may alleviate the 
negative impact of economic downturns caused by finan-
cial crisis. 

3. Conclusions and Policy Implications 

In our analysis, we showed that the Greek market of cheques 
and bills of exchange can serve as a substitute for bank 
loans. By combining this result with the distinctiveness in 
the structure of the commercial papers market in Greece, 
which allows small firms to have access to short-term fund-
ing and the close connection of the size of this market with 
that of informal economy, we can argue that Greek economy 
can partly “amortize” the shocks connected with the current 
financial crisis. Thus, monetary policy exhibits only indi-
rect effects on real enterprise sector. In case of an interest 
rate fall, someone would expect that the positive effects 
will find the way out to the real sector. On the other hand, 
when interest rates rise during a credit crunch due to the 
segmentation of the financial sector (low interbank and 
interindustry trustiness), the enterprise sector will substi-
tute the absence of financial credit with interindustry fi-
nancing. Therefore, the IMF argument, that economies with 
low degree of arm’s length transactions can smooth the 
negative credit crunch effects and regenerate economic 
activity during the easing of a credit crisis, is confirmed. 

The main deficiency of our analysis is that, although we 
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have developed our arguments about the positive relation 
between Greek market of cheques and bills of exchange and 
informal economic activity by citing the appropriate refer-
ences, we have not explicitly included the underground 
economy in our analysis. The estimation and the inclusion 
of a variable indicating the size of the informal economy in 
our model can further enhance the robustness of our ana-
lytical results. Moreover, the use of dummy variables 
which will capture the relevant effects during periods of 
economic turbulence and the expansion of our dataset so as 
to include the latest available data, will also reinforce our 
conclusions. All these issues can be considered as topics 
for future research. 
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ABSTRACT 

The term ‘knowledge’ is getting increased importance as the economy is becoming progressively knowledge intensive. 
Contemporary view of innovation management is acknowledging knowledge as the most effective source of innovation. 
Success of the business depends on how successfully knowledge is used for innovation. As a result, organizations are 
increasingly embracing knowledge strategy for their innovation scheme. Incorporating knowledge in the innovation 
process; building innovative capabilities and identifying essential features of a knowledge innovative organization are 
the key concerns of this study. Knowledge is a context specific notion. In this case study, the use of knowledge for inno-
vation has been analyzed from an individual organization point of view so that contextual elements of a knowledge in-
novative organization can be identified more precisely along with the institutional implications. Thus, this article would 
be able to provide a good number of meaningful indications in using knowledge for innovation; it would also shed light 
on constant capability building for innovation; nurturing of creativity and developing of knowledge infrastructure of a 
knowledge innovative organization. In addition, this study will be revealing the true nature of knowledge strategy and 
its application in the context of a developing country. 
 
Keywords: Innovation, Knowledge, Knowledge-Innovative Organization (KIO), Knowledge Strategy, Competitive Ad-

vantage, Capacity Development 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays innovation is one of the mostly used busi-
ness strategies. In the knowledge era, organizations are 
acknowledging the necessity of knowledge in their 
business strategy and attempting to incorporate 
knowledge in their innovation process. In the competi-
tive global markets, firms are trying to satisfy their 
customers with their creativity and innovation. Or-
ganizations are in an endless struggle of differentiating 
themselves by continuously introducing new products. 
The irony is that the market is saturated with many 
similar (me, too) products. Consumers do not find any 
significant difference. They (consumers) are indifferent 
to the products. Relentless effort for innovation, in one 
hand, is flooding the market with similar products or 
closely resembled ones and on the other hand, a huge 
amount of financial and other resources (e.g. physical, 
technological, intellectual, etc.) are being drained in 
promoting these products. Firms are being deprived 
from gaining any benefit from their innovation. In 
these circumstances, a newer perspective has emerged 
to gain maximum benefit from both the concepts – in 

novation and knowledge. This new perspective can be 
termed as ‘knowledge innovation’. Knowledge is the 
key driver for innovation and organization renewal in 
the form of capacity development. 

2. Objective, Scope and Importance of the 
Study 

Innovation is not merely a strategy; it is the result of total 
organizational effort. Similarly knowledge is a holistic 
phenomenon. The concept of knowledge innovation 
conceives both the ideas: knowledge and innovation in a 
common platform so that either knowledge can be used 
for innovation or innovation can be more intelligent with 
the help of knowledge. Indeed, there is a question about 
how these two concepts can be fitted together. In this 
connection, this case study will make an attempt to re-
solve this question in the light of an experience of a me-
dium sized organization in a developing country’s 
(Bangladesh) context. 

The objectives of this study are to know – 
 The process of incorporating knowledge into the in- 
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novation process;  
 The method for developing innovative capability wi- 

th the help of knowledge; and 
 The essential factors that make organizations kno- 

wledge innovative. 
In order to attain the above-mentioned objectives, a 

number of issues like business strategy, leadership and 
management style, culture, people management, work 
system, etc. are required to be examined critically so that 
a general understanding regarding a knowledge innova-
tive organization can be made. 

Managing knowledge for innovation is relatively a 
new idea. So far, most of the researches have been done 
in developed countries’ scenario. In the era of globaliza-
tion, competition is widespread; competitors are appear-
ing from cross borders. Businesses of developing coun-
tries are facing severe competition. Local businesses are 
becoming more concerned for their survival. In order to 
fine-tune with the global business competitiveness, a 
number of organizations in many developing countries1 
(Brazil, India, China, etc.) are attempting to pursue 
knowledge strategy. To follow this trend of globalization, 
a number of organizations in Bangladesh are also trying 
to foster knowledge strategy in their business practices. 
In this study, an organization from Bangladesh has been 
drawn as sample to understand the application of knowl-
edge in the typical indigenous condition. 

It is commonly believed that business strategy is a de-
liberate effort. This is not always true in the case of 
knowledge strategy; it could be unconsciously followed 
by the companies. All the organizations, irrespective of 
industry, region and/or economy are repositories of a 
certain set of knowledge. This knowledge-base works as 
a strategy springboard in the form of culture, style, pat-
tern, leadership and so on. Examining an organization’s 
culture, work pattern, management and leadership style, 
etc. is also an important part of this case study. 

3. Methodology 

It has already been mentioned that this research has 
adopted the case study approach. Data and information of 
this study are basically primary in nature and have been 
analyzed qualitatively. This exploratory study has made 
an attempt to explore all the relevant issues with this 
study and address each of those accordingly. Although, 
this is a snap-shot study yet this short-term perspective 
did not hamper the reliability and dependability of the 
data and information, as well as the findings. 

4. Managing Knowledge for Innovation 

There is a new kind of influence in the global economy – 

knowledge. Many scholars have indicated the importance 
of knowledge for organizational competitiveness and 
sustainability. Drucker comments “We are moving to a 
society in which the basic resource of economy is 
knowledge, instead of capital, labor and natural resources 
[1]”. Stewart believes that “Knowledge has become the 
preeminent economic resources – more important than 
raw material; more important, often than money. Con-
sidered as an economic output, information and knowl-
edge are more important than automobiles, oil, steel, or 
any of the products of the industrial age [2]”. It (knowl-
edge) is the most strategically important resources of the 
business [3]. Knowledge is being used more in product 
design and development, production and distribution. 
The competitive advantage of the firms can be undercut 
overnight due to the new knowledge of the competitors. 
Market leadership, size, name, recognition structure no 
longer guarantee the survival [4] even the skill and core 
competency cannot ensure that the firms will be able to 
capitalize on the new opportunity and tackle new chal-
lenges. It is a complete new world with new realities be-
fore the marketers. 

In the knowledge era, managing knowledge can be an 
opportunity in new product development, i.e. innovation. 
There is a broad agreement in favor of using knowledge 
for innovation. In many instances knowledge and infor-
mation have been used as major impetus of new product 
development [5]. According to Verona, the design of 
new product development work is anchored in knowl-
edge management [6]. Innovation is frequently consid-
ered as the primary purpose of knowledge management [7]. 

Knowledge is also considered as the key impetus for 
new capability development. Knowledge strategy allows 
business firm to improve its learning capability to com-
bine knowledge-based capability and make better use of 
them [8]. Another strategic aspect of knowledge strategy 
is the continuous interaction with the customers and 
other related parties. Garcia-Murillo and Annabi opine 
that customer knowledge is a part of organization 
knowledge [9]. Through close interaction with the cus-
tomers, an in-depth understanding is developed which 
ultimately converts into organization’s business knowl-
edge. Constant interaction increases new customer 
knowledge-base. 

5. Concerns in Using Knowledge for     
Innovation 

There are few challenges in incorporating knowledge 
into the innovation process. Neither the literature of in-
novation management nor knowledge management has 
focused much on the process of incorporating knowledge 
in the innovation mechanism. Consequently, there is no 
clear direction for imparting knowledge into the innova-
tion process; no precise knowledge strategy for innova-

1The Policy Forum on Using Knowledge for Development: a unique 
policy conference jointly organized by the World Bank Institute, the 
British Council and the OECD, 17 April 2001, Wilton Park, UK. Bra-
zil, China and India participated in this conference in order to share 
knowledge strategies. www.oecd.org.
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tion; no suggestion regarding knowledge infrastructure 
and system. 

There is a common understanding that innovation is 
the result of research and development activities. This is 
partially true. According to knowledge-based view, crea-
tivity and innovation can result from regular business 
activities and distributed organizational knowledge-base 
(DOKB). There is another misconception that knowledge 
is fundamentally related with the new offer development. 
But the fact is that developing new technology; building 
new capability; formulating new process and system are 
with in the jurisdiction of innovation. 

Inherently, innovation is uncertain and thus the knowl-
edge innovation is also uncertain [7]. Innovation is per-
ceived as the single most destructive force in an industry 
[10]. Any form of innovation, such as knowledge inno-
vation may devastate organizations existing capabilities, 
expertise and knowledge-base. 

The roots of all these challenges have institutional im-
plications and the mitigation of these challenges is also 
dependant on the institutional initiatives. Success de-
pends on how efficiently an organization is managing its 
knowledge resources. Perez and Pablos consider that it is 
necessary to manage knowledge effectively in the new 
economy, because the achievement of sustainable com-
petitive advantage depends on firm's capacity to develop 
and deploy its knowledge-based resources [11]. Institu-
tional approach is the innate aspect in both the concepts – 
knowledge and innovation. 

6. Case Study: Knowledge Program of   
Amber Food Limited (AFL) 

Amber Food Limited is one of the promising regional 
companies in Bangladesh. Currently, the business is of-
fering 55 varieties under 10 product categories. Though it 
is a relatively new entrant in comparison to other players 
in the market, yet it could manage a spectacular growth 
in recent years, soon after its inception. 

6.1 The Early Days – Business Idea and  
Groundwork 

The idea of establishing a food processing business was 
conceived after observing the scenario of a favorable 
environment for agro-based business. Traditionally, 
Bangladesh is a harvest economy due to the factors like 
fertile soil, good irrigation system, favorable climate, 
ample water resources and so forth. In addition to these, 
entrepreneurs observed a number of institutional supports 
(e.g. soft loan from Bangladesh Krishi Bank –BKB, tax 
holiday and tax rebate, and free counseling) from the 
Government side for the agro-based business as well. 
The critical success factor in this type of industry is un-
interrupted supply of ingredients. In ensuring a smooth 
procurement of ingredients, the company decided to de-

velop a partnership with the local producers (suppliers of 
the ingredients). It made a special agreement with the 
farmers in their locality to buy their produce. This had 
two-fold implications – the business was in a relatively 
safer condition in procuring ingredients and on the other 
hand, the farmers had a confirmed buyer. 

The entrepreneurs spent two years for planning their 
business and grooming themselves. During these two 
years, they tried their best to know market and customer 
preferences; acquire business exposure and identify key 
success factors. In the early days, the main challenges 
were acquiring processing technology, machineries, 
equipment and skilled workers. They participated in a 
6-month course of food processing organized by a pri-
vate agro-business development NGO (non-government 
organization) in Bogra. During this course, they realized 
that it is simply essential to incorporate customer prefer-
ence in new product development. Otherwise, product 
would not be desirable to the customers. Side-by-side, 
they were looking for skilled workers. Fund was not 
much of a problem for them. They had abundant fertile 
lands in their villages. They used those lands as collat-
erals to the bank. All machineries and equipment were 
procured from China. By the year 1997, the venture was 
all set to start their business. 

6.2 Commencement of the Business,        
Contemporary Market Scenario and Initial 
Business Strategy 

In the year 1998, Amber Food Limited was formally es-
tablished. In the late 90’s, the market was full of im-
ported products from neighboring countries like India, 
China, Pakistan, Thailand and Bhutan, etc. There were 
several local players (e.g. Pran, BD Food, Sezan, etc.), 
too. It was noticed that none of the existing market play-
ers were serving in the markets of North Bengal. It ap-
peared to be a potential opportunity for AFL. 

Being the consumers in a developing country, Bang-
ladeshis are price-sensitive. Most of the business prac-
tices are based on cost-minimization strategy. AFL 
planned to pursue that along with the emphasis on dif-
ferentiation, i.e. a hybrid strategy. Economic endowment 
of upper middle class in Bangladesh though was steady 
but demonstrated a slow pace of progress. There was a 
steady growth in demand of differentiated products. 

6.3 Business Development in AFL 

The motto of the business was to provide the best value 
to its customers. People were at the heart of business 
development strategy. Strategic agenda of AFL were – 
collecting information about customers; incorporating 
customers’ requirement into the product developing 
process; reaching new customers with the new range of 
products and configuring internal state of the business in 
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order to support the business strategy. 
AFL, on a part-time basis appointed a few students of 

Rajshahi University to collect information on customers. 
In collecting data, they targeted two types of respondents 
– groceries and direct consumers. The part-time workers 
interviewed groceries and customers in Rajshahi, Bogra, 
Rangpur and Dhaka city at random. They interviewed 
only those customers who were buying food products in 
the market. Within three months of time, ample informa-
tion was collected. Initially, data was processed manually 
and later on, electronically. All collected information was 
categorized in terms of preference, item, price, timing, 
quantity and frequency. These data and information had a 
great tactical significance. AFL not only could assess the 
existing market demand but also assess the future de-
mand as well. In addition, the company could enjoy some 
other benefits from its knowledge strategy – a direct 
communication with customers; first-hand market infor-
mation; better understanding about the distribution 
channels; new product ideas and so on.  In June 1998, 
AFL started its production and products were marketed 
in August 1998. Within few months, AFL started getting 
positive responses from its customers. By 2000, AFL 

products were available in all major towns in North 
Bengal and Dhaka city. Since it was a regional company, 
that is why, it was not possible to assess the exact market 
share but it definitely became to be the number one 
company in North Bengal. Also, its presence in Dhaka 
was strongly felt in terms of market share. Altogether, 
the overall business performance was satisfactory. 

Enthusiastic workers were at the heart of its internal 
innovation mechanism. Management believed that a 
person with the right attitude and aptitude can bring 
about a great change in his/her organization. AFL gave 
the full freedom to its workers in coming up with 
new/improved product and process idea. It allowed its 
workers to spare some time in doing experiments with 
their innovative ideas. From the motivation point of 
view, it was a good initiative. By doing and learning, 
the workforce of AFL became a truly flexible work-
force. Employees’ performance, creative efforts and 
team-based productivity were directly related with its 
compensation package. There was another success in 
AFL; it could develop an integrated support system with 
the help of logistics and supply chain, technology and 
management. (See Figure 1, Figure 2 and Table 1) 
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Figure 1. Product development process in AFL 
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Figure 2. Internal enablers of AFL’s business development strategy 

 
AFL kept a keen eye over the changing market phe-

nomena. Therefore, it not only knew what the customers 
wanted but also to some extent, what the customers 
might need in the near future. For example, there was an 
increasing awareness about health and hygiene and in-
creasing demand for dairy products. Its new dairy prod-
ucts became very popular just after the launching. These 
types of processed and packaged dairy products were not 
available in Bangladesh. Similarly, there was a growing 
demand for instant cooking spices as the number of of-
fice going female population was increasing with the 
increase of dual earning families. The increased em-
ployment of female workers caused a decreasing trend in 
home-making service, especially, in the urban areas, 
since traditional way of preparing spice is cumbersome 
and time consuming. AFL’s instant spices turned into 
one of the mostly demanded items, especially in the 
North Bengal region. By considering the changing life-
style, it (AFL) introduced two new products – mango bar 
and pickle lozenge under the ‘Snacks’ category. In 2005, 
two more new products—tea and energy drink were 
added in its range under the ‘Tea and Beverage’ category. 
Presently, AFL is actively considering expanding its 
market in other major cities (e.g. Khulna, Chittagong and 
Barisal) in Bangladesh within the soonest possible time. 

6.4 Looking Beyond the Horizon 

AFL considered that in Bangladesh, food processing 
companies have a swell future since there is a strong tra-
ditional agricultural infrastructure and availability of 
attractive incentives for the entrepreneurs. SAPTA, 
among the SAARC countries, had opened a new horizon 
for export business. ‘Pran’ (one of the key market players 
in Bangladesh), had started exporting in the neighboring 
countries. This phenomenon inspired AFL to do the same. 
At the end of 2005, AFL decided to expand its market to 
other neighboring countries like Nepal, India, Afghani-
stan, etc. 

7. Facts and Findings 

The case content can be perceived from two pints of 
view: 
 To see how all internal components, particularly 

human resources, technology, logistics, systems and 
management style, etc. have been integrated for the pur-
pose of innovation; and 
 To assess critically the extent the knowledge initia-

tives along with the knowledge infrastructure were effec-
tive in making a knowledge-innovative organization. 
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7.1 Arrangements of Internal Components in 
AFL 

Internal management system of AFL was basically peo-
ple oriented. People from inside and outside were inte-
grated into its product development process. Customers 
contributed in the form of data and information (mainly 
product idea and preference) and internal stakeholders 
contributed directly by producing products as per cus-
tomers’ requirements. Each piece of information was 
used either in developing new products or product im-
provement, which also instigated new cycles of learning. 
Eventually, new competencies were developed, which 
was a clear indication of a learning culture in AFL. 
Management relied more on its employees; direct super-
vision was less; rate of error reduced significantly and 
more experiments were done on new ideas. These were 
nothing but the outcomes of imparting knowledge into its 
(AFL) processes and systems. These had two major 
benefits - product diversity and cost minimization. 

In AFL, there was a collective leadership approach. 
For developing new products, work teams took the basic 
initiatives and other supporting teams provided support 
to the new product development initiatives. In case of 
product improvement, both the product development 
teams and supporting teams worked together. In coor-
dinating their (teams) activities, there was no formal 
approach. It depended on the nature of the initiatives 
and the situation. AFL followed functional structure. 
By reducing hierarchy, introducing team-based work 
system and encouraging informal communication sys-
tem, this functional structure was made dynamic. Trust, 
involvement and co-operation were the basic elements 
of AFL culture. 

Technology was the inseparable part in AFL. Its new 
product development ability was primarily based either 
on adoption of new technology or customizing technol-
ogy. Products were produced, bottled and packaged by 
the automatic machines. Technology enabled AFL in 
attaining economies of scale and in maintaining en-
hanced product differentiation capability. In analyzing 
data and information, gradually it started using modern 
information technology. 

Although there was no deliberate HR policy, yet 
healthy HR practices were there in AFL (See Figure 3). 
Training and development was replaced by continuous 
learning; compensation system and performance evalua-
tion were linked with new product development and ex-
isting product improvement. There was no set rule or 
policy for recruitment and selection. However, ever since 
its establishment, it was recruiting and selecting enthusi-
astic workers. Therefore, experience of the new workers 
was irrelevant. Management believed that if a person had 
a positive attitude towards work, then he/she would be-
come a good performer. Since it was a somewhat flatter 
organization; the scope of career development was com-
paratively narrow. Annual increment system could nev-
ertheless, resolve this problem to some extent. Reward 
system, performance evaluation and compensation 
management were interlinked. Performance parameters 
in AFL were: participation, initiative, motivation, 
multi-skilling, teamwork, idea generation, quality of 
work and on time delivery. Being a medium scale or-
ganization, there was not much distinction between HR 
and administrative functions and therefore, there was 
less complicacy in one sense. 
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Figure 3. Interlinked HR functions in AFL 
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Perhaps the most active enabler was its supply chain. 

AFL designed its supply chain in such way so that all 
required supplies and logistics were available on time. 
The business was very much careful from the very be-
ginning in ensuring the availability of ingredients. Equal 
emphasis was also given on the distribution of products. 
Other logistical support like repairing and maintenance, 
inventory management, etc. were befitting with the op-
eration system. 

7.2 Critical Analysis of the Knowledge Strategy 

According to Van de Van, innovation is a critical mecha-
nism by which firms secure a place in the competitive 
world of the future [12]. From this point of view, innova-
tion strategy of the business was pretty successful. AFL 
designed its innovation strategy with the help of knowl-
edge in order to attain competitive advantage. Its 
(AFL’s) key business strategy was to incorporate 
knowledge, especially, customer knowledge in new 
product development and to improve existing products 
by which it could secure its position in the market, and 
create a competitive advantage. The success of business 
was on the extent a business could understand its cus-
tomers and incorporate customer information into its 
product development process. 

AFL had a general understanding of its customers’ 
taste and preference along with their buying behavior. It 
used to monitor environment relentlessly. Each new 
piece of knowledge was working as an impetus or a drive 
for new product development or product improvement. 
As a result, the firm’s product line was extending. This 
not only could add value to the business but also to the 
customers. Knowledge only can add value if it is linked 
with actions, tasks and purposes [7]. Here in AFL, 
knowledge was linked with collecting customer informa-
tion, new product development, improving existing 
products, developing new competencies and satisfying 
customers. While improving new product and process, 
knowledge was also adding value to the business. It 
(knowledge) adds value when it (knowledge) is applied 
in order to improve, change, or develop specific tasks 
and activities [13]. AFL improved its existing process 
and modified its infrastructure whenever necessary as per 
the merit of the information and knowledge. Overall, it 
can be said that knowledge was adding value quite no-
ticeably in AFL. 

Barton opines that there is a clear linkage in between 
firm’s core capability and new product development [14]. 
According to Dougherty, product innovation is a primary 
means of corporate renewal [15]. When AFL used to 
receive any information from the market, it tried to fit 
that information into the organization, to see if it was 
relevant. For instance, when it noticed that the number of 
working women was increasing in all major cities in 
Bangladesh, it decided to launch packaged cooking spice. 

Before that, the business assessed itself whether it would 
be feasible. It (AFL) analyzed its existing skill, compe-
tency and technology. It was found that some new ma-
chineries, few additional skilled laborers, raw materials 
and packaging materials were needed. For packaging and 
printing it used its old machines; for distribution it used 
the same distribution channel and therefore, the overall 
cost could be minimized significantly. Besides, while 
launching a new product, AFL acquired new capabilities. 
Every new product enabled AFL to enhance its existing 
capacity and/or acquire new capability. Every new prod-
uct idea was the function of new information on cus-
tomer and the situation. Eventually, the firm could renew 
itself along with maintaining its growth in the market. 
Danneel argues that organizations need to renew them-
selves continuously for their survival and prosperity in 
dynamic environments [16]. 

The most substantial advantage of KM strategy is that 
it allows improvements of firm’s learning capability and 
its ability to combine knowledge-based capabilities as 
well as make better use of them [8]. In AFL, individual 
and organization learning took place simultaneously. 
Organization learns when a new body of knowledge is 
imparted with its existing knowledge-base. By process-
ing customer information, noticing changes in the envi-
ronment and by acquiring new technology, the business 
was learning. At the same time, employees were learning 
by experimenting with new ideas, doing tasks, working 
in a team, directly participating in the product develop-
ment process and so forth. 

Innovation was not a sudden result or outcome rather it 
was the result of systematic organizational efforts and 
initiatives. In the knowledge era, ‘knowledge’ resources 
and knowledge-based innovation mechanism is at the 
core of creativity and innovation. Knowledge manage-
ment strategy refers to the overall change of process, a 
form of organizational renewal and a focus on innovation 
through the creation, transmission, and application of 
new knowledge, which is within the resource-based view 
of the firm [17]. This holistic approach of knowl-
edge-based innovation or knowledge-driven innovation 
clearly indicates about the alignment of organizational 
resources. AFL’s management and leadership style was 
people oriented; employees were encouraged to nurture 
their creativity and innovativeness; the key HR functions 
were inter-related and integrated with its new product 
development and product improvement; high emphasis 
was given on team-based work; formal and informal 
communication; imparting knowledge through learning 
and innovation, etc. These clearly indicate an institu-
tional approach within AFL, which, at the same time 
implies the alignment of resources, particularly: the in-
tellectual resources in the line of business strategy. A 
dynamic knowledge infrastructure was thereby created 
spontaneously. (See Figure 2 and Table 1) 
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Table 1: Internal enablers of knowledge strategy in AFL 

Enablers Results 

HR practices Overall employee satisfaction  

Performance appraisal  Achievement oriented workforce  

Management & Leadership style Empowerment, participation and involvement  

Team-based work system Decentralization and leadership development  

Inter-organization communication  Shared vision  

Learning & capacity development Capacity development and organizational renewal 

Technology Technology alignment and utilization  

Supply chain and logistics Smooth procurement and effective support system  
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Figure 4. Essential elements of a knowledge innovative organization (KIO) 

 
The most significant finding is that - knowledge strat-

egy in AFL was not deliberate. It was the result of in-
corporating customer preference into its product devel-
opment process. Initial thinking of focusing on custom-
ers’ requirements exerted a breakthrough impact over 
AFL in terms of organization development, innovation, 
capability development, and so forth. Knowledge strat-
egy in AFL emerged automatically. In order to sustain 
the benefits, the business continued to pursue this (KM) 
strategy which made it a total knowledge innovative 
organization. All these practices created a total knowl-
edge oriented culture in AFL. This knowledge-based 
culture was actually playing the key role in making the 
organization innovative. 

8. Knowledge Innovative Organization 

There is a traditional view that service organizations are 
primarily considered as knowledge-intensive organiza-
tion [7]. According to Alvesson [18], knowledge- inten-
sive firms are the companies where most of the works are 
intellectual in nature and well-educated, and qualified 
employees are the major part of the workforce. But in 
making organization knowledge innovative, it is essential 
to go one step ahead. Knowledge has to be put at the 
heart of the organization so that it can play a role of a 
catalyst in guiding business activities, create a know- 
ledge infrastructure, develop knowledge capability thr- 
ough human and institutional development. In AFL, it 
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has been observed that in due course of time, it (AFL) 
could develop a knowledge infrastructure for innovation. 
This infrastructure consisted of various essential elements 
like HR best practices, integrated performance appraisal 
system, management and leadership style, team-based 
work system, inter-organization communication, learning 
and capacity development, technology, supply chain and 
logistics. Core business processes were: autonomy (de-
centralization of authority), skill development, research 
and development and socialization. From the experience 
of AFL case, in general, it is possible to identify several 
basic elements of a knowledge innovative organization. 
These are as follows: 

1) People (internal and external) integration through 
socialization. 

2) Organizational renewal in the form of capacity de-
velopment.  

3) Alignment and utilization of knowledge resources. 
4) Continuous research and development. 
5) Knowledge-based infrastructure and logistic sys-

tem. 

The central essence of knowledge innovative organi-
zation can be as follows (See Figure 4): 

 Employee participation is necessary in business de-
velopment process with a common vision of innovation. 
 Multidisciplinary, self-managed and motivated 

teams can create diversified knowledge and skill, and 
ensure the best use of those. 
 Successful accomplishment of knowledge strategy 

mainly depends on the autonomy of the people, sociali-
zation with the consumers, flexible organization structure 
in addition to research and development.  
 Knowledge management strategy is involved with 

constant change. Here, the change is not imposing, rather 
its natural in the form of capacity development and over-
all organizational renewal, which is now-a-days termed 
as human and institutional development. 
 Knowledge infrastructure is simply necessary to en-

sure all logistical support towards knowledge strategy. In 
addition, there is no specific condition(s) for the suc-
cessful implementation of knowledge strategy yet or-
ganization culture and leadership have a great influence 
over it. 

This knowledge innovative organization has other cru-
cial connotations, too. There are several concerns in us-
ing knowledge for innovation. Earlier, it has been dis-
cussed that a totalistic institutional approach can resolve 
these concerns (challenges in using knowledge for inno-
vation). It (AFL) developed its own functional definition 
of knowledge management. To AFL, knowledge man-
agement is imparting customer knowledge into the inno-
vation process through internal capacity development. 

9. Conclusions 

AFL embraced a holistic approach of knowledge strategy. 
New product development and product improvement 
were not the sole jurisdictions of marketing department 
rather all of its units were equally responsible. Sales and 
marketing was involved in understanding customers’ 
requirements; production department was responsible to 
produce as per requirements of the customers; human 
resource was engaged in continuous people development; 
resources along with logistics were aligned in supporting 
innovation process; leadership and management was in-
spiring in fostering teamwork and creativity. AFL’s for-
mal and informal systems were playing a key supportive 
role in creating a social network inside and outside the 
business. 

It is widely believed, since knowledge is a very con-
temporary thought, therefore, the application of this 
strategy is limited within the developed countries. But 
from this case, it is revealed that knowledge has no 
boundary; it is applicable irrespective of the economy, 
country and region. There is another conviction that a 
huge investment is needed in technology, modern 
equipment and process. But the fact was that, in KM, 
technology is more involved in the business development 
process, product development and improvement of 
mechanism and systems. The central issue is the extent to 
which organizations are tailoring it (knowledge) as per 
their requirements. If an organization can customize 
knowledge strategy according to its need, certainly it 
would result into long-term competitive advantage. Ac-
cording to Liebeskind, the concept ‘knowledge’ incorpo-
rates and integrates capabilities, structured information 
and application of technologies in the improvement of 
products and process and thus, has become a source of 
competitive advantage [19]. 
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ABSTRACT 

The option is viewed as an important tool of setting price in accordance with objective benefits and actual effectiveness 
of information commodities, as ensures that the holder of the option right acquires more benefits in the favorable mar-
ket and reduces losses in the adverse market. And the information market, as a kind of typical monopolistic and com-
petitive market, is especially adequate for introducing the option theory to set more reasonable price and further to 
improve the operational efficiency of information market. Hence, it is quite necessary to apply the option theory to the 
transaction of information commodities. In this paper, after analyzing the applicability of the option theory to the in-
formation market and studying the option price of information commodities, the authors put forward the option price 
model of the transaction, followed by a case study to demonstrate the validity of the model. 
 
Keywords: Information Commodities, Market Mechanism, Option Pricing, Transaction Model 

1. Introduction 

With the development of commodity economy, incom-
plete market information, which creates difference value 
between the cost and the profit of information searching, 
and which has its special value, gradually evolves into a 
form of independent commodity [1]. And information 
commodities inevitably promote the emergence and the 
development of information market [2]. As the product 
of information commercialization, information market is 
not only an independent and physical commodity market, 
but also an invisible factor market included in other 
markets [3]. Therefore, in the narrow sense, information 
market refers to as some places, where people trade in-
formation commodities at a certain period of time; while 
in the broad sense, it refers to all the relationships be-
tween the supply and the demand of information com-
modities, involving the whole course and the all fields of 
the circulation of information commodities, from the 
production to the consumption. 

Information market, like the material market, could 
only operate formally with the complete market systems 
and flexible market mechanisms, namely, the supply and 
demand mechanism, the price mechanism, the competi-
tive mechanism, risk mechanism, management mecha-
nism and other mechanisms [4]. And it is the price 
mechanism that serves as the most effective way of re-
sources allocation in the market economy. The main 

reason is that the price, as the most sensitive signal in the 
market, could accurately and timely reflect the imbalance 
between the supply and the demand of information com- 
modities distributed to many different directions of utili-
zation to maximize the effectiveness. Therefore, pricing 
is the primary task in the transaction of information com- 
modities. 

Regarding the price of information commodities, there 
have been several pricing methods such as multiple pric-
ing [5], bundle pricing, discriminatory pricing, Ramsey 
pricing and integrated pricing strategies etc. [6]. All of 
them are classified as Net Present Value (NPV) methods, 
based on the traditional pricing theories, neglecting the 
impact of market uncertainty on the transaction of infor-
mation commodities. Since information commodities 
have the characteristics of monopoly, externalities, pub-
lic product properties and a shorter life cycle, informa-
tion asymmetry are more common and information mar-
ket are more uncertain. Thus the above pricing methods 
do not always make right prices identical with the real 
value of information commodities [7]. 

In the middle of the last century, many researchers and 
managers found that discounted cash flow methods, rep-
resented by NPV, led to ineffective resources allocation 
[8]. Shortly afterwards many scholars, like Louis Bache-
lier, Paul Samuelson, Fischer Black, Myron Scholes, 
Robert Merton and so on, began to seek other solutions 
and put forward several transaction models under the 
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uncertainty conditions, which made a significant contri-
bution to option research. After analyzing those models, 
it is easy to draw the conclusion that the option theory 
had two obvious advantages in resolving the transaction 
of information commodities: the one is that the option 
theory dealt with the uncertainty under the condition of 
observing the principles of the classic economics and 
mathematics; the another is that the option method, re-
placing the inaccuracy with the complexity, is almost 
applicable to every market. 

Moreover, in the information market, the option of in-
formation commodities can objectively reflect the impact 
of the uncertainty of information market and the flexibil-
ity of decision-making on the price and the value of in-
formation commodities, by assessing the value of options, 
by analyzing the costs and profits of the both parties and 
by setting a reasonable price, so as to achieve the optimal 
allocation of information resources. 

2. The Applicability of the Option Theory to 
Information Market 

2.1 The Option Theory 

The option theory had been gradually developed in the 
long-term practice of solving the uncertainty of the price 
in the future market. Essentially, an option is also called 
a option contract, which stipulates the right of the seller 
or the buyer to choose to sell or buy a certain number of 
underlying assets such as portfolio, financial assets and 
physical assets at a fixed price within a prescribed time. 
Thus, the option is no mere a financial derivatives, but 
rather an objective right to choose. Obviously, the option 
is a tool of transaction and pricing in the future market [9]. 

Previous studies suggested that the real option is de-
rived from the financial option. Its core idea is that in-
vestors should maximize the value of the project by mea- 
ns of some market-based methods instead of subjective 
probability methods and utility functions when they de-
termine the value of investment opportunities and choose 
the optimal investment strategy. Simply, the real option 
is a kind of realistic option defined by the option concept. 
According to different holders of the right, options are 
divided into a call option and a put option: the former is 
the right that the option buyer purchases underlying as-
sets in terms of stated price and quantity within validity 
of the option contract, and the latter refers to the right to 
sell the underlying assets under the same conditions; 
While according to the difference of exercise time, op-
tions are divided into American option and European 
option: the former specifies buyers can exercise options 
on or prior to any given trading day, and the latter is just 
the opposite. Actually, the buyers of American call op-
tion can flexibly choose the best time that is most advan-
tageous to them, to exercise options according to the 
market shift and the actual demand. 

The most distinctive feature of the option is that an op-
tion grants the exercise right, rather than the obligation, 
to the option buyer in the form of the contract. That is, 
option buyers may make profits from the transaction 
when the price of the underlying asset is higher than the 
exercise price, on the contrary, they just avoid more 
losses (aside from the value of the option) by giving up 
their option rights. That is why the method of the option 
is specifically suitable for the high-risk and strong flexi-
ble market. Especially, in the market with asymmetric 
information, the option can help to reduce the risk caused 
by the uncertainties of the supply and the demand, to add 
the effectiveness of information commodities, and further 
to reduce transaction costs by improving the market 
transaction. 

2.2 The Option Features of Information    
Commodities 

Some experts on the theory of the real option, like Dixit, 
maintained that the irreversibility, the uncertainty and the 
selectivity of the investment were just theoretic premise 
of the research on real options [10]. In addition, as the 
main form of information resources in the market econ-
omy, information commodities also fulfill the given pre-
condition: firstly, most information commodities are 
technology-based or experience-based commodities, re-
quiring consume a majority of intangible capital that is a 
part of submersion capital, difficult to recover invested 
costs; secondly, as invisible values of information com-
modities, which often attach to material commodities, do 
not directly create values, and useful values usually de-
pend on their own values and on the specific use condi-
tions, information market fill with many uncertainties 
that are associated with the price, the quantity of supply 
and demand, the quality as well as effectiveness and that 
reduce the accuracy of assessing the real value of infor-
mation commodities; thirdly, the production and the 
transaction of information commodities at different times 
may result in quite different profits and risks due to the 
long production time, the short life cycle, and the unpre-
dictable factors in information market. In a word, the 
option of information commodities in the information 
market, an invisible market, where both of the time and 
the form of the transaction are extremely flexible, could 
be regarded as the American option. The option holders 
of information commodities maybe obtain more market 
opportunities or reduce less losses by changing the oper-
ating scale, investing periodically, delaying, giving up 
the option, and so on. 

2.3 The Function of the Option in Information 
Commodities Transaction 

In the information market, various market mechanisms 
are regulating the whole transaction course and the all 
economical relationships to realize market equilibrium. 
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According to western economics, market equilibrium 
refers to that interrelated economic subjects, who start 
from their maximal welfare, interact on each other con-
tinuously to adjust market parameters until the whole 
economic system come up to a stable state. In theory, the 
above market equilibrium is a sort of “point equaliza-
tion” that could realize Pareto Optimality. However, in 
the real information market, the price of information 
commodities cannot automatically regulate to a balance 
between supply and demand, but to a certain range devi-
ating from each other. Therefore, information market 
equilibrium is a kind of “domain equalization”, which is 
not able to fully realize ideal Pareto Optimality. The 
main reason is that information commodities have the 
following three characteristics of indivisibility, external-
ities and uncertainty [11], and the first two issues could 
be solved by pricing with marginal cost and by separat-
ing the social costs (profits) from individual costs (prof-
its), requiring use options to solve the third one to 
achieve the transaction in the uncertain information 
market. 

It is well known that the option promotes the transac-
tion mainly by diverting, avoiding risks and regulating 
price. Researches indicated that the option model could 
simulate optimal information system [12], and that the 
option method could help to solve the problem of venture 
capital investment of information technologies [13]. Yet, 
in the uncertain information market, the price cannot 
objectively reflect the real value of information com-
modities. Furthermore, it is difficult for two parties to 
reach an agreement owing to the higher risk and the 
wider fluctuation margin, which leads low market effi-
ciency. However, with an option granting exercise right 
stead of the obligation, option holders could transfer risks 
to their counterparts. And this way of transaction pro-
vides a special insurance, namely, reducing losses under 
the adverse condition and obtaining more profits under 
the favorable condition in virtue of the option of infor-
mation commodities, and is bound to ease the worries of 
traders, reduce transaction costs, simplify the transaction 
process and further to promote the circulation of infor-
mation commodities. 

3. The Option Price of Information    
Commodities 

The theory of option price is one most important 
achievements of modern finance theory. In 1997, having 
put forward the theory of option price, Myron Scholes, a 
Professor of Stanford university and Robert C. Merton 
received Nobel Prize for Economics of the year. And 
then the formula of option price—Black-Scholes, which 
is view as one of successful models of applied mathe-
matics in social science domain, has been used widely 
for its simple operation and relatively accurate results 
[14]. Although it was proposed aiming at the European 

option at first, it could be quickly extended into Ameri-
can option that is able to pay the dividend in the option 
period [15], and then: 

The call option price is: 
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respectively stands for the cumulative distribution func-
tion of standard normal distribution of  and , 

whose value may be acquired by inquiring the normal 
distribution table;  is the current price of underlying 
assets;  is the exercise price of underlying assets;  

is the risk-free profit margin, 
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  is the profitability of 
underlying assets. 

In the information market, however, information com-
modities are mainly divided into two categories: the first 
one, independent of physical products, could be ex-
changed in a transaction without transferring the original 
physical carriers, such as knowledge and decision; the 
second one, integrated with physical carriers, carries out 
a transaction which often accompanies by the exchange 
of physical commodities, for example, a book or a 
CD-ROM. Clearly, for the latter, the real value of infor-
mation commodities is difficult to separate from in the 
whole value. Then this paper is aimed at the first infor-
mation commodity, which is independent of physical 
carriers. Moreover, the meaning of each variable of in-
formation market is quite different from those of general 
physical market. For example, the effective period of call 
options of physical commodities does not ran over the 
time of market transaction, meanwhile, information 
commodities are on the other hand. Although these pro-
duced information commodities would be marketed im-
mediately, their effectiveness cannot accomplish right 
now. As thus people do not regard variable prices within 
a short time as the foundation for the decision whether to 
purchase information commodities. Instead, they mainly 
consider the following two issues in the long run: how 
much effectiveness and risks would information com-
modities bring about? Could they achieve expected prof-
its? Now, if the full time from purchasing to using is as-
sumed to be an effective option period, represented by , 
accordingly, 

t
  represents the value fluctuation ratio of 

information commodities (expressed by standard devia-
tion of expected rate of return ),  represents the ex-
pected cash value of information commodities, 

S
K  

represents the cash value of information commodities, 
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tV  represents the expected benefits of information com-

modities. Evidently, if  was less than zero or was 

lower than the expected, buyers would not purchase the 
commodities. 

tV

In addition, HC  is determined by the two parts: the 

expected additional benefits (R) and the proportional 
coefficient of the dividend (L). Thus, R is equal to the 
sum of additional economic profits caught by informa-
tion commodities of each year. However, information 
commodities usually represent themselves in the form of 
techniques, knowledge, recipes and other intangible as-
sets, which cannot create economic values directly, but 
enhance productivity and benefits by improving produc-
tion processes. As a result, it is very hard to assess how 
much economic values and effectiveness on earth the 
information commodities brought about in the short time. 
Therefore, R is just estimated value or reference value of 
the industry during transaction. Besides, the inflation is 
not neglected, and it is indispensable that cash flows 
should be discounted to the present by a given discount 
rate r. Thus, additional profits received by using the 
method of net present value (NPV), are as follow: 

4. The Transaction Model of Option Price 

Absolutely, the price is the most sensitive signal of mar-
ket change and correspondingly, the price mechanism is 
the most effective transaction mechanism in the market 
economy. Under the function of the option, the price 
could objectively reflect the supply and the demand of 
information commodities, the competitive situation, the 
management performance, as well as the risk index of 
development and utilization. And it helps to improve the 
operational efficiency of information market and further 
to promote the optimal allocation of information re-
sources. In other words, the option devotes to achieve the 
rational allocation of information commodities by pricing. 
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However, most information markets serve as seller's 
market, in which information asymmetry is very com-
mon, just for buyers’ lack of important information inclu- 
ding commodities, markets and seller's credibility. Hence, 
sellers often have a comparative advantage during the tr- 
ansaction, which is carried out mostly based on the price 
set by them. In this paper, taking a seller's market as an 
example, the authors constructed the option price model 
of the transaction of information commodities and then 
analyzed how the option optimized the model in order to 
improve the transaction in the information market. 

T          (3) 

Where,  is cost factor,  is the factor of quality 

& performance,  is the sales factor,  is the pro-

duction capacity of the buyer after t years,  is the 

production capacity of the buyer before purchasing the 
information commodity, r is the discount factor of the 
currency, W is the profit of per unit of production after 
purchasing and T is the monopoly coefficient of the in-
formation commodity. And the proportional coefficient 
of the dividend (L) have to balance the profits of both 
sides and depend on the funding of the corresponding 
supporting facilities, noted as 

1b 2b

3b tG

0G

MC , namely, the propor-

tional coefficient of the dividend (L) is equal to the ratio 
of PC : 

4.1 The Seller Price 

In the information market,  is used to stand for the 

price set by the seller (a reasonable price, instead of ex-
orbitant price). And the seller consider the two main de-
terminants of production costs（

SP

PC ）and the dividend of 

expected additional profits（ HC ）, where PC

1

3C

 includes 

three parts: the cost of material carriers（ ）, the con-

sumption of active labors（ ） and the opportunity cost 

（ ） , namely, ,where, , 

 and , whose value is between 0 and 1, respec-

tively stand for the corresponding weight of the cost. 
They are affected by some factors like the way of spe-
cific transaction, negotiation skills, the effectiveness of 
commodities and the expected values of both parties. 
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In the above formula, MC  is the application cost of 

the buyer, assessed by experts, namely, MC Q

C

C a c  , Q  
is the production of the buyer after using the information 
commodities,  is the application cost of the buyer after 
using the information commodities. And the formula of 
the proportional coefficient of the dividend (L) and the 
seller price are as follows: 
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Obviously, the upper limit of the seller price: 
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The bottom limit of  is: , 

where  ought to meet the equation : 
.
 

SP min 1 1 2 2 3 3SP a C a C a  

min maxS S SP P P SP

4.2 The Transaction Price 

For buyers, the lower the transaction price is, the more 
profits they obtain. However, their expected price can not 
be lower than the lowest expected price of the seller, or it 
cannot reach a deal. Meanwhile, buyers set a fuzzy value 
of expected price which is generally higher than the bot-
tom limit of the seller price provided that the transaction 
is concluded, that is, the two parties would soon reach a 
deal at a transaction price P when the seller price was 
absolutely propitious to achieve the expected return of 
the buyer or much lower than the expected price. Never-
theless, it is rare. Instead, there is a more general situa-
tion that the seller price is so high that the consumer sur-
plus of the buyer is less than the expected return. In this 
case, whether to reach a deal or not depends on whether 
the consumer surplus of the buyer come up to the expec-
tation at the lowest price set by the seller. Then repre-
sented by letters, it is showed as follows. Substitute the 
lowest price of the seller( )into the formula of the 

option price to compute the value of , which is not 

less than the expected return to reach a deal after the 
bargain, otherwise, the deal is failed. 
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In fact, it is very complicated to introduce the model of 
Black-Scholes to compute comprehensive evaluation of 
the option, an absolute value of quantities. To simplify 
the calculation, it is advisable to transform the above 
formula into the expression of relative options. Further-
more, the difference between the present value of future 
profits (S) and further out-of-pocket (K) determines 
whether the buyer purchases the certain information 
commodities or not. And then we can compute the option 
price (V) of the critical point (i.e. S=K), then the ratio of 
the price (V) and the value of profits (S) is just the im-
pact factor of the option price, noted as  . Now, substi-

tuting the equation of S=K to formula 1, we can see: 
The traditional methods of evaluation regarded cost- 

income ratio as the relative value without regard to the 
option. When options that exist objectively are consid-
ered, the impact of the option price on the value of in-

formation commodities is expressed as
S

K
 , and then 

the relative evaluation value of the real options ( g ) 

similarly is estimated as follows: 

1
S S

g
K K
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It's crucial, therefore, to compare the value of g  with 

1, that is, if g >1, the buyer would purchase the com-

modity; otherwise, the buyer would give up the transac-
tion when g <1. 

5. Case Study 

Here, we assume that some company (A) has developed 
the new generation of ERP, whose costs of material car-
rier are $50 million,  the costs of active labor are $250 
million, the opportunity costs are $300 million, and 
which could add a profit of $100million per year within 
the service life of 10 years, when the monopoly coeffi-
cient equal to 0.2. In the meantime, another company (B) 
that would purchase the ERP of A, needs to cost $500 
million to allocate the corresponding equipments and 
staff. At this time, the fluctuation ratio of the value of the 
ERP system   is 30% ( =30%), and risk free rate ( ) 

is 8% (

f

8%f  ). 

For company A: the cost of production PC =50+250+ 

300=600 (million dollars); the rate of profit commission 
= 600 / (600 +500) = 0.545; the expected profit is 1000 
million dollars; the expected profit commission HC = 

(1000+600)×0.545×0.2=174.4 (million dollars); Then re- 
asonable price of A is =600+174.4=774.4 (million 

dollars), and the floor price accepted by A is $600 mil-
lion while its highest price should be 1000+600=1600 
million dollars, i.e., the range of transaction price P 
meeting the requirements of 600<P≤1600 (million dol-
lars). 

SP

What if we use the method of DCF (Discounted Cash 
Flow) to compute these parameters? 

Well, the minimum amount company B need to pay is 
600+500=1100 million dollars, and correspondingly, its 
profit is 100×10=1000 million dollars. Clearly, in that 
case, B would not purchase the ERP system since income 
is less than the expense. 

6. Conclusions 

The real option is not so much a tool as a way of thinking, 
which is greatly able to provide people with a scientific, 
dynamic and strategic analysis framework, and which is 
appropriate not only for evaluating the value and the 
price but for arranging optimal actions to avoid risks. 
Absolutely, it is the option with above excellent features 
that has outstanding advantages in the information mar-
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ket, where the option can effectively promote reasonable 
distribution of information commodities in the aspects of 
the time, the space and the type in order to maximize 
their effectiveness. Therefore, from the standpoint of 
economic profits, the option mainly regulates the benefits 
of market players to optimize the price model in the vir-
tue of the price mechanism. 

In a word, this paper proposed that information com-
modities had the characteristics of the option, that op-
tions played an important role in commodities transaction, 
and that the classic model of the option price was applied 
to set the option price of information commodities. Addi-
tionally, taking for an example of information commodi-
ties, we analyzed how the call option exerted its influ-
ence to buyers’ decision-making, as is of importance in 
guiding the activities of information economy. However, 
there are several problems to be further elaborated in the 
future, for instance, combining the option theory with the 
game theory to investigate some new laws and features 
of information commodities in the information market 
and further to improve the operational efficiency. 
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ABSTRACT 

During the process of personalized recommendation, some items evaluated by users are performed by accident, in other 
words, they have little correlation with users’ real preferences. These irrelevant items are equal to noise data, and often 
interfere with the effectiveness of collaborative filtering. A personalized recommendation algorithm based on Associa-
tive Sets is proposed in this paper to solve this problem. It uses frequent item sets to filter out noise data, and makes 
recommendations according to users’ real preferences, so as to enhance the accuracy of recommending results. Test 
results have proved the superiority of this algorithm. 
 
Keywords: Frequent Itemsets, Associative Sets, Collaborative Filtering, Recommendation Technology 

1. Introduction 

How to help users quickly and effectively access to the 
information they really need when facing abundant re-
sources becomes a challenging task and also a hot topic 
of current academic study. Personalized recommenda-
tion system is one of the effective tools to solve this 
problem. A helpful method is to develop intelligent 
recommendation system to provide personalized service 
[1], that is to recommend products to users according to 
their preferences or demands, so as to help them finish 
the purchasing process. 

Nearest neighbor collaborative filtering approach is a 
recommendation technique that is the most widely used 
right now [2]. Its basic idea is to generate recommenda-
tions for target users according to the rating data of near-
est neighbors that have given similar ratings. As items’ 
(movies, music, etc.) ratings given by the nearest neighbors 
are quite similar to those given by target users, items’ 
ratings given by target users can be estimated by the weight- 
ed average of the ratings given by the nearest neighbors. 
The advantage of collaborative filtering approach is that 
it can adapt to the rapid updating of users’ information. It 
caculates the tightness among users according to the lat-
est data every time, so as to make recommendations. How-
ever, the consequent disadvantage is that it is quite slow 
to get K nearest neighbors within large amounts of data. 
Meanwhile, results would not be satisfactory when sparse 
data is dealt with, especially for new products and new users. 
At the same time, its scalability is not very good [3]. 

On the basis of traditional collaborative filtering algo-
rithm, our paper proposes a personalized recommendation 
algorithm based on Associative Sets. This algorithm first 
supposes user rating matrix as transaction sets, while every 
transaction is a user’s rating set. Then it generates frequent 
itemsets through frequent itemsets generation algorithm, 
puts frequent itemsets into a series of Associative Sets 
according to one user’s rating record, and performs col-
laborative filtering among Associative Sets so as to im-
prove the accuracy and scalability of the algorithm. 

2. Traditional Collaborative Filtering    
Algorithm and Its Analysis 

2.1 Traditional Collaborative Filtering      
Algorithm 

Collaborative filtering algorithm is the most widely used 
approach in personalized recommendations, which can 
forecast target users’ interests and preferences according 
to neighbor users’ interests and preferences. It first finds 
neighbors that have the same preferences with target us-
ers under the help of statistical techniques, and then 
makes recommendations to target users according to their 
neighbors’ preferences. It includes three stages [4]: 

1) Representation 
Inputting data can usually be expressed as an m×n user 

rating matrix, where m represents the number of users, n 
represents the number of items, and Rij represents the 
rating given by user i to item j. Such ratings can have 
several scales just as Table 1. 
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Table 1. User/item rating matrix 

Item 
User 

I1 I2 … Ij … In 

U1 R11 R12 … R1j … R1n 

U2 R21 R22 … R2j … R2n 

… … … … … … … 

Ui Ri1 Ri2 … Rij … Rin 

… … … … … … … 

Um Rm1 Rm2 … Rmj … Rmn 

 
2) Neighbor Generation 
For user u, generate a “nearest neighbor” set according 

to the level of similarity between neighbors. The calcula-
tion of similarity values between neighbors can be per-
formed through vector space similarity calculation methods 
that are widely used currently, such as cosine method, 
pearson similarity method and so on. There are two ways 
to determine neighbors, one is to determine the similarity 
threshold through cosine method first, and then select 
users whose similarity values are greater than the simi-
larity threshold as neighbor users; the other is to deter-
mine the number of neighbor users N first, and then se-
lect the first N users whose similarity values are greater 
as neighbor users. 

3) Recommendation 
As “nearest neighbor” set is generated, we can forecast 

one certain user’s rating for each item, and then make 
recommendations to that user according to the level of 
forecasting ratings. 

2.2 Problem Analysis 

Traditional collaborative filtering algorithm considers users’ 
entire historical information as its preference information 
and uses such information to find its nearest neighbors. 
However, users’ preferences are often formed exploringly 
and progressively in reality. It is a historical progress, 
and during this progress, users often try many times and 
become stable gradually, so as to form their real interests. 
Even though users’ interests have already been formed, 
they would sometimes try other items in daily search 
process for various reasons. Such items cannot be seen as 
their interests and the supporting evidences for recom-
mendations. Therefore, if we want to gain real preference 
information of users, we must filter out the occasional 
search information to reduce interference. Find nearest 
neighbors according to users’ real preference information, 
and then make recommendations, while the results of 
recommendations can become better. 

3. A Personalized Recommendation      
Algorithm Based on Associative Sets 

As we have analyzed above, we can gain associative 
items through frequent itemsets. These associative items 
constitute the foundations of different interests. As for 
current users, we use their entire information to filter 
associative items, and then merge the associative items 
after filtering to form their interest sets. 

3.1 Algorithm Descriptions 

1) Set all items as 1 2 3{ , , ,..., }nI I I I I , n as the number 
of items. See every user’s rating record as one item of 
transaction, , which represents the rating set of 

user i, wherein 
iT  I

{1,2,3,..., }i m , m represents the num-
ber of users. So, user rating matrix can be seen as trans-
action set 1 2 3, ,..., }mT T T{ ,T T . 

2) Use Apriori algorithm to generate the frequent item-
sets F of transaction set T, whose support level is support. 
 In the first iteration of the algorithm, each item of I 

is a member of the set of candidate 1-itemsets. The algo-
rithm simply scans all of the transactions T in order to 
count the number of occurrences of each item. 
 Select the candidate 1-itemsets, which satisfies 

minimum support support, to consist the set of frequent 
1-itemsets 1L . 

 Use 1 1L L  to generate a candidate set of 2-itemsets, 
and prune using apriori property---All nonempty subsets of 
a frequent itemset must be frequent. Then, scan all of the 
transactions T in order to count the number of occur-
rences of each item in candidate set of 2-itemsets. 
 Select the candidate 2-itemsets, which satisfies min- 

imum support support, to consist the set of frequent 
2-itemsets 2L . 

 Constantly use 1 1k kL L   to generate a candidate 
set of k-itemsets, and prune it. Then, scan all of the 
transactions T in order to count the occurrence of each 
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item in candidate set of k-itemsets. Select the candidate 
k-itemsets, which satisfies minimum support support, to 
consist the set of frequent k-itemsets kL . 

 If the candidate set of k-itemsets is null, all frequent 
itemsets are gained. 

3) Gain rating items *I  of current user a, and merger 
the frequent itemsets, which contains some items of *I  
and also the number it contains is more than parameter 
num in F, as associative sets C. 

4) Use Pearson correlation coefficient algorithm to cal-
culate the similarity between user a and any other user b 
in associative sets C. 

2 2

( )(C C
j

bj

R

R

 

 

)

( , )
[ ( ) ][ ( ) ]

aj a b b
j CC

C C
aj a b

j C j C

R R R

w a b
R R R



 




 
    (1) 

where j is the item in associative sets C,  is the rat-

ing given by user a to item j,  is the rating given by 

user b to item j, 

ajR

bjR

C
aR  and C

bR  are average ratings of 
user a and user b separately. 

5) For a, arrange all the users according to the value of 
, and select the first M users that have greater 

values as neighbor users of user a. 

( , )Cw a b

a

6) Forecast the rating of user a to item j. The forecast-
ing formula is: 
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       (2) 

where  is the forecasting rating of user a to item j, 

 is the rating of user b to item j, 

,a jP

,b jR aR  and bR  are 

average ratings of user a and user b to all items. 
7) Arrange items according to the value of , and 

select the first N items that have greater  as recom-

mendatory items. 

,a jP

,a jP

3.2 Algorithm Explanations 

1) In addition to the original rating records, there are four 
other parameters in this algorithm: support for the calcula-
tion of frequent itemsets support, threshold for the selec-
tion of associative sets from frequent itemsets num, num-
ber of nearest neighbors M and number of items that are 
recommended to users N. Wherein, support and num are 
used to determine Associative Sets, but what is the right 
combination needs to be tested. Usually, different data sets 
have different proper combination of support and num. 
Therefore, it will take more time to learn this algorithm. 

2) Step 1 and step 2 in algorithm description are mai- 
nly used to generate frequent itemsets, which will take 
much more time. However, as it is performed offline, 
instant recommendations cannot be influenced. 

3) As frequent itemsets have to be merged (Step 3) 
before collaborative filtering, it will take more time online 
than traditional algorithm will take, but its accuracy can 
be improved greatly. As the duration of merging frequent 
itemsets relies on the number of frequent items, to reduce 
frequent itemsets through offline activities can shortern 
online duration. In addition, because associative filtering 
items for every user are somewhat less than all the items, 
the duration of collaborative filtering process itself will 
be reduced. Through optimization, online duration of 
algorithm can be reduced accordingly. 

4) Frequent itemsets include the complete set of fre-
quent itemsets, the closed frequent itemsets, maximal fre- 
quent itemsets and so on [5]. The frequent itemsets used 
in this paper are maximal frequent itemsets, which can 
reduce the number of frequent itemsets greatly. If other 
frequent itemsets are used, we can calculate the impor-
tance of different items when calculating nearest neig- 
hbors with the help of support when merging frequent 
itemsets, which can improve the accuracy further more. 

4. Test Process 

4.1 Data Set and Evaluation Standard 

Data set MovieLens is used to test this algorithm, which 
is provided by the GroupLens research lab at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota. The data was collected through the 
MovieLens web site (movielens.umn.edu) during a 
seven-month period. MovieLens includes 100000 records 
of ratings given by 943 users to 1682 movies. A rating is 
a number from 1 to 5, optionally supplemented by the 
number of seconds which the user spent reading the 
movie. Users are encouraged to assign ratings based on 
how much they liked the movie, with 5 highest and 1 
lowest. Each user has given ratings to 20 moves at least. 
You can get the date set at www.grouplens.org. 

Average Absolute Error (MAE) is used to evaluate the 
forecasting accuracy of this algorithm. MAE is the devia-
tion average of the actual value and the predictive value of 
the ratings given by all users to the items. The lower the 
value of MAE is, the better the recommendations are. Sup-
posing user rating set is , and the actual user 
rating set is , MAE is defined as follows [6]: 

1 2{ , ,..., }Np p p
}Nq1 2{ , ,...,q q

1

N

i i
i

p q
MAE

N






                 (3) 

4.2 Test Results and Remarks 

We will compare Associative Sets Based Collaborative 
Filtering (ASBCF) and traditional User Based Collabora-
tive Filtering (UBCF) during the test process. In order to 
verify the results, we will test in two dimensions. 

One is to test in different sparse degrees. Here we se-
lect the first 200 users and first 500 items in MovieLens 
rating records, and then deduct some records every time 
randomly. In the end, we gain rating records under 
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200*500, 13270 pieces, 7976 pieces, 4525 pieces and 2162 
pieces separately, and their sparse degrees are 0.13, 0.08, 
0.043, 0.021662 separately, see Figure 1. 

fectively than UBCF, and when the number of neighbors 
increases, users that are a little further from current user 
are also selected, which can increase error. That is to say, 
ASBCF is more effective than UBCF. From the results, we can see that in different sparse 

degrees, MAE of ASBCF is lower than that of UBCF, 
5.2206% in average. That is to say, ASBCF performs 
better in every sparse degree than UBCF. However, as 
the data is sparse extremely, ASBCF’s accuracy will be 
reduced accordingly. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper proposes a personalized recommendation (col-
laborative filtering) algorithm based on Associative Sets. It 
generates a series of frequent itemsets through frequent 
itemsets generation algorithm, and then filters out some 
noise items that have little relevence with users by merg-
ing, so as to make collaborative filtering algorithm more 
effective. It is proved that this algorithm is better than tra-
ditional algorithm in recommendation accuracy. Although 
it takes more time to generate frequent items, it will not 
influence instant recommendations, as the generation can 
be performed offline. Support of frequent itemsets owns 
one kind of new information, which represents different 
items’ importance. If such information is used in collabo-
rative filtering, forecasting accuracy will be improved, and 
this is the breakthrough point for further research. 

The other is to compare values of MAE with different 
numbers of nearest neighbors. Here we select 10, 20, 30, 
40 and 50 nearest neighbors, and the test results can be 
seen in Figure 2. 

From Figure 2, we can see that ASBCF also performs 
better than UBCF with all kinds of nearest neighbor 
numbers. However, along with the increasing of neighbor 
number, their gap becomes smaller and smaller. Maybe it 
is because ASBCF can find nearest neighbors more ef-  
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ABSTRACT 

The study investigated the extent to which male and female employees of a University differ in various attributes and 
attitudes and in the level of satisfaction with the type of work they do, and further established factors that might help 
explain these differences. A stratified random sample of 360 academic and administrative staff of the University of 
Botswana was collected. Findings indicate that differences between males and females in the level of satisfaction were 
due to certain negative work experiences such as gender discrimination, tribalism and racism, nepotism and favoritism, 
and due to certain sources of stress from the immediate supervisor, demands of work on private life and from domestic 
responsibilities. These negative experiences contributed to lower levels of satisfaction among women than among men. 
Considering all factors that might explain different job satisfaction among employees at a university, five attributes 
stood out as significant, namely: belonging to an older age group; understanding the competing demands of teaching 
and research responsibilities; taking advantage of technological advancement at work; perceiving equity in the distri-
bution of the workload; feeling that there was always enough to do at work. 
 
Keywords: Job Satisfaction, Gender, University Employees, Multivariate Analysis, Botswana 

1. Introduction 

The main objective of this study was to determine whether 
or not there were significant gender differences in the 
level of satisfaction with the type of work that employees 
of a university do. The second objective was to deter-
mine whether or not the difference (if it exists) in satis-
faction with the type of work that male and female em-
ployees of a university do could be explained by other 
factors within and outside the work environment. Finally 
we sought to identify key attributes that could be used to 
predict the likelihood of job satisfaction among univer-
sity employees. 

In recent years, there has been a consistent call at in-
ternational, regional, national and institutional levels for 
gender to be integrated into all decision-making proc-
esses [1,2]. In recognition of the importance of gender in 
the workplace, the University of Botswana established 
the Gender Policy Programme Committee (GPPC) to create 
gender awareness and facilitate the incorporation of gender 
into policies, academic programs and administrative proce-
dures [3]. However, systematic empirical research that seeks  

to understand gender differences and inform policy deci-
sions in a university environment is still at its infancy. 

Several studies have reported higher levels of job sat-
isfaction among male employees compared to female 
employees. In a study of academics across eight nations, 
[4] found that male academics tended to be more satis-
fied with most aspects of their jobs than female academ-
ics. Cooper and Kelly [5] found that significantly more 
female head teachers in secondary and higher education 
schools suffered job dissatisfaction than their male coun-
terparts. In Botswana, Maphorisa [6] found that male teach-
ers in secondary schools reported higher levels of job 
satisfaction than females with the same length of teach-
ing experience. 

It has been argued that male workers are more likely to 
be satisfied with their jobs than female workers [7] espe-
cially in organizations where males have more opportu-
nities for advancement or where females are the last to be 
employed and the first to be fired [8]. In many societies 
females still generally face greater challenges of access 
to education, access to mentors and sponsors, and de-
mands related to home and family responsibilities as well 
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as lack of female role models, all of which could lead to 
lower job satisfaction. 

Amaro et al. [9] found that having children was nega-
tively associated with personal and professional satisfac-
tion among Hispanic women professionals, managers and 
business owners. Sekaran [10] found that men had higher 
levels of job satisfaction because they spent less time in 
childcare and household activities and therefore, had more 
discretionary time to spend on job related activities. Women 
on the other hand, experienced significantly lower levels 
of satisfaction when they spend greater amounts of dis-
cretionary time on job related activities as opposed to 
childcare and household activities. Hanson and associates 
[11] found that rural women with a smaller number of 
children who devoted resources not needed for child rearing 
to attaining occupational goals had higher levels of job 
satisfaction. Demands from both the home and the work 
environment are likely to affect the performance and 
satisfaction of male and female employees differently. 
Given the patriarchal system in which married female 
employees may have less time to spend on professional 
self development and research and subsequent publica-
tion in favor of domestic activities, it would seem that the 
scales are tipped in favor of male output, career prospects 
and job satisfaction. 

While most of the literature reviewed suggests that 
men are more likely to be satisfied with their jobs than 
women in most occupations, a few studies have found 
females to be more satisfied with their work than males 
[12–15] For example, Rondeau [16] found that female 
physicians were more satisfied with their jobs than their 
male counterparts. Gardner et al. [17] found that female 
anaesthetists in South Africa were more satisfied with 
their jobs than their male counterparts. Other studies 
have found no differences in the level of job satisfaction 
between men and women [18,19]. 

2. Conceptual Framework 

Job satisfaction is one of the most widely discussed and 
enthusiastically studied constructs among scholars in the 
behavioral and organizational sciences [20]. By the early 
1970’s, more than 4,000 articles had been published on 
the topic [21]. Yet, job satisfaction is among the least 
understood phenomena in organizations today [22]. 

The concept of job satisfaction consists of at least 
three dimensions: 1) a subjective perception of the job by 
the individual; 2) the degree to which the job is perceived 
as pleasurable; 3) the difference between what employees 
want out of a job and what they actually get from the job. 
As a subjective perception, job satisfaction represents a 
worker’s own evaluation of his or her job [23]. It is how the 
worker feels about his or her work [22] or about various 
facets of the work environment [24]. Job satisfaction is 
largely a present-oriented response to the current situa-

tion or conditions at work [25]. It reflects favorable or 
unfavorable views employees have toward the work itself 
[26] and aspects of work such as pay, supervision, bene-
fits and so on [15]. It is simply the degree to which a 
person feels satisfied by their job [27]. 

Job satisfaction has also been defined as a pleasurable 
or positive emotional reaction and state of mind resulting 
from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences [28,29], 
the tasks one has to perform at work, as well as the physical 
and social conditions of the workplace [30,31]. It is a 
positive emotional and cognitive attitude that results from 
the pleasure a worker derives from component facets of 
the job [32]. It consists of positive feelings at the end of 
the job [33], and reflects the degree to which individuals 
like their jobs [34,35] or simply enjoy their occupations 
[36], experience a sense of self-growth and accomplish-
ment in their work and would choose the same job again 
if given an opportunity [37]. 

Job satisfaction has also been defined in terms of dis-
crepancies between desires and achievements at work. It 
is as a combination of cognitive and affective reactions to 
the differential perceptions of what an employee wants to 
receive compared with what he or she actually receives 
[38]. It is a function of the perceived relationship be-
tween what one wants from one’s job and what one per-
ceives the job offers [39], or “what is expected (or desired) 
and what is received”. Job satisfaction is determined by the 
difference between the amount of some valued outcome 
that a person receives and the amount of the outcome he 
feels he should receive [20]. If one expects little and gets 
little, they would be satisfied. Similarly, if one expects a 
lot and gets a lot, they would be satisfied. If one expected 
a lot and got little, they would be dissatisfied. 

It has been reported that many employees are not sat-
isfied with the type of job they do [26,40]. Kristiina [41] 
found that six out of ten workers were planning to leave 
their current employer for other pursuits within the next 
two years. In Denmark, Pors and Johannsen [42] found 
that 25 percent of library employees left their employ-
ment before serving three years due mainly to dissatis-
faction with their jobs. Dissatisfying job conditions mo-
tivate employees to engage in behaviors aimed at reduc-
ing frustration and anxiety, and at improving working con-
ditions, the standard of living and equality [43]. Dissatis-
fied workers may be disruptive, go on strike and may 
even resort to violence and cause physical harm to other 
employees [44]. 

3. The Research Problems 

It is known that low levels of job satisfaction can have a 
negative effect on morale [45], employee relations [26], 
employee performance, organizational functioning [46], 
organizational efficiency and productivity. Low job sat-
isfaction or outright dissatisfaction with a job is likely to 
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evoke an array of negative and potentially damaging per-
sonal and professional consequences [28] such as frustra-
tion, deterioration of mental and physical health [47], 
withdrawal, absence, lateness, sickness, accidents [26], 
intra–organizational conflict [47], thinking about quitting 
and retirement [48], examining the costs and benefits asso-
ciated with leaving a job, and labour turnover [49]. In-
tentions to quit can be very costly to organizations [50]. 
A recent “Ernst & Young” survey calculated that the cost 
of replacing a high-level employee may be as much as 
150 percent of the departing employee's salary [41]. 

In educational institutions pressures from academic 
and organizational reform, working with challenging stu-
dents, increased staff–student ratios, increased administra-
tive duties, time constraints, economic difficulties, dwin-
dling financial resources from both internal and external 
sources, funding shortages, etc, increase the level of 
stress and reduce job satisfaction [51]. In Africa, repres-
sive regimes, poor management, mediocrity and com-
placency and have led to the deterioration of universities 
and tertiary education in general. For more than two 
decades, universities and other educational institutions in 
Africa have, to varying degrees, experienced overstretched 
financial and physical resources, deterioration of existing 
facilities and infrastructure, lack of a maintenance culture, 
insipient decay in the fabric of institutions and a decline 
in quality and excellence [52]. These conditions are bound 
to strain human resources and result in low levels of job 
satisfaction among employees. 

In addition, advances in information technologies have 
resulted in information overload due to the increased use 
of e-mail and the Internet. While technology is desired 
and can make work more interesting and satisfying, it has 
also meant that workers are never really far from the of-
fice, and can be reached anytime on cell phones. Those 
who fail to catch up with technological developments run 
the risk of frustration and poor performance at work, 
which may lead to reduced job satisfaction [47]. 

Given the importance of job satisfaction on employee 
productivity, it is necessary to periodically take a snap 
shot of the extent of job satisfaction among employees of 
major organizations, especially after major changes are 
introduced in the organization. At the University of Bot-
swana, two such major changes were the restructuring of 
the administrative system and the restructuring of the 
academic system through the introduction of semesteri-
sation in 2002. It is therefore, opportune to investigate 
the extent to which employees of a major national insti-
tution are satisfied with their job, and to determine the 
role of gender as a key factor. 

4. Methods 

The target population for the study comprised of all em-
ployees with officially allotted office space. This included 
all academic staff, all managerial (executive, senior and 

middle level administrative) staff including the secretar-
ies and support staff of sections and departments whose 
names appeared in the university telephone directory. Thus 
the lower end of the hierarchy (who did not appear in the 
telephone directory) such as messengers, gardeners, and 
other junior level staff, were not included in the study. 
All 1460 staff members were identified within this study 
population of which 928 worked in academic faculties while 
the remaining 532 (36.4%) worked in non-academic units. 

For sampling purposes, the study population was strati-
fied into enumeration units. The average size of the enu-
meration units was 11 employees. Broadly, each enumera-
tion unit was a well defined administrative or academic 
department with a staff establishment of approximately 
11 employees (such as the Department of Sociology), a 
combination of small Departments that had substantially 
less than 11 employees (such as Educational Technology 
and Home Economics) or a sub-division of a larger de-
partment that had substantially more than 11 employees 
(such as the Department of English). 

The study targeted 25 percent of employees, which 
translated into approximately 3 staff members from each 
Enumeration Unit. The 10 to 12 staff members within 
each unit were numbered sequentially and simple random 
sample approach used to select three staff members from 
each unit. In order to minimize non-response, all staff 
members were formerly notified of the study, and its 
benefit to them, and two weeks were allowed for data 
collection, with follow-ups made during the two weeks. 

5. Measurement of Variables 

A questionnaire was used to record a variety of information 
about employee attributes and work-related attitudes and 
experiences. The main variable of our research interest, 
“satisfaction with the type of work that employees did”, 
was measured by asking each respondent to rate the level 
of satisfaction with the type of work that he or she did on 
a scale from zero to 10. Zero represented the lowest level 
of satisfaction and 10 represented the highest level of 
satisfaction. For analysis, the level of satisfaction with 
the type of work employees did was divided into three 
ordinal categories: 1=High, 2=Moderate and 3=Low, which 
corresponded to scores of 7-10, 4-6 and 0-3 respectively. 

Background variables were measured by appropriately 
phrased questions on respondent’s gender, age, number 
of dependent children, level of education, type of con-
tract, years of service, etc. Negative experiences at work 
were measured by asking respondents to indicate on a 
scale from zero to 10 how often they experienced tribal-
ism and racism, xenophobia, gender discrimination, nepo-
tism and favoritism. Stress from different sources was 
measured by asking respondents to indicate on a scale 
from zero to 10 how often they experienced stress from im-
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mediate supervisors, domestic responsibilities, demands 
of work on private life, relations with subordinates, and 
from the appropriateness of their qualifications. Various 
aspects of the work environment were measured by ques-
tions asking respondents to indicate, on a four-point scale 
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree, the ex-
tent to which: technology at work was up to date; they 
felt misplaced in their job; they experienced competing 
and conflicting work demands; there was tribalism in re-
cruitment and promotion; they made a valued contribu-
tion at work; there was autonomy at work; the level of 
supervision was adequate; and there was clarity in their 
job description or responsibilities. For purposes of analy-
ses each of these variables was recoded into an ordinal 
variable, as shown in attached tables. 

6. Data Analysis Methods 

Preliminary analysis was directed at determining basic 
characteristics of the selected employees as well as de-
termining the extent to which they were satisfied with the 
type of work that they did. Chi-squared tests of associa-
tion were used to investigate whether there were statisti-
cally significant1 differences between male and female 
employees with respect to their background characteris-
tics, work-context experiences, the chemistry of social 
relations at work, sources of stress and satisfaction with 
the type of work that they did. 

Further analysis were aimed at investigating whether 
the association between gender and satisfaction with the 
type of work employees did depended on, and could be 
explained by other factors. For these analyses, variables 
that were found to have a statistically significant rela-
tionship with gender were introduced one at a time as 
controls for the bivariate relationship between gender and 
satisfaction with the type of work employees did. The 
use of controls was important because some of the fac-
tors that on their own could explain differences in em-
ployee’s level of satisfaction were also associated with 
gender. Suppose for example that older employees tend 
to be more satisfied than younger employees, but more 
females tend to be younger employees than males. Then 
in order to determine the extent to which satisfaction 
depends on gender, one would need to exclude the medi-
ating effect of age on satisfaction. 

One way of doing so (i.e. adjusting or controlling for 
age) is to do different comparisons of males and females 
within younger respondents and within older respondents 
(within the age variable) and for all respondents combined 
(overall). The Mantel-Haenszel chi-square test of asso-
ciation [53] was employed to assess whether the associa-
tion between gender and satisfaction with the type of work 
employees did still remained statistically significant when 

controlling for significant background variables, work- 
context variables and variables measuring the chemistry 
of relations at work. The decision as to whether an asso-
ciation was statistically significant was measured using 
the likelihood (the p-value of the test) that the null hy-
pothesis of no association could be true in the general 
population. The smaller the p-value is, the lower the like-
lihood that the null hypothesis is true and vice versa. The 
traditional cut-off of 5 percent (p=0.05) was used. 

A model for predicting the probability that an em-
ployee would be satisfied given their gender, while con-
trolling for the moderating factors such as age, marital 
status, etc. was developed. Competing models were the 
ordinal regression and a proportional odds model of the 
logistic family [54,55], since the dependent variable, 
“satisfaction with type of work employees do” had three 
ordinal levels (high, moderate and low). 

The proportional odds model involved recoding the 
dependent variable into two dichotomous variables, Y1 
and Y2. Where, for a given employee, Y1 equal to 1 if the 
employee’s level of satisfaction was high and 0 other-
wise; and Y2 equal to 1 if the employee’s level of satis-
faction was high or moderate and 0 if it was low. Hence 
the models provided a framework for comparing em-
ployees who were highly satisfied with those who were 
not, and also comparing employees who were not satis-
fied (low level of satisfaction) with those that were satis-
fied (high or medium level of satisfaction). The fitted model, 
as implemented in SAS Version 8, produces separate 
intercept parameters and the same regression parameters 
for the two logits2. The model results include estimates 
of the coefficients of each factor level in the model and 
their standard error as well as corresponding Wald statis-
tic for determining the level of significance of the factor 
level, the level of significance of the Wald statistics, the 
odds ratio and its 95% confidence interval. The odds 
ratio is particularly useful in comparing the relative like-
lihood that an employee with a given attribute would be 
satisfied relative to an employee with a reference attrib-
uted. For example, the odd-ratio corresponding to “mid-
dle age”, gives the likelihood that a middle aged respon-
dent would be satisfied compared to a young employee 
(the reference category for age), when all other factors in 
the model are considered. The stepwise variable selection 
procedure with backward elimination was used to derive 
the most parsimonious model. The adequacy and good-
ness of fit of the fitted models were evaluated using the 
score test and the global Wald statistics respectively. 

6.1 Preliminary Findings 

The sample consisted of 360 university employees. There 
were 233 (65.8%) males and 121 (34.2%) females who 
indicated their gender. Out of 355 who indicated their 
age, 20.6% were categorized as old (50 years or older), 

1Subsequently, a “significant difference” shall imply “a statistically sig-
nificant difference” in this paper. 
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48.5% were categorized as middle aged (35-49 years) 
and 31.0% were categorized as young (35 years or 
younger). Many respondents (46.1%) had one or two 
dependent children, 34.4% had three or more dependent 
children while 19.4% had no dependent children. 

Most respondents (57.9%) were employed on a per-
manent basis while the remainder (42.1%) were employed 
on renewable contract (mostly for two years). Respon-
dent’s educational background included 37.4% with a 
doctorate degree, 36.0% with a Masters degree and 26.6% 
with qualifications below a Masters degree (i.e., post 
graduate diploma and Bachelor’s degree or lesser quali-
fications). The majority of respondents (84.4%) worked 
in the six academic Faculties (Business, Education, En-
gineering, Humanities, Science and Social Science) and 
74.4% described their current responsibilities at work as 
a combination of teaching, research, service and some 
administrative duties. 

The mean rating for satisfaction with type of work re-
spondents did was 7.29 (median=8). When level of satis-
faction with the type of work employees did was broken 
into three ordinal categories, 73.0% of respondents were 
classified as being highly satisfied with the type of work 
they did, 21.0% as moderately satisfied and only 6.0% 
were classified as having a low level of satisfaction with 
the type of work they did. 

6.2 Association between Gender and Other 
Socio-Demographic Factors 

Bivariate analysis began with the determination of 
whether male and female employees in the sample dif-
fered in terms of their background characteristics (socio- 
economic and demographic). The results (see Table 1) 
indicate that males and females differed significantly in 
many socio-economic and demographic characteristics. 

It was found that males were significantly older than 
females (p<0.001). A significantly higher proportion 
(73.5%) of males was married, compared to 55.9 percent 
of females. By contrast, 81.0 percent of the females were 
citizens compared with about 51.9 percent of the males. 
A significant proportion of males had acquired higher 
educational qualifications than females (p<0.001). A 
high percentage of the males (83.8%) had acquired a 
Masters or doctorate degree compared to 53.7 percent of 
the females. Other significant differences between men 
and women were observed regarding number of years 
working for the university, number of years working in 
the current position, type of contract, and salary level. 

The extent of satisfaction among males was signifi-
cantly higher than that among females difference was 
further confirmed (p=0.014) when the level of satisfac-

tion was broken into the three ordinal categories used 
throughout the study. 

While 78.1 percent of the males were highly satisfied 
with the type of job they did, 63.6 percent of the females 
were highly satisfied with the type of work they did. This 
indicated that males were more highly satisfied with the 
type of work they did than females. 

6.3 Bivariate Association between Gender and 
Satisfaction 

After identifying background factors that had a statisti-
cally significant relationship with gender, we adjusted 
for their possible effects on the relationship between 
gender and job satisfaction by including each one of 
them as a control or mitigating variable. Table 2 shows a 
summary of results. 

When controlling for age, a statistically significant as-
sociation between gender and satisfaction with the type 
of work was observed only among middle-aged employ-
ees (p=0.023). While 81.0 percent of middle-aged males 
were highly satisfied with the type of work they did, a 
significantly lower percentage (63.0%) of middle-aged 
females were highly satisfied. 

The lack of any gender differences in satisfaction 
among younger or older respondents meant that when ad- 
justing for age, the association between gender and satis-
faction became non-significant statistically (p=0.051). 

When controlling for the effects of marital status, 
gender continued to be associated with satisfaction with 
the type of work employees did (p=0.021). However, the 
significant difference was found only between married 
respondents (p=0.010) and not among single respondents 
(p=0.599). The results show that while 82.9 percent of 
married males were highly satisfied with the type of 
work they did, a significantly lower proportion (64.5%) 
of married females were highly satisfied. Similarly, 
males were more likely to be highly satisfied than fe-
males when controlling for number of dependent children. 
The difference was between men and women who had 
three or more children (p=0.008). 

When controlling for years of service to the univer-
sity, the relationship between gender and satisfaction 
with the type of work employees did remained signifi-
cant (p=0.024). 

The significant difference between male and female 
respondents (p=0.006) was found among those with 10 or 
more years of service. There were no significant differ-
ences between male and female respondents who had 
worked for nine or fewer years at the university. Simi-
larly, a significant difference between males and females 
(p=0.006) was found among those with 10 or more years 
n their current position in the university. 

2Multiple logistic regression is similar to the usual multiple linear re-
gression model, but is used when the dependent variable is dichoto-
mous instead of continuous. i 
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Table 1. Association between gender and selected background variables 

 percent Among   

Socio-Demographic Factor Male Female Overall Chi-sq p-value 

Age    20.5 <0.001 

     Young (34 years or less) 23.8 44.6 31.0   

     Middle (35 – 49 years) 50.2 44.6 48.5   

     Old (50 years and above) 26.0 10.7 20.6   

Marital    10.6 0.001 

     Single 26.5 44.1 32.1   

     Married 73.5 55.9 67.9   

No. of Dep. Children    1.4 0.496 

    None 20.2 17.4 19.2   

     1-2 41.6 38.0 40.4   

     3 or more 38.2 44.6 40.4   

Citizenship    28.5 <0.001 

     Citizens 51.9 81.0 61.9   

      Non Citizens 48.1 19.0 38.1   

Education    52.7 <0.001 

     Doctorate 47.6 18.5 37.4   

     Masters 36.2 35.3 36.0   

     Post Graduate 2.2 3.4 2.6   

     Bachelors 7.9 11.8 9.4   

     Other 6.1 31.1 14.6   

Years of Service in UB    8.7 0.013 

       0 - 3 years 35.5 24.2 31.4   

       4 - 9 37.2 53.3 43.1   

       10 or more 27.3 22.5 25.5   

Year at Current Position    14.7 0.001 

       0 - 3 years 42.5 35.5 40.8   

       4 - 9 30.0 49.6 36.4   

       10 or more  27.5 14.9 22.8   

Overall Working Experience    15.9 0.000 

       0 - 3 years 26.2 43.8 33.1   

       4 - 9 38.2 38.0 37.8   

       10 or more  35.6 18.2 29.2   

Type of Contract    28.6 <0.001 

       Permanent & Pensionable 44.6 73.3 54.7   

       Fixed 2 yrs or more 49.8 20.8 39.7   

       Temporary Full Time 3.9 4.2 3.9   

       Other 1.7 1.7 1.7   

Salary per month    23.4 <0.001 

     Low (P7000 or less) 29.1 54.6 37.9   

     Medium (P7001 – P11,000) 43.6 32.8 39.9   

     High (11,001 and above) 27.3 12.6 22.3   
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Table 2. Association between gender and satisfaction with the type of work respondents did, controlling for background variables 

Level of Satisfaction 

High Moderate 

percent Among percent Among 

Association between 
gender and Satisfaction 

within each category 

Overall Association Con-
trolling for factor 

Factor Controlled for 

Male Female Male Female Chi-sq p-value Chi-sq p-value 

Age       3.8 0.051 

     Young 63.6 59.3 29.1 29.6 0.4 0.517   

     Middle 81.0 63.0 14.7 29.6 5.2 0.023   

     Old 86.7 84.6 10.0 15.4 0.0 0.924   

Marital        5.3 0.021 

     Single 64.4 61.2 30.5 30.6 0.3 0.599   

     Married 82.9 64.5 12.2 27.4 6.6 0.010   

Children       7.7 0.006 

    None 70.2 66.7 25.5 33.3 0.0 0.959   

     1-2 78.4 63.0 15.5 28.3 2.7 0.100   

     3 or more 82.0 63.0 14.6 25.9 7.0 0.008   

Citizenship        3.4 0.067 

     Citizens 72.7 59.2 19.8 32.7 2.8 0.097   

     Non Citizens 83.9 82.6 14.3 8.7 0.6 0.440   

Education        0.266 

     Doctorate 85.3 72.7 10.1 18.2 1.9 0.168   

     Masters 75.9 83.3 18.1 16.7 1.9 0.174   

      Below MA 62.2 47.3 35.1 38.2 3.5 0.060   

Years at UB       5.1 0.024 

       0 – 3 years 81.7 69.0 13.4 27.6 1.0 0.327   

       4 – 9 67.4 64.1 27.9 29.7 0.3 0.609   

       10 or more 87.3 59.3 7.9 25.9 7.5 0.006   

Year at Post       6.3 0.012 

     0 – 3 years 77.8 67.4 17.2 27.9 0.9 0.330   

      4 – 9 72.9 63.3 21.4 28.3 1.3 0.262   

     10 or more 84.4 55.6 12.5 27.8 7.7 0.006   

Type of Contract       3.3 0.068 

     Pensionable 71.8 58.0 20.4 34.1 2.3 0.127   

     Contract 83.5 84.0 15.7 4.0 1.1 0.299   

Salary Level       4.1 0.042 

     Low 68.2 53.9 25.8 35.4 2.8 0.093   

     Medium 77.8 82.1 18.2 15.4 0.4 0.551   

     High 90.3 53.3 4.8 33.3 8.0 0.005   
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Table 3. Association between gender and satisfaction with the type of work respondents did, controlling for characteristics of 
the work environment 

Level of Satisfaction 

High Moderate 

percent Among percent Among 

Association between 
gender and Satisfaction 

within each category 

Overall Association 
Controlling for factor

Factor Controlled for 

Male Female Male Female Chi-sq p-value Chi-sq p-value 

Adequacy of technology   4.9 0.027 

     Agree 81.9 71.0 14.2 22.6 2.9 0.091   

     Disagree 70.1 58.2 23.4 30.9 2.1 0.150   

Feeling Misplaced   3.9 0.049 

      Agree 58.3 28.0 29.2 48.0 3.8 0.051   

      Disagree 80.4 73.7 15.8 22.1 1.21 0.271   

Teaching takes time for research   0.6 0.427 

    Agree 82.0 75.0 13.2 23.2 0.3 0.611   

    Disagree 66.7 62.9 27.1 25.7 0.4 0.532   

Tribalism in recruitment & promotion   4.5 0.034 

     Agree 63.2 56.5 26.3 34.8 0.1 0.717   

     Disagree* 81.0 66.7 15.8 25.0 6.29 0.012   

Making a valued contribution   6.3 0.012 

     Agree* 78.9 62.9 18.1 29.9 8.9 0.003   

     Disagree 66.7 61.9 12.5 23.8 0.0 0.939   

Autonomy at work   6.3 0.012 

       Agree 79.9 67.0 17.5 28.6 5.1 0.024   

      Disagree 70.3 51.7 13.5 27.6 1.4 0.238   

Level of supervision   7.8 0.005 

       Agree* 79.1 64.5 15.9 27.1 6.4 0.011   

      Disagree 75.0 57.1 20.8 35.7 1.4 0.230   

Clarity of responsibilities   7.7 0.005 

       Agree* 85.7 69.7 13.1 27.0 9.5 0.002   

      Disagree 56.1 48.4 28.1 29.0 0.71 0.400   

 
When controlling for the effects of salary level, gender 

continued to be associated with satisfaction with the type 
of work employees did (p=0.042). The significant dif-
ference (p=0.005) between male and female satisfaction 
was among those with a high salary. While 90.3 percent 
of males with a high salary were highly satisfied with the 
type of work they did, only 53.3 percent of the females 
with a high salary were highly satisfied with their work. 
There were no significant differences in satisfaction be-
tween men and women with a low or medium level salary. 

Table 3 shows that the association between gender and 
job satisfaction remained significant after controlling for 

the differences in perceptions of aspects of the work en-
vironment. Males who experienced autonomy at work were 
significantly more satisfied with the type of work they 
did than their female counterparts (p=0.024). Other simi-
larly significant differences in the level of job satisfac-
tion between men and women were among those who felt 
that: they were making a valued contribution at work 
(p=0.003); the level of supervision at work was adequate 
(p=0.011); there was no tribalism in recruitment and 
promotion (p=0.024); their job descriptions and respon-
sibilities were clear (p=0.002). Men and women who did 
not perceive these positive aspects of the work environ-
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ment did not differ significantly in the level of satisfac-
tion with the type of work that they did. 

Men tended to be more satisfied than women with the 
type of work they did regardless of whether or not they 
felt misplaced at work (p=0.051 for those feeling mis-
placed; p=0.271 for those who did not feel misplaced). 
Similarly, men tended to be more satisfied than women 
regardless of whether or not they felt that technology at 
work was adequate (p=0.150 for those who felt that 
technology was not adequate; p=0.091 for those who felt 
that technology was adequate). 

There were no significant differences in satisfaction 
between men and women who felt that teaching did not 
allow enough time for research (p=0.611) and between 
men and women who felt that teaching allowed enough 
time for research (p=0.532). 

Table 4 shows that the association between gender and 
job satisfaction remained significant after controlling for 
negative work experiences and sources of stress. Males 
who often experienced stress from demands of work on 
private life were more highly satisfied than females who 
often experienced stress from demands of work on pri-
vate life (p=0.006). 

Men were more satisfied with the type of work they 
did regardless of whether they experienced racism or 
tribalism (p=0.019 for those who often experienced racism 
or tribalism; p=0.022 for those who did not often ex-
perienced racism or tribalism). Men also tended to be 
more satisfied than women with the type of work they 
did, whether or not they experienced xenophobia 
(overall p=0.002). 

Men and women who often had negative work ex-
periences had a similar level of satisfaction with the type 
of work they did. Significant differences in satisfaction 
were found among employees who did not often have 
negative work experiences. For example, males who did 
not often experience gender discrimination were signifi-
cantly more satisfied with the type of work they did than 
females who did not experience gender discrimination 
(p=0.003). Other similarly significant gender differences 
in the level of job satisfaction were among those who did 
not experience: nepotism and favoritism (p=0.038); stress 
from the immediate supervisors (p=0.001); stress from 
domestic responsibilities (p=0.039); stress from relations 
with subordinates (p=0.005) and stress from the inappro-
priateness of their qualifications (p=0.005 for moderately 
inappropriate qualifications; p=0.032 for very inappro-
priate qualifications). 

6.4 Estimating the Probability that an Employee 
would be Satisfied Given Gender 

The stepwise regression procedure was used to analyze 
the observed differences in satisfaction with the type of 

work that respondents did, when controlling for the po-
tential confounders simultaneously. The variables that 
were removed by the stepwise regression procedure did 
not significantly add to our ability to predict satisfaction 
with the type of work respondents did (residual chi- 
square statistic 26.7; p=0.370).The goodness of fit of the 
proportional odds model was statistically significant 
(Wald Chi-square=41.5; df=11; p<0.001 and the Score 
Test statistic=10.5; d.f.=11; p=0.483). The estimates of 
the final prediction model are given in Table 5. 

The coefficient of gender in the proportional odds 
model was not significant, which suggests that, when 
modeling the effects of several variables simultaneously, 
there were no significant differences in satisfaction with 
the type of work that males and females did. The results 
show that employees in the old age category were almost 
3 times more likely to be satisfied with the type of work 
they did than employees in the young age-group category 
(Odds Ratio=2.8). Employees who felt that teaching did 
not allow enough time for research were two-and-a-half 
times (Odds Ratio=2.6) more likely to be satisfied with 
the type of work they did than those who felt that teach-
ing allows enough time for research). 

Employees who felt that the level of technology at 
work was up to the standard it should be, were more than 
twice as likely to be satisfied with the type of work they 
did than those who felt that the level of technology at 
work was below standard (Odds Ratio=2.4). Employees 
who felt that there was equity in the distribution of the 
work load in their departments were more than twice as 
likely to be satisfied with the type of work they did than 
those who felt that there was no equity in the distribution 
of the workload in their departments (Odds Ratio=2.3, 
95percent confidence interval=(1.26, 4.38). Employees 
who felt that they were underutilized were about 40% as 
likely to be satisfied with the type of work they did as 
those who felt that they were given enough to do at work 
(Odds Ratio=0.4, 95percent confidence interval=(0.20, 
0.73). Given the above factors, other variables, including 
number of years in the organization, relations with sub-
ordinates, feeling misplaced at work, etc., were found not 
to be important predictors of satisfaction with the type of 
work that employees did. 

7. Discussions 

This study sought to contribute to an understanding of 
gender differences in job satisfaction. It builds on studies 
that have found higher levels of job satisfaction among 
male employees [4,5,7,56], studies that have found higher 
levels of job satisfaction among female employees 
[13,16,17], and studies that have found no difference in 
the levels of job satisfaction between male and female 
employees [18,19]. 
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Table 4. Association between gender and satisfaction with the type of work respondents did, controlling for negative work 
experiences & for sources of stress 

Level of Satisfaction 

High Moderate 

percent Among percent Among 

Association between 
gender and Satisfaction 

within each category 

Overall Association 
Controlling for factor 

Factor Controlled for 

Male Female Male Female Chi-sq p-value Chi-sq p-value 

Racism and Tribalism 9.2 0.002 

     Often  74.4 33.3 18.6 50.0 5.6 0.019   

     Not Often 79.3 66.7 16.5 25.9 5.3 0.022   

Xenophobia 5.3 0.022 

     Often 83.8 50.0 10.8 40.0 3.4 0.066   

     Not Often 77.2 67.3 18.1 25.0 3.2 0.074   

Gender Discrimination 8.8 0.003 

     Often 83.3 81.3 16.7 6.3 0.2 0.629   

     Not Often 78.1 60.6 17.0 31.7 8.7 0.003   

Nepotism and Favoritism 6.1 0.014 

     Often  63.2 48.5 29.0 36.4 1.8 0.183   

     Not Often 81.0 68.6 15.3 25.6 4.3 0.038   

Immediate Supervisor 4.3 0.038 

       Often 50.0 65.2 22.7 21.7 1.5 0.221   

       Not Often 81.0 63.8 16.7 29.8 10.5 0.001   

Domestic Responsibilities 6.4 0.011 

       Often 73.0 50.0 17.2 36.7 2.2 0.141   

       Not Often 79.2 68.6 17.7 24.4 4.2 0.039   

Demands of Work on Private Life 6.7 0.010 

       Often 97.1 44.1 14.0 41.2 7.5 0.006   

       Not Often 78.0 71.4 18.3 22.6 1.5 0.221   

Relations with Subordinates 9.9 0.002 

 Often  70.0 42.9 20.0 42.9 2.1 0.144   

 Not Often 80.4 65.4 15.9 26.9 7.7 0.005   

Appropriateness of Qualifications 4.5 0.034 

     High 79.9 82.5 15.9 14.3 0.2 0.619   

     Medium 72.7 44.7 25.5 47.4 7.8 0.005   

     Low 88.9 33.3 0.0 38.9 4.6 0.032   

     Medium 77.8 82.1 18.2 15.4 0.4 0.551   

     High 90.3 53.3 4.8 33.3 8.0 0.005   
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Table 5. Maximum likelihood estimates of the logistic model for satisfaction with the type of work employees do 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
Wald 

Chi-Square*
P-value Odds Ratio 

95percent CI for odds 
Ratio 

Intercept 1 -0.102 0.523 0.04 0.846    

Intercept 2 1.892 0.562 11329.00 0.001    

Gender -0.041 0.340 0.02 0.903 1.0 0.5 1.9 

Age        

Middle age 0.580 0.351 2.74 0.098 1.8 0.9 3.5 

Old age 1.025 0.489 4.39 0.036 2.8 1.1 7.3 

Length of Service        

Worked for 4 to 9 years at UB -0.603 0.363 2.75 0.097 0.5 0.3 1.1 

Worked at least 10 years at UB -0.562 0.455 1.53 0.217 0.6 0.2 1.4 

Stress from Relations with 
subordinates 

0.524 0.551 0.90 0.342 1.7 0.6 5.0 

Feeling technology  is up to 
standard 

0.886 0.314 7.95 0.005 2.4 1.3 4.5 

Feeling under utilized -0.969 0.337 8.28 0.004 0.4 0.2 0.7 

Feeling misplaced in depart-
ment 

-0.544 0.425 1.63 0.201 0.6 0.3 1.3 

Feeling equity in distribution 
of workload 

0.854 0.317 7.24 0.007 2.3 1.3 4.4 

Teaching does not allow time 
for research 

0.938 0.339 7.63 0.006 2.6 1.3 5.0 

 
The study investigated the level of satisfaction with the 

type of work that male and female employees of a univer-
sity did; and sought to explain any differences found. 
Analyses began by exploring the bivariate association 
between gender and satisfaction with the type of work 
respondents did, and was improved by adopting condi-
tional and multivariate analyses that shed more light on 
the initial association. The study has shown that although 
the majority of university employees in the sample were 
highly satisfied with the type of work that they did, males 
were significantly more satisfied than females. 

The study has also shown that male and female em-
ployees differ in terms of many factors that affect em-
ployee satisfaction such as age, marital status, citizenship, 
years of service at the institution, and so on. In order to 
gain more understanding of the relationship between 
gender and job satisfaction, it was important to determine 
and then control for these factors in the analyses. This ap-
proach provided greater insight into the differences between 
males and females with certain background characteris-
tics. For example, middle-aged males were more satisfied 
with the type of work they did than middle-aged females. 
Married males were more satisfied with their jobs than 
married females. But there were no differences in job satis-

faction between single males and single females. Males 
who had 3 or more dependent children were more likely 
to be satisfied than women who had 3 or more dependent 
children. Males with a high salary were more satisfied with 
the type of work they did than females with a high salary. 

Males who had worked for 10 or more years at the 
university were more satisfied with their jobs than women 
who had worked for the same number of years. This is 
consistent with findings that workers with less than ten 
years of work experience have less job satisfaction than 
those with ten or more years [38]. It is also consistent 
with studies that have found that job satisfaction in-
creases progressively with length of service [16,57]. 

Controlling for work environment variables, negative 
experiences at work and for sources of stress enabled for 
a deeper understanding of how a positive or negative work 
environment and work experiences could affect male and 
female employees differently. It was observed that fe-
male employees tended to be less satisfied than males 
regardless of whether or not they: experienced racism, 
tribalism or xenophobia; felt misplaced at work; or felt 
that technology at work was inadequate. It was also ob-
served that females who experienced certain positive as-
pects of the work environment were significantly less 
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satisfied with their jobs than their male counterparts. 
These positive experiences included: autonomy at work; 
making a valued contribution; adequate level of supervi-
sion; lack of tribalism in recruitment and promotion; and 
having clearly spelt out job descriptions and responsibili-
ties. Men and women who perceived or experienced these 
positive aspects of the work environment had a similar 
level of satisfaction with the type of work they did. 

The study identified certain negative work-related ex-
periences that affected job satisfaction. These negative ex-
periences included: gender discrimination; nepotism and 
favoritism; stress from the immediate supervisor; stress 
from domestic responsibilities; stress from relations with 
subordinates; and stress from the inappropriateness of one’s 
qualifications. Men and women who often had any of 
these negative experiences had a similar level of satisfac-
tion with the type of work they did. Thus positive aspects 
of the work environment as well as negative (stressful) 
experiences had similar effects on male and female satis-
faction with the type of work they did. Only one negative 
work experience was associated with females being less 
satisfied with their jobs than males. Females who often 
experienced stress from demands of work on private life 
were less satisfied than their male counterparts. 

Multivariate analyses, using the likelihood ratio criteria, 
showed that age-group was the most important predictor 
of satisfaction with the type of work that respondents did. 
This is consistent with several studies that found that older 
workers were more satisfied with their jobs than younger 
workers [7,57,58]. Other important factors in the multi-
variate model involved aspects of the work itself. Re-
spondents who felt that teaching did not allow enough 
time for research were significantly more likely to be 
satisfied with the type of work they did than those who 
did not perceive conflict between teaching and research 
responsibilities. Perhaps those who were actively in-
volved in both teaching and research experienced the 
competition for time, energy and effort between the two 
activities of a practicing academic. Such employees would 
have had an understanding of the importance of research 
and teaching in the university value and reward systems 
and may have been rewarded for successfully juggling 
the two very important aspects of academic life, which is 
a prerequisite for liking an academic job. 

The model further shows that employees who took ad-
vantage of technological advancement derived higher 
satisfaction with the type of work they did. Similarly, 
employees who experienced equity in the distribution of 
the workload in their departments were generally more 
satisfied with their jobs. Those who did not have much to 
do at work (i.e. those who felt under-utilized) derived less 
satisfaction with the type of work they did than those 
who had adequate work to do, regardless of whether they 
were male or female. 

8. Conclusions 

Job satisfaction is an important factor for any organiza-
tion to achieve among its employees. It should help to 
maintain stability and productivity in the operations of 
academic institutions and of other organizations. Dissat-
isfaction with work has been linked to absenteeism, poor 
performance and staff turnover at United Kingdom uni-
versities [59]. It may lead to stress and ultimately to burnout 
if allowed to continue unabated [60]. It is, therefore, im-
portant for university managers and policy makers to 
identify factors that they can address in order to improve 
levels of job satisfaction among their workers. 

This study addressed the question whether gender can 
help predict or determine employee satisfaction with the 
type of work they do. Bivariate analysis suggest that 
gender is an important factor that affects levels of job 
satisfaction, and should therefore be taken seriously by 
managers. Conditional analysis based on adding one control 
variable at a time shed further light on the relationship 
between gender and job satisfaction by specifying the 
conditions under which men and women have different 
levels of satisfaction. Multivariate analysis showed that 
gender ranked lower than many other factors in explain-
ing the level of satisfaction with the type of work that 
university employees did, and the final model did not 
include gender as a predictive variable. 

The most parsimonious model of satisfaction with the 
type of work that university employees did included the 
following five predictive attributes: 1) belonging to an older 
age group; 2) understanding the competing demands of 
teaching and research responsibilities; 3) taking advan-
tage of technological advancement at work; 4) perceiving 
equity in the distribution of the workload; 5) feeling that 
one has enough to do at work. Once the above five fac-
tors are given, gender and other variables, including indi-
vidual background characteristics, measures of personal health 
and well-being, attributes of the home environment, attributes 
of the work environment, characteristics of the job itself, 
and level of job commitment that have been found to be 
associated with job satisfaction in this and other studies, 
were no longer important predictors of satisfaction with 
the type of work that employees do in a university. 

The study has made a contribution to research method-
ology by illustrating that conclusions based on bivariate 
analyses alone have some limitations. Thus while man-
agers should continue to be sensitive to the importance of 
gender differences in the workplace, they should be 
aware that other factors, which they can control or have 
influence over, determine whether or not employees are 
satisfied with the type of work that they do, and need to 
be addressed. Policies aimed at improving job satisfaction 
should, among other things, ensure that the distribution of 
the workload is transparent and equitable. Supervisors 
should regularly evaluate the workload of those who 
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work under their leadership and ensure that they are not 
under-utilized or overworked. 

This study has several limitations. First, since the study 
used a cross-section and correlation design that identified 
significant associations, it cannot be used to make causal 
inferences among variables. Future studies should adopt 
longitudinal designs that that would enable cause and effect 
inferences to be drawn. Second, the study relied on self- 
reporting and not observations of behavior or in-depth in-
terviews. This reduces the ability to interpret observed 
associations between variables and improve understanding 
of the findings. While the findings are interesting, gener-
alizations to university employees and to other professional 
groups must be investigated further or made with caveats. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study of joint advertising channels decision-making is a very difficult issue. It mainly focuses on ads investment 
game between a manufacturer and a retailer in a vertical supply chain. With the rise of the game theory, scholars have 
been starting to investigate this issue in the frame of game theory in recent years. The paper improves the existing mod-
els and introduces single-period and multi-period modified models. The paper obtains the closed-form solutions to the 
single-period model and the simulation results of the multi-period model. We also examine the implications of these 
results and obtain some insights into the real practice. 
 
Keywords: Joint Advertising Channel, Game Theory, Simulation Method 

1. Introduction 

The cooperative advertising has been an important and 
interesting issue in the channel management literature. 
The paper adopts the frame of the two-level supply chain: 
the upstream firm (a manufacturer) and the downstream 
firm (a retailer). When pushing a new product into mar-
ket, both the manufacturer and the retailer need to adver-
tise. Meanwhile, the manufacturer will provide the re-
tailer some incentives. In this paper, we investigate how 
much the manufacturer and the retailer invest on the ads 
respectively and how much the manufacturer should pay 
for the retailer as a subsidy.  

Actually, the study of the cooperative advertising has 
a long history. However, prior to the application of 
game theory, the papers had been viewing this question 
as a pricing problem, not a game. The examples of such 
kind are Jeuland and Shugan, Moorthy, Ingene and 
Parry [1–3]. 

Currently, more and more scholars adopt the frame of 
game theory to study the cooperative advertising. All 
these studies differ from each other by the hypothesis on 
forms of the ads expense and subsidy rate and by the 
game type. 

As for the form of the ads expense and subsidy rate, 
Dant and Berger assumed that the manufacturer provided 
the retailer a constant subsidy for per product sold [4]. 
Doraiswamy et al. also adopted such an assumption [5]. 
Under this hypothesis, the manufacturer charges a lower 
wholesale price. Bergen and John proposed that the 
manufacturer and retailer share the ads cost together [6]. 
Under this assumption, the manufacture compensates the 

retailer for the ads cost. However, they thought that the 
retailer chooses the total amount of ads. It is somewhat 
unreasonable because the manufacturer usually hold the 
leading position nowadays. In the study of Steffen, 
Simon and Georges, ads are divided into two different 
types: long and national, short and local. And it is also 
assumed that the manufacturer and retailer have the right 
to make ads of these two kinds. The manufacturer com-
pensates the retailer for the ads costs via two constant 
subsidy rates, respectively [7]. But this assumption is a 
little complicated because the retailer is declined to make 
the ads of the first kind. Bergen and John distinguished 
between national ads and local ads [6]. Zhimin Huang 
and Susan distinguished between ads made by the manu-
facturer and ads made by the retailer. And they also as-
sumed that the retailer is compensated for her ads in-
vestment [8]. 

Most papers adopt the complete information static or 
dynamic game models. For example, Zhimin Huang and 
Susan used Cournot and Stackelberg model, while other 
papers only adopted Stackelberg model where the manu-
facturer acts as the leader. Although the static game 
model is simple to deal with, the cooperative advertising 
has a long-term effect therefore a multi-period game is 
necessary [8]. 

The paper employs the dynamic programming method 
to study the multi-period dynamics model. Unfortunately, 
there are many limitations on the application of such 
method so few papers have adopted the multi-period dy-
namics model. Steffen distinguished the “long- term and 
national” ads from the “short-term and local” ads. This 
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paper assumed that the ads of the first kind have a 
long-term effect: the ads affect the manufacturer’s repu-
tation and the market demand later. To solve the model, 
the paper adopted some simplified function forms there-
fore made the demand equation unconvincing [7].To 
obtain a better understanding of cooperative advertising 
in the frame of game theory, the paper provides a sin-
gle-period and multi-period models, on the basis of 
Huang and Susan, and Steffen. We get a closed-form 
solution to the single-period model and simulate the 
multi-period model. In the end, the paper explains the 
results from economics perspective. 

2. Modeling 

2.1 Single-Period Model 

On the basis of Huang and Susan, and Steffen, the paper 
introduces a game theory model of the joint ads [7,8]. 
This model is a Stackelberg model with the manufacturer 
as the leader. 

2.1.1 Players 
There are two players: the manufacturer and the retailer. 
The players are rational persons with complete informa-
tion. The decision variables of the manufacturer are the 
ads investment ( ) and subsidy rate ( ). The decision 
variable of the retailer is her ads investment ( ). 

b t
a

The subsidy the manufacturer compensates for the re-
tailer is . Therefore, the profit functions are: 

m mQ ta b                     (1) 

 1r rQ t    a                 (2) 

where  and  stand for the manufacturer and the 
retailer respectively, 

m r
  stands for the profit ratio sub-

tracting the ads cost, and  is the sales volume. Q

2.1.2 Relationship between Market Demand and Ads 
Investment 

On the basis of Huang and Susan, and Steffen, we as-
sume that the demand function satisfies: 

   ,Q a b a b G               (3) 

where  is the reputation of the manufacturer,  and 

 are the ads investments of the manufacturer and re-
tailer respectively,  is the subsidy rate, and 

G q

, ,
a

t ,     

are all positive constants. 
In addition, we assume that the reputation of the 

manufacturer satisfies the following dynamics equation: 

G b G                       (4) 

These two equations are explained as follows: 
1) The demand function implies that the market de-

mand is affected by two factors: the reputation and cur-

rent ads investment. The maximum value of the current 
market demand is and can be affected by the reputation 
[7,8]. It is widely assumed that the marginal revenue of 
the ads decreases, so the paper does not adopt the linear 
function. 

2) In the reputation dynamics equation, the paper 
adopts the form of exponential decay. The model of such 
kind is generally used in depicting decay trend [9–11]. 

2.1.3 Payoffs 
It is reasonable to propose that the objective of the re-
tailer is to maximize her current profits. Although the 
reputation of the manufacturer has a long-term effect, the 
retailer cannot gain profits brought by the long-term ef-
fect. Admittedly, to enhance the manufacturer’s reputa-
tion will increase the long-term sale volume therefore 
benefit the retailer indirectly. However, the profit gained 
by the manufacturer far overweighs that gained by the 
retailer. Meanwhile, the manufacturer can take several 
measures to grab away these indirect profits gained by 
the retailer [12]. For example, the manufacturer can 
change retailers or increase the commission. So the pay-
off of the retailer is r . 

The objective of the manufacturer is to maximize the 
payoff: 

 Max: 1 mw G                  (5) 

where   is a positive constant, adjusting the units of the 
two terms in (5). The manufacturer is concerned about 
both the current profits and the reputation. The manufac-
turer can benefit from the current product sales and the 
enhancement of reputation: the enhancement of reputa-
tion can increase the product sales in future. So the 
manufacturer wants to maximize  and G   simulta-
neously [13]. However, these two goals conflict because 
to increase  means to advertise more therefore to re-
duce current profits. The paper introduces a weight factor 

G

   to reconcile the conflict. And   is exogenous in 
the paper. It is somewhat unreasonable. In the second 
model later in the paper, we discuss how the manufac-
turer selects the most proper   . 

2.2 Multi-Period Model 

In this multi-period model, there are still two parties: the 
manufacturer and the retailer and they are rational person 
with

 
complete information. And similar to the single- 

period model, this model is a Stackelberg model with the 
manufacturer as the leader. 

The hypothesis of the market demand, profit functions, 
reputation dynamic equation is the same with that of the 
single-period model. The only difference is that we need 
a footnote n to denote the nth period. For example, the 
reputation dynamics equation is 
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1n nG b G      

or               11n n nG b G      

The goal of the retailer is still to maximize its profit at 

each period, i.e. ( )r n . However, the goal of the manu-

facturer changes a little, for the long-term profit is in the 
consideration of the manufacturer. 

2.2.1 Goal of the Manufacturer 
We suppose that the goal of the manufacturer is 

   
1

1

0

Max: 1 1
N

N n

N m
n

W G    


 



    n



  (6) 

where stands for the nth period, k means the dis-

counting rate, N is the total periods, stands for the 

long-term interests,  is the current 

profits at the end of Nth period [13,14]. 

n

N



G

mn 
1

1

0

1
N

N n

n

 


 




  is the weight 

factor adjusting the units of the two terms in (6). Differ-
ent from the single-period model, we do not introduce 

n  for nth period. Instead, the paper adopts an overall 

weight factor   for the model. The manufacturer needs 

to choose n  for each period. 

2.2.2 Hypothesis of the Long-Term Strategies 
To make the model solvable, the paper introduces two 
hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1: Let   be the weight factor for each 
period. And the N-period decision-making question can 
be converted into a question selecting the optimal ω-path. 
What we need to do is just to solve the single-period op-
timization problem with the weight factor   in each 
period. All these single-period solution under ω-path 
consist the set . So another statement of this hypothe-
sis is that if there is a solution sequence to question (6), 
the solution sequence must lie in the set . 




This hypothesis is reasonable because it is naturally 

accepted that there exists a weight factor   to adjust 
the long-term and short-term interests. Actually, this is 
our hypothesis in the first model. And this hypothesis is 
tenable in the management practice: if the long-term in-
terests conflicted with the short-term interests, the man-
gers would allocate resources between them based on a 
weight factor.  

The role of the hypothesis 1 is to convert a compli-
cated multi-period optimization question into a route 
choice and single-period optimization questions. It is 
difficult to employ the dynamics programming method to 
solve the multi-period optimization question mathemati-
cally. That is why there are few papers that adopted the 
multi-period game theory model to deal with the coop-
erative ads question. It is true that some papers did adopt 

dynamics programming, but these papers made many 
unreasonable assumptions. In contrast, this paper does 
not sacrifice the reasonability for the simplification. We 
just confine the solution to the question into some forms. 
Fortunately, the hypothesis is reasonable from manage-
ment practice perspective. 

Hypothesis 2: the optimal ω-path is monotonous and 
convergent to  . 

This hypothesis is to restrict the types of the optimal 
ω-path making the question solvable. It is reasonable to 
assume that the optimal ω-path is convergent to  :   
and   are two measures weighing the long-term and 

short-term interests. At the end of the multi-period game, 
the short-term measures should approximate the long- 
term measures. And when N=1,   must be equal to  . 

Why do we assume that the optimal ω-path is mo-
notonous? In the real practice, how to choose   de-
pends on the strategy of the firm.   means that the 
firm how to balance the market against profits. Generally 
speaking, there are three types of the strategies: 

1) Market-leading strategy: in prophase, the goal of the 
firm is to sacrifice profits for expending market. So 
   in prophase. In anaphase,   Increases and ap-

proximates to  . 

2) Profit-leading strategy: contrary to the market- 
leading strategy, the profit-leading strategy seeks profits 
in prophase. So    at this stage, and   decreases 

and approximates to   in anaphase. 

3) Equalitarian strategy: the firm has no preference 
towards profits or market. During the whole process, 
  . 

Obviously, the hypothesis is justified under these three 
strategies. 

3. Analysis of the Models 

3.1 Analysis of the Single-Period Model 

For this model, we can get the closed-form solution. We 
substitute (3) into (2) and then get the first order condi-
tion of the retailer: 

   1 1 0r
r

d
Gb a t

da


        

Therefore,          
 

1

1

1
r G

a
t b





   
   

           (7) 

Next, we substitute (7) into (1) and get: 

 
 

 

( 1) ( 1)

1 ( 1) ( 1)

1

       1

m m G t b

t t b b

   

  

   



  

   

  

  
        (8) 

where     1 0mdw db d       , 
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 1 0mdw db d       . 

The first order condition for the manufacturer is: 

 1 0mdw db d                 (9) 

So,  
 1 11

*
m rb

 
    

  
G

 


 
    





, 

when 
1







                           (10) 
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1







                  (11) *b  

 * 1m r

m r

t
  

 
 




, when 1m
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           (12) 

, when 1m

r





                      (13) * 0t 

We notice that when  1    is large enough 

(  1    ), the manufacturer will increase the ads 

investment as much as possible. 1   is the marginal 

value of the reputation and   is marginal reputation 
per ads.  1     means it is more profitable for 

the manufacturer to increase the ads investment. There-
fore, the manufacturer will spare no effort to produce. 
(12,13) demonstrate that the manufacturer will not com-
pensate for the retailer as an incentive, until the marginal 
profit of the manufacturer is large and the marginal profit 
of the retailer is small ( 1m r    ), for the manufac-
turer benefits more from ads than the retailer does. 

3.2 Analysis of the Multi-Period Model 

As discussed above, the retailer holds the same behaviors 
as in the single-period model. As for the manufacturer, 
under the hypothesis 1, the N-period optimization prob-
lem is converted into a problem selecting the optimal 
ω-path and a series of single-period problems. And these 
single-period questions are almost the same with that in 
the first model. The only difference is that the parameter 
is  , rather than  . 

Hence, the key part of the analysis of the multi-period 
model is how to select the optimal ω-path. We will use 
the simulation method to solve this problem [13]. 

3.2.1. Selecting the Optimal ω-Path 
Selecting the optimal ω-path is a part of the decision of 
the manufacturer. In the real practice, the manufacturer 
will calculate the profit W of the final period and then 
compares the profits of the all possible paths to select 
one to maximize W. Now, we use computer programs to 
select the optimal ω-path. 

According to the hypothesis 2, the process of selection 
is divided into two steps: 

Step 1: given the origin of the path, we try various ap-
proaching methods.  

Step 2: select another origin, and repeat step 1. 
As Figure 1 demonstrates, we experiment five differ-

ent paths given two origins. They correspond to the three 
types of strategy respectively: the two paths above the 
horizontal line correspond to the profit-leading strategy; 
the two paths below the horizontal line correspond to the 
market-leading strategy; the horizontal line corresponds 
to the equalitarian strategy. The arrows mean changing 
the origins. Also as shown in Figure 1, we adopt two ap-
proximating methods: linear approximation and expo-
nential approximation [13]. To be specific, the exponen-
tial approximation employs the function: 

1

1
*

1

xe e

e
  

 




  

 , 1

n
x

N


  

Of course, these two approximation methods fail to 
cover all possibilities. However, we just want to find an 
approximate solution, not the precise solution. And the 
approximate solution is accurate enough for the real 
practice. If greater accuracy is needed, we can try more 
approximation functions and the origins. 

3.2.2 Parameters Valuating 
There are thirteen parameters: , , , , , , , ,m r         

0, , , ,N G   . Their meanings and values in the simu-

lation are demonstrated in the following Table 1. 
These parameters can be divided into three groups: 
Demand and profit: , , , , ,m r     

,
 

Market indicator:    
Long-term strategy: 0, , , ,N G    

It is true that to get the best evaluation, we need to 
adopt the data in the real economy. However, there are 
too many limitations for us to do so. Another difficulty is 
that several parameters always change in the real practice, 
for example,  , but in the paper, they are viewed as 

constants. 

 

 

Figure 1. Various approaching methods 
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Table 1. Parameters in the multi-period model 

parameter value implication 

α 10 market capacity 

β 5 ads effect coefficient  

γ 0.5 ads effect coefficient of the retailer 

δ 0.3 ads effect coefficient of the manufacturer 

m  0.18 manufacturer’s profit 

r  0.1 retailer’s profit 

  2 reputation effect coefficient of the manufacturer 

μ 0.2 reputation decay coefficient 

  0.8 profit weight of the manufacturer 

κ 0.06 subsidy rate of the manufacturer 

τ 1 conversion coefficient of reputation into profit  

N 10 total periods of the game 

0G  10 initial reputation of the manufacturer 

 
Hence, we only can estimate them on the basis of the 

common sense and some constraints in the sense of 
mathematics and economics. 

1) The equilibrium path of market-leading strategy; 
2) The equilibrium path of profit-leading strategy. 
With the evaluation of the parameters, the optimal 

strategy is the market-leading strategy (see Figure 2 and 
Figure 3). And we also adjust the value of the seven pa-
rameters that affect the long-term strategy slightly, the 
following results are gained: 

1) Ads investment is of medium term decision. Firms 
always make a decision every half or a year. The manu-
facturer’s ads are national and large-scaled lasting one 
year; the retailer’s ads are local and short-term lasting a 
quarter. Therefore, we assume that the each period lasts 
half a year.  

 

2) The product life cycle is always 5 years so we as-
sume that N=10. N is an important factor affecting the 
long-term strategy. We will relax the restrictions on N 
later in the paper. 

3) The subsidy rate should be equal to the capital cost. 
We assume that the capital cost is 12%. Because each 
period lasts half a year, the subsidy rate is 6% each pe-
riod. 

4) The ads effect coefficient of the retailer   is lar-

ger than that of the manufactu err  . It means that the 
retailer’ ads have more influence in local market than the 
manufacturer’s. The ads of manufacturer take effect in 
terms of reputation increase. 

Figure 2. Demand, reputation, and manufacturer’s profit 
(market-leading) 

 
5) According to (12), /m r 1     should hold. 

 

3.2.3 Optimal Long-Term Strategy: 
Now we study what long-term strategy the manufacturer 
should choose in the multi-period game and how the pa-
rameters affect the optimal long-term strategy. According 
to the classification of parameters, 0, , , ,N G  

,
 affect 

the long-term strategy. In addition,    may influence 

the strategy because they affect the market demand. 
By simulation, we find out that the game equilibrium 

paths of the market-leading and profit-leading strategies 
are as follows: Figure 3. Ads and profit (market-leading) 
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Figure 4. Demand, reputation, and manufacturer’s profit (profit-leading) 

 

 

Figure 5. Ads and profit (profit-leading) 

 
1) In most cases, the optimal strategy is the mar-

ket-leading strategy. 
2) In many cases where we had thought the profit- 

leading strategy is dominant, it proves not to be the op-
timal, although the final profit W is almost the same.  

3) In few cases where the profit-leading strategy is 
dominant (see Figure 4, Figure 5)，the value of N is 
small. 

These conclusions seem a little astonishing. However, 
there are indeed profound implications behind them. In 
the next section, we will discuss these results in detail. 

3.2.4 Parameters’ Effect on Game Equilibrium 
In this section, we study the parameters , , ,m    

, ,r    how to affect the game equilibrium when the 

manufacturer operates according to the optimal strategy. 
The following are the results of the simulation, where 

the values of , , , ,m ra b t    are mean values of all peri-

ods. The value of W is calculated at the final period. The 
benchmarks are from Table 2.

 In the process of simulation, we find out that if a pa-
rameter affects the game equilibrium, the effect is mo-
notonous. So we only experiment those cases with in-
creasing values of the parameters. 

4. Discussion 

Now we explore the implications of the results above and 
get some suggestions on marketing management. We ne- 

ed to point out that the assumptions on profit functions, 
demand functions, and ads enhancement equation are the 
same in the single-period model and the multi-period 
model. These two models take the long-term effect of ads 
into consideration. So we can gain some results about the 
sales profit ratio and ads long-term effect. 

4.1 Sales Profit Ratio and Ads Long-Term Effect 

In the models of this paper, the retailer’s ads have only 
short-term effect and the effect coefficient is  ; the 

manufacturer’s short-term ads coefficient is  . The 
sales profit ratios of the retailer and manufacturer are r  
and m  respectively.  

According to the closed-form solution (7) and (10,11) 
to the single-period model, the short-term ads effect co-
efficients (   and  ) do not have a monotonous influ-

ence on the ads investments of the manufacturer and re-
tailer. When the ads have more influence on the sales 
profits, the more ads will be made. Simultaneously, the 
more the ads affect the sales profits, the less ads invest-
ment is needed to achieve the given goal. Table 2 shows 
that the ads investment of the retailer and manufacturer 
( a  and ) increase in b   and  . 

The manufacturer’s sales profit ratio m  
is posi-

tively correlated with her ads investment. This rela-
tionship is supported by the closed-form solution 
(10,11) 
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Table 2. Parameters’ effect on game equilibrium 

 a  b  t  m  
r  W  

Benchmark 1.07 2.17 0.23 2.22 1.75 25.50 

=0.6  1.13 1.92 0.17 2.35 1.54 26.64 

=0.4  1.01 2.70 0.23 2.48 2.23 28.62 

0.2m   1.18 2.38 0.33 2.81 2.01 31.76 

0.11r   1.04 2.11 0.12 2.29 1.85 26.20 

=2.2  1.16 3.43 0.23 2.74 2.68 30.76 

0.85   1.04 1.30 0.23 1.87 1.10 22.34 

=0.3  0.99 2.03 0.23 1.61 1.39 18.17 

 
and the Table 2. When the sales profit ratio increases, 
the manufacturer will sell more products and therefore 
make more ads. From the simulation results, we find 
out that the retailer’s ads investment increases in the 
sales profit ratio. It is because the increase of the sales 
profit ratio leads to the increase of the compensation 
for the retailer’s ads and hence to increase the retailer’s 
ads investment. 

Now, we turn our attention onto the subsidy rate. Ac-
cording to the closed-form solution (12,13) to the sin-
gle-period model, 1 1/ ( / )m rt      . So  in-
creases in r

t
/m   and decreases in  . It is to say: the 

smaller the manufacturer’s sales profit ratio is compared 
with the retailer’s sales profit ratio and the larger the re-
tailer’s ads effect coefficient is, the lower the manufac-
turer will compensate for the retailer. This conclusion is 
also supported by the simulation results of the multi- 
period model. The conclusion can be explained as fol-
lows: 

The product sales benefit two players therefore they 
have incentives to advertise to increase the product 
sales. However, their profit-cost structures are differ-
ent. The player (the manufacturer) who benefits more 
from ads wants another player (the retailer) to adver-
tise more by taking measures to spur her. When the 
difference between their sale profit ratios becomes 
larger, the manufacturer will pay more for the retailer. 
And if the retailer has a large ads effect coefficient, 
she does not need many ads to achieve her sales goal 
or the retailer has strong incentives to advertise. So 
the manufacturer will need not to pay much to the 
retailer. 

The closed-form solution (13) also shows an exception: 
when 1m r    , the manufacturer will not pay for 

the retailer. It is because in this situation, the retailer 
gains a high profit or is expert in advertising. So the re-
tailer may pay for the manufacturer conversely. 

Consequently, the ads investment of the manufacturer 

is positively correlated with her sales profit ratio. The ads 
investment of the retailer is positively correlated with her 
sales profit ratio and the subsidy rate from the manufac-
turer. The subsidy rate is positively correlated with the 
quotient of the two sales profit ratios and negatively cor-
related with the retailer’s ads effect coefficient. 

4.2 Reputation 

In the models, the reputation functions via enhancing the 
market capacity indirectly and the reputation is affected 
by the ads. The relevant variables are , , 1    .Ac-

cording to the solution (10,11) to the single-period model, 
  affects the manufacturer’s ads monotonously: the 

increase of   will lead to the decrease of the ads in-

vestment of the manufacturer b . This relationship is 
also shown in the simulation solution to the multi-period 
model: when   increases from 0.8 to 0.85,  de-

creases from 2.17 to 1.30. It is because 

b

  is the weight 

factor of profit and profit conflicts with the market which 
needs ads support. If the manufacturer wants to increase 
the current profit, the investment for the long-term ads 
must be reduced. 

As shown above, when   becomes larger, the manu-
facturer will advertise more. This conclusion is supported 
by the solution (10,11) to the single-period model and the 
simulation results of the multi-period model: when   
increases from 2.0 to 2.2,  increases from 2.17 to 3.43. 
This result is explained as follows: 

b

The manufacturer’s ads have two effects: enhancing 
current product sales and enhancing the reputation and 
therefore promoting future sales. In the models, these 
two functions do not conflict. When   becomes larger, 
the manufacturer can gain more reputation. On the other 
hand, the current ads effect stays the same. Hence the 
manufacturer will advertise more.  

The parameter   is the decay coefficient of the 

reputation. From the simulation results of the multi-pe-
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riod model, it is found out that when   increases, the 

average profits of the manufacturer and retailer decrease. 
It is because the market increases slower or decays faster 
in this situation. 

According to (11), when  1     , the manufac-

turer will advertise as much as possible. Why does it 
happen? (1 )   is the marginal profit of the reputation 

and   is the marginal reputation of the ads, so 

1    is the marginal value of the ads. Meanwhile, 

  is the marginal value of profit. The inequality 

 1     means that ads can bring the manufac-

turer more value than current profits do. 

4.3 Long-Term Game Strategy 

The long-term game strategy is a concept that the paper 
introduces to explain the simulation results of the 
multi-period model. This concept is employed to deter-
mine the weight factor of profit each period.  

Generally speaking, there are several variables to af-
fect the long-term strategy: 0,N G, , ,  

N

. However, it 

seems that only the variable  affects it according to 
the simulation results. Actually, the market-leading 
strategy is called the market penetration strategy and 
profit-leading strategy is called market skimming strat-
egy. According to the marketing theory, if a firm plans to 
develop in long term, the market penetration is optimal. 
The firm should sacrifice profit in prophase to increase 
the market share, or else, the firm adopts the policy of 
“high price and high profit” in prophase and then with-
draws from the market. Of course, there are no meta-
phase or anaphase plans in this situation.  

That is why the optimal long-term strategy is always 
the market-leading strategy in the multi-period model 
when  is large. There is no market withdrawal me- 
chanism in the models. So when the game duration is 
long, the manufacturer has to adopt the market-leading 
strategy. This analysis justifies assumptions and the 
simulation method in models. 

N

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we explore the interactions of ads invest-
ments between the manufacturer and retailer. Two types 
of game theory are employed to achieve our goal. In the 
first model: single-period model, we get a closed-form 
solution while in the multi-period model, we have to re-
sort to the simulation methods to get some numerical 
solutions. The paper provides some interesting conclu-
sions. The manufacturer’s reputation has influence on the 
market demand and it is affected by the long-term ads 
investment only by the ads investment of the manufac-
turer, while the increase of the reputation is beneficial to 
the retailer too. At the same time, the manufacture must 

pay for the retailer to spur her ads investment. In such a 
context, the interaction between these two firms is com-
plex. 

The main results of the paper are: 
1) The manufacturer’s ads investment is positively 

correlated with her sales profit ratio and the retailer’s ads 
investment is positively correlated with her sales profit 
ratio and the subsidy rate from the manufacturer. 

2) The smaller the manufacturer’s sales profit ratio is 
compared to the retailer’s sales profit ratio and the larger 
the retailer’s ads effect coefficient is, the lower the 
manufacturer will compensate for the retailer. 

3) The increase of the manufacturer’s profit weight 
and will lead to the decrease of the ads investment of the 
manufacturer, while as reputation effect coefficient be-
comes larger, the manufacturer will advertise more. 

4) When the game duration is long, the manufacturer 
will adopt the market-leading strategy. 

6. Future Study 

6.1 Improving the Models 

In this paper, we adopt the simulation method that im-
poses little limitation on modeling. We can introduce 
more complicated models: 1) there are more than two 
players; 2) the assumptions on the long-term ads effect 
are a little simple: attributing all long-term effect factors 
to the manufacturer’s reputation. The future work can 
take other factors into consideration; 3) the future re-
searches can introduce the information asymmetry into 
models. For example, the manufacturer does not know 
the sales profit ratio and the ads effect coefficient of the 
retailer, or the retailer knows little about the product 
quality and after service of the manufacturer. 

6.2 Applying the Models and Simulation into 
Specific Situations 

The simulation relies heavily on the valuation of the pa-
rameters. If we can get data from the firms in real prac-
tice and then simulate on the basis of the data, the results 
will be more convincing. The implications of these new 
results will bring us several new findings. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to keep the economic growing, the Chinese government released series of public policies with regard to 
stimulate consumption and expand domestic demand. This paper, based on the series data of GDP, Per Capita 
Annual Disposable Income of Urban Households (PCAD), and Per Capita Annual Net Income of Rural House-
holds (PCAN) of Gansu province from 1978 to 2007, analyzed the relationship and causality of the PCAD and 
PCAN to GDP by using the methodologies called Grey Incidence Relation and Granger Causality Tests. The 
outcomes show that: the incidences relation of PCAD and PCAN to GDP are prominent, and the trend of the 
prominent concerning PCAD to GDP is climbing; the PCAD and PCAN are the Granger causality to GDP, which 
means the GDP could increase 0.7337% unit due to the 1% unit increase of PCAN. Instead, the GDP only could 
increase 0.4817 % unit due to the 1% unit increase of PCAD. The conclusion indicates that to improve the net 
income of rural households is a priority selection to stimulate the economic growth, and the governments should 
rethink the role of the farmers and the agriculture issue. 
 
Keywords: Grey Incidence Relation, Granger Causality Test, Income Level, Economic Growth, Gansu Province 

1. Introduction 

Over the past 30 years, from the beginning of economic 
reforms in 1978-2007, China has experienced a steady 
and high economic growth [1], of, measured in gross 
domestic product (GDP), on average 9.8% per year. In 
2008, due to the change of worldwide economic situation 
resulted from the global finical crisis, the economic 
growth rate reduced to 9.0% [2], and would continue to 
reduce to 6.5% in 2009 [3]. China’s future economic 
growth has received much attention. What could be the 
driving forces of China economic growth in future?  In 
2009, Chinese government, in order to keep the eco-
nomic growing, has released series of public policies 
with regard to stimulate consumption and expand domes-
tic demand, In the theory concerning the regional devel-
opment, one of the research issues is the relationship 
between the per capita income and regional economic 
growth [4–6]. Some scientists thought that the consump-

tion payout of the households is the driving force of the 
regional economic growth, and instead, some others 
thought that the relation between per capital income and 
regional development is interaction [5–9]. 

With the goal oriented to figure out the relationship 
between per capita income and economic growth, this 
paper takes Gansu province as a sample, based on the 
methodologies called Grey Incidence Relation Analysis 
(ab. GRA) and Granger Causality Test (ab. GCT). We 
studied the incidence relation of the per capita annual 
disposable income of urban households (ab. PCAD), and 
per capita annual net income of rural households (ab. 
PCAN) to regional gross domestic product (ab. GDP), 
followed by clarifying the causality of the PCAD’s 
growth to GDP growth, as well as the PCAN’s to GDP’s. 

2. Research Area and Indices Chosen 

2.1 Research Area 

Gansu province is in the northwestern China, which lo-
cated at 92.13-108.46 E and 32.31-42.57 N. The land-
forms in Gansu are complicated and varied. There are 

*Sustentation Fund: National Natural Science Foundation of China [No.: 
40871061]. Corresponding Author: Prof.Dr.CHEN Xingpeng. 
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Figure 1. Sketch map of Gansu province 

 
450 rivers in Gansu, among which 78 rivers have a 
yearly runoff of over 100 million cubic meters each. 
Gansu has a semiarid climate with plenty of sunshine, 
strong radiation and the temperature varies greatly from 
day to night. The annual average temperature is between 
0℃-14  dropping from the southeast to the northwest.℃  

Gansu has been a multi-ethnic province since ancient 
times. Among its total population of 26 million, the mi-
nority population takes up 2.199 million. With non-fer-
rous metals, energy, petrochemicals, machinery and 
electronics, building materials, food and textile as its 
mainstay, Gansu has a relatively reasonable and com-
plete industrial system. Although modern industry ap-
peared laggardly and had a weak fundament, nowadays it 
develops fast. 

2.2 Indices Chosen 

This paper chose the following three indices as analyzed 
objectives: per capita annual disposable income of urban 
households, and per capita annual net income of rural 
households, and regional gross domestic product. The 
temporal series of the indices is from 1978 to 2007 and 
all the data sourced from < Statistic Yearbook for New 
China of 55 Years (Branch of Gansu Province)>, and 
<Gansu Statistic Yearbook: 2006, 2007, and 2008>. 

3. Temporal Differences of the Incidence 
Relation 

3.1 Methodology: Grey Incidence Relation 
Analysis 

The grey incidence relational analysis (ab. GRA) applies 
to explore the qualitative and quantitative relationships 
among abstract and complex sequences and to capture 
their dynamic characteristics during the development 
process [10]. The GRA could make use of the relatively 
small data sets and do not demand strict compliance to 
certain statistical laws, simple or linear relationships 
among the observable variables [10, 11]. Thus, the GRA 
can analyze a grey system that is of poor, incomplete and 
with uncertain information. The modeling processes are 
as following [11]: 

Step 1: To establish the reference series and compara-
tive series.  

Reference Series:  X0 
(k) = [x0

(1), x0
(2), x0

(3) …, x0
(k)]; 

Comparative Series: Xi 
( k) = [ xi

(1), xi
(2), xi

(3), …,  xi
(k)]；

(i=1,2,3,…,n); 
Step 2: To remove anomalies associated with different 

measurement units and scales by dimensionless process-
ing, such as the initial-value processing, which is appro-
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priate for data that varies with time. In the initial-value 
processing, the elements in each sequence is divided by 
the first component. 

Xj
 ( k’) = Xj 

( k)/ Xj 
(0) 

Step 3: To calculate the relational coefficient L0i
(k). 

L0i
(k) = (Δmin + λΔmax)/( Δi

(k) +λΔmax) 
Wherein ： L0i

(k) is to used as expressing the relative 
distance between two factors,  
Δi

(k) = | X0 
( k)- Xi 

( k) |, (i=1,2,3,…,n); 
Δmin is the minimum number amongst the series Δ(k), 

and Δmax is the maximum number amongst the series 
Δ(k). λ is the distinguishing coefficient used to adjust the 
difference of the relational coefficient, usually, λ equals 
to 0.5 in a grey system. 

Step 4: To calculate the grey relational grade R0i. 
Here, assuming each point has a sequence of equal 

weight, thus, the grey relational grade R0i equals to the 
average of L0i 

(k). The relational grades are numerical 
measures of the influence of factors on the reference 
values, and have numeric values between 0 and 1. Gen-
erally, R0i > 0.6 indicates a notable incidence under the 
assumption that λ = 0.5. 

The grey relational grade (R) is simultaneously com-
puted corresponding to each performance characteristics. 
It reveals the relative variations between two factors in-
dicating magnitude and gradient in a given system. 

3.2 Outcomes of the Calculation Based on GRA 

This paper takes the historical data of GDP from 1978 to 
2007 as reference series, historical data PCAD & PCAN 
both from 1978 to 2007 as comparative series. According 
to the calculation processes shown in 3.1, the results are 

as following: (See Table 1) 
The results show that, during the period from 1978 to 

2007, both of the two grades are bigger than 0.6, which 
means PCAN and PCAD have notable incidence to GDP. 
The GRA grade of PCAN (RPCAN) to GDP is 0.864, 
higher than the GRA grade of PCAD to GDP (RPCAD) 
which is 0.814. 

Compared the RPCAN with RPCAD in different periods 
(Figure 2), we can found that the trend of RPCAN is dura-
tive climbing, and the RPCAD appears wave shape. Par-
ticularly, during the period of 1978-1989 and 1990-1999, 
PCAN has incidence relation to GDP. PCAD is not re-
lated to GDP during the period of 1990-1999. 

Due to the grey relational grade could only indicate the 
incidence relation between two series but can not to clar-
ify the causality, thus, we did further research to study 
the causality between PCAN and GDP, and PCAD to 
GDP as well. 

4. Granger Causality Test and the Outcomes 

4.1 Methodology: Granger Causality Test 

Granger causality is a technique for determining 
whether one time series is useful in forecasting another. 
A time series X is said to Granger-cause Y if it can be 
shown, usually through a series of F-tests on lagged 
values of X (and with lagged values of Y also known), 
that those X values provide statistically significant in-
formation about future values of Y [12,13]. The func-
tion is as following: 

F(Xn+1 | Ωn ) ≠ F(Xn+1 | (Ωn-Yn)) 
Here, Ωn means all the information concerning X and Y. 

 
Table 1. Results of the GRA grade of PCAD, PCAN to GDP 

 1978-2007 1978-1989 1990-1999 2000-2007 

RPCAN 0.864 0.487 0.591 0.684 

RPCAD 0.814 0.648 0.552 0.707 

 

 

Figure 2. Temporal analysis of the GRA grade 
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Table 2. Causality tests of GDP to PCAN and PCAD 

Null Hypothesis L F-Sta. Prob. 

GDP does not Granger Cause PCAN 0.711 0.557 

PCAN does not Granger Cause GDP 
3 

5.006 0.010 

GDP does not Granger Cause PCAN 0.488 0.744 

PCAN does not Granger Cause GDP 
4 

6.420 0.002 

GDP does not Granger Cause PCAD 0.633 0.602 

PCAD does not Granger Cause GDP 
3 

3.236 0.044 

GDP does not Granger Cause PCAD 0.697 0.604 

PCAD does not Granger Cause GDP 
4 

4.233 0.015 

 
Table 3. Results of the generalized difference analysis 

Variables Coeff. Std. Err T-Sta Prob 

LNRURAL 0.7337 0.1043 7.0332 0.0000 

LNURBAN 0.4817 0.0876 5.4978 0.0000 

C -2.4008 0.3138 -7.6493 0.0000 

AR(1) 1.1820 0.1960 6.0306 0.0000 

AR(2) -0.4604 0.1976 -2.3300 0.0289 

R-squared 0.9987 Mean dependent var 6.0219 

Adjusted R2 0.9985 S.D. dependent var 1.1488 

S.E. of regression 0.0452 Akaike info criterion -3.1942 

Sum squared resid 0.0470 Schwarz criterion -2.9563 

Log likelihood 49.7188 F-statistic 4350.749 

DW stat 1.7002 Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000 

 
4.2 Outcomes from the Tests Results 

Based on the software Eviews 3.2, we tested the causality. 
The results are in Table 2 below. 

The results show that, considering the notable lever 
equals to 10%, assuming the lags equals to 3 years or 4 
years, under these scenarios, both the PCAN and PCAD 
are the Granger Cause GDP, which means there is sin-
gle-causality between the two variables and GDP.  

In order to quantitative analyze the influence degree of 
the two variables and GDP; we use the Generalized Dif-
ference Analysis to find out the influence degree by us-
ing the software Eviews 3.2 under the program of 
Granger Causality Tests. See chapter 4.3 

4.3 Generalized Difference Analysis and the  
Outcomes 

Before analyzing the differences, in order to remove the 
errors caused by the self-related series, we processed the 

series by taking the following change as following func-
tion: 

X* = Xt – ρXt-1 

The complete results are in following Table 3. 
The function of PCAD, PCAN, and GDP is: 
LNGDP = (-2.4008) + (0.7337* LNRURAL) + 

(0.4817* LNURBAN) 
Based on this function, we can find that, from 1978 to 

2007, 1% unit increase of PCAN result in 0.7337% in-
crease of GDP, but compared to PCAD, 1% unit increase 
of that only result in 0.4817% increase of GDP. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper initiated to indicate the relationship between 
the economic growth and income level, and to find the 
scientific foundation to public policy making. The main 
conclusions are as following: 

GRA and GCT are appropriate methodologies to clar-
ify the relation and grade. This research shows that the 
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GRA could be used to find out the incidence relation 
between the variables and the GCT is appropriate to test 
the causality and find out the influence degree. Hereby, 
based on the working progress when we studied the 
methodologies, we would like to point out seriously that 
the incidence relation does not equals to causality, which 
means, we cannot define the causality relation only ac-
cording to the calculation results based on GRA.  

In the past years, the urban inhabitants shared the ma-
jor outcomes due to the “Reform and Open” policy from 
1978. On national level, averagely, per capita annual net 
income of rural households improved from 343.4 Yuan 
to 13,786 Yuan, instead, per capita annual net income of 
rural households improved from 133.6 Yuan to 4,140 
Yuan, the gap between PCAN and PCAD in 2007 is 3.33 
times. Nowadays, Chinese government released series of 
public policies with regard to improve the citizen income 
level, which aims to move forward the economic growth. 
This research indicates that to improve the rural house-
hold’s income level is an urgent issue for China. The 
outcomes also proved that the national policy undertak-
ing in the coming years of “improve the rural income and 
expand the domestic consumption” has scientific base 
and should be taken exactly in the next decade. 
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ABSTRACT 

The service sector is receiving much deserved attention resulting from its inevitable role in a country’s economic de-
velopment. Despite all the efforts gaps such as the relationship between technological advances and service develop-
ment are yet to be revealed from the perspective of new applications that organizations want to develop and implement. 
This paper explores opportunities using a comprehensive model (and CRM, as an example) that can be used to extend 
the research relating service development to the technology development aspects of the market. 
 
Keywords: Service Systems, Service Hierarchy, Customer Relationship Management, Service Development, Technology 

Complexity 

1. Introduction 

Presently, extremely competitive and globalized markets 
demand economic globalization as a ‘must do’ activity 
for the competitors to maintain their niche in the (service) 
market. Technology development is seen as a solution, 
allowing organizations to enhance their service portfolios 
using latest technological advancements. Also, new 
technology development triggers the service develop-
ment process to be more customer intensive with cus-
tomized service offerings. With the shorter maturity 
times of (different services and hence) the service or-
ganizations [1], it became evident for businesses to pur-
sue the technology development and its implementation 
aspects at a faster pace. It is established that ‘technology’ 
plays an inevitable role in the service development proc-
ess [2–4]. 

With the increasingly changing perception (of cus-
tomers) and fierce competition (among business organi-
zations) at the international level, organizations lean to-
wards using customer relationship management (CRM) 
like approaches. CRM is known to be a strategic ap-
proach where organizations implement new processes 
enabling them to create long term profitable relationship 
with their customers. The use of CRM approach in dif-
ferent industrial sectors (manufacturing, services, con-
struction, extraction, and mining) requires associated 

organizations to be technology compatible to implement 
them. This paper discusses the need and impact of im-
plementing different technologies (with varying levels of 
complexities) in the course of developing (new) services 
from the customer relationship management perspective. 
CRM is proven to be helpful in organizing and analyzing 
activities (e.g., marketing, sales, customer services, etc.) 
in an organization to keep the overall organizational ef-
forts useful to both the customers’ and the organizations’ 
growth and development. 

A systems level approach is used, in this paper, to 
identify the level of technical complexity that needs to be 
employed in developing and operating different services. 
A Service System is defined as a collection of different 
(service-sub) systems, and their placement with well de-
fined roles and responsibilities. The customer relation-
ship management concept (at large), its applicability and 
relationship to service development processes and levels 
of technology being used to develop them is discussed as 
well. 

2. Service Systems and CRM 

In simple terms a system can be a group of several inter-
acting elements consisting input parameters, a process to 
manipulate them and output(s). A service system on the 
other hand is said to have - customers, a physical or vir-
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tual facility to house the required hardware and/or infra-
structure, and service providers. Services can be distin-
guished from other activities based on their specific 
characteristics, a.k.a. CHIPS which represent Coproduc-
tion, Heterogeneity, Intangibility, Perishability and Si-
multaneity [5]. Similarly, the concept of service package 
consisting Delivery, Infrastructure and Product a.k.a. 
DIP can be used in defining the service systems [5].  

In case of a simple service system, e.g. a restaurant (as 
shown in Figure 1), it is observed that to offer end ser-
vices to their immediate customers, it would need to use 
several other services. This would require the main ser-
vice system (restaurant in this example) to interact with 
other service (sub) systems, e.g., transportation services, 
banking services, insurance services, credit card services, 
recreational services, etc. The visibility of systems (in-
cluding its sub-systems) varies based on their access to 
customers and their placement in the system. 

A closer look on such a system clarifies that all the 
sub-systems (e.g. credit card services, transportation ser-
vices, insurance services, etc.) providing their services to 
a master service provider (restaurant in above example), 
can actually be the master service providers to other ser-
vice (sub) systems. While analyzing an end service pro-
vider, it is clearly observable that all the sub-systems can 
be given a specific role and placement in its service sys-
tem hierarchy. While on a global level all the service 

systems are expected to have some (moderate to exten-
sive) level of interaction with other systems in the hier-
archy subject to their role and placement in it (as shown 
in Figure 2). 

Every member in a service system hierarchy (i.e. a 
service sub-system) consists of their own target custom-
ers, business strategy, development & expansion plans, 
software and hardware requirements, infrastructural 
needs, and marketing policies. Such a diverse set of dif-
ferentiating factors among service sub-systems makes it 
crucial to study the primary and secondary effects of 
them on their customers [6] and observe their relation-
ship with each other. The interactive relationship 
amongst the systems in whole can be said to have a sig-
nificant impact on setting the market trends. The change 
in (sub) systems’ operating and developing strategies 
creates a dynamic impact on all other (sub) systems, due 
to their close and regular interaction needs. 

The role of customers in a business is as important as 
the business itself. All businesses (including manufac-
turing, services, agriculture, mining and construction) 
operate to fulfill their customers’ direct or indirect re-
quirements in a best way suitable for their mutual devel-
opment. Services, although, have the unique characteris-
tics of having the mandatory presence of customers as 
the co-producers [7]. In the midst of fast paced, globally 
competitive environment and continually growing need 
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Figure 1. Example of a complete service system, using subsystem approach 
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Figure 2. Master service system (L1) with its first and second level subsystems 

 
of economic globalization, it has become evident for the 
businesses to not only look for new market segments to 
expand but also work harder to retain their existing cus-
tomer base. Different organizations/businesses choose a 
variety of strategies to earn the loyalty of their customers. 
This includes examples such as sales follow ups, free 
upgrades, quick complaint responses, free home deliver-
ies, holiday packages, personalized call center responses, 
etc. Based on the size, need and type of businesses, or-
ganizations opt either for a single or a combination of 
several strategies to expand their customer base while 
serving their existing customers within their best abilities. 
This whole process is named as the “Customer Relation-
ship Management” or CRM. Payne and Frow [8] defined 
CRM as –  

“CRM is a strategic approach that is concerned with 
creating improved shareholder value through the deve- 
lopment of appropriate relationships with key customers 
and customer segments. CRM unites the potential of rel- 
ationship marketing strategies and IT to create profitable, 
long-term relationships with customers and other key 
stakeholders. CRM provides enhanced opportunities to 
use data and information to both understand customers 
and cocreate value with them. This required a cross-fun- 
ctional integration of processes, people, operations, and 
marketing capabilities that is enabled through inform- 
ation, technology, and applications [8].”  

Several organizations are dedicating their resources to 
deliver an optimized (software) system to serve the CRM 
needs of different organizations. Microsoft®, ORACLE®, 
SAP, Salesforce.com® are some of the major players in 
the CRM arena. Aside pure service providing organiza-
tions, other industrial sectors receive a large portion of 
their revenues from the service activities they offer. 

Some good examples in the manufacturing sector are – 
GM, IBM, etc., where a large portion of their annual 
revenue comes from their service counterparts. In a 
similar fashion other sectors (i.e. mining, agriculture, and 
construction) though may not qualify as pure service 
organizations but do have a large sum of their revenues 
coming from the services they offer. Embedded relation-
ships, like these, between non-service organizations and 
their embodied service providing networks make the re-
quirements of CRM like interfaces more crucial and hard 
to ignore to keep them operational. 

3. Technology, Business Process Outsourcing 
and CRM in Services 

The concept of CRM is not as new as its accepted need 
and demand for different application packages in the 
market (in last decade or so). The concept of building 
customer relationships is as old as any business in the 
industrial world. With the increasing competition among 
different business (organizations) types, technology used, 
originating subcontinents, etc. their survival becomes 
highly dependent on their capabilities to sustain their 
competitive positioning and customer base. Introduction 
of new technologies (e.g. internet and IT based tools) not 
only reduced the distance among customers and business 
owners but also brought the opportunities of sub con-
tracting the business functions overseas with much re-
duced costs and enhanced effectiveness. The concept of 
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) had emerged in the 
past decade to provide an edge to different (mainly US 
based) business owners in terms of gaining the strategic 
advantage over their non US counterparts. The concept 
of BPO was added to the multidimensional scenario of 
the industrial world as the low cost solution of mainly its 
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information technology (IT) and finance operational 
needs. BPO did not only introduce the low cost IT and 
Finance business solutions to the corporate world but 
also paved the way for the global strategic management 
of technological innovation. With the intercontinental 
business ties, customer relationship management strate-
gies took shape in the form of new software packages 
and alliances formed between different corporate giants 
to retain their target customer base to survive the compe-
tition. Some examples can be given as the recent mergers 
of AT&T and Cingular, Sears and K-Mart, and talks of 
acquiring Yahoo! by Microsoft are the steps forward to 
maintain their niche in the market and expand their cus-
tomer base. 

Services being the largest contributor to the United 
States’ (and many other countries’) Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), plays a decisive role in directing the de-
velopment of various tools and technologies in the mar-
ket [9]. It is an inevitable fact that ‘technology’ plays a 
significant role in the course of service development 
process and needs to be seen as the driving dimension in 
the service development process [2–4]. The contribution 
of services had continued to rise (in the vicinity of ~80%) 
in US GDP in last decade or so, as shown in Figure 3. 

It is evident from the contribution of services that ser-
vices cover a wide spectrum of activities responsible for 
the economic development. Because of their embedded 
nature, services can sometimes be hard to distinguish 
from other activities (i.e., mining, agriculture, construc-
tion and manufacturing). A more detailed literature on 
service characteristics can be found in Agrawal, 
Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons [2,7], Several attempts 

have been made to classify the services, some of the most 
accepted service classifications in the literature are 
Schmenner, Bitner, Agnihotri et al. [10–12].  

As stated earlier in Section 2 (with Figure 1, and 2) a 
(service) system exhibits a dynamic hierarchy constitut-
ing several sub systems. The dynamic behavior of sub-
systems directs (large) organizations in strategizing and 
implementing their CRM activities and vice versa. Based 
on the specifics of the business, e.g., their strategic mo-
tivation and vision; different businesses respond to fluc-
tuations in the market differently. The changes in the 
market are largely dependent on either the changing per-
ception and needs of customers or a result of the erratic 
behavior of sub-systems in the system hierarchy. The 
changing behavior of sub-systems can be explained using 
varying needs of customers as well, which is a result of 
introduction of new technologies, products and services 
in the market. New products and services offered by dif-
ferent organizations drives customers’ ever-changing 
expectations [13] and hence a demand in the market mo-
tivating organizations to develop and deliver new ser-
vices, and hence completing the circle. 

Factors such as, market orientation, global strategic 
growth, technology innovation, management structure, 
and service blueprints are the driving factors, used in 
explaining the variations in the service systems devel-
opment [2,4]. The increasingly embedded sub-systems 
and complexity therein, calls for the implementation of 
CRM solutions for organizations to assure their (long 
term) existence in the market. CRM solutions are equally 
applicable to all segments of the industry, including the 
service sector and goods sector. 
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Figure 3. Percentage contribution of service in the US Gross Domestic Product (GDP) source: Bureau of economic analysis 
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Figure 4. Service-process matrix [10]  

 

4. The Service Development Process,   
Technology and CRM 

Service organizations adopt different approaches to de-
velop their services based on the level of technology they 
choose to use in the course of developing and delivering 
their services. As discussed in the earlier sections, it is 
becoming customary for the organizations to implement 
CRM strategies to stay competitive in the market. Busi-
nesses face tough competition from their long existing or 
low cost international contenders in the market. Although 
using latest technology and tools, some are able to ex-
pand their business networks with uniquely customized 
services, e.g. OnStar© services by General Motors Cor-
poration (GMC). These services added another dimen-
sion to already existing global positioning systems (GPS) 
in the automobile market by providing live customer 
support to their customers. Even though GM faces great 
competition in the automobile market, OnStar© services 
gave them an edge in the market to sell not just their 
products but their customized services as well. To offer 
such technically intensive services, organizations need to 
choose the appropriate personnel, infrastructure, hard-
ware and software to be able to implement that specific 
level of technology to not only developing but also de-
livering such services. 

Among different service businesses (even for the 
similar kind of services) the level of technical complexity 
chosen by different organizations to develop and deliver 
their services causes them to pursue the service devel-
opment process differently [2]. In a similar fashion, im-
plementing CRM applications in a technology intensive 
environment would demand a higher level of develop-
mental efforts than a comparatively lower level of tech-
nology intensive environment. Reinartz et al. [14] liked 
CRM process economic performance with the Informa-

tion Technology as a critical moderator. Based on the 
Schmenner’s Service-Process matrix (as shown in Figure 
4) to classify the services [10], a new model is suggested 
as the Service-Process-Technology (SPT) matrix (shown 
in Figure 5) that shall be used in relating the service de-
velopment process to the level of technology used. The 
service development process and the level of technology 
that organizations select to use in developing (and deliv-
ering) their services can be visualized and explained us-
ing the SPT matrix. 

Schmenner used labor intensity (labor to capital ratio), 
degree of interaction and customization to develop the 
Service-Process matrix. Using these factors any service 
organizations can be nominated to one of the four quad-
rants in the matrix based on the specific characteristics it 
reflects. As an extension to Service-Process matrix the 
SPT matrix is proposed with the technology to be used as 
the 3rd dimension in it. Research studies have established 
that the level of technology, organizations use to develop 
their services, affects their service development process 
immensely [2–4].  

The SPT matrix can be used in explaining the rela-
tionship between different service systems based on the 
level of technology they have used to develop their sys-
tems. Although only 3 layers are shown in the SPT ma-
trix, it is possible to have a larger number of layers based 
on the technical complexity and details involved in the 
analysis. Reinartz et al. [14] stated the need to allocate 
resources to different tiers of customers based on the 
economic value (or position in the Service Hierarchy) 
they have. In an embedded environment, the relationship 
among different systems can become highly cross linked 
and ambiguous. Such relationship among (sub) systems 
makes it essential for the sub (service) systems to keep 
up with the technology advancements in either master or 
related sub systems to retain their customer base, which  
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Figure 5. Service-Process-Technology (SPT) matrix 

 
aggressively pursues the technology upgrades available 
in the market [15]. 

The implementation of applications such as CRM re-
quires target systems to have some minimum basic tech-
nological infrastructure available to them to be able to 
use CRM applications successfully. As discussed earlier 
in Section 2, each member in the system hierarchy is ca-
pable of affecting other member systems due to their 
embedded structure and cross relationships. To sustain 
such minimum requirements, organizations may need to 
upgrade their existing facilities and hence causing a 
chaos in the system hierarchy requiring other (attached) 
subsystems to keep up with them. The relationship be-
tween placement of organizations and their subsystems in 
different ‘technology’ layers (or level in hierarchy) and 
the changes/upgrades they need to pursue in order to im-
plement new applications (e.g., CRM) can be explained 
using SPT matrix like tools. Although, the definition and 
number of layers in the model may differ for different 
business types, the matrix features and applicability re-
mains unchanged. As discussed in Section 3, the concept 
of BPO is playing an important role in the current eco-
nomic scenario of the United States by giving corporate 
firms an opportunity to outsource their technical needs to 
low cost overseas organizations. Because a big part of 
technology requirements are being outsourced, it is evi-
dent that local US companies are being affected greatly 
and are facing harsh competition in the market to retain 
their customer base. CRM practices are proven to be 
helpful in such situations [16]. The organizations out-
sourcing their operations overseas are implementing and 
taking advantage of CRM practices as well. With the  

infrastructural internationalization, organizations with 
their establishments in the United States are unable to 
gain any advantage over the organizations that are using 
overseas resources, in expanding their customer base. 

Two organizations situated in different continents, but 
in the same business, may qualify in different quadrants 
of Service Process matrix based on the characteristics 
they reflect in their business models. Research has estab-
lished that hardware and software (or infrastructural) re-
quirements for different organizations (or quadrants in 
the Service Process matrix) differ significantly from each 
other in the course of their service development process. 
Using the z-axis in the SPT matrix (i.e., ‘Technology’ 
layer) it is possible to distinguish among different or-
ganizations who operate similar businesses but in differ-
ent quadrants based on the similarities in the technologi-
cal advancements they pursued over time to implement 
the CRM like applications. Once the most suitable layer 
for a system (using the service provider, customer base, 
technology being implemented, and the quadrants it re-
sides in) is identified, the specific requirements for those 
organizations can be predicted in terms of the infrastruc-
tural updates they would need in the process of imple-
menting an application system such as CRM. 

Bitner et al. [17] established (using their Technology 
Infusion matrix) that technology plays a crucial role in 
customers’ satisfaction in the service encounter process. 
Bitner used the Technology Infusion matrix as the 
framework explaining the improvements in the service 
encounter experience using the available technology ef-
fectively. Using the SPT matrix, the change in customers’ 
expectations can be explained subject to an organiza-
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tion’s shift from one ‘technology’ layer to another in 
terms of the drivers, i.e., customization/flexibility, effec-
tive service recovery and spontaneous delight as stated by 
Bitner et al. [17] in their technology infusion matrix. 
Also, with the customers’ inevitable role in the service 
delivery process, the organizations’ efforts to shift within 
different technology layers (or quadrants in SPT matrix) 
can be explained based on the shift in customers’ expec-
tations and requirements over time. 

5. Conclusions 

Despite all the attention in services arena, the role of 
technology in the service development process has not 
received much attention from researchers, even though 
the technology development is established to have strong 
link with the services arena [9]. The need and advent of 
new applications such as CRM led us to explore the op-
portunities to study the service organizations using a sys-
tem based approach and establish the important relation-
ship among different (sub) systems therein. 

This paper presented the SPT matrix as one of the so-
lutions that can be used to explain the relationship be-
tween different service systems using technology as a 
common connecting factor among them. Technology 
being the driving force for (service) organizations to 
compete in the global markets amid all the intercontinen-
tal low cost solutions, it is necessary to have such models 
available to be able to differentiate among them based on 
the level of technological advances they wish to pursue 
over time to stay competitive in the business. 
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